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PREFACE

The Bogomil movement has come to be recognized as one of the major problems of south Slavonic and Byzantine history. The influence it has exercised on the history of the Balkan peoples—on their church and state, on their society and literature, on their religion and folk-lore—make the study of Bogomilism essential for Byzantinist and Slavist alike. To scholars and students in other fields Bogomilism still offers many unexplored, or half-explored, possibilities. The theologian and the philosopher can find in Bogomilism one of the most interesting examples of the growth on European soil in the Middle Ages of a pattern of thought and a way of life which may be termed “dualistic”. A detailed study of Bogomilism should help Western medievalists to shed new light on the still somewhat obscure problem of the historical connections between Asiatic Manichaeism and the dualistic movements of western Europe, particularly of the Italian Patarenes and of the Cathars or Albigenses of southern France. This connection, if successfully established, would in its turn enable Church historians to regard the Bogomil sect as the first European link in the thousand-year-long chain leading from Mani’s teaching in Mesopotamia in the third century to the Albigensian Crusade in southern France in the thirteenth. Moreover, the study of the Bogomil movement has its own, and by no means negligible, part to play in the investigation of the cultural and religious links between eastern and western Europe, the importance of which is increasingly perceived at the present time.

The study of Bogomilism has a fairly long, but not uniformly successful, history. In the eighteenth century Bogomilism began to attract the attention of German scholars. Some, like J. G. Wolf, regarded the Bogomils as heretics, while others, like J. L. Oeder, tried to prove that they were the bearers of a “pure” Christianity and were unjustly persecuted by a corrupt Byzantine Church. Their investigations were necessarily limited by their ignorance of the non-Byzantine sources, which led them to take a view of Bogomilism at its best incomplete and in some cases false. In
England, about the same time, Gibbon was able to dismiss the Bogomils in a peremptory footnote of his *Decline and Fall* as 'a sect of Gnostics, who soon vanished'.

Bogomil studies received a fresh impetus and a new orientation in the second half of the nineteenth century, owing to the discovery of Slavonic documents which conclusively pointed to Bulgaria as the original home of the Bogomil sect. The study and publication of these manuscripts was carried out with great success by the Russian scholar M. G. Popruženki. In 1869 and 1870 the Croatian scholar F. Rački published his *Bogomili i Patareni*, a work which still remains an indispensable guide, although a number of its conclusions now stand in need of correction or revision. More recently, Slavonic scholars have shown a keen interest in the subject and have approached Bogomilism from several new angles, but, on the whole, they have tended to limit themselves to specific details and have not attempted to re-examine the whole problem from the historical point of view. However, the important place occupied by Bogomilism in the history of Bulgarian literature is stressed by Prof. I. Ivanov, who has analysed and edited the literary monuments of the Bulgarian Bogomils.

The study of Bogomilism has, in my opinion, suffered unduly from the preconceived or erroneous notions of many investigators. For example, several modern Balkan historians have overemphasized the political significance of Bogomilism, often to the detriment of its importance as a religious movement, by regarding it primarily as a nationalistic attempt of the Slavs to resist the encroachments of Byzantine imperialism. The present study, it is hoped, may serve to show that this view, though justifiable within certain limits, has sometimes been grossly exaggerated. Moreover, the historians of Bogomilism have, for the most part, considered Bogomilism as a static phenomenon, and have unhesitatingly attributed to the sect at the very beginning of its history features which in fact only developed at later periods. At the same time they have usually failed to draw sufficiently clear distinctions between the Bogomils and other medieval Balkan sects, a failure which often leads to erroneous conclusions regarding the former. Hoping to remedy these mistakes, I have decided to abandon the traditional plan, in which the history, doctrines and customs of the Bogomils were divided into separate chapters, and have adopted the method of studying the different aspects of Bogomilism simultaneously, period by period. In this manner a clearer picture may perhaps be obtained of the gradual evolution of the doctrines, ethics, ritual, customs and organization of the sect under the influence of historical circumstances. Moreover, in order to dispel the confusion often made between the Bogomils and other contemporary Balkan sects, I have been obliged to deal at some length with the latter, particularly with the Paulicians and the Massalians.

Like most other medieval sects, the Bogomils are known to us very largely from the evidence of their enemies. This would seem to render the task of impartial criticism a delicate one, particularly since the number of sources directly concerned with the Bogomils is not large. And yet the information of Orthodox Churchmen on the subject is, on the whole, fairly reliable: a comparison between the evidence supplied by writers widely separated in space and time reveals almost unanimous agreement on the essential features of Bogomilism. In these circumstances, an objective reconstruction of the doctrines and practices of the Bogomils is by no means impossible.

The present book was, in substance, completed in 1942 and its publication has been delayed mainly by the circumstances of war. The same circumstances prevented me from having any knowledge of the works by Mr S. Runciman on the Manichaean movement and by MM. H.-G. Puech and A. Vaillant on Cosmas's treatise against the Bogomils, until both books were in proof form. I am indebted to Mr Runciman and M. Puech for permission to consult the proofs of their books.

My thanks are due first of all to Trinity College for enabling me to pursue the research which led to the writing of this book. I owe a special debt of gratitude to Dr Elizabeth Hill, without whose encouragement and help this book would not have been written, to the Rev. Prof. F. Dvornik, who has unstintingly allowed me to benefit from his knowledge of Byzantine and Slavonic history, and to Prof. Sir Ellis Minns, who read the work in manuscript and made many valuable suggestions. I am much indebted to my wife for her help in compiling the index and reading the proofs. I wish
also to thank the staff of the British Museum for innumerable kindnesses and the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press for their assistance in the publication of this book.

In order to simplify typographical problems, I have substituted, in the quotations in Old Church Slavonic, for the letters Ἐ, Χ, Ψ, the modern ș, ș, ș respectively.

DMITRI OBOLENSKY

TRINITY COLLEGE
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29 October 1946
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CHAPTER I

THE MANICHAEAN LEGACY


Among the ever-recurring problems which have confronted human reason throughout the ages one of the most complex is that of the nature and origin of evil. Whenever man seeks to support his religious faith by rational thinking, sooner or later he is inevitably led to the problem of reconciling the absolute qualities he attributes to God with the obviously limited and contingent character of the world he lives in. The importance and urgency of this problem is easily perceived by both speculative and non-speculative minds. The metaphysician and the theologian must explain the possibility of any relation between the Infinite and the finite, between the perfection of the Creator and the imperfection of the creature, between God and the world; and those men who, without being philosophers, believe that God is the source of all perfection and goodness and that He has created the world, cannot but recognize that in this world moral and physical evil—suffering, cruelty, decay, death—is abundantly present. How then can God, the Supreme Good, be the cause of evil? Is it possible to escape the following seemingly logical conclusion: either God is the creator of evil, in which case He is not the source of all perfection and hence not truly God; or else He is not the creator of evil, and the origin of evil must be sought outside God in some agent distinct from and opposed to Him? In the many solutions to the problem of evil attempted by the human reason two main attitudes of mind, completely opposed to each other, are clearly distinguishable.

The first is based on the belief in a fundamental relation between God and the world created by Him; it was above all the faith of
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the Jewish people that the world, created by God, is good (Gen. i). The Book of Genesis describes the creation as an act of God's omnipotence, explains the appearance of evil as a result of man's disobedience to the will of God, but gives no philosophical theory as to the relation of the creature to the Creator. The direct contact between the Infinite and the finite, the Absolute and the contingent, has all the reality of a fact willed by God, but remains essentially a mystery, incomprehensible to the human reason.

Judaism, throughout its history, always emphasized the profound nature of this relation between God and creation, recognized the work of Divine Providence in the world by stressing the positive importance of human history in preparing the Kingdom of God on earth and thus proclaimed the ultimate value and significance of this life. The Judaic view of life received a supreme confirmation and an all-embracing significance by the Incarnation of the Word, whereby God became flesh and entered human history. Christianity, by accepting and teaching the fundamental reality of Godman, recognized that the gulf between the Infinite and the finite had been finally bridged and that the created world into which the Creator Himself had entered was not only of positive value but even capable of sanctification. Henceforth to those who on account of the incommensurability of God and the material world denied the possibility of contact between them Christianity was able to reply that God created the world, became man and will raise up the flesh. Taking their stand on the mystery of the Incarnation, Christian theologians gradually built up a rational solution of the problem of evil. Starting from the proposition that it is useless to seek for the origin of something without first defining its nature, they showed that the origin of evil can be logically deduced from its nature. Everything that is, that has being, is good; and since everything that is derives its substance from God, it follows that evil, as the opposite of good, has neither substance nor being, nor positive reality (otherwise it would be good). Evil exists merely as a possibility of disorder: evil is merely an accident of the substance, the privation of good. Evil as the opposite of good is not created by God, since nothing can generate its opposite, it is, strictly speaking, non-being. But evil as the privation of good, to exist at all, depends on the existence of substances in which this privation can become operative, substances which have being and hence are good. Thus, evil exists in good and depends for its existence on good. Hence the cause of evil is found to be in good.

This good is man's free will, which is a gift of God. Man's abuse of his free will, made possible by his finite condition, his state of inferiority as a creature in relation to his Creator, has resulted in his separation from God. This separation resulted in a state of privation, which has brought about disorder, suffering, corruption, and the other manifestations of evil.

In complete contradiction to the Christian view of evil, which follows from the belief in the Hypostatic Union and the consequent value attributed to this life and to the body, we find another conception, already existing in many respects before the rise of Christianity. This conception, positing a fundamental opposition between good and evil, denied that God, who is essentially good, can be the author or the cause of evil. The origin of evil must be sought outside God. The seat of evil is the visible, material world where disorder and suffering are dominant. The origin of evil lies in matter itself, whose opaqueness and multiplicity are radically opposed to the spirituality and unity of God. This view, which attributes to evil the same positive and ultimate quality as is possessed by good, thus leads to an inevitable dualism between God and the opposite principle of matter. It seems that this dualistic cosmology was accepted, implicitly or explicitly, by most of the Greek philosophers before Plato. Plato himself, by tracing the origin of evil to matter, regarded as independent of God and outside His causality, could not escape at least a strong measure of dualism. But it is above all in Gnosticism, which arose in Asia Minor in the first century of our era, that we find the first systematic attempt to solve the problem of evil in a strictly dualistic sense. ¹

Behind the numerous discrepancies in the teachings of the different Gnostic sects there lies the basic idea that matter, which is essentially evil, cannot be the creation of God. The Gnostics explained the origin of matter either by regarding it as eternally evil in itself or by positing an intermediary between God and matter, the

¹ It has hitherto been customary among historians and theologians to trace systematic dualism back to the Zoroastrian tradition of Persia. But, as it will be shown below, Zoroastrian 'dualism' differs from the Gnostic variety in some important respects and even contains several features incompatible with true dualism.
Demiurge, one of the emanations (aeons) of God, whose nature had been basically corrupted by a transgression which caused his expulsion from the divine pleroma; this Demiurge created the material world, which consequently shares in his essentially evil nature. Man himself, in Gnosticism and in every truly dualistic theory, mirrors this fundamental dualism: his soul is of divine origin, his body ineradicably evil. The ancient Greek myth of the soul, come down to earth from its heavenly abode and imprisoned in the darkness of a material body from which it is ever seeking to escape in order to return to its home, is present, at least implicitly, in every form of dualism. The body is "the tomb of the soul", the instrument whereby the Demiurge seeks to imprison light in the darkness of matter and to prevent the soul from ascending back to the heavenly sphere. Every truly dualistic conception must see the origin of all misfortune in life in this world: for the birth of a man is the imprisonment of a divine or angelic soul in an unredemptible body. The only final redemption is in death, the escape of the soul from its prison and the return of a particle of light to the One Uncreated Light. This redemption, this escape is not the repentance for the moral evil committed by man: man cannot be really responsible for the guilt of sin if evil is not due to the abuse of his free will but is rooted in his material body and is thus the inevitable concomitant of life itself. But though he is not responsible for the existence of evil and has thus ultimately no free will, man can and must collaborate in the work of God in striving by his knowledge and his actions to purify his soul from the contamination of its material envelope. Purification as understood and practiced by the consistent dualist implies forbearance from all actions which further the soul's imprisonment in matter (especially from marriage and the procreation of children, which strengthen the power of matter in the world) and a rigid asceticism, based not on the desire to discipline the flesh but on a radical hatred of the body.

In the history of the Christian Church dualism plays a particularly important part. It was largely the necessity of refuting the doctrines of the dualists that led the Christian theologians to formulate in a comprehensive manner their own teaching on the problem of evil. Moreover, dualism gave rise to a large number of sects which during the whole of Christian antiquity and until the very end of the Middle Ages were fierce and dangerous enemies of the Church, and against which both in eastern and western Europe the Church was compelled to wage an almost ceaseless war.

The most rigid and classical form of dualism in historical times is to be found in Manichaeism, invented in Babylonia in the middle of the third century A.D. by the Persian Mani. Mani's celebrated teachings spread, in the course of the thousand years after their first appearance, over large parts of Europe and Asia, extending from the Pacific to the Atlantic Oceans. Their main tenets, which were to exercise an astonishingly potent influence on human thought, may be briefly summarized as follows.¹

From all eternity there exist two opposite and mutually independent principles, God and Matter, represented respectively on the physical plane by two "natures", Light and Darkness. Our present world appeared as a result of an invasion of the realm of Light by Darkness, or Matter, and is a "mixture" of both natures, an amalgam of divine particles of Light imprisoned in a material envelope. The future, or final, state of all things will come about as the result of the complete restoration of the original dualism by the absolute separation of both principles, which will render Darkness for ever incapable of further aggression. The present, in so far as it is a preparation for the future, consists in a gradual liberation of the particles of Light, consubstantial with God, which are the souls of men, from the prison of Matter, of the body. The separation of Light from Darkness is the work of God Himself, who desires that those elements which He lost when they became "mixed" with Matter should return to their true abode, and is furthered by a series of "evocations" (hypostatized divine attributes) which God sends into the world. One of these "evocations", the Demiurge, created our visible world from materials belonging to the realm of Darkness: the purpose of this world is to be a prison for the powers of Darkness and a place of purification for the souls

¹ The best accounts of the Manichaean doctrines are to be found in the following works: P. Alfaric, L'Évolution intellectuelle de Saint Augustin (Paris, 1910), pp. 95-213; H. H. Schaeder, "Ursprünge und Fortbildungen des manichaïschen Systems", Vorträge der Bibliothek Warburg (1924-5), pp. 65-137; H. J. Polotsky, article 'Manichäismus' in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopädie der classischen Altertumswissenschaft (1935), Supplementband vi.
of men, a kind of machine for the distillation of Light. In order to counteract this gradual liberation of the Light and to strengthen the fetters which bind the souls to matter, the powers of Darkness created man who, by the duality of the sexes and his instinct of self-propagation inherited from the demons who generated him, is intended to perpetuate the imprisonment of the particles of Light in his own body. Man is thus in a microcosmic form the image of the macrocosmic 'mixture'. A further counter-measure on the part of God then became necessary: this is another 'evocation': Jesus, a Divine Being, descended from the realm of Light into the world and appeared on earth to bring the true teaching to man. He gave to man the knowledge of his dual nature by showing him that his soul is one with the Divine Light which suffers in the whole world from its 'mixture' with Darkness and taught him the path of salvation; this path consists in carefully avoiding all those actions which harm the particles of Light contained in man and further the imprisonment of the soul in Matter. The method by which man must effect within himself the gradual separation of Light from Darkness, the breaking up of the 'mixture', forms the object of Manichaean ethics, based on a radical hatred of the unredeemable flesh and extreme asceticism.

The history of Manichaeism, which until the latter part of the last century remained almost exclusively the domain of Church historians, has now become a subject which no scholar investigating conditions in the later Roman Empire and the Middle Ages can afford to neglect. The influence exerted by Manichaeism over the entire Mediterranean world and its repercussions on the religious, political and social life of medieval Europe are questions which—though still obscure in many respects—are increasingly attracting the attention of historians. A particularly important aspect of Manichaeism is its direct connection with the problem of the Oriental influences exerted on medieval European civilization: Manichaeism was the last of these 'Oriental religions' which from the third century B.C. to the fifth century of our era penetrated into the Graeco-Roman world from the Near East—from Asia Minor, Egypt, Syria, Persia and Babylonia. Their common features were an alliance of faith and reason for the pursuit of ultimate knowledge, a strong syncretism ever ready to assimilate the most diverse religious and philosophical teachings and to adapt itself to the doctrines of other nations, and an earnest striving for moral purity by means of asceticism and mortification.

In the course of the present century two important discoveries of original Manichaean sources have resulted in a considerable development of Manichaean studies. Between 1899 and 1907 excavations and searchings carried out in the oasis of Turfan, in Chinese Turkestan, by Russian, German, British, French and Japanese missions led to the discovery of a large number of manuscripts, identified as Manichaean. In 1930 a collection of Coptic papyrus codices was discovered in Egypt and identified as the remains of a Manichaean library, probably of the fifth century.

2 An impulse was given to Manichaean studies in the second half of the nineteenth century by the publication of two oriental sources containing valuable information on Manichaeism, the Fibris of the Arab writer An-Nadoim and extracts from the writings of the Syrian Theodore Bar Khoni. This led to the works of G. Flügel, Mani, seine Lehre und seine Schriften (Leipzig, 1862), and F. Cumont, La cosmogonie manichéenne d’après Théodore bar Khôni (Bruxelles, 1908; Recherches sur le Manichéisme, vol. 1).
The investigation and publication of these documents, which contain much historical, doctrinal and liturgical material of the greatest value—including some works attributed to Mani himself—is still far from completed. But there can be no doubt that the study of these newly discovered sources will shed much new light not only on the teachings of Mani—which have already been investigated in some detail—but also on the far less known question of the spread and development of the Manichaean sect in the territories of the Roman Empire.

Manichaean dualism penetrated into Europe in two waves, separated by an interval of some three centuries. The first wave, that of primitive Manichaeism, spread between the third and seventh centuries over the whole of the Mediterranean world, extending from Syria, Asia Minor, Judaea to Egypt, northern Africa, Spain, southern Gaul, Italy, and penetrated into the two centres of Roman Christian civilization, Rome and Byzantium. The second wave was that of a revived and in many respects modified Manichaeism, sometimes known as ‘neo-Manichaeism.’ It appeared in Europe with the dawn of the Middle Ages, and between the ninth and the fourteenth centuries swept over all southern and part of central Europe, from the Black Sea to the Atlantic and the Rhine. A comprehensive history of the neo-Manichaean movement as a whole has yet to be written, and before any such attempt can be made it will be necessary to study in greater detail than has yet been done its origin and development in each of the European countries where it found a home, particularly in Bulgaria, Serbia, Bosnia, northern Italy and southern France.

The present book is concerned with the beginnings of neo-Manichaeism in Europe, with its penetration into the Balkans from the Near East in the ninth and tenth centuries and its development in Bulgaria between the tenth and fourteenth centuries, where its doctrine formed the basis of Bogomilism. A study of the Bogomil sect in Bulgaria may thus establish the first important link in the thousand-year-long chain leading from Mani’s teaching in Mesopotamia in the third century to the Albigensian crusade in southern France in the thirteenth century.

Historians of neo-Manichaeism have generally taken the historical connection of this movement with the original teaching of Mani for granted. Evidence which points fairly conclusively to this connection is adduced in the following pages. On the other hand, in trying to establish the distant origins of neo-Manichaeism, some of these historians have not unnaturally been led to investigate the source and nature of those earlier dualistic theories which were accepted in the third century by Mani as the basis of his teaching. This question must now be briefly examined.

Unfortunately, the problem of the origins of Manichaeism proper, which has given rise to the most varied and even contradictory hypotheses, though considerably clarified during the past twenty-five years, can still be solved only in a general manner. It is fairly certain that the dualistic doctrines which directly influenced Manichaeism arose in the Near East or, more precisely, in the borderland between the two great civilizations of the late classical period, the Hellenic and the Persian. This borderland, stretching roughly from Egypt to Armenia, was already before our era the land par excellence of religious syncretism, and it seems an almost impossible task to trace with any degree of certainty the relations between the numerous dualistic sects in the highly intricate maze of the heretical movements in the Near East during the first centuries after Christ. It is, however, possible to identify the main currents of dualism which influenced the development

---

1 The following documents have so far been published: Manichäische handschriften der sammlung A. Chester Beatty (Bd. 1) herausgegeben von H. J. Polotsky (Stuttgart, 1934); Manichäische Handschriften der staatlichen museen Berlin herausgegeben in Auftrage der preuss. Akad. der Wisensch., unter Leitung von C. Schmidt, Bd. 1, Kephalia (Stuttgart, 1937–38); A Manichaean Psalm-Book, ed. by G. R. C. Allberry (Stuttgart, 1938).


3 The doctrinal and historical continuity between Manichaeism and ‘neo-Manichaeism’ has been denied by some scholars. An attempt is made in the following pages to prove this continuity and to justify the use of the term ‘neo-Manichaeism’ to describe this second wave of dualism.
of Manichaeism and elements of which can be found in the later neo-Manichaean movement, and thereby to correct a number of errors and misconceptions regarding the origin of neo-Manichaean dualism which are still to be found in the works of some scholars.

According to the view prevalent among historians of the past and not infrequently upheld by present-day scholars, the origin of Manichaean dualism is to be sought in the ancient Zoroastrian tradition of Persia. The acceptance of this view has led many historians to regard neo-Manichaeanism as a distant product of those doctrines which were taught in Iran at least six centuries before our era, and to which Manichaeism is supposed to have merely given a more definitely dualistic bent.

The close historical contact between Zoroastrianism and Manichaeism from the very time of appearance of the latter is undeniable. Mani himself was a Persian by birth, and it was in Persia that he made his first public appearance as a religious teacher, gaining some success even in court circles, it was to Persia that after a long period of exile in central Asia he returned, to perish in A.D. 276 in the hands of the Zoroastrian priesthood. Moreover, as it will be shown, there are some marked resemblances in doctrine between Zoroastrianism and Manichaeism. These factors, to which must be added the striking similarities revealed by the Turfan discoveries between the religious terminology of Zoroastrianism and that of Manichaeism in central Asia, have led many scholars to regard Manichaeism as an offshoot of the Iranian tradition, or at the most as a kind of reformation of Zoroastrianism in a more rigidly dualistic direction.

A detailed comparison of the Zoroastrian and Manichaean doctrines does not lie within the scope of this book. But evidence of a general character, based on the results of recent Iranian scholarship, may here be adduced to show that if several features of Zoroastrianism may appear to warrant the epithet 'dualistic' generally applied to this religion, Zoroastrian 'dualism' as a whole and in its basic philosophical and moral conclusions not only does not correspond to the general definition of dualism as given above, but is even opposed to it in more than one respect. If accepted, this view will lead to the conclusion that although a number of

Manichaean teachings (and particularly many elements of its cosmological myth) were in fact undoubtedly borrowed from the religion of Zoroaster, the basis of Mani's dualism is not of Iranian origin and that consequently the theory of the distant derivation of neo-Manichaeanism from Zoroastrianism is not historically correct.

It cannot, however, be denied that several important features of Zoroastrianism appear to be 'dualistic'. Like Manichaeism, Zoroastrianism taught the duality of two co-existing 'principles', Light and Darkness, or Good and Evil, separated by a great gulf. Like Manichaeism, it regarded the history of the universe as a cosmic drama with three successive acts: the primordial duality of the two 'principles', Ormazd, the creator of all that is good, and Ahriman, the personification of all that is evil—the state of 'mixture' which is that of our present world—and finally the separation of Good from Evil and the ultimate triumph of Light over Darkness. This dualistic scheme appears to be so systematically developed that in a number of cases concepts relating to Ormazd and to Ahriman are expressed by a different vocabulary and by opposite sets of terms. It may be added that Zoroastrian theologians of the Pahlavi period (third to ninth centuries of our era) criticize the Christian doctrine that Good and Evil have the same origin on the ground that to trace both Good and Evil to God is to deprive Him of His divinity.

The presence in Zoroastrianism of doctrines which, in a certain sense of the word, can be called 'dualistic' is undeniable. But if we examine other teachings, fundamental to this religion, and compare them with the general definition of dualism attempted above, we must come, it seems, to the unavoidable conclusion that Zoroastrian 'dualism' is basically different from the Gnostic-Manichaean variety and is even completely opposed in more than one respect to every form of consistent dualism.

It is in the Zoroastrian teaching on the nature of man and in its moral and social consequences that we can find the most manifest

3 Jackson, op. cit. p. 29.
opposition to any dualistic view. For Zoroastrianism man was not a compound of a divinely created soul and an essentially evil body, but, together with the universe, wholly the product of Ormazd, the Supreme Ruler of the kingdom of Light, Good and Truth. The dualism between spirit and matter, soul and body, which lies at the root of the Gnostic and Manichaean conceptions of life, appears to have been completely alien to the Zoroastrian view of the world: the cosmic war between Ormazd and Ahiraman is reflected in the struggle between good and evil in man; but owing to his free will, which is a gift of Ormazd, man has the power to choose between right and wrong and upon his choice his own salvation and his share in the ultimate victory of good will depend. Every good deed that man does increases the power of good; every evil he commits augments the kingdom of evil. His weight thrown in either scale turns the balance in that direction.... Responsibility accordingly rests upon man, and, because of his freedom of choice, he will be held to strict accountability hereafter. The emphasis on man's free will and personal responsibility which we find in Zoroastrianism is in marked contrast with the more or less implicit determinism underlying all dualistic systems, which see the origin of moral evil not, as Zoroastrianism (and Christianity), in the abuse of man's free will, but in the very fact that he possesses a material body. The fundamental belief of Zoroastrianism that the body in itself is not evil explains its teaching on the renovation of the world and the resurrection of the body, which is strikingly similar to the Christian doctrine: although the physical constituents of the human being undergo dissolution at death, the dead will receive new bodies with the final restoration of all things, the establishment of 'a new heaven and a new earth' and the final reconciliation of the entire creation to its Creator. The basic non-dualism of Zoroastrianism is particularly apparent in its moral and social teachings. True dualism, whether Gnostic or Manichaean, holding matter to be the root of evil, must, at least in theory, see in the hatred of the flesh and in rigid asceticism the necessary conditions of salvation. On the contrary, nothing is further removed from the spirit of Zoroastrianism than any form of self-mortification: the body in itself is not evil, but can become an instrument of salvation, provided it is controlled and disciplined by the soul, which must rule over the body as a householder over his family or a rider rides his horse. Zoroastrianism even condemned all forms of self-mortification and rejected not only the Manichaean but also the Christian conception of asceticism; celibacy it regarded as an evasion of man's religious and civic duties; 'even the priests were not to be celibates, for it is a cardinal point of the faith of every true Zoroastrian that he shall marry and rear a family.' Monastic life was condemned and fasting held to be a sin. Zoroastrianism strongly attacked the Manichaens for their condemnation of material property, of agriculture and cattle-raising. The insistence of Zoroastrianism on the importance of this world, the holiness of life and the value of the body is remarkably close to the Judeo-Christian conception and completely opposed to every form of true dualism, which is always based, at least implicitly, on the hatred of the world and the denial of life.

The profound opposition between the Zoroastrian and the typically dualistic Manichaean views of man can be illustrated by the following quotation from the ninth-century Denkart, or 'Acts of the Zoroastrian Religion', which denounces, from the standpoint of orthodox Zoroastrianism, a series of Manichaean doctrines which were refuted in the fourth century by the Magian high priest Aturpat.

---

8. Dhalla, op. cit. pp. 345-6. It was only at the end of the sixth century, the century preceding the Arab conquest of Persia, when Zoroastrianism was on the decline, that it imbibed some features of asceticism under the influence of Gnostic and Manichaean. See Christensen, op. cit. p. 426.
incarnate, Mani, falsely said mankind to be the body of the fiend.

One contrary to that which the adorer of holiness, Aturpat, enjoined, (namely) to make God a guest in the body. The fiend incarnate, Mani, falsely said God should not be a guest in the body, but He is a prisoner in the body.\(^1\)

The problem of reconciling what Jackson called the ‘dualistic traits’ and the ‘monotheistic tendencies’ of Zoroastrianism has for long exercised Iranian scholars, but no really complete solution can be said to have been reached.\(^2\) It would seem necessary to make a primary distinction between what would appear to be the essentially non-dualistic character of the Zoroastrian view of the world and the contingent nature of its ‘dualism’. It is perhaps significant in this respect that modern Iranian scholars seem to attach great importance to a set of doctrines which were widespread in Persia from the very beginning of Zoroastrianism, if not still earlier, and are known as Zarvanism. Zarvanism taught that there is one Primordial Principle, the Supreme God, Zarvan. Zarvan begot twin sons, Ormazd, the spirit of light and good, and Ahraman, the spirit of darkness and evil. Ahraman was the first to issue from the bosom of his father and, as the elder of the two brothers, received temporary dominion over this world. Ormazd, the younger and beloved son of Zarvan, must struggle at first to assert his supremacy over his brother, but at the end will reign alone.\(^3\) It seems that Zarvanism was the most common form of orthodox Zoroastrianism in Persia during the Sassanian period (third to seventh century), so that it was with the Zarvanite form of Zoroastrianism that Mani himself must have been mostly familiar.\(^4\) Moreover, recent research on Zarvanism has emphasized the close connections between this religion and Manichaeism.\(^5\)

It can no longer be doubted that the true origin of Manichaean dualism does not lie in Zoroastrianism, which is basically anti-dualistic. No doubt certain Zoroastrian doctrines and concepts were borrowed by Manichaeism, and it is even possible that the Zarvanite cosmogony may have left some traces in certain forms of neo-Manichaeism;\(^6\) but the fundamental source of Manichaean and neo-Manichaean dualism must be sought elsewhere. The preceding suggestions regarding the non-Iranian origin of Manichaeism are confirmed by the conclusions of modern scholars, who emphasize not the Zoroastrian but the Christian influences on Manichaeism. Christianity reached Mani by a Syrian channel and through the medium of religious thinkers influenced by Gnosticism,\(^7\)

---


Dhalla (History of Zoroastrianism, pp. 31-3) regards Zarvanism as a sect which developed in opposition to orthodox Zoroastrianism and ‘aimed at resolving the Zoroastrian dualism into monothelitism’. This theory contradicts the opinion of the best authorities on Iranian religion like Nyberg and Christensen, according to whom Zarvanism is at least as old as Zoroastrianism proper and, until the Arab conquest of Persia (seventh century), was never incompatible with orthodox Mazdean.

\(^2\) A. Christensen, ‘A-t-il existe une religion zorvanite?’, Le Monde Oriental, pp. 33-4; L'Iran sous les Sassanides, pp. 144-5, 179 n. 1.

\(^3\) Benveniste, op. cit. pp. 74-90.

\(^4\) See infra, p. 35 and n. 4.
especially Marcion and Bardaisan. It is generally accepted to-day that Manichaeism was not an oriental religion of Persian or Babylonian origin, but a form of Christian-hellenistic Gnosis, more simple and consistent than the previous Gnostic systems. From Bardaisan Mani appears to have derived the basis of his cosmogony and from Marcion his opposition between the Old and the New Testaments, his ethical dualism and the principles of the organization of his sect. Like Gnosticism, Manichaeism appears to have attempted to rationalize Christianity by subjecting the mysteries of faith to a preconceived philosophical interpretation of the universe.

We must now consider the grounds for the assertion, made above, that there is a definite historical connection between Manichaeism and those later dualistic movements which have been called neo-Manichaeism. These grounds can be found on the one hand in the history of Manichaeism in the Near East and on the other, in the presence in the same region of various heretical or distorted forms of Christianity.

From its birthplace in Babylonia Manichaeism spread in two main directions: eastwards to Persia, Turkestan, India and China and westwards to the Roman Empire. The westward movement alone concerns us here.

1 This theory of the derivation of Manichaeism from the teachings of Marcion and Bardaisan was already put forward by one of the earliest writers concerned with Mani, St Euphrain the Syrian. St Euphrain lived in Edessa a century after Mani and had a direct knowledge of that Syrian world in which Mani himself had moved. His historical appreciation of Manichaeism, clearly based on first-hand information, is now accepted in the main by present-day scholars. See St Euphrain's Pros Refutationes of Mani, Marcion and Bardaisan, vol. 1 (edited by C. W. Mitchell, London, 1912); vol. II (completed by A. A. Bevan and F. C. Burkitt, 1922).


5 The beginnings of Manichaeism in the Roman Empire are still wrapped in mystery. In the legendary account of the apocryphal Acta Archelai Mani is said to have sent his personal disciples to preach in Egypt and Syria. Although the story is regarded by scholars with suspicion, it may have some historical foundation, as we know that Manichaeism was ripe in Syria and Egypt in the fourth century. In Syria and western Mesopotamia it was at that time a formidable rival of the Christian Church and was strongly attacked by St Ephraim of Edessa (d. 373), by Syrian bishops and by St John Chrysostom during his priesthood at Antioch. The fourth century also witnessed the spread of Manichaeism in Asia Minor, particularly in Paphlagonia and Cappadocia; in the latter region it found an adversary in St Basil the Great. This widespread influence of Manichaean doctrines in Syria and Asia Minor in the fourth century—and, in Edessa, at least until the first half of the fifth—is significant in view of the fact that these countries were the respective strongholds of two dualistic sects, the Massalian (between the fourth and the ninth centuries) and the Paulician (between the seventh and the ninth) both of which were to exercise a direct influence on Bogomilism. If the historical connection between Manichaeism and Massalianism is uncertain, it cannot be doubted that the teaching of Mani had a considerable influence on the growth of the Paulician sect in Armenia in the second half of the seventh century. Armenia, the original home and—together with Asia Minor—the subsequent stronghold of Paulicianism, was also visited by Manichaean missionaries, whose teachings were later revised and reformed by the Paulicians. One of the early Manichaean epistles enumerated by the tenth-century Arab historian An-Nadim was addressed 'to the Armenians'. In the fifth century, the Armenian Bishop Eznik of Kolb showed himself acquainted with Manichaeism, the religion of the 'two roots'. The Armenian historian Samuel of Ani describes the arrival in Armenia in 588 of heretics from Syria, 'men with words like honey', equipped with a library of 'false books' which they

2 De Stoop, op. cit. pp. 60–9.
3 Ibid. pp. 69–9.
4 For the Paulician sect, see infra, pp. 40–52.
5 Cf. infra, pp. 45–5.
6 See G. Flügel, Mani, seine Lehre und seine Schriften (Leipzig, 1862), p. 103.
7 Ausgewählte Schriften der armenischen Kirchenleiter, Bd 1, p. 85.
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translated into Armenian for the benefit of the local inhabitants. The list of these heterodox works includes the famous *Living Gospel* of Mani and two apocryphal scriptures, the *Liber Paenitentiae Adam* and the *Liber de infantia Salvatoris*, both known to have been used by the Manichaens. The importance of this source lies in the proof it provides of the presence of Manichaeism at the close of the sixth century in the same country which, only some fifty years later, became the centre of the newly appeared neo-Manichaean sect of the Paulicians.

The paucity and vagueness of the sources do not permit us to determine precisely the manner in which the Manichaean doctrines were preserved and transmitted in the Near East between the third and the seventh centuries. But the successful survival and propagation of Manichaeism in this region can be explained by two main causes: on the one hand, a number of heretical trends and sectarian movements which appeared during the first centuries within the Christian Church very probably prepared the ground for and facilitated the spread of Manichaeism; on the other hand, Manichaeism itself, by a process of conscious borrowing of Christian concepts and terms, was attempting to adapt its dualistic teaching to the dogmas of the Church and thus undoubtedly gained adherents among many ill-instructed Christians. There can be very little doubt that this partial—though essentially artificial—contact between Manichaeism and Christianity increased the vigour and prolonged the existence of the Manichaean sect in the Near East.

The early history of Christian heresies in the Near East offers a bewildering picture of numerous movements and sects whose relations to each other can seldom be proved directly, but certain features of which frequently suggest points of contact with Manichaeism. In default of a proven historical connection between these movements and the teaching of Mani, it is more satisfactory to regard them as successive and more or less independent manifestations of the same spiritual tendency. Their common feature is a tendency either towards extreme asceticism, surpassing and distorting the ethical teaching of Christianity, or at least towards a greater moral rigorism than was compatible with the practice of the Church. Of these two tendencies, the ascetic and the rigorist, the first alone could lead to an explicit dualism, but it is probable that the second as well contributed, at least indirectly, to the success of Manichaeism.

Already in the first century there appeared within the Christian Church a false conception of asceticism, based on the belief that complete continence, which Christ and St Paul regarded as a desirable path for a minority of chosen souls, is obligatory for all the faithful and a necessary condition of salvation. It is not surprising to find that this distorted view of asceticism, which arose from an over-emphasis laid on certain moral precepts of the Gospels, often proved itself incapable of resisting the infiltration of a background of Gnostic-Marcionic dualism. In particular, those unenlightened Christians who, by an exaggerated interpretation of Christian ethics, held that sexual intercourse, the eating of meat and the drinking of wine by rousing the physical passions were an obstacle to the salvation of the soul could not always avoid accepting at least implicitly a dualistic metaphysic of matter, which placed the origin of evil in the flesh, in the material body belonging to the realm of the Demiurge.

It is a striking fact that these outbursts of dualistic asceticism were nowhere so persistent and widespread in the first centuries A.D. as in Asia Minor. In the west of the peninsula, in Lydia and Phrygia, Gnosticism was already rampant in the first century A.D. The dualistic sect of the Massalians spread over a large part of Asia Minor in the fourth and fifth centuries, from Cappadocia and Lycaonia to Pamphylia and Lydia. Asia Minor was likewise the centre of the Christian Encratite sects which afford a good example of the penetration of dualistic ideas into religious com-

---

3 Ibid., pp. 151, 172–3.
4 It is not proposed in the following pages to analyse the general causes and methods of the development of Manichaeism in the Roman Empire, which has been admirably done by de Stoop (op. cit.) and by Cumont ('La propagation du manichéisme dans l'Empire romain', *Rev. hist. litt. religieuses*, 1910, pp. 31–43), but only to consider some particular factors which explain the survival of the Manichaean doctrines in the Near East until they found a new expression in neo-Manichaean in the seventh century.

1 St Paul in his first Epistle to Timothy, written from Phrygia, condemns those who 'depart from the faith...forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from meats' (I Tim. iv. 1–5).
2 Cf. infra, pp. 50–1.
communities unduly preoccupied with extreme asceticism: the Encratites, while remaining formally in agreement with the dogmas of Christianity, were led to condemn marriage and the use of meat and wine as subjecting man to the power of evil matter. Encratism, which developed in the second century, was still widespread at the end of the fourth in Phrygia and in central and southern Asia Minor.

Asia Minor was also a particularly fertile ground for the development of several heretical movements within Christianity which, without falling into any formally dualistic view of the world, nevertheless developed an extreme ascetic or rigoristic moral teaching opposed in several respects to the doctrine or discipline of the Church. In the second half of the second century Montanism arose in Phrygia. Although we lack any very detailed information on the doctrines of the Montanists of Asia Minor, they undoubtedly practised a more extreme form of asceticism than that required by Christian discipline and arrogantly accused the Orthodox Church of laxity and mediocrity. Montanism was not essentially dualistic and in some respects was even anti-dualistic, but at least two of its tenets bear a great resemblance to two doctrines which can be found, the one in Gnosticism (a century before Montanism), the other in Manichaeanism. Like the Gnostics, the Montanists divided the believers into two separate categories, the ‘pneumatics’, who alone followed the true spiritual life (for the Montanists these were the members of their sect, as opposed to the ordinary members of the Church), and the ‘psychics’, who were capable only of an inferior degree of understanding. Moreover, the title of ‘Paraclete’, given by the Montanists to their founder Montanus, was assumed a century later by Mani who, like Montanus, was regarded by his followers as the manifestation of the Holy Spirit. No doubt it is impossible from this slender

evidence to deduce any direct doctrinal or historical relation between the Montanist and Manichaean sects; but the extraordinary vitality of Montanism (only surpassed by that of Manichaeanism itself), which spread from the third to the fifth century over a large part of Asia Minor and survived at least as late as the eighth century in the same regions where Manichaeanism was rife, testifies to the strength of the ascetic and anti-ecclesiastical tendencies which could not but facilitate the proselytism of the followers of Mani. What has just been said of the Montanists applies also largely to the sect of the Novatians, which arose in the middle of the third century and at first merely demanded a greater strictness in ecclesiastical (particularly penitentiary) discipline and the exclusion from the Church of all penitents guilty of grave sin. The Novatians were especially numerous in Asia Minor, and more particularly in Phrygia, where they gradually fused with the Montanist sect.

A direct contact between Manichaeanism and all these sects, the Gnostic, the Massalian, the Encratic, the Montanist and the Novatian, which flourished in Asia Minor between the first and the eighth centuries, cannot be proved historically. Prima facie such a contact, at least with some of these sects, is not improbable, if it is remembered that Manichaeanism was rife in northern and central Asia Minor in the fourth century. But whatever their actual connection with Manichaeanism, the history of these sects shows that the boundary between Christian asceticism and a dualistic conception of matter, though it is absolute in theory, could often in practice become very narrow. Harnack has justly observed of the Gnostic and the Manichaean sects that ‘it was not easy for them to gain any adherents except where some Christianity had gone before them’. When this ‘Christianity’ with which Manichaicism could come into contact was itself heretical, possessing dualistic or ascetic features, Manichaean propaganda would often fall on very receptive ground. For these reasons it is probable that the Christian sects of the Encratites, the Montanists and the Novatians were a medium through which the

1 See G. Barelle, ‘Encratites’ in D.T.C. vol. v.
3 See Labriolle, op. cit., pp. 105, 110, 149.
4 Ibid. pp. 138-43. Labriolle thinks that the Montanists derived their distinction between πνεύματος and ψυχικό of not from the Gnostics but from St Paul.
5 Ibid. pp. 131-5, 235-8, 324. The same title of Paraclete was later claimed by the Paulician leader Sergius. See infra, p. 37.
7 Cf. supra, p. 17.
doctrines of Mani were preserved in the Near East at least until the end of the seventh century, when they found a new and powerful expression in Paulicianism.

This danger of heresy which exists in every distorted view of Christian asceticism can also be found in the early history of monasticism in the Near East. More particularly, the question has sometimes been raised of the relations between Manichaeanism and early Christian monasticism. A detailed examination of this problem cannot be attempted here, but a few indications seem necessary.

Around A.D. 330 the Council of Gangra in Paphlagonia (northern Asia Minor) condemned the teachings of Eustathius of Sebaste, sometime disciple of Arians in Alexandria, founder of coenobitic monasticism in Armenia and Asia Minor, the friend, and later opponent, of St Basil. The Council of Gangra, of which we possess the canons and a synodal letter addressed to the bishops of Armenia, condemned Eustathius and his disciples for their self-righteousness and exaggerated asceticism: the concrete charges against them included teaching that married people cannot be saved, forbidding their followers to eat meat, preferring their own private gatherings to the liturgy of the Church and encouraging their female adherents to cut their hair short and to dress like men. There is nothing specifically Manichaean in these teachings, which are more suggestive of the exaggerations of the Encratites. But two other tenets condemned by the Council of Gangra would seem to be, in the opinion of de Stoop, typical of Manichaeanism and would point to an influence of this sect on the school of Eustathius: the practice of fasting on Sundays and the right enjoyed by the ascetics, as saints (διαστέρητος), of receiving the firstfruits which should normally have been given to the churches. Both the Sunday fast and the obligation incumbent on the ‘hearsers’ of supplying the ‘righteous’ with food undoubtedly existed among the Manichaists, and their condemnation at the Council of Gangra may perhaps be taken as an indication of some Manichaean influence on the perverted asceticism of Eustathius.

In theory the difference between the Christian and the Manichaean conceptions of asceticism is clear-cut and absolute. Those historians who would wish to break down or to minimize this difference by arguing that both the Manichaean and the Christian monks were striving, by the mortification of the body, towards moral purity and the liberation of the soul from the sinful fetters of the flesh, are guilty of a grave misunderstanding of the Christian conception of asceticism. This point of view fails to grasp the fundamental difference between the Christian attitude to the flesh, which is ‘contrary to the spirit’ (Gal. v. 17) only in so far as it is not brought into subjection by a reasonable discipline, and

1 The fact that the Eustathians were also accused of insulating the memory of the martyrs (Manei, vol. ii, col. 1103), which puzzled Hefele (loc. cit. p. 1042), may perhaps become significant when related to the derogatory attitude of the Manichaists towards the Christian martyrs. See A. Dufourq, Étude sur les Gesta Martyrum romani (Paris, 1906), p. 334. But the statement of Dom E. C. Butler in his chapter on monasticism in the Cambridge Medieval History (vol. iv, p. 527) that the monasticism of Eustathius had ‘strongly developed Manichaean tendencies’ seems exaggerated.

2 Some historians, including L. Duchesne [Histoire ancienne de l’Église, 2nd ed.; Paris, 1907, vol. ii, p. 592], have thought that the teachings enumerated in the acts of the Council of Gangra are to be imputed not so much to Eustathius himself as to his disciples. Hefele, however, regards the accusations levelled against Eustathius as justified (loc. cit. pp. 1044-5).

3 In recent years this point of view has been put forward by K. Heussi, Der Ursprung des Mönchums (Tübingen, 1936), pp. 287-90.
the Manichaean dualistic view of the body as intrinsically evil. The attitude of Christian asceticism towards the body is based on its view of the sacramental character of nature—which itself follows from the Incarnation—and on the belief that the whole of nature can be used sacramentally, provided it is used sacrificially, that is with discipline and renunciation. The ideas of sacrament and sacrifice, on the other hand, are fundamentally alien and even opposed to the Manichaean dualism, which condemns the whole of nature in so far as it is material. 

In fact the question whether there is any historical relation between Manichaean and Orthodox monasticism is more complex. It cannot be denied that in Egypt in the fourth century the Manichaean doctrines did penetrate to some extent into Christian monastic circles.¹ Manichaean seems to have been widespread in the valley of the Nile already in the time of St Anthony, though later accounts of its success among the monks are of doubt much exaggerated.² It is not surprising to find that Christian monasticism, in the period of its formation, was not secure from distortions and heretical deviations, as we have seen in the case of Eustathius of Sebaste.³ This danger must have been particularly acute in Egypt, where the very large number of anchorites and monks who went into the desert seized with a sudden enthusiasm for the ascetic life, and not all of whom were well equipped for this vocation, was scarcely conducive to the maintenance of a uniformly high level of monastic life. But in the eyes of the Orthodox these could only be pernicious aberrations, and those monks who lapsed into dualistic heresy invariably found themselves in opposition to the Church and were denounced with firmness (and often irony) by the Desert Fathers and with vigour and precision by the theologians and the councils.⁴

There can be no doubt that if Manichaeism was able to thrive so successfully and to survive for so many centuries in the Near

1 See de Stoop, op. cit. pp. 73–9; Alfaric, op. cit. vol. i, pp. 53–60.
2 De Stoop, ibid.
3 It is interesting to note that Eustathius received his monastic training in Egypt.
4 For this reason Cumont's statement (La Propagation du manichéisme dans l'Empire romain, loc. cit. p. 35) that 'on n'a pas assez considéré l'intervention certaine du facteur manichéen dans le développement de l'idéal monastique' [the italics are mine] seems historically false.

East, it was partly because it could utilize as a receptive ground for the propagation of its doctrines certain heretical movements within Christianity, such as the false asceticism of several sects and the exaggeration of perverted monasticism. But the success of Manichaeism was also due to another factor: alongside the influence of dualism on heterodox forms of Christian asceticism, an opposite process can be observed in those countries where Mani's followers were proselytizing in Christian surroundings—a gradual infiltration of Christian concepts and terms into Manichaism. It seems that this infiltration was the result of direct borrowing, for already Mani himself, whose intention was to found a universal religion, consistently adapted his teaching to the existing beliefs and religious terminology of the civilizations and peoples he wished to convert. Thus the notions of Jesus and of the Paraclete were borrowed by Mani himself from Christianity.¹ These early attempts to bring Manichaean dualism into harmony with the teaching of the Church were continually made by Mani's followers in Christian countries, and became later even more characteristic of the neo-Manichaean sects in the Near East and in the Balkans, especially of the Paulicians and the Bogomils.

In the Near East, an interesting precursor of these methods of neo-Manichaean exegesis was the Manichaean Agapius, author of the Heptaparag, an extensive treatise of Manichaean theology.² We possess a short summary of this work by the Patriarch Photius.³

¹ The name of Paraclete was applied by the Manichaeans to Mani himself (Polotsky, Manichæus, col. 266). The exact position of Jesus in the Manichaean system is not altogether clear. The strong Christian influence which can be found in Manichaeism already at the time of its formation would explain the apparently central position occupied by Jesus in its cosmology. (See Burkit, op. cit. pp. 38–43; E. Waldeleschmidt and W. Lentz, 'Die Stellung Jesu im Manichaismus', Abh. preuss. Akad. Wiss. (phil.-hist. Kl.), 1956; Schaefer, op. cit. pp. 150 et seq.) It seems, moreover, that the following generations of Manichaean missionaries in Christian lands, in their attempt to prove that the gospel of Mani was but a more profound and universal interpretation of Christianity, made strenuous efforts to smooth out the differences between their view of Jesus and orthodox Christology (see Polotsky, op. cit. cols. 260–70). However, in spite of these syncretistic attempts, the Manichaeans could never entirely conceal their essentially docetic conception of Christ, which invariably provoked the indignant denunciations of the theologians of the Church.
but practically no information on the person of the author.\textsuperscript{1} From Photius’s account Agapius appears as an original if somewhat syncretistic thinker who attempted to reconcile Manichaeism with the Neoplatonic philosophy current in his time, and especially with the dogmas of the Christian Church. As a true Manichaean Agapius held that there is an evil principle, self-substantial and from eternity opposed to God, that the body is opposed to the soul, the latter being consubstantial with God, rejected the Old Testament and the Mosaic Law, condemned sexual intercourse, the eating of meat and the drinking of wine and taught other characteristically Manichaean doctrines. And yet he publicly professed a number of Christian dogmas basically opposed to Manichaeism, such as the belief in the Trinity, the Incarnation, the Baptism, Crucifixion and Resurrection of Christ, the Resurrection of the Dead and the Last Judgement.\textsuperscript{2} This he was able to do, says Photius, by ‘altering and translating almost all the terms of picy and of the Christian religion into other meanings, either strange and abominable, or monstrous and foolish’ and by teaching ‘perversely behind the names of our dogmas quite different things’.\textsuperscript{3} There is no doubt that Agapius was a forerunner of those neo-Manichaeeans—particularly the Paulicians and the Bogomils—who excelled in the art of professing adherence to the very Christian dogmas which most blatantly contradicted their dualistic tenets, while interpreting them in accordance with their own beliefs by a free use of the allegorical method. The same accusation of nominally ‘agreeing with the words of the pious while barking at the things they designate\textsuperscript{4} was later constantly and angrily levelled by the Orthodox against the neo-Manichaeeans. De Stoop is probably right in tracing back to Agapius those ingenious tricks by which the Paulicians, for reasons of personal safety, would subscribe to the letter of the dogmas of the Church without abjuring their faith.\textsuperscript{5}

\textsuperscript{1} According to Photius, Agapius wrote his large work of twenty-three chapters, dedicated to his female disciple Urania, as well as a number of hymns, and was an opponent of the Arian Eunomius, bishop of Cynicus in western Asia Minor. De Stoop thinks that Agapius lived in the fourth century or at the beginning of the fifth, probably in Asia Minor; Alfaric, on the other hand, who identifies Agapius with Aristocrates, author of ‘Theosophy’ (cf. infra, p. 43, n.) places his life in Egypt in the second half of the fifth century.

\textsuperscript{2} Photius, ibid. \textsuperscript{3} Ibid. col. 524. \textsuperscript{4} Ibid. \textsuperscript{5} Cf. infra, pp. 40–1.
CHAPTER II

NEO-MANICHAEISM IN THE NEAR EAST


In the second half of the seventh century the Paulician sect spread over large areas of Armenia and Asia Minor. Forming the border populations of the Asiatic Themes of the Byzantine Empire, the Paulicians inevitably came into contact with the religious and political life of Byzantium.

The Byzantine ecclesiastical and secular authorities made many attempts to convert these heretical subjects of the Basileus. In the seventh century the Emperors Constantine IV Pogonatus and Justinian II prescribed coercive measures against them: the latter even condemned a number of obstinate Paulicians to the stake. Under the Iconoclastic emperors of the eighth century they seem to have suffered no persecution and to have spread throughout Asia Minor, from Phrygia and Lycaonia to Armenia. In the ninth century, after the reign of Nicephorus I (A.D. 803–11), apparently the last emperor to have shown toleration towards the Paulicians, violence was used against them on an unprecedented scale. Michael I, under the influence of the patriarch of Constantinople, officially introduced capital punishment against the heretics. The persecutions continued under Theophilus and reached their peak when Theodora, in her efforts to extirpate the heresy, ordered a wholesale massacre of the Paulicians, who perished in thousands. The violence of these methods is explained by the fact that in the ninth century the Paulicians were both a military and a religious menace to the Byzantine Empire. At the beginning of the century a great leader, Sergius, had arisen among them; he brought them unity, inspired them with missionary zeal and formed them into well-organized communities. They were warlike and unruly subjects of the Empire and, in alliance with the Arabs, made frequent raids into Byzantine territory. They built themselves fortified towns near Melitene, in the region of Sivas, on the western borders of Armenia; the most important of these was Tephrice, which became their capital and the residence of their great military leaders, Carbeas and Chrysochir. Such was the strength of the Paulicians that the armies of Chrysochir were able to raid Nicaea and Nicomedia and, in 867, to capture and plunder Ephesus. In reply to the emperor's proposals of peace, Chrysochir proudly demanded that the imperial provinces east of the Bosporus should be abandoned to the Paulicians. This led to the campaigns of 871–2, in which the Byzantine armies were victorious, Tephrice was razed to the ground, Chrysochir slain, and the military power of the Armenian Paulicians destroyed for ever.

In 869 an imperial ambassador, Peter of Sicily, was sent by Basil I to Tephrice. His instructions were to arrange an exchange of prisoners with the Paulicians and also to negotiate peace between the emperor and Chrysochir. Peter remained in Tephrice for nine months and was successful in the first of his two missions.

1 Bury, op. cit. pp. 69–74; Vasiliev, op. cit. p. 290.
2 Cf. infra, pp. 35–7.
3 See Vasiliev, op. cit. pp. 231–2, n. 2, who refers to the result of recent excavations showing the exact situation of the medieval Paulician fortresses. Cf. W. M. Ramsay, The Historical Geography of Asia Minor (London, 1890), P. 342.
6 The time of Peter's stay in Tephrice (869–70) has been established by Vasiliev, Византия и Арабы, Записки ист-фил. факультета императорского С.-Петербургского университета, vol. xxi (1902), pp. 25–9, especially p. 26, n. 3.
7 Petrus Siculus, loc. cit. cols. 1241, 1304.
8 Ibid. col. 1304.
But his peace proposals must have met with complete failure, for he had to return to Constantinople in 870 bearing to his sovereign the exorbitant demands of Chrysochir for the cession of Asia Minor to the Paulicians.

During his nine months’ stay in the Paulician capital, Peter had many occasions to study the doctrines and customs of the Paulicians and decided to write a systematic treatise to expose and refute their heresy. Disquieting news which he learnt in Tephrice made this work all the more urgent: he heard from the Paulicians themselves that they were planning to send missionaries to Bulgaria to spread their teaching in that country. Peter decided, therefore, to write his treatise not only for the authorities in Constantinople, but also for the special use of the Bulgarian Church, and addressed the prologue to the archbishop of Bulgaria. The work was completed c. 872.

The value of Peter’s *Historia Manichaearum* as a source for our knowledge of the Paulicians has been the subject of much discussion. Until recently the majority of scholars were inclined to depreciate its importance and reliability. Thanks, however, to

1. Peter says he accomplished his mission *(παντοδιάδοχος)* to the Paulicians (Ibid. col. 1241).
2. The main detractors of the *Historia Manichaearum* were Karapet Ter-Miratschian (Ibid. col. 1240). Rickards in his book *The Paulicians in Byzantium* (Cambridge, 1932), p. 25, has doubts about its authenticity.

2. Photius’s homilies against the Manichaeans (books ii, iii, iv) and the *Contra Photius* (books v, vi) may all be authentic, though the last one alone was certainly written by the patriarch.
3. The *Chronicon* (ed. de Boor), vol. i, pp. 718–25; the account of the abbot Peter and of George Monachus are derived from Peter of Sicily.
4. *P.G.* vol. cxxvi, cols. 1189–1244. The *Panoplia Dogmatica* was written at the time of Alexius Comnenus and the chapter dealing with the Paulicians is based entirely on earlier documents.
5. The work of Prof. Henri Grégoire, it seems that Peter of Sicily is now finally rehabilitated. In a penetrating study of the sources concerned with the Paulicians, Grégoire has shown that the *Historia Manichaearum* is the only fully authentic and reliable firsthand account we possess of the history, doctrines and customs of the Paulicians of Tephrice. The other sources hitherto regarded as important by scholars—particularly the treatise *Contra Manichaeos* by the Patriarch Photius, the tract of the ‘abbot Peter’ on the Paulicians, the passage in the chronicle of George Monachus dealing with the Paulicians, the 24th chapter of the *Panoplia Dogmatica* of Euthymius Zigabenus and the formula of abjuration for the use of those Paulicians who were received into the Church—are, in reality, either derivative or of secondary importance. The first book of Photius’s treatise, which alone is concerned with the history and doctrines of the Paulicians, is proved by Grégoire to be a tenth-century forgery. Grégoire’s researches have convincingly shown that the *Historia Manichaearum* of Peter of Sicily must be regarded as the fundamental, most reliable source for our knowledge of the Paulicians of Tephrice. The last twenty-two chapters of the *Historia Manichaearum* (xxi–xxxiii) are devoted to a history of the Paulician sect, approximately from 668 to 868, which is of the greatest importance.

Peter of Sicily and subsequent Byzantine historians and theologians regarded the Paulicians as direct descendants of the Manichaeans: Manichaeism and Paulicianism are for them one
and the same heresy. A comparison between the Manichaean and the Paulician doctrines will show that Peter’s view of the filiation of the latter from the former, if somewhat over-simplified, is substantially correct.

This filiation likewise appears in Peter’s account of the origins of the Paulician sect. According to him, Paulicianism first appeared in Samosata, a town on the Euphrates, on the borders of Syria, Mesopotamia and Cappadocia. There, at a time which Peter does not specify, a Manichaean woman called Callinice brought up her two sons, Paul and John, in the Manichaean faith and sent them to proselytize among the inhabitants of the neighbouring regions. From the names of these two Manichaean teachers, Paul and John, arose the name of the new sect of the Paulicians.2

From this extremely vague account it is impossible to date the activities of Callinice and her two sons, nor can we tell whether the teaching of Paul and John differed in any way from primitive Manichaism. Peter of Sicily becomes more precise when speaking of him who appears to have been the real founder of the Paulician sect. This is a certain Constantine, an Armenian, born in the village of Mananaali on the upper Euphrates, in the reign of Constans II (641–68).3 Originally a follower of Mani and of Paul and John of Samosata, he wished, according to Peter, to support his doctrines by means of the New Testament. Moreover, in order to escape the stigma attached to Manichaism and to ‘revive the evil’ he rejected the ‘Manichaean books’ used by his co-religionists, (while retaining the doctrines they contained) and decreed that no books should be read except the New Testament. Constantine’s reforms, according to Peter, were in no way a departure from the basic doctrines of Manichaism, but a reclothing of them in a form apparently more acceptable to Christians. Thus, together with the Manichaean books, he rejected ‘the blasphemies of Valentinus

1 cf γὰρ ἄλλοις υἱοί, καὶ ἄλλοις δεινοί, ἄλλοι αὐτοί Παυλικάνοι καὶ Μανιακοί ὑπάρχουσι {Hist. Man. loc. cit. cols. 1240–1}; cf ibid. col. 1300.
2 Ibid. col. 1273.
4 For the Manichaean books in Armenia in the late sixth and in the seventh centuries, see supra, pp. 17–18.

Concerning the thirty aeons’, ‘the legends of Cubricus (Mani) about the formation of the rain’ and other theories (καὶ ἄλλα καὶ τιμῆς)—in other words, it would seem, that part of the Manichaean teaching (in particular the cosmological myths) which most flagrantly contradicted the Christian doctrines. On the other hand, Constantine borrowed some of ‘the filth of Basilides’ and of others (καὶ τῶν Λαοτῖν ἄπαντων) and thus appeared as a ‘new leader’ (νέος τῆς διονυσίας). From the time of Constantine, according to Peter of Sicily, the Paulicians, ignorant of these tricks, anathematized readily (πρῶτους) Mani and the other Manichaean teachers.4 Peter’s account of Constantine’s role in reforming Paulicianism, in spite of its rather abstract character, is clear and consistent. The reform (or, probably more accurately, the foundation) of Paulicianism by Constantine was based on an attempt to bring the old Manichaean doctrines into an apparent agreement with Christianity. Constantine was doubtless one of the instigators of the distinction, characteristic of Paulicianism (and, later, of Bogomilism), between an esoteric teaching consisting mainly of the New Testament for the use of the ordinary members of the sect and an esoteric one, whereby the Christian Scriptures were interpreted in accordance with dualistic teaching by the secret and oral tradition of the initiates.2 Constantine, as described by Peter of Sicily, was essentially a reformer of primitive Manichaism; it seems that Paulicianism, regarded as an attempt to reconcile the dualism of Mani with the teaching of the Gospel, dates from him. One of the most remarkable Christian features of Paulicianism was its great veneration for St Paul. Here also Constantine was an initiator. According to Peter, he assumed the name of Silvanus, the companion of St Paul (Acts xv–xviii; II Cor. i. 19; I Thes. i. 1; II Thes. i. 1), and under this name took up his residence in the fortress of Cibossa, near Colonea, on the frontier of Armenia Minor and the Pontus. There, in Peter’s words, he claimed ‘to be the Silvanus mentioned in the epistles of the Apostle, whom Paul sent as his faithful disciple to Macedonia.

1 Ibid. cols. 1275–7.
2 Peter says that the Paulicians do not impart their mysteries to all the members of their sect, but only ‘to those few among them whom they know to be more perfect in impiety’; at the same time ‘the heresy of the Manichaeans is observed and honoured by them in deep silence’. (Ibid. col. 1252.)
The Bogomils

He would show his disciples the book of the Apostle... saying: "you are the Macedonians, and I am Silvanus, sent to you by Paul". The Paulician community of Gibosa took the name of the 'Church of Macedonia'. This name was doubtless chosen because Gibosa was situated near Coloneia: the Paulicians, who had an intimate knowledge of the Acts of the Apostles and of the Epistles of St Paul, could not fail to remember the passage in the Acts where the name Macedonia is coupled with the term κολωνα. There can be little doubt that Constantine-Silvanus was the actual founder of the Paulician sect. The many Christian elements in Paulicianism—in particular the cult of St Paul—can be traced back to his reforms. He was also the instigator of the tradition, prevalent among his successors, of giving to the Paulician 'Churches' names associated with St Paul and to the leaders of these communities the names of those disciples of St Paul connected by history or tradition with the names of these churches. Constantine-Silvanus was at the head of the 'Church of Macedonia' for twenty-seven years and was finally arrested and stoned to death by order of an imperial officer, Symeon, sent to Armenia by Constantine IV to stamp out the Paulician heresy. The death of the founder of Paulicianism thus coincided with the first general persecution of the Paulicians, instigated by Constantine IV (668–85) and Justinian II (685–95). Many Paulicians refused to be converted and were martyred for their faith. We may suppose that their courage in persecution impressed even their enemies: for Symeon himself, the leader of the Byzantine punitive expedition, after his return to Constantinople, renounced everything he possessed, secretly left the capital, returned to Gibosa and was received into the Paulician 'Church of Macedonia'. He assumed the name of Titus—an another companion of St Paul, like Silvanus associated with Macedonia. (II Cor. ii. 13; vii. 5–6, 13–15)—gathered the remaining disciples of Constantine-Silvanus and became the leader of the Armenian Paulicians. Symeon-Titus was soon to pay with his life for his apostasy from orthodoxy: three years after

2 Ibid. col. 1397.
4 Hist. Man. col. 1277 and infra, p. 36.
5 Ibid. cols. 1280–1.

Neo-Manichaism in the Near East

he became the leader of the Paulicians, a quarrel arose between him and a certain Justus, the adopted son of Constantine-Silvanus. The dispute arose about the interpretation of the well-known passage in Col. i. 16, which, from the Paulician standpoint, was doubtless hard to reconcile with any dualistic cosmology; it is not improbable that the quarrel was also due to personal jealousy. Justus appealed to the bishop of Coloneia, to whom he revealed all the secrets of the Paulicians. The bishop promptly notified the authorities in Constantinople, and the Emperor Justinian II, seeing that this Armenian sect, supposed to have been stamped out by his father, was still in existence, ordered the arrest of all Paulicians. Those who persisted in their faith, including Symeon-Titus, were burnt alive (c. 690).

The eighth century was one of mixed blessings for the Paulician sect. On the one hand the lack of imperial persecution of the Paulicians favoured their spread in Armenia and Asia Minor; on the other hand, the sect was weakened within by a series of schisms and internecine struggles, exploited by the Byzantines and the Arabs, who were doubtless only too glad of an opportunity to fish in the muddy waters of Paulician politics.

A new era dawned for the Paulician sect at the beginning of the ninth century with the advent of the greatest of the Paulician leaders, Sergius. His activities were manifold: Sergius was a teacher, a reformer, a missionary and an organizer. For thirty-four years (801–35) he ruled over the Paulicians under the name of Tychicus, the disciple of St Paul (Col. iv. 7). A strong and earnest figure, he reinvigorated the moral life of the Paulicians, who had fallen into lax ways under his predecessor. Himself an ardent missionary, he inspired his followers with the zeal for spreading their faith. Peter quotes these words of Sergius, which have a remarkably apostolic ring: 'from the East to the West, to the North and to the South I have journeyed, proclaiming the Gospel of Christ, walking with my own knees'. In these missionary journeys on foot Sergius traversed the whole breadth of Asia Minor, from north to south: he founded three new Paulician 'Churches', those

1 Ibid. col. 1281.
2 For the Paulician schisms in the eighth century, see ibid. cols. 1281–8.
3 Ibid. col. 1293. The text, as given in Migne, reads: τοῖς ἐκῶν γόνιμος ἐπισκόπος. Ἡ ἐπισκόπος must be a mistaken rendering of βασίλεα. I am indebted for this information to Prof. R. M. Dawkins.
of ‘Laodicea’, in Cynocharion near Neocaesarea in the Pontus, of Ephesus in Mopsuestia in Cilicia, and of ‘Colossae’ in Argaoun (Argovan) near Melitene. The names of all three churches are associated with St Paul, and the ‘Laodicea’ in the Pontus was deliberately identified by the Paulicians with the Laodicea in southern Phrygia mentioned in the fourth chapter of the Epistle to the Colossians, which also refers to Tythicus (Col. iv. 7, 16). Thus at the height of Sergius’ missionary activity the Paulician ‘Churches’ in Armenia and Asia Minor comprised the following:

1. The ‘Church of Macedonia’ in Cibassa, near Colonea, founded by Constantine-Silvanus and reconstituted after his death by Symeon-Titus.

2. The ‘Church of Achaia’ in Mananali on the eastern branch of the Euphrates, founded by Gennadius-Timothy.

3. The ‘Church of Philippi’ (situacion unknown), founded by Joseph-Epaphroditus.

4. The ‘Church of Laodicea’ in Cynocharion, near Neocaesarea.

5. The ‘Church of Ephesus’ in Mopsuestia.

6. The ‘Church of Colossae’ in Argaoun (Argovan) near Melitene.

The last three were founded by Sergius-Tychicus.

Moreover, as Grégoire has pointed out, the Paulicians regarded as their mother church the Church of Corinth, founded directly by St Paul. Thus the sacred number of seven was completed—Corinth remained the Church of St Paul himself, the other six those of his ‘reincarnate’ disciples.

The prestige of Sergius among the Paulicians was so great that he was regarded by his followers, as Mani had been, as the Paraclete Himself. In his missionary work he appears to have been extraordinarily successful: Peter of Sicily relates that, to follow him, married people broke their conjugal ties, monks and nuns their monastic vows, even children and priests became his disciples. It was undoubtedly the highest peak ever reached by the dynamic power of the Paulician sect.

But meanwhile, in the face of this serious menace to the orthodox faith and to the security of the Empire, forces were gathering in Byzantium which were destined to destroy for ever the Paulician power in Armenia and Asia Minor. Persecutions against the Paulicians were resumed by Michael Khangabe, and Theodora’s massacres dealt them a crippling blow. Many Paulicians crossed the borders of the Byzantine Empire and found refuge with the Arabs, who regarded them as useful allies against Byzantium. Sergius, with a group of followers, was befriended by the emir of Melitene, in whose territory was situated the ‘Church of Colossae’. There Sergius was murdered in 835.

After his death important changes took place in the organization of the Paulician sect: hitherto the sect had been organized on a hierarchical principle and the Paulician leaders, called συνέκκομποι, seem to have enjoyed some sacedotal prerogatives. But after Sergius’s death, the Paulicians replaced the hierarchical organization of their sect by a democratic one: in Peter’s words, Sergius’ disciples assembled their followers in Argaoun and, ‘mutitating the teaching of their master Sergius and of his precessors, all became equal in rank; no more did they nominate any one teacher (διδάσκαλον) as before, but were all equal (τόν τινα ἵνα διδάσκαλον)’. The συνέκκομποι were replaced by the νοτάριοι who, though doubtless distinct from the laity, were equal in rank.

We do not know the effect of this reform on the inner strength of the Paulician sect; in any case its military power reached its peak some thirty years after Sergius’s death, when the Paulician

2 Ibid. col. 1397. For the location of Mananali see Runciman (op. cit. p. 37, n. 1), who, on this point, follows Conybeare in preference to Photius and Grégoire. For the Paulician leader Gennadius-Timothy, see Hist. Man. cols. 181–5. Timothy, the disciple of St Paul, was noted for his missionary work in Achaia, particularly in Athens and Corinth (I Thess. iii. 1–2; II Cor. i. 1, 19; Rom. xvi. 21).
3 Ibid. col. 1397; for Joseph-Epaphroditus, see ibid. col. 1385. Epaphroditus was sent by St Paul to the Philippians (Phil. ii. 25).
4 This location of the Paulician ‘Churches’, except in the case of the ‘Church of Achaia’, is that of E. Honigmann and H. Grégoire (Grégoire, ‘Les sources de l’histoire des Pauliciens’, loc. cit. pp. 101–6).
6 ‘Companions in travel’, or travelling preachers; the term was used to designate the companions of St Paul (Acts xix. 29; II Cor. viii. 19).
7 Ibid. col. 1391. The νοτάριοι were probably, as Conybeare suggests (op. cit. p. 334v), ‘copyists of the sacred books’. 
armies, commanded by Chrysochir, extended their domination to the Propontis and the Aegean Sea. The heyday of the Paulician power was as short as it was spectacular: after the attempt to secure peace with the Paulicians through Peter of Sicily had failed, the Byzantine armies succeeded in 872 in finally crushing the military power of the Paulicians.

Peter's account of the history of the Paulician sect is of vital importance for all students of the Balkan dualistic movements, for from among the Paulicians of Tephrike were drawn those missionaries who spread Paulicianism in Bulgaria and who thus directly contributed to the rise of Bogomilism.

Of equal importance is Peter's analysis of the Paulician doctrines, which he had many occasions to study in Tephrike. According to him, the most characteristic feature of Paulicianism is its underlying dualism. The Paulicians believed in two Principles, the one good, the other evil; the second is the creator and ruler of the present, visible world, the first the creator and lord of the world to come. Holding the material world to be a creation of the evil Principle, the Paulicians could naturally not accept the Christian dogma of the Incarnation. For how could Christ, who came from heaven, have become man and taken the flesh which belonged to the realm of evil? They were thus led to postulate a Docetic Christology, according to which the 'body' of Christ was of heavenly origin, His Incarnation only 'seeming', and the maternity and virginity of Our Lady were denied. She was not the Mother of Christ, but the 'heavenly Jerusalem'. Heretical in their non-acceptance of the fundamental dogmas of Christianity, the Paulicians denied much of the written and oral tradition of the Church. From the canon of the Scriptures they rejected the whole of the Old Testament (the Prophets they branded as 'deceivers and thieves') and the Epistles of St Peter, whom they hated as having denied Christ. The Paulician canon consisted of the four Gospels, the fourteen Epistles of St Paul, the Epistle of St James, the three Epistles of St John, the Epistle of St Jude and the Acts of the Apostles. The text was identical with that used by the Christian Church 'without any change in the words'. The extreme veneration of the Paulicians for St Paul, which caused them to name their leaders after the disciples of the Apostle mentioned in his Epistles and their own communities after the Churches ministered to by St Paul, has already been mentioned. Apart from the Christian Scriptures, the Paulicians also used some epistles of their leader Sergius-Tychicus. One of them, quoted by Peter of Sicily, was addressed to 'Leo the Montanist', and may imply the existence of some direct relations between the Paulicians and the Montanists of Asia Minor at the beginning of the ninth century.

1. Ibid. col. 1256.

4. A marginal annotation 'antiqua manu' in the MS. of the Historia Manichaeorum published by Migne gives the following valuable information: the author of the scholium wrote: 'I do not know whether (the Paulicians in the days of Peter of Sicily) used the Epistle of James, or another Epistle, and the Acts of the Apostles. But the present-day ones use only the four Gospels—and especially the Gospel according to St Luke—and fifteen epistles of St Paul: for they have another epistle [addressed to the Laodiceans]' (ibid. cols. 1255–6). This scholium, according to Grégoire ('Sur l'histoire des Pauliciens', loc. cit. p. 226), is in the eleventh century. 'On voit que les Pauliciens délaissaient l'Épitre aux Ephésiens, et que leur canon portait: (1) une épitre aux Colossiens; (2) une aux Ephésiens; (3) une aux Laodicéens, très pareilles et contenant toutes trois au moins un passage relatif à Tychiskos.' (Grégoire, 'Les sources de l'histoire des Pauliciens', loc. cit. p. 104.) This evidence that the Paulicians left particular emphasis on the Gospel of St Luke and used the Epistle to the Laodiceans confirms the striking resemblance between their canon and that of Marcion (cf. infra, p. 47). In Marcion there is an error in the text of the scholium: the Paulicians used not τοῦ ὁλου... ἐνοχᾶς but τοῦ ἑνοχῆς (see H. Grégoire, 'Sur l'histoire des Pauliciens', loc. cit. p. 226, n. 1).


3. Ibid. col. 1256.

5. Sergius accuses Leo of rending 'the true faith', which, as Runciman points out (op. cit. p. 61, n. 2), may imply that Sergius and Leo were 'officially of the same faith'. But Leo's name of 'the Montanist' need not, perhaps, be taken too seriously (Runciman, ibid.).
attitude towards their own canon was governed by their dualistic cosmology and strongly tainted by rationalism. The text of the Holy Writ was sacrosanct, and they were careful not to adulterate a single word, for for them the Word of God was not the Incarnate Logos, but solely the teaching of Christ, set out in the Gospels. On the other hand, since they denied the possibility of contact between God and Matter, the Paulicians were obliged, in explaining certain events recorded in the Gospels, to resort to their own interpretation, opposed to the teaching of the Church. Those events which, according to Orthodox Christianity, are based on the sanctification of Matter, such as the institution of Baptism and of the Eucharist, were perforce interpreted by them in a non-material, figurative sense. The Paulician view of the Eucharist is particularly typical of this: according to Peter, the Paulicians rejected the sacrament of the Eucharist and held that the bread and the wine, given by Christ to His disciples at the Last Supper were, 'symbolically', His words. Peter relates the significant episode of the interrogation of the Paulician leader Gennadius-Timothy; it affords a good illustration of the allegorical method, so frequently practised by the Paulicians (and later by the Bogomils) in interpreting Christian doctrine. Gennadius was summoned to Constantinople by Leo the Isaurian to render an account of his faith, which the Byzantine authorities had every reason to suspect of being heretical. Accused by the Patriarch of denying the Orthodox Faith, the Cross of Christ, the Mother of God, the communion of the Body and Blood of Christ, the Catholic and Apostolic Church and Baptism, Gennadius professed a firm belief in all these doctrines. But, says Peter, Gennadius meant in reality by the Orthodox Faith 'his own heresy', by the Cross—the Person of Christ, who formed that figure with His arms outstretched, by the Mother of God—the 'heavenly Jerusalem', by the Body and Blood of Christ—simply His words, by the Catholic and Apostolic Church—the communities of the Manichaens (i.e. of the Paulicians), by Baptism—Christ again, who called Himself the 'living water'

1 The Paulicians spurned the material figure of the Cross (ibid. col. 1256).

2 The Key of Truth mentions the rejection of images (Conybeare, op. cit. pp. 86, 115) but, as we shall see, it is essentially an Adoptionist, not a Paulician document and cannot be regarded as an authentic 'manual of the Paulician Church of Armenia', which Conybeare considers it to have been. It has been asserted, with even less justification, that the Paulicians were Iconoclasts (Jaini, 'Paulicians', D.T.C. vol. xi.). Conybeare goes as far as to call them 'the extreme left wing of the Iconoclasts' (op. cit. p. evi), a statement echoed by the Vardapet T. Nersoyan in his article on the Paulicians (Eastern Churches Quarterly, vol. v, no. 12, 1944, p. 495). A refutation of this view, on historical grounds, can be found in E. J. Martin's History of the Iconoclastic Controversy (London, 1930), pp. 275-8. Gregory, relying on Peter of Sicily, strongly denies it: 'Nos recherches, en établissant la valeur éminente et presque exclusive de Pierre de Siculo, nous permettent d'écarter de la doctrine de la seconde de la série son prétendu iconoclasme, auquel Pierre ne fait pas la moindre allusion. Cette accusation et plusieurs autres ne viennent que beaucoup plus tard' ('Autour des Pauliciens', Byzantion, vol. xi, p. 613).

3 Hist. Man. col. 1257.
themselves exclusively the name of ‘Christians’, while the Orthodox were ‘Romans’. According to Peter, they were fond of opening a conversation with the question: ‘tell me, what is it that separates us from the Romans?’ The conception of the Church Catholic they did not reject, but applied it to their own communities. The Paulicians appear to have had a particular aversion to monks: according to George Monachus, they held that the monastic garb was revealed by the Devil to St Peter, who then gave it to men.

Peter emphasizes the extreme difficulty of distinguishing the Paulicians from the Orthodox Christians. Like their future descendants, the Bogomils, the Paulicians not only called themselves Christians, but in ethics and even in doctrine they simulated complete conformity with the teaching of the Church. The accusation of hypocrisy, frequently levelled at them for this reason, should be conditioned by the remark that although their outward profession of Orthodoxy was no doubt a commonly used weapon of self-protection against persecution, it in no way contradicted the principles of their faith, according to which the Christian dogmatic formulas were accepted, but interpreted by them in a figurative sense. On the other hand the Paulicians were quite capable of accepting martyrdom when necessary, and Peter himself testifies to their remarkable courage and self-abnegation.

A study of the Paulician doctrines naturally leads to the following questions: Are the Paulicians to be regarded as authentic representatives of Armenian Manichaeism? If the Paulicians and the Manichaeeans formed two distinct sects, were the former, nevertheless, derived doctrinally and historically from the latter? Can any other origin, outside Manichaeism, be found for the Paulician doctrines?

The first two of these questions can be answered largely by reference to the Historia Manichaearum. Grégoire’s brilliant vindication of Peter of Sicily has to-day dispelled the scepticism which had long reigned regarding the reliability of his treatise; the neglect

1 Hist. Man. col. 1235.
2 Cf. supra, p. 40.
3 See Friedrich, ‘Der ursprüngliche bei Georgios Monachos...’, loc. cit. p. 73.
4 κρητήν ἄγαμοντες ἔχειν τὸ ἱδέον, καὶ τά νόμιμα τοῖς ἐφόδοις Χριστιανοὺς ἀπόστσασαν ἠπόστασαν καὶ αποκαλυφθεῖσαν (Hist. Man. col. 1245).
5 See ibid. col. 1280.
6 εἰδέθησαι...πολλὸς κόσμος καὶ κυδόνις προδόμοις ἀνασκέψαται πρὸς τὸ μεταβαθοῦς τῆς ὀλιγείας λοίμος τοῖς παρατυχόντοι (ibid. col. 1241).

of this most important source has led many scholars into false conclusions about the history and the doctrines of the Paulician sect.

The picture of Paulicianism which we derive from Peter of Sicily is that of a reformed and simplified Manichaeism. Peter, who, of all the contemporary Byzantine historians of Paulicianism, was the only one who had a first-hand knowledge of the sect, categorically affirms that the Paulicians are descended from the Manichaeeans, and there is no conclusive evidence for disbelieving him. Even if we disregard, on account of its chronological vagueness, Peter’s description of the beginnings of Paulicianism under Paul and John, sons of the Manichaean Callinicus, it remains quite clear from the rest of his narrative that the real founder of the Paulician sect in the second half of the seventh century, Constantine-Silvanus, based his teaching on Manichaeism, which he merely divested of those cosmological and mythological accretions which were particularly offensive to Christian ears. We know from another source that ‘Manichaean books’, whose contents were used by Constantine to elaborate his teaching, existed in Armenia in the seventh century. Those who have tried to disprove the filiation of the Paulicians from the Manichaeeans have often stressed the fact that the Paulicians, from the very time of Constantine-Silvanus, anathematized Mani and other Manichaean heresiarchs. But the argument is inconclusive: this behaviour was not unknown to the Manichaeeans themselves: in a fifth-century Manichaean writing, Mani is described as ‘a wicked man’. It is perfectly possible to explain Peter’s observation that the Paulicians anathematized Mani by one or several of the following reasons: an outward repudiation of any connection with the ill-famed founder of Manichaeism would have been fully compatible with the Paulician habit of simulating Orthodoxy when necessary, to avoid interference or persecution; secondly, by appearing to dissociate themselves from Mani, the Paulicians could hope to pursue more convincingly their attempt to bring the Manichaean doctrines closer to Christianity by glossing over their more obvious differ-

1 The most prominent scholars who fell into grave error regarding Paulicianism were Mkrtschan, Friedrich and Conybeare. Grégoire even describes somewhat sweepingly Mkrtschan’s work on the Paulicians as ‘un livre faux d’un bout à l’autre!’ (‘Au tour des Pauliciens’, loc. cit. p. 610.)
2 Cf. supra, pp. 17-18.
3 Words quoted from Aristocritus’s ‘Theosophy’ (P.G. vol. 1, col. 1468).
The fact that a number of Manichaean doctrines—particularly the cosmological myth—were not found in Paulicianism is sufficiently explained by Peter’s account of the reform and simplification effected in the Manichaean teachings by the founder of the Paulician sect, Constantine-Silvanus, and doubtless continued by his successors.

Nevertheless, it would be false to think that Manichaicism was the only influence which affected the growth of Paulicianism. It must be admitted that the Byzantine theory that Paulicianism was simply a slightly modified continuation of Manichaicism is insufficient. Peter of Sicily admits himself that the Paulician heresiarchs ‘added certain idle terms to the earlier heresies’, and that Paulicianism appeared as something new.

Church historians have recently tended to emphasize the connections between Paulicianism and Marcionism. Harnack, the greatest authority on Marcionism, remained very cautious on this point: in his authoritative book on Marcion he confessed that after long and careful study of the relations between Marcionism and Paulicianism he was unable to reach any certain conclusion on the matter. He merely supposed that the Paulicians were influenced by their contact with the Marcionites of eastern Asia Minor and that from the eighth century Marcionism in the Near East became in a large measure merged in Paulicianism. No attempt has yet been made to go further than Harnack towards a solution of this problem.

It is true that we have as yet no direct evidence of a historical filiation of the Paulicians from the Marcionites. But our present knowledge of Paulicianism now permits of an improvement on Harnack’s cautious statement: circumstantial historical evidence and, above all, striking similarities between the doctrines of the Paulicians and the Marcionites clearly point to a very probable contact between the two sects.

There is every reason to suppose that the Marcionites and the Paulicians lived in close geographical proximity. Armenia, the
home of the Paulicians from the seventh century, was still in the middle of the fifth century infested with Marcionites who were considered by the Orthodox to be closely related to the Manichaeans. In the fourth century there began among the eastern Marcionites a general exodus out of the towns into the country, to escape persecution. This movement, which led to the formation of 'Marcionic villages', enabled their communities to survive for several centuries in distant places. The mountains and high valleys of Armenia were a good protection against any very rigorous control by the Church, and there can scarcely be any doubt that by the second half of the seventh century the Marcionites and the Paulicians were in close contact and, fighting the same enemy, found themselves on common ground.

If we turn to the doctrines of the Marcionites and the Paulicians, their similarity—in some cases even identity—is remarkable. The following Paulician doctrines existed already in the teaching of Marcion: the dualism between the good God and the evil creator of the world, Docetism and the rejection of the Incarnation, and the special cult of St Paul. In this respect Paulicianism seems

1 The Armenian bishop Eznik of Kolb devoted a whole chapter of his treatise ‘Against the Sects’, written between 441 and 449, to an exposition and a refutation of Marcionism. See Eznik’s Kirchenlehrer, Bd 1, pp. 152–80. Moreover, Gieler has pointed out that the eight Marcionite localities which Theodoret in the fifth century claimed to have converted were situated in those very districts of Armenia which two centuries later became the home of the Paulicians (‘Untersuchungen über die Geschichte der Paulizinnen’, Theologische Studien und Kritiken, 1829, pt 1, pp. 104–5). 2 Harnack, op. cit. p. 133. 3 Ibid., pp. 156 et seq.

4 The Paulician dualism seems to have differed somewhat from that of the Marcionites, for the Paulicians opposed not God to Matter, nor Light to Darkness, but merely the good God, Lord of the next world, to the evil God, creator of this world. Moreover it rightly remarked that the Paulicians do not appear to have had any explicit doctrine of matter (op. cit. p. 107). On the other hand, the Paulician dualism resembles more that of Marcion: for Marcion formulated his dualism essentially in terms of two Gods—the good God and the bad God—and, according to Harnack, matter, regarded as a principle, played no part in his Biblical teaching (Marcion, p. 161). Moreover, it is interesting to compare Marcion’s teaching on ‘the foreign God’ (‘der fremde Gott’, cf. Harnack, pp. 4–5, 118–20) with these words of the Paulicians, reported by Peter of Sicily: they say to us: ‘you believe in the Creator of the world, but we believe in him of whom the Lord speaks in the Gospels, saying: Ye have neither heard his voice, nor seen his shape’ (Hist. Mon. col. 1935.) 4 Marcion, pp. 124 et seq.

to be even closer to Marcionism than to Manichaeism; for although the Manichaeans, in their attempts to oppose the New Testament to the Mosaic Law, had recourse to St Paul more than to any other Christian writer, it was above all Marcion who regarded St Paul as the corner-stone of the true faith, second only to Christ Himself. Perhaps the most striking similarity between the Paulicians and the Marcionites lies in the canon of Scriptures they used. Not only did both sects reject the Old Testament and lay particular stress on the Epistles of St Paul (the Manichaeans did likewise); but the Marcionites, like the Paulicians, especially honoured the Gospel of St Luke. For Marcion, St Luke’s Gospel was, in its original form, of divine inspiration, and, in its present form, comparatively free from the ‘falsifications’ of the Jewish apostles. Moreover, the apocryphal Epistle to the Laodiceans, falsely attributed to St Paul, and used by the Paulicians, is, as Harnack has shown, of Marcionic origin.

These close similarities between the doctrines of the two sects have led some scholars to regard the Paulicians simply as descendants of the Marcionites and Paulicianism as a restoration of original, pure Marcionism. But this view runs counter to the evidence of Peter of Sicily and cannot be substantiated. Harnack justly remarked that for the numerous similarities between Marcionism and Paulicianism there are important features in which they differ. Thus the anti-sacramentalism of the Paulicians was no part of the teaching of Marcion, whose followers celebrated Baptism, the Eucharist and other rites of the Christian Church. Moreover, we find no trace among the Paulicians of the dualistic asceticism of the Marcionites, who were bound by the rules of their sect to avoid sexual intercourse and the eating of meat.

Thus, while substantially accepting the opinion of Peter of Sicily that Paulicianism was derived mainly from Manichaeism, we must recognize that Marcionism also played an important part in the rise and development of the Paulician doctrines.
hand it is impossible to deny that Manichaeism exerted a direct influence on Paulicianism, at least at the beginning of the history of the latter sect; on the other hand, the Marcionian character of several Paulician teachings is equally undeniable. Both the Byzantine theory of the filiation of the Paulicians from the Manichaens and the view that Paulicianism was simply a revival of Marcionism are of insufficiently accurate when viewed in isolation and must be supplemented by each other. It seems probable that the doctrinal reforms carried out in the seventh century by the Paulician leader Constantine-Silvanus, and which Peter of Sicily describes as a rejection of some Manichaean tenets and a borrowing from other sources, were largely an assimilation of some Marcionian teachings; we may assume that the influence of Marcionism enabled the Paulicians to attenuate somewhat the original Manichaean cosmological dualism and to bring, at least outwardly, their teaching nearer to Orthodox Christianity.\(^1\)

But apart from Manichaeism and Marcionism, we must take into account another, at least partly dualistic, movement which seems to have exerted some influence on the Paulician sect in Armenia and Asia Minor, and whose doctrines were later to have a direct and lasting effect on the development of Balkan neo-Manichaeism.

The doctrines of the Massalian sect, with one probable exception,\(^2\)

---

\(^1\)  E. Amann regards Paulicianism as a simplified form of Manichaeism and thinks it possible that this simplification was due to the influence of Marcionism (A. Fläche and V. Martin, *Histoire de l’Église*, 1940, vol. vii, p. 436). This hypothesis seems not only possible, but highly probable.

\(^2\)  It is interesting to note that in the twelfth century, in a formula of abjuration used by the Byzantine Church for converted Bogomils (who were directly descended from the Paulicians), the Bogomils are identified on one hand with the Massalians or the Euchites, and on the other with the Marcionites. (*Ελευγένος καὶ προσόμορος εἰς ἡλεοφόλομον καὶ πολυπάσχον αἵρεσιν τῶν άθράτων Μασσαλιάνων, τῶν καὶ Φανουρίτων, καὶ Βαγγελικρίνον καὶ όχι Μαρσιανίτων; in J. Tollis, *Iugia natorum italici* (Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1696), p. 166.)

\(^3\)  The so-called "Spiritual Homilies of Macarius" have in recent years been ascribed not to the great Egyptian ascetic of the fourth century, but to a contemporary Massalian who, it is thought, disguised the doctrines of his sect under an orthodox name and who, See Dom L. Villecourt, "La date et l’origine des “Homélies spirituelles” attribuées à Macaire," *C. R. Acad. Inscriptions Bellas-Lettres* (1920), pp. 259-8. Cf. Fifty spiritual homilies of St Macarius the Egyptian, ed. by A. J. Mason, London, 1921.

---

\(^1\)  See in particular St Epiphanius, *Adversus Haereses*, lib. 3. 7. 3; Theodoret, *Haereticarum Fabularum Compendium*, lib. iv, P. G. vol. 111, cols. 295-32; Timotheus, *De receptione haereticarum*, P. G. vol. 111, cols. 45-52; St John Damascene, *De haeresibus*, c. 80, P. G. vol. 111, cols. 728-57; Photius, *Bibliotheca*, Cod. 1, P. G. vol. cm, cols. 88-92. All the extant Orthodox sources—Syriac, Greek and Latin—concerning the Massalians have been edited and translated by M. Kuske, *Patrologia Syriaca*, pars 1, t. 3 (Paris, 1946), col. clxxvii-xxlci.

\(^2\)  Like so many anti-ecclesiastical sects, the Massalians claimed to have their doctrines on the teaching of Christ. In this case, they took the words of Our Lord: ‘This kind goeth not out but by prayer and fasting’ (Matt. xvii. 21; Mark ix. 29), but interpreted them in an anti-sacramental sense. The same method was frequently resorted to by the Paulicians.

\(^3\)  Timotheus, loc. cit. col. 48.
those who had not reached this state of perfection, rigorous asceticism was required: they lived in complete poverty on public charity, renounced all manual labour as an obstacle to contemplation and frequently assumed the monastic garb. Their favourite centres of proselytism were the Orthodox monasteries. For those of them, however, who had succeeded in finally driving out the demon, sin was no longer possible and any discipline or restriction became superfluous; this belief frequently drove them into the worst sexual excesses, which are so commonly associated with the Massalians by their Orthodox opponents. Extreme asceticism and extreme immorality thus appear as equally characteristic of the behaviour of these heretics. Women sometimes held the position of teachers in the sect, as they also did among the Manichaeans, the Montanists and the Marcionites.

The origin of the Massalians is generally placed in Mesopotamia and Osroene (particularly round Edessa). In the second half of the fourth century they spread in great numbers to Syria and Asia Minor, where their presence is attested in Pamphylia and Lycaonia. They were expelled from Syria by order of Flavian, patriarch of Antioch, but succeeded in corrupting several monasteries in Armenia Minor; the bishop of Melite, having gained information from Flavian about this heresy, had the Massalian monasteries burnt and their heretical occupants expelled.

But these measures had little effect, and in the fifth century the Massalians were more widespread than ever. They were particularly numerous in Syria after the death of Flavian (404). In Asia Minor, apart from the above-mentioned provinces, they invaded Lycia and Cappadocia. In Armenia, their tenets were condemned by the Synod of Shahapavian (447). The importance of the heresy can be judged by the fact that it was condemned at the Third Oecumenical Council at Ephesus in 431, which emphasized the false conception of asceticism held by the Massalians and their predilection for monasteries.

Between the sixth and the tenth centuries our knowledge of the Massalians is derived principally from Armenian sources. They appear to have been numerous in Armenia, judging from their condemnation by the Catholicos John of Ozun in the eighth century and by Gregory of Narek in the tenth, both of whom identify them with the Paulicians. In the eighth century the Massalians are mentioned by St John Damascene, again with the observation that they are to be found particularly in monasteries. In the ninth century Photius speaks of them as still existing.

The question of the existence of direct doctrinal or historical connections between the Massalian and Paulician sects remains obscure for the lack of sufficiently definite evidence. Here, as in the case of Encratism, Montanism and Novatianism, their common dualistic and anti-sacramental tendency may be largely due to the inheritance of certain basic ideas and of a spiritual frame of mind, outlined in the previous chapter, and which are older than Manichaeism itself. Nevertheless, the identification of the Massalians with the Paulicians by contemporary Armenian Churchmen, and the fact that several centuries of Massalianism in the fourth and fifth centuries, such as Lycaonia, Cappadocia and western Armenia, contained in the eighth and ninth centuries large numbers of Paulician colonies, strongly suggest that at least in Armenia the two movements co-existed and even blended in some measure.

2 [Massalian] convict... non permittantur habere monasteria, ut nescias... diffundantur et crescant' (Definitio sanctorum et aecumenicorum synodi Ephesii contra impios Massalianos, Mansi, op. cit. vol. iv, p. 1477.)
3 See Mkrtischian, Die Paulikianer in byzantinischen Kaiserzeith, pp. 39-47; F. C. Conybeare, The Key of Truth, pp. livi, civi, civii. According to both scholars, the Armenian term equivalent to Massalianism, mtherublism, became in the eighth century a general term of abuse.
4 Μασσαλιανῶν, τῶν ἐν μοναστήριοι μάλιστα ἐρασισμοῦν. (De haeresibus, c. 80, P.G. vol. xciv, col. 796.)
5 καθος καὶ ἀμη... τόλλην εὐθυμίαν ποιεῖν καὶ καθαρίζει τόσον χρόνον ἐπιθυμοικοτης εἰρήνας. (Bibl., Cod. lxi, P.G. vol. ciii, col. 92.)
But even apart from its probable influence on Paulicianism, the Massalian sect occupies a prominent position in the history of the European dualistic movements by its far-reaching repercussions on the development of Bogomilism in the Balkans, which will be examined in the following chapters.

Some influence may also have been exerted on Paulicianism by the rather mysterious Borborites, whose activities in Armenia in the first half of the fifth century were causing anxiety in the highest quarters in Byzantium. The Armenian Catholicos Sahak received a letter from the Patriarch Atticus of Constantinople, requesting him, in the name of the Emperor Theodosius II, to convert the Borborites or else to expel them from his diocese. Sahak found himself impelled to prescribe the death-penalty against them. Although these Armenian Borborites may have been Massalians under a different name, it seems more probable that they were a sect of Gnostics, for they are considered as such by contemporary heresiologists. Their name, derived from the Greek βορμία (mud), was probably given to them on account of the reputed immorality of their lives and ceremonies. If the Armenian Borborites were Gnostics, they may well have transmitted some of the dualist tradition to the Paulicians.

A few words must be said here about the Armenian Thonraki, who were almost certainly related to the Paulicians. Their founder was a certain Sembat, who lived in the first half of the ninth century in the district of Thonrak, north of Lake Van, not far from Mount Ararat. The Armenian writers who describe them seem, with one exception, to have regarded them as distinct from the Paulicians. But the Paulician and the Thonraki doctrines show some remarkable similarities. Thus, the Thonraki, while anathematizing Mani, believed in two Principles, claimed that the earth had been created by the Devil, rejected the cult of Our Lady, the Sacraments, the Cross and the Order of Priesthood, spurned churches, icons and relics, and asserted that Moses was inspired by the Devil. Moreover, they were said 'to love Paul and execrate Peter'. Like the Paulician Sergius—and Mani—who were regarded by their followers as the Paraclete, the leader of the Thonraki claimed to be Christ. The Thonraki flourished in Armenia between the ninth and the twelfth centuries and still existed in the nineteenth, when a doctrinal manual, *The Key of Truth*, was in use among them. The *Key of Truth* is generally considered to date from the ninth century at the latest and was presumably used by the original Thonraki. However, in its extant form it displays marked Adoptionist features and, while confirming in many respects the picture of the Thonraki painted by medieval Armenian writers, contains such essentially non-dualist teachings as the recognition of the sacraments of Baptism and the Eucharist and the belief that God (and not the Devil) created the world. As an Adoptionist work, probably later taken over by the Thonraki, it cannot be regarded as a reliable source of information on the medieval Thonraki, still less on the Paulicians. The relation of the Thonraki to the Paulicians cannot, with our present knowledge of the former, be exactly determined, but contact between the two sects seems fairly certain, and the hypothesis of a common ancestry (perhaps Marcionite) is probable.

It is necessary to examine another theory regarding the origin of the Paulicians, which is still sometimes put forward to-day. The importance of this theory lies not in its conclusions, which are

---

4. Runciman thinks that the Borborites 'may well have followed a simplified form of Gnosticism...which was developed into Paulicianism' (op. cit. p. 61).
5. I have made much use of Runciman's description of the Thonraki (op. cit. pp. 51–9).
7. See Runciman, op. cit. p. 53.
8. The MS. of *The Key of Truth* was discovered by Conybeare in 1891 and edited by him, together with an English translation, in 1894. Conybeare considered this document to be a 'manual of the Paulician Church of Armenia' and tried to prove, from its undeniable Adoptionist features, that Paulicianism was a form of Adoptionist Christianity. His conclusions are aptly refuted by Runciman, who points out that 'The Key of Truth is probably an ancient work of the Armenian Adoptionists, and was probably at some much later date taken over by the Thonraki, who found most of its teaching closely akin to their own; and its influence may have inclined them out of Dualism into Adoptionism' (op. cit. p. 57).
completely untenable, but rather in its premises, which raise the still unsolved problem of the origin of the name of Paulicians.

According to the opinion of Peter of Sicily, followed by the majority of Byzantine historians and theologians, the Paulicians derived their name from either one or both names of Paul and John, sons of Callinice of Samosata, the supposed founders of the Paulician sect.\(^1\) Those, however, who accepted this view were faced with the difficulty of explaining the exact derivation of the Greek form Παουλικάνοι. Thus, already in the tenth century, the Pseudo-Photius showed some hesitation to pronounce on the origin of this name and quoted the opinion, current in his time, that Παουλικάνοι is a debased form of Παυλοπολεμίανοι, which is more clearly derived from the names of Paul and John.\(^2\) Modern scholars have shown themselves sceptical of this theory,\(^3\) and the few sentences devoted to Paul, John and Callinice in the Historia Manichaeorum are certainly too vague to permit the etymology of the name Paulicians to be entirely based on this hypothetical account of their historical origin.

On the other hand, some historians have preferred to derive the name of the Paulicians from that of St Paul.\(^4\) The special veneration of the Paulicians for this apostle and their custom of calling their leaders after the disciples of St Paul would seem to justify this derivation. However, this theory still does not explain the form Παουλικάνοι, which is not a simple derivation from Παῦλος.


\(^2\) Contra Manichaeos, lib. 1, P.G. vol. cxvi, col. 17: ‘Ἐκ διδώσεως τινών τῶν κεκατευρίων, ἐν Παῦλον ἢν γνώμων, ἔργον τοῦ κοινῶς ἐποιήθης τῆς τῶν Παυλικάνων κλήρου ἢ τῆς ἀποστολῆς ἔργων μετάπληθος, οἱ δὲ οὐκ ἐκ διδώσεως πάνω, ἀλλὰ ἐκ δικαίου συναφῶν ἃνθρώπων τῶν κεκατευρίων ἐκ μεθαρμονίων ἐπίληψεν σύνθετον, καὶ ἐν τῷ Παουλικάνων καθέσταται αὐτῶν ὅπερ ὑπὸ τοῦ ὑποκείμενου.

\(^3\) According to Gieseler, the derivation of the name of the Paulicians from Paul and John, sons of Callinice, is "a later, Catholic, fiction." (Lehrbuch der Kirchengeschichte, vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 15, n. 4.)

\(^4\) See Gibbon, Decline and Fall (Bury's ed.), vol. vi, p. 112; L. von Döllinger, Beiträge zur Sektengeschichte des Mittelalters (München, 1890), vol. 1, p. 3; Gieseler thinks that the Paulicians originally received this name from the Christians, on account of their perpetual references to St Paul. Cf. Runciman, op. cit. p. 49.

An attempt to explain the etymology of Παουλικάνων was made by Mkrtschian: according to him, the name is of Armenian origin and could only have arisen on Armenian soil; it is formed of the root Pol (Paul) and the derivitive suffix 'ik'; 'Paulikani' is thus the Armenian derivative of 'Pauliani' and would mean literally 'the followers (or sons) of the wretched little Paul'. This personage whom the Armenian Christians derivively referred to as Polik cannot have been St Paul, but was a heretic by the name of Paul, rightly or wrongly regarded as the original teacher of the Paulicians.\(^1\) Mkrtschian's theory has not been successfully refuted and no more satisfactory explanation of the origin of the name of Paulicians has been offered. It seems therefore that the derivation of Paulicians from the Armenian Polik can be accepted.

Who was this Polik? According to Mkrtschian, he may have been the celebrated heretic Paul of Samosata, the third-century bishop of Antioch. To the credit of Mkrtschian it must be said that he regarded this relation between the Paulicians and Paul of Samosata as purely fictitious and the result of a confusion, since the 'teaching [of Paul of Samosata] has nothing to do with Paulicianism.'\(^2\) Other scholars, however, in particular Conybeare, have put forward the view that Paulicianism was directly derived from the teaching of Paul of Samosata, bishop of Antioch. Conybeare has tried to prove at great length that the teaching of the Paulicians was a recrudescence of 'primitive' Adoptionist Christianity, of which Paul of Samosata was one of the most celebrated protagonists. More recently the same opinion was expressed by L. Petit, who pointed out that, while western Armenia came within the orbit of the theological school of Caesarea, the south-eastern part of the country remained for a long period under the influence of the ante-Nicene doctrines of Antioch, particularly of Adoptionism.\(^3\)

Petit's argument, however, is valueless when applied to those Paulicians we are considering, i.e. those west of the Euphrates,


\(^3\) L. Petit, 'Arménie', D.T.C. vol. 1, col. 1900.
who alone came into direct contact with the Byzantine Empire and the Balkans, since their home was not in south-eastern, but in western Armenia. Moreover, it is high time that the entirely mythical theory of the connections between the Paulicians and Paul of Samosata, which cannot be justified either doctrinally or historically, be finally abandoned.\footnote{1}{The view that the doctrines of the Paulicians derive from those of Paul of Samosata was already expressed by the tenth-century Arab writer Mas'udi: (Les Pauliciens) suivent l'hérésie de Paul de Samosate...; il professait des doctrines qui tiennent le milieu entre celles des Chrétiens et celles des Mages et des dualistes(1), car elles comportent la vénération et le culte de toutes les lumières selon leur ordre(2). (Le Livre de l'Actualisme. Traduction par B. Carra de Vaux, Paris, 1896, p. 265.)}

The doctrines of the Paulicians and those of the bishop of Antioch are in many respects in direct contradiction to each other. Thus the Adoptionist Christology of Paul of Samosata is diametrically opposed to the Docetic Christology of the Paulicians; both, no doubt, denied the full reality of the Incarnation, but for opposite reasons: Paul of Samosata, in his attempt to emphasize the unity of God, regarded Christ not as God-man, but as a human being who, on account of his absolute obedience and abundant virtue, received by Grace the name of Son of God;\footnote{2}{Ibid. p. 442.} the Paulicians, starting from a fundamental dualism between the heavenly God and the evil creator of this world, taught that Christ was a heavenly being, incapable of assuming the flesh which belongs to the realm of the wicked Demiurge. Several other instances could be found of the opposition between the doctrines of the Paulicians and those of Paul of Samosata: for example, the Judaic tendencies present in the teaching of the latter\footnote{3}{Conybeare (op. cit. p. cv) remarked on this chronological impossibility, but unjustifiably used it as an argument to prove that Paulicianism was never subjected to any Manichaean influences. What it proves in reality is simply that Paul of Samosata, bishop of Antioch, and Paul of Samosata, son of Callinice, were two different persons.} are in contrast with the fundamental anti-Judaism of the former.

All the historical evidence likewise militates against any possible filiation of the Paulicians from Paul of Samosata. Bardy, in his authoritative work on Paul of Samosata, clearly shows that Paul never succeeded in founding a lasting school and that the 'Samosatan sect' was virtually extinct by the fifth century.\footnote{4}{Hist. Man. loc. cit. 1245.} However, the memory of the heretical bishop of Antioch was for long kept alive by the frequent denunciations of his teaching by the Fathers of the Church, especially by St John Chrysostom. This persistence of the memory of his name long after his doctrines had been forgotten caused Paul of Samosata to become 'le héros d'aventures légendaires auxquelles l'histoire n'a...rien à voir';\footnote{5}{Runciman (op. cit. pp. 48-9) thinks that the Paulicians derived their name from St Paul, but that some later Byzantine historian, led astray by the fact that one of Callinice's sons bore the same name, 'decided too impetuously that he had solved the problem'. Contrary to Mārtuchian, Runciman applies the contemptuous suffix 'lik' not to the name of Paul, but to that of the sectarians themselves: 'Paulicians' would mean not 'the followers of the wretched little Paul' (cf. supra, p. 55), but 'the petty followers of Paul' (i.e. St Paul). This name, according to Runciman, was applied to the Paulicians by 'their opponents in Armenia, tired of having St Paul continually thrust at them by these heretics'. The hypothesis is attractive, but as the evidence seems somewhat inconclusive, I prefer to follow Mārtuchian's interpretation.}
When divorced from its legendary and imaginary accretions the problem of the origin of Paulicianism cannot yet be said to have been finally elucidated. Some of its historical aspects still remain somewhat obscure. Nevertheless, it seems clear that Paulicianism arose under the combined influence of Manichaeism and Marcionism, and, to some extent at least, of Massalianism. While it appears impossible to deny the Manichaean origin of the Paulician dualism, the Marcionian character of several Paulician doctrines is also undeniable. Compared with original Manichaeism, Paulicianism is, at least outwardly, nearer to Christianity in many respects. In its strong consciousness of the New Testament it is closer to the teaching of Marcion. The difference between Manichaeism and Paulicianism is rather that between a non-Christian dualistic religion, gradually trying to adapt itself to Christianity (Manichaeism), and an attempt to reform Christianity itself on a dualistic basis (Paulicianism). ²

¹ Another fantastic theory was put forward by C. Sathan and E. Legrand (Les Exploits de Dieu en Asie, Paris, 1875, p. lxxviii), according to which Paulicianism was a revolt of hellenism against the Roman traditions of the Byzantine Church. There is not the slightest justification for this view.

² This twofold aspect of Paulicianism—Christian and dualistic—was noted by Mâš'udi: ‘Nous avons parlé ailleurs de la doctrine et des dogmes de Sethak [i.e. Paulicians], secte qui tient à la fois du christianisme et du magisme.’ (Les Pruniers d'Or, Texte et traduction par G. Barbier de Meynard et Pavet de Courteille, Paris, 1874, vol. viii, p. 75). Cf. supra, p. 56, n. 1.

CHAPTER III

THE RISE OF BALKAN DUALISM

I. The appearance of Paulicianism in Bulgaria: Penetration of the Paulicians into Bulgaria. The Bulgars, the Slavs and Byzantium. The pagan religion of the Bulgarians. Paulician proselytism in the ninth century.

II. The rise of Slavonic Christianity: Baptism of Boris and the growth of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church. Revolt of the boyaars against Christianity. Temporary subjection of Bulgaria to the Roman See. Paulicians, Monophysites and Jews in Bulgaria. The ‘dual faith’ and the pagan revival. The beginnings of a Slavonic culture; the work of St Clement and St Naum. Spread of Massalianism to Bulgaria; growth of heresy at the beginning of the tenth century.


Peter of Sicily, for all his concern for Orthodoxy in the Balkans, was probably unaware of the fact that there were Paulicians in Bulgaria long before 870.

In the eighth and ninth centuries, Byzantine foreign policy was aimed above all at safeguarding the Empire from the incessant threats of enemy forces on the eastern and northern frontiers. In the east the Arabs, frequently allied with the heretical Paulicians, were a source of never-ending trouble. The northern borderland of Thrace, the perpetual battlefield in the struggle of the Empire with the invaders from the north and which had been laid open from the sixth century to the devastations of the Avars and the Slavs, became, in the eighth century, the road inevitably taken by the armies of the Bulgars, in their frequent raids into the heart of the Empire.

Owing to this double necessity of defence in the east and in the north, several Byzantine emperors pursued the policy of transplanting groups of Armenian heretics into Thrace. This seemed the most effective way to break up the heretical communities, and,


by settling them in a region largely inhabited by Christians, to render them accessible to Orthodox influences. Moreover, those of them who were noted for their sturdy and warlike qualities (such as the Paulicians) would be, it was hoped, a buffer against invasions from the north.

The Byzantine policy of transplanting groups of Asiatic subjects to various European Themes was an old one, and Thrace was the traditional colonizing ground. Both Diocletian and Heraclius had transported groups of Asians into Thrace.

The Emperor Constantine V Copronymus, whose foreign policy was governed by his hostility towards Bulgaria, on two occasions transferred eastern populations to Thrace. In 745, according to Theophanes, a large colony of Syrian Monophysite heretics was settled in Thrace. In 757 Copronymus transferred a number of Syrians and Armenians to the same province from Theodosiopolis and Melitene. Their function was to repopulate the plague-stricken districts of Thrace, but they were, in fact, according to Theophanes, responsible for spreading the Paulician heresy there. Nicephorus states that the Emperor liberally provided for the needs of the new settlers.

2 Sebios, Histoire d'Héraclius (Paris, 1904), p. 54. The number settled in Thrace was 30,000 families.
3 In the course of his reign (741–75) he carried out no less than eight campaigns against Bulgaria.
5 The date of Constantine's second transplantation was fixed at 755 by A. Lombard (Constantin V, empereur des Romains, Paris, 1902, pp. 94–9), and by V. N. Zlatarski (istoriya na bulgarskata dinastia na vse sfidni vikov), Sofia, 1927, vol. 1, pt 2, p. 62) and Rumchance (op. cit. p. 35), and at 756 by Dvornik, who follows the chronology of Nicephorus (op. cit. p. 68, n. 3). But the correct date seems to be 757, since Theophanes places the event: (C.S.H.B. vol. i, p. 666) in the first year of the pontificate of Paul I, who became Pope in April 757.

The military aims of Copronymus in his colonization of Thrace are clearly apparent and outweigh any religious motive which he might have had. This is shown by the ensuing events: the Syrians and Armenians were settled in a number of fortresses which Constantine was building along the Bulgarian frontier. The Bulgarians, seeing the aggressive intentions of the emperor, tried to reach an agreement with him concerning these fortresses. This having failed, they overran Thrace as far as the Long Wall protecting Constantinople. Constantine, however, attacked suddenly and drove them back with heavy losses.

The next transplantation of Asians into Thrace was effected by Leo IV in 778, the colonists again being heretics—Syrian Jacobites—who had been captured by the Byzantine forces during their campaign round Germanica (778).

Although these Asiatic heretics were settled by Constantine V and Leo IV in towns and fortresses originally within the boundaries of the Empire, they soon penetrated into Bulgaria. This colonized borderland between Byzantium and Bulgaria was continually changing hands in the eighth, ninth and tenth centuries. Any Bulgarian attack presupposed the invasion of Thrace; thus the Bulgarian Khan Telets captured some of the Thracian frontier towns in 753. Kardam advanced as far as Versinica, near Adrianople, in 756. Krum carried out terrible devastations of Thrace between 870 and 874 and in 873 he pitched his camp beneath the very walls of Constantinople. After the capture and destruction of Adrianople, he had its entire population, numbering, it was said, 10,000, transported to the northern shores of the Danube. His successor, Omortag, likewise marched through Thrace beyond Arcadiopolis and returned with prisoners and booty.

It is very probable that among the numerous prisoners taken by

1 Martin supposes that 'Constantine was himself probably a Monophysite' and infers that he transplanted Monophysites and Paulicians 'because they were... no friends to orthodoxy.' (A History of the Iconoclastic Controversy, p. 53, n. 5.) This may be so, but it remains true that the colonization of Thrace was effected primarily for a military purpose. Constantin was in need of strong loyal garrisons in his wars against Bulgaria both for offensive and defensive purposes.
3 Nicephorus, ibid.; Theophanes, ibid.
4 Theophanes, C.S.H.B. vol. i, pp. 669–9; συμμετείχοντος τοῦ οἰκομένου Σύρων τάις ὑποτέταμοι τοῦ καταραγμοῦ... ἐπέλθαν ταύτα καὶ τοῦ οἰκομένου Σύρων τοῦ τῆς ὤρρος, καὶ κατά τόκον τούτος ἵκετος.
the Bulgarian armies in Thrace or forcibly removed to various parts of Bulgaria there were at least some Paulician heretics whose missionary zeal could now be exerted in a new country. Furthermore, it must be assumed that a large contingent of them was incorporated into Bulgarian territory towards the middle of the ninth century, when the great Thracian cities of Sardica and Philippopolis were annexed by the Bulgarians.¹ Their number must have been increased even more by the annexation of Macedonia in 864.

This policy of colonization was a complete failure with regard to its intended purpose. As a military force the Armenian and Syrian garrisons of Thrace did not justify the hope placed in them by the Byzantine authorities, since they proved to be incapable of stemming the frequent incursions of Bulgarian armies into the heart of Thrace and their advances up to the walls of Constantinople. Moreover, far from abandoning their heretical doctrines as a result of contact with the Orthodox, these colonists, and the Paulicians in particular, indulged in open proselytism and spread their heresy in Thrace. But in one respect they did contribute to the intended weakening of Bulgaria, though this was in a manner which the Byzantine emperors could not have foreseen or even desired. The gradual penetration of Paulicians into Bulgaria and the consequent spread of their heretical doctrines in that country became a serious menace to the establishment of Orthodox Christianity, and paved the way for several anti-ecclesiastical movements, which were destined to become for many centuries the bitter opponents of the Byzantine Church. The most important and dangerous of them was the Bogomil heresy.

What was the fate of these Paulician missionaries in Bulgaria? To answer this question, it is necessary to consider the religious, ethical and social situation in Bulgaria at the time when these heretics began to penetrate into the country. Only thus will it be possible to understand the reasons for the success of Paulician proselytism in Bulgaria.

Its beginnings can be placed with some probability in the second half of the eighth century after the transplantations of Syrian and Armenian heretics into Thrace by Constantine Copronymus. Bulgaria then had existed as an organized state for barely a century. In 679, the Bulgars, a Turco-Tatar tribe closely related to the Huns, under the leadership of their Khan Asperukh, left the steppes of southern Russia and crossed the Danube into the Byzantine province of Moesia.² The local population which they encountered there belonged to the eastern branch of the southern Slavs who had spread in considerable numbers over the Balkan peninsula from the sixth century onwards and had settled in a vast area, comprising the valleys of the Morava and of the Timok, Macedonia, Thrace, Albania, Epirus, Greece and even the Peloponnesus. The alliance of these two distinct racial elements, the Bulgar and the Slav, formed the basis of the Bulgarian nation. The former, however, although they were a small minority, imposed their customs and organization on the Slavs, who thus became at first a subject race. The Bulgar State was military and aristocratic: central and local power was vested in the boyars and the supreme authority belonged to the Sublime Khan.³ In the course of the eighth and ninth centuries, the aristocratic Bulgar minority was gradually absorbed into the Slavonic element, which was continually growing in power and influence. The increasing importance of the Slavs in Bulgaria was due not only to this process of racial absorption, but also to the frequent support they received from the Khans, who were forced to rely on them to counterbalance the excessive strength of the Bulgar boyars, and also from Byzantium, which regarded the Slavs as the most convenient medium for extending its domination over the Balkans. For the Khan and the boyars, Byzantium remained nearly always the traditional foe. Asperukh’s successors in the eighth century, Tervel (701–18), Kormisosh (739–56), Telets (761–4), Telerig (?–777), devoted much time and energy to waging wars with the Empire.⁴

³ See Runciman, op. cit. p. 29 and iid., App. V, where the question of old Bulgar titles is discussed.
⁴ For the history of Bulgaria in the eighth century, see Zlatarski, op. cit. vol. 1, pt 1; Runciman, op. cit. pp. 30–50; A. Bogodîn, История Болгарин (St Petersburg, 1910), pp. 2–11.
THE BOGOMILS

In the ninth century the armies of Krum, the mightiest of the early Bulgar rulers (807–14), on several occasions made the foundations of the Empire tremble. But in spite of repeated efforts, they did not succeed in taking Constantinople. Krum did much to lessen the ethnic duality between Bulgars and Slavs by promulgating his celebrated code of laws, obligatory for all his subjects.1

The aggressive policy towards the Empire of most of the Khans from Asperukh to Krum rendered Bulgaria refractory to the civilizing influence of Byzantium. It was just this influence that the boyars, jealous of their ancient privileges, feared the most, and if a Khan showed himself friendly to Byzantium he incurred their distrust and the accusation of wishing to subject his country to the traditional enemy.2

But the situation changed after Krum’s death. In the reign of his successor Omortag, in 815–16, a thirty years’ peace was concluded between the Empire and Bulgaria and the strength and authority of the Khan were sufficient to overcome any restlessness or dissatisfaction of the boyars. In these circumstances it was inevitable that Byzantine influence should have made itself felt in Bulgaria, particularly since all writing had to be done in Greek, there being as yet no Slavonic alphabet.3 The radiation of Byzantium, the greatest spiritual and cultural centre of eastern Europe, was then intimately connected with the spread of Christianity. The evangelization of those peoples who came into contact with the Empire was one of the principal aims of the Byzantine Orthodox Church. The Balkan Slavs in particular, since the days of the Emperor Heraclius, had been an object of special solicitude for its fertile missionary activity.4

In Bulgaria, the spread of Christianity was facilitated by the presence in Moesia and Macedonia of Christian nuclei, remnants of a time preceding the Slavonic invasions,5 and also by the numerous Greek prisoners settled by the Khans in various parts of the country. Thus Christianity penetrated into Bulgaria in the same manner and approximately at the same time as Paulicianism. At the time of Omortag (815–31), Christianity was gaining ground in the country.

But a strong section in Bulgaria was viewing this development with grave concern. For many Bulgarians Christianity was synonymous with Byzantine domination, a foreign and hostile force. Omortag himself, probably for political motives, started to persecute the Christians. Four bishops were martyred, including Manuel, archbishop of Adrianople. We are also told that Omortag ordered his Christian subjects to eat meat in Lent; those who, out of loyalty to their religion, refused to comply with this order, were arrested and put to death.6

The resistance to Christianity in ninth-century Bulgaria was not limited to the anti-Byzantine political party. There is no doubt that among the masses there existed stubborn opposition to the new religion in the name of the traditional pagan beliefs. The character of these beliefs is a matter of some importance for a study of Paulicianism in Bulgaria, since the Paulician missionaries, as bearers of a new religion, were naturally brought into


3 According to an seventh-century source, Christianity under Omortag penetrated into the very family of the Khan. Omortag’s eldest son Eravovol was converted by his slave, the Greek Cinamon, and was consequently martyred by order of his brother, the Khan Malamir. See Zlatarski, op. cit., vol. I, pt 1, pp. 293–7, 332–4; Dvornik, op. cit. pp. 100–2; Runciman, op. cit. p. 89.

4 Krum’s laws were issued, it was said, in order to prevent hatred, collusion between thieves and judges, drunkenness and commercial fraud, apparently widespread vices in Bulgaria at that time. It is characteristic of the sweeping nature of these laws that one of them ordered all the vineyards in the country to be uprooted. It has been thought that this measure bears some relation to the view, later held by the Bogomils, that the vine was first planted by the Devil. (See infra, p. 149, n. 3.)

5 Thus Sabin in 786 was dethroned by the boyar party for entering into negotiations with Constantine Copronymus (see Zlatarski, ibid, p. 210).

6 Omortag’s celebrated inscriptions are written in Greek, though in a rough, ungrammatical language, as used by the Greek captives in Bulgaria.
close contact with the existing pagan religion of the Bulgarian masses. Moreover, the success of Paulician proselytism in the country largely depended on the extent to which paganism was capable of satisfying the masses and holding them within the bounds of their ancient traditions.

Unfortunately, however, it is not possible to obtain a clear picture of the pre-Christian cult in Bulgaria, as the relevant sources are scantly and vague and illustrate no more than the general character of southern Slavonic demonology and ritual. The earliest and fundamental account is that of Procopius, who describes the religion of these Slavs who invaded the Balkans in the sixth century: they worshipped one supreme God, creator of lightning and Lord of all things, and also honoured the spirits of rivers and woods, to whom they offered sacrifices in exchange for oracles.

Apart from this general information on the beliefs of the early

1 Procopius, De Bello Gothico, vol. ii, p. 14; vol. ii (Teubner, Leipzig), pp. 327-8: "They recognize that there is one God, the maker of lightning and sole lord of all things, and they sacrifice to him cattle and all other victims. They do not know the future, nor do they admit in any way that it has any power over men. But whenever death stands before them, when they are stricken with sickness or preparing for war, they make a promise that, if they escape, they will straight away make a sacrifice to the God in return for their life, and if they escape, they sacrifice what they had promised, and consider that their safety has been bought with this same sacrifice. They sacrifice, however, rivers, nymphs and some other spirits (δαιμόνια); they offer sacrifices to all these also, and in sacrificing expect oracles." This passage has served as a basis for all searches into the pagan religion of the Slavs.

The evidence of Procopius is particularly important, as it clearly shows that the belief of the early Slavonic Slavs was monotheistic. The víšen mentioned by him are in all probability the Slavonic víta, the belief in whom is an essential characteristic of the pagan tradition of the southern Slav, and particularly of the Bulgarians. See L. Niederle, Slavistic Studišča: Štud pastičh Slavids (Prague, 1915), p. 20, vol. ii, pp. 59-60; and Manuel de l’Antiquité Slav, vol. ii, p. 139. V. Maniskia, however, considers the víta to be of Turco-Tatar origin (Die Religion der Ostslaven, FF Communications, no. 43, Helsinki, 1922, p. 153).

Southern Slavonic paganism is also discussed by Jireček, Geschichte der Serben (Gotha, 1911), vol. ii, p. 160 et seq.; L. Léger, La Mythologie Slave (Paris, 1901); L. Niederle, Slov. Studišča, loc. cit. pp. 44-5.

Evidence concerning folk beliefs of the southern Slavs can be found in Phyllis Kemp’s Housing Ritual: Studies in the Technique and Tradition of the Southern Slavs (London, 1935), which contains an extensive bibliography of the subject.

southern Slavs, we possess some evidence concerning pagan ritual in Bulgaria. We know of the existence of pagan feasts, particularly that of the summer solstice, celebrated on a day which became, after the introduction of Christianity, the eve of the feast of St John the Baptist (24 June), and of the summer festival of the rusali.2

The scanty information concerning Bulgarian paganism can be supplemented by the evidence of a few historical sources. We are told that Krum, preparing for a final assault on Constantinople, offered sacrifices of men and animals.3 Omortag, in pledging himself to friendship with the Byzantine emperor, swore on his sword and on the entrails of sacrificed dogs.4

The singular paucity of historical evidence concerning early Slavonic paganism is, according to Niederle, not fortuitous. The pre-Christian Slavonic cult, when compared with that of other Indo-European peoples, appears to have been rather indefinite and poor.5 This is particularly true in the case of the southern Slavs, who, unlike the Russian and Baltic Slavs, do not seem to have had a distinct 'cycle' of gods or an organized priesthood.6

In Bulgaria, for 200 years after the arrival of Asperukh, the consolidation and unification of the pagan cult was furthermore prevented by the existing racial and religious duality between the pagan Slavs and the Bulgars, who were Shamanists.7 Neither force was strong enough to absorb the other and the religious and racial dichotomy was only overcome after the introduction of Christianity. In these circumstances, it can scarcely be doubted

1 L. Niederle, Manuel, vol. ii, p. 166. This pagan feast was common to most Slavs. It is known in Bulgaria as Heroes’ Day and in Russia as swoyna, swyazhny. Its most important features included jumping through fire and the ritual killing and burial of a human figure. In Bulgaria, in later times, it was connected with the Orthodox with the practice of Bogomilism (see infra, p. 247).
2 Ibid. p. 55. The rusali are undoubtedly of Romano-Byzantine origin and correspond to the Latin rosearia, rosalia and to the Greek βοσκέα (βοσκεῖν ὁ ἄνδρος).
6 See N. P. Blagoev, Istoria na starото българско държавно право (Sofia, 1956), pp. 190-1.
7 I. Ivanov, Bogomilska kniga i legendi (Sofia, 1925), pp. 364-7.
that the pagan cult of the Bulgarians lacked the force necessary to ensure the religious and cultural development of their country.

The Paulicians, on the other hand, whose culture was on a considerably higher level, were no doubt to some extent able to fulfill the role of teachers to the Bulgarian people. Their superiority lay largely in the fact that their teaching, for all its dualism, had borrowed many elements from Christianity. In view of the exclusive importance they attached to the New Testament, we may legitimately assume that in some cases the Paulicians were the first to bring the Gospel to the pagan Bulgarians. In spite of their heretical interpretation of the Scriptures, the Paulician missionaries were vested with a moral superiority over paganism which goes far to explain their undoubted success in Bulgaria. It is not clear whether the early Paulicians were antagonistic to the pagan beliefs or whether, on the contrary, they adapted them to their own teaching.¹

¹ According to a theory developed in the nineteenth century and sometimes brought forward to-day, the beliefs of the pagan Slavs were dualistic and hence connected with the teachings of the dualistic sects in Bulgaria and with those of the Paulicians in particular. This theory is based primarily on the following description of the twelfth-century Pobalians pagan Slavs by Helmold: 'The Slavs... have a strange delusion. At their feasts and carnivals they pass about a bowl over which they utter words, I should not say of consecration but of excommunication, in the name of the gods—in the name of the good, as well as of the bad one (boni sancti etque malo)—professing that all propitious fortune is arranged by the good god, adverse, by the bad god. Hence, also, in their language they call the bad god 'Dschukh', that is, the black god (malan deum seu ignem Dschukh, ist est nemur deum, appellant),¹ Helmold Presbyteri Chronica Slavorum, lib. i, c. 52, Perti, M.G.H. St. vol. xxxi, p. 52 (English tr. by F. J. Tschan, 1935, p. 155). By antithesis with Zrennoch, the black god, to the Slavs was also attributed the worship of the white god.' (See J. Gieseler, 'Über die Verbreitung christlich-dualistischer Lehrbegriffe unter den Slaven', Theologische Studien und Kritiken, Hamburg, 1897, pt. 4, pp. 357-66; C. Schmidt, Histoire et doctrine de la sante des Cathares ou Albigeois, vol. i, p. 7; vol. ii, pp. 271 et seq.; D. Tchekl, История на българската църква, Sofia, 1910, vol. i, pp. 662-4.) This view is convincingly refuted by Ivanov (БОГОСЛЯВЕНИ КАРПИ И АГАНЧИЦИ, pp. 361-4). His main arguments are as follows: (1) Helmold's evidence is of the twelfth century and does not refer to the southern Slavs. (2) The existence of a 'white god' as opposed to the 'black god' is not mentioned by any old reliable source. (3) The 'black god' is probably a later conception which may possibly have developed among the Baltic Slavs under the influence of the Christian teaching concerning the Devil. (This is admitted by Gieseler, op. cit. pp. 360-1.)

2 The little information we possess on the pagan religion of the Slavs strongly suggests that they were monotheists; thus Helmold himself, in another passage, refers to Svantovit, the supreme god of the Slavs: 'Zvanocvit deus deus Rurianorum inter omnia numina Sclavorum primatum obtinuerat... Unde etiam... omnes Sclavorum provinciae, illuc tributa annuatim transmittabant, illam deum domum esse profiteserat.' (Op. cit. lib. ii, c. 14, p. 97.) Above all, the evidence of Procopius (see supra, p. 68, n. 1) clearly shows that monotheism existed among the southern Slavs. (5) As for the popular dualistic legends, so widespread in Bulgaria in later times, they are not autochthonous, but originate from Asia. Ivanov thinks that they may have been brought to Bulgaria by the Paulician colonists (op. cit. p. 378).

It may be added that the term 'dualism' is frequently used in far too loose a sense; the belief in good and evil forces outside man, either benevolent or harmful, and the consequent worship of the first and avoidance or propitiation of the second, common to all religions with a developed demology (such as Slavonic paganism), cannot be accurately described as 'dualism'. Dualism proper, applied, for instance, to Manichaeism and Paulicianism, is a metaphysical doctrine, according to which the visible, material world is the creation of an evil force outside God.

¹ We know, however, that the Paulicians formed part of the armies of the celebrated rebel Thomas, who in his unsuccessful attempt to capture Constantinople (920-3) directed his land operations against the capital from Thrace. They are referred to by Genesis (Historia, C.S.I.B. p. 33) as 'Στῆντα τῆς Μάκυνας Μήδρασις μέτειχον', and were in all probability Armenians. Thomas himself, who has often been thought to have been a Slav, was in reality, it seems, of Armenian origin. See A. Vasiliev, Byzance et les Arabes (French ed.), vol. i, pp. 22-39. Cf. also J. Laurent, 'L'Arménie entre Byzance et l'Islam depuis la conquête arabe jusqu'en 989', Bibliothèque des Écoles Françaises d'Athènes et de Rome, fasc. 117, Paris, 1919, p. 296; J. B. Burrow, A History of the Eastern Roman Empire, pp. 26, 105.

² A signal error has been committed by a number of historians, due to the false interpretation of a passage of Georgius Homarolus, who writes, alluding to the Paulicians: έχοντες δε και γ' άκολουθίαν εις την διαλογικήν αυτόν, (a) τήν Μακυναί, ήτις έστων Κάστρων κοιλάσως... (Chronicon, ed. Muralt, St Petersburg, 1859), p. 607; cf. de Boor ed. vol. ii, p. 720. Assuming that τήν Μακυναί must refer to the Balkan region of that name, E. Globovsky, Краткий очерк
The growth of Christianity in Bulgaria could not be arrested indefinitely by State persecution. The Gospel was preached in the country by the Orthodox missionaries and the Paulician heretics. Moreover, the constant contacts, cultural and diplomatic, of the Bulgarian Khans with the Empires of the East and of the West, the Byzantine and the Frankish, had, no doubt, brought to their minds the necessity for Bulgaria of taking her place among the civilized nations of Europe. This could only be achieved by renouncing the pagan isolation and accepting Christianity. But the Christian missionaries came from Byzantium, and the Khans and the boyars were naturally loth to open the doors of Bulgaria to priests and institutions coming from Constantinople. The Khan Boris (852–89), for this reason, was inclined to seek Christianity from the West and in 862 he concluded an alliance with Louis the German. This Franko-Bulgarian pact seems to have been directed at once against Byzantium, the traditional enemy of both the Bulgarians and the Franks, and against the young Moravian State, whose rapid political growth under its able rulers Mojmir and Rastislav was arousing the displeasure of its German and Slavonic neighbours. The Moravians and the Byzantines, who were equally interested in preventing the consolidation of the Franko-Bulgarian pact, promptly concluded an alliance of their own. This alliance, initiated by Rastislav’s celebrated embassy to the Byzantine court

history православных церквей болгарской, сербской и румынской (Moscow, 1871), p. 155, identifies Kăștriu kolonii with the locality of Colonia (or Stara), to the south-west of Kastoria, in southern Macedonia, and concludes that in the first half of the ninth century the Paulicians possessed an organized ‘Church’ in Macedonia. This opinion is repeated by such authorities on Bulgarian history as Jireček, Geschichte der Bulgaren, p. 175, and Zlatarski, op. cit. vol. i, pt 2, pp. 62–3.

This surprising mistake can only be due to an insufficient acquaintance with the Historia Manichaeorum of Peter of Sicily. As we have seen, Peter expressly tells us that the Paulician communities of Asia Minor were named after the various Christian churches associated with St Paul. Among these was the ‘Church of Macedonia’ situated in Cibouza, near Colonia (see supra, pp. 33–4) in Armenia Minor, and which is, beyond any doubt, the Kăștriu kolonii mentioned by Hamartolus, where the ‘Church of Macedonia’ was situated. Hamartolus himself in his narrative is clearly referring to the Paulicians of Asia, which makes Golubinsky’s error all the more astonishing.

3 On several occasions Omor-tag entered into negotiations with the Emperor Louis the Pious. (See Runciman, op. cit. pp. 81–3.)


(862) was to have profound repercussions on the history of the Slavs: its immediate effects were the Byzantine mission to Moravia (863), with the consequent rise of Slavonic Christianity in central Europe, and, on the other hand, the far-reaching events which took place in Bulgaria the following year. To counter the Franko-Bulgarian pact, with its danger of Carolingian influence spreading to the Balkans, the Emperor Michael decided to strike. A Byzantine army entered Bulgaria, and Boris, whose military position was precarious, was forced to capitulate: he accepted all the emperor’s conditions, renounced the Frankish alliance and agreed to receive baptism and to admit Greek missionaries into his country. In 864 Boris together with a large number of Bulgarian boyars was baptized, the Emperor Michael being his godfather.

By accepting baptism in the name of all his people Boris did much to achieve the unification and centralization of his realm, for which his pagan predecessors had vainly striven. It had been a constant aim of the Khans to overcome the racial duality between Bulgars and Slavs. Some of them, like Tervel and Krum, had been partly successful, owing to their strong personalities and to the help of the Slavs. But under their weaker successors, who were often incapable of holding together the different elements in the country, their work was largely undone. The failure of paganism to unify and centralize was thus largely due to the fact that the pursuit of these aims was the sole prerogative of the Khan, on whose personality and strength of character its success, in the last resort, depended.

1 The circumstances of Boris’s baptism are discussed by Zlatarski, op. cit. vol. i, pt 2, pp. 18–31; Dvornik, Les Slaves, Byzance et Rome, pp. 187–9, and Les Légendes de Constantin et Méthode vues de Byzance’ (Byzantinologie, Supplementa i, Prague, 1933), pp. 229–31; Runciman, op. cit. pp. 103–5.

The event was recorded by a number of Byzantine and Frankish chroniclers (see Dvornik, Les Slaves, Byzance et Rome, p. 186, n. 1). Its exact date has been variably fixed. Zlatarski, by a calculation based on the old Bulgar chronological cycle, and on the basis of an Albanian inscription, concluded that Boris was baptized in September 865 (ibid. pp. 29–31). This date is accepted by Dvornik, Runciman and Spinka. However, A. Vaillant and M. Lascaris, ‘Date de la conversion des Bulgares’, R.E.S. (1933), vol. xiii, fasc. 1, 2, pp. 5–15, criticize Zlatarski’s conclusion by a detailed examination of his sources. In their opinion, the correct date is 864, which is accepted by Grégoire, B. vol. viii (1933), pp. 663–8.
Christianity was able to achieve both: by recognizing the fundamental equality of all races in the State, it did much to destroy the ethnic duality, and, moreover, by its principle of the divine origin of authority, it sanctioned and legalized the supreme position of the autocrat. With the help of Christianity, Boris ceased to be a pagan Khan and became a Christian Slavonic prince, whose aim it was to unite the southern Slavs under his sceptre.

Above all, the effect of Boris’s conversion was to link Bulgaria with Byzantium through the Orthodox Church. The new faith came from Constantinople and, together with the dogmas, ethics and ritual of Christianity, Byzantine political and social institutions could penetrate freely into Bulgaria.

The Patriarch Photius, who, as the principal inspirer of all missionary work among the barbarians, took a particular interest in the conversion of Bulgaria, now assumed the position of the spiritual father of the newly baptized ruler and his subjects. In 865 he sent Boris a long and learned letter setting forth with his customary force and lucidity the mysteries of the Christian faith and the duties of a Christian ruler. As well as giving an exposition of the Nicene Creed and of the dogmas of the seven Oecumenical Councils, and an explanation of the principal Christian virtues, the patriarch warned Boris against all deviations from Orthodoxy and innovations in matters of doctrine.

Photius’s letter can serve as an illustration of the task which confronted the Greek clergy in Bulgaria in its mission of consolidating Christianity. After preaching the Gospel, its most urgent duty was to destroy paganism and heresy, and to bring all national customs and institutions into harmony with the Christian law. The essential instrument in the Christianization of Bulgaria was thus Byzantine canon and civil law, both of which entered into the composition of the Byzantine nomocanon. There is no doubt that the Greek clergy sent to Bulgaria after 864 was supplied

with the Byzantine nomocanon. Thus, together with the canonical, penitentiary and service books, the foundation of Byzantine civil law, i.e. the Ecloga of the Isaurian emperors, was introduced into Bulgaria, where it replaced the old customary law and became the basis of the Bulgarian civil code.

The ecclesiastical organization and administration of Bulgaria were at first left entirely in the hands of the Greeks. There could be as yet no local Bulgarian hierarchy, as Christianity was still in its infancy there and much had to be improvised, the suddenness of the Bulgarian conversion having surprised even the Greeks. Photius himself assumed immediate authority of jurisdiction over the Bulgarian Church. This no doubt explains the absence of an Orthodox bishop in Bulgaria until 870.

But the very suddenness with which baptism was decided on and the speed with which it was carried out, characteristic of so many of Boris’s important acts, were a source of danger to the newly established Bulgarian Orthodox Church. Baptism had been

1 See S. S. Bobchev, Римско-византийско право в старобръмка България, G.S.U. (1925), vol. XXI, p. 77. The nature of the books of Byzantine canon and civil law which were sent to Bulgaria at that time forms the subject of an ingenious article by Zlatarski, Книги канонически и книги граждански за България во времето на Борис I, Летопис на Българската Академия на науките (София, 1914), vol. I, pp. 79-116.


3 Photius, in his encomium to the Eastern patriarchs of 867 (P.G. vol. cit., col. 724, ed. Valette, p. 188), says that the Bulgarian people έξ τής τῶν Χριστιανῶν παράδοσεως μετακινήθησαν πλέον. Theophylact, archbishop of Ochrida, writing almost 250 years later, also stresses the unexpectedness of the event: Ταύτα δέ, το θερμάτος παρά Βουλγάρων προσφέροντα πάντα το περι της άγιης μέμνημα οικούν εξαναντικότατον ἐν θείω θυμίλαν (Historia Martyrum XV Martyrum, P.G. vol. cxxvi, col. 200).


But there is no evidence that any bishop remained in Bulgaria after the baptism or was sent to organize the Bulgarian Church, as Zlatarski appears to think (op. cit. vol. I, p. 2, p. 28). On the contrary, there is good reason for supposing, as Tselekov has pointed out (История на българската църква, p. 274, n. 1), that the first bishop of Bulgaria was only appointed by the Patriarch Ignatius in 870. See Theophanes Continuatus, p. 342.
enforced on many Bulgarians, who thus became Christians only in name. Moreover, in all the social classes Orthodox Christianity had many enemies who both actively and passively resisted the introduction and enforcement of the new law: the pagan masses, still the vast majority, resented in the main the attempt of the Church to destroy their old traditions and beliefs; the Paulician heretics were actively spreading their anti-Orthodox teaching; the boyars were observing with alarm that Christianity was threatening to destroy their ancient privileges and dominant position in the State and, moreover, they were faced with a peaceful invasion of men and institutions from Byzantium, their hereditary foe. Finally, the Roman See had not abandoned the hope that the contact established between Boris and Louis the German in 862, so rudely interrupted in 864, would eventually bear fruit and lead to the attachment of Bulgaria to the Western Church.

All these factors, present in Bulgaria from the time of the baptism, were destined to influence at different moments its inner life for several centuries and caused Bulgaria to be the fighting ground for a number of anti-Orthodox movements throughout most of its medieval history.

The first one broke out as early as 866. A number of boyars, supported by some Bulgarians of lesser rank, rose in revolt against Boris. Their intention was to kill him and appoint another Khan. Boris, whose position seems to have been extremely precarious, gathered a handful of faithful followers and, by a timely intervention which contemporary sources describe as miraculous, attacked and defeated the rebels. They were punished with great severity: fifty-two of the ringleaders, together with their children, were put to death. According to Hincmar of Rheims the leaders of the revolt were ‘intra decem comitatus’, which no doubt means that they were governors of provinces, into which Bulgaria was then divided. Pope Nicholas I states, furthermore, that these nobles belonged to two distinct classes, of which the upper alone was put to the sword. It is thus very probable, as Zlatarski suggests, that the strongest resistance to Christianity came from the provinces, where, far from the vigilant eye and centralizing efforts of Boris and his government, the semi-independent aristocracy could foment a revolt in defence of its jeopardized privileges.

The sources do not tell us whether the rebellious boyars were particularly attached to their pagan beliefs or customs. Zonaras merely says that they were dissatisfied because Boris had abandoned the traditions of his fathers; Nicholas, more significantly, mentions in his letter to Boris that the boyars revolted, ‘dicentes, non bonam vos eis legem tradidisse’. It would appear that the basic motive of the rebellion of 866 was social and political. As it has already been shown, a considerable section of the boyars were traditionally opposed to the ‘lex Christiana’. Hardly had this serious threat to Orthodoxy been overcome when another event occurred of great importance for the newly baptized country. The very same year (866) Boris sent envoys to Rome with a request to Pope Nicholas I to instruct him and his people in the pure Christian faith. At the same time he sent a similar mission to Louis the German, asking him for bishops and

---

2 ‘Qualiter...omnes primates eorum, atque maiores cum omni prope sua gladio fuerint interempti; mediocres vero, seu minores nihil maii pertulerint’ (Responsa, loc. cit.). Zlatarski has shown (loc. cit. vol. i, pt 2, pp. 49–51) that the distinction between maiores on the one hand, and mediocres seu minores on the other (primates being merely a generic term equivalent to ‘boyars’) corresponds to the well-known distinction in Bulgarian and Byzantine sources between the ‘Great Boyars’ who held high military and administrative posts at Court or in the provinces, and the less important or ‘little’ boyars, employed in various branches of the civil service, or, also, between the βασιλιάδες and the ἱππας.
3 ΄δε τῆς μακροῦ δόξης ἀποστάτους, C.H.S.B. vol. iii, p. 388.
5 This should explain the bitter enmity between the Greek clergy and the opposing boyar party. Those of the rebels who had been pardoned by Boris and were prepared to do penance were nevertheless refused absolution by the Greek clergy in Bulgaria (Responsa, 78, loc. cit. vol. 1008; cf. Zlatarski, op. cit. vol. i, pt 2, pp. 57–8).
priests, and thus returning to his policy of 862. Boris’s motive in turning to Rome was, it seems, above all, the hope of obtaining the independence of his Church, which the Byzantine patriarch was not prepared to grant.  

This was a wonderful opportunity for the Roman See. For centuries the Papacy had claimed its ancient rights over eastern Illyricum, a large portion of which was now of its own will returning to the fold. Nicholas’s first act was to compose a letter with answers to specific questions raised by Boris. These celebrated *Responsa Nicolai ad Consulta Bulgarorum* are remarkable for their clarity, practical sense and shrewdness. The letter was sent to Bulgaria together with a mission, headed by two bishops, Paul of Populonia and Formosus of Porto. It arrived at Pliska, Boris’s capital, in November 866. The next year, there arrived a group of German missionaries, headed by Ermenrich, bishop of Passau, and sent by Louis the German in reply to Boris’s appeal; but, as the Latin clergy was already installed in Bulgaria, they were forthwith sent home. The Latin bishops and priests rapidly set about their work of bringing Bulgaria to the Roman obedience; the Greek clergy was expelled and much of its work of the past two years consciously undone.  

Many of the practices instituted by the Greek priests were now rounded condemned by their Latin successors. Already Nicholas I had denounced several of them to Boris as unnecessary or absurd. The Latin priests, rejecting Greek Confirmation, insisted that all

---

1 See Zlatarski, op. cit. p. 101.  
6 Such as the prohibitions to bathe on Wednesdays and Fridays (Resp. 6, col. 982), to take communion without wearing a belt (Resp. 55, col. 1000), to eat the flesh of an animal killed by a cunning (Resp. 57, col. 1001), or the teaching that it is a grave sin for a man to stand in church without his arms folded on his chest (Resp. 54, col. 1000).  
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Bulgarians should be re-confirmed.1 It is to be presumed that they attempted to destroy the confidence of the Bulgarians in the Byzantine Church by means of the arguments used by Nicholas I: the non-canonicity of Photius’s election to the patriarchal throne,2 the Papal primacy,3 the inferior position occupied by the Church of Constantinople,4 and Byzantine imperialism.5  

It is not hard to imagine the confusion regarding Christianity which must have reigned in the minds of the Bulgarian people who, in the space of three years, had been confronted with Byzantine, Latin and German priests, and who now were being told that the Greek priests, whom they had been taught to obey, were no more than ambitious impostors.6  

This confusion was, no doubt, still increased when, following the decision of the council held in Constantinople in 869-70, Bulgaria was once again attached to the Eastern Church. The Bulgarian Church having been granted a considerable measure of independence from Byzantium, a newly appointed archbishop, consecrated by the Patriarch Ignatius, arrived in Bulgaria in 870 with a number of bishops and priests; it was now the turn of the Latin clergy to be expelled and of the Greeks to refute the Latin teachings and practices in order to justify their position. The
Bulgarians were now persuaded that the Latin missionaries were heretics. On matters of ecclesiastical law and discipline many of the arguments used by the Greeks after 870 were the exact counterpart of those used by the Latins between 866 and 870. In doctrinal matters, the Latin dogma of the Double Procession of the Holy Spirit (the 'Filioque') was the principal object of attack; it should be noted that the arguments probably used to refute it supply indirect evidence of the proselytism of the Paulicians in Bulgaria at that time.

It cannot be doubted that this struggle between the Byzantine and Roman Churches in Bulgaria indirectly contributed to the growth of heresy. Polemics between the rival hierarchies were almost solely concerned with matters of discipline and ritual. In the doctrinal field the question of the 'Filioque' appears to have been the only subject of disagreement. But for the Bulgarians, 'adluc in fide rudes', the distinction between the fundamental principles of Christianity and their external expression in the ethical and social spheres was a difficult one. Faced with far-reaching transformations in almost every aspect of their private and public lives, they naturally tended to confuse the more important and the less important. This confusion was in itself a favourable ground for heresy; the Paulician teachings, in particular, spread the very same confusion by neglecting the unity of the Christian tradition and by unduly emphasizing certain of its aspects to the detriment of others.

Moreover, the embittered polemics between the representatives of the two rival Churches in Bulgaria undermined the prestige of both in the eyes of the people, who, ignorant of the true significance of the changes, have more than observed all the contradictions between the teachings and the quarrels of the hierarchs. It is likely enough that those feuds were exploited by the Paulicians, who, in their bitter hostility to the Byzantine and the Roman Churches, were not likely to miss such an opportunity to discredit both.

Apart from these general considerations, there is positive evidence that at the time when Boris became a Christian and imposed his faith on his people the Paulicians were actively proselytizing in Bulgaria. The manner in which they penetrated from Armenia to Thrace in the eighth century, and from Thrace to Bulgaria in the eighth and ninth centuries, has already been described.

Though we do not hear of them directly until 866, it is highly probable that, as a similar argument was used after 870 by the Greeks ad sumum Bulgarorum, as the Bulgarians were quite familiar with 'Manichaeism', which the Paulician heretics were spreading in their midst.

The probability of this hypothesis is increased by the knowledge that the accusation of Manichaeism was undoubtedly put forward by the Greek clergy in Bulgaria against the Latin rule concerning the celibacy of priests, which was said to imply a general hatred of marriage. See Photius, loc. cit. cols. 724–5; τοις ἤθελεν γάρω πρεσβυτέροις διατίμησθαι...οἰσίν, τοις δὲ ἁγίοις θεοῦ λεόντας, μυαττιστάς τε καὶ σπυρόφισθαι, παρεισάσων τῆς θυμοῦ γεγογραφίης, ἐν αὐτοῖς, τά στέρματα καταστασθέντα. Cf. Nicholas, loc. cit. col. 1155: 'dicunt...nos abominari nuptias, quia presbyteros sortiri conjuges prohibebmus.'
probable that they were active in Bulgaria during the first half of the ninth century.

The *Response ad Consulta Bulgavorum* of Pope Nicholas I, that fundamental source of our knowledge of the inner conditions in Bulgaria in the third quarter of the ninth century, contains several allusions to the proselytism of heretical teachers on Bulgarian soil, some of whom were almost certainly Paulicians. We learn from the words of the Pope that Boris had asked his advice on the proper method of treating those whose teachings did not conform to the Apostolic commands. He had also complained of the arrival in Bulgaria of numerous ‘Christians’ from various countries, who taught much and differently from one another, in particular Greeks and Armenians. These Armenian ‘Christians’ were, in all probability, Paulicians. It is not impossible, however, that some of them were Monophysites who had come directly from Armenia; but it should be noted that those Monophysites transplanted into Thrace in 745 by Constantine Copronymus were Syrians, while the Armenians settled there by the same Emperor in 757 were, according to the evidence of Theophanes, Paulician heretics. It will be remembered that the Paulicians called themselves Christians, which would justify Boris describing them by that name to the Pope.

In support of this hypothesis, there is evidence showing that Bulgaria was at that time a centre of Paulicianism. A letter written by Stylianus, bishop of Neocaesarea, to Pope Stephen V, probably in 886 or 887, mentions a certain ‘Manichaean’, Santabarenus, the father of Theodore Santabarenus, the well-known supporter of the Patriarch Photius. This Santabarenus, who, according to Stylianus, was a magician, seeing that his practices were discovered and that he was threatened with arrest, fled from Byzantine territory to Bulgaria, where he abjured Christianity. These accusations of Manichaeism and magic must not, in all probability, be taken too seriously, as Stylianus, who, as a polemical writer, is not noted for objective accuracy, is trying in this letter to discredit Photius, and may simply be repeating unauthenticated rumours about the father of one of the patriarch’s principal adherents. Yet the epithet ‘Manichaean’ was, at that time, generally applied to the Paulicians, and it can perhaps be inferred from this account that Santabarenus escaped to Bulgaria in order to seek protection among his co-religionists there, and that he was, indeed, received into their community.

At this very time (870) we possess the evidence of Peter of Sicily that the Paulicians of Tephrice were planning to send missionaries to Bulgaria. Whether this was done or whether there had been any previous missions is not known for certain; but the covetous eyes which the Armenian Paulicians cast on Bulgaria strongly suggest that they were in contact with their co-religionists in that country.

An Old-Bulgarian manuscript which describes in legendary form the origin of the Bulgarian Paulicians supports the evidence of the Greek sources. It shows that according to a medieval tradition current in Bulgaria the Paulician heresy was brought there by missionaries from the East. The names of the Paulician missionaries, Subotin and Shutil, are, according to Prof. Ivanov, of Eastern origin. Moreover, the legend asserts that the Paulicians came to Bulgaria from Cappadocia, and this is substantiated by our knowledge that the Paulician heresy was rife in Cappadocia in the ninth century. This, together with the fact that the legend clearly refers to the early days of Paulicianism in Bulgaria,

1 See supra, p. 30.
3 Loc. cit. p. 39.
4 И прилождо в българското земли от Киндада, и пръсвягат се имена апостольска Павелъ, Йоанъ. И души люде от низъ б на него човекъ удавяши, они ему занов прималъ. И тия люде напицате Павлинъ (loc. cit. p. 22). Ср. Ivanov, Богомилски книги и легенди, p. 11.
6 The MS. is undated. Ivanov places the composition of the story not earlier than the twelfth century. Its authorship, ascribed in the title to St John Chrysostom, is clearly apocryphal, as the saint died more than three centuries before we know of any Paulicians in the Balkans. But it shows that the story refers to a very early period.
confirms the evidence of Paulician infiltration from Asia Minor into Bulgaria in the ninth century.

It is thus possible to state with certainty that the Paulician heresy was a strong and dangerous force in Bulgaria in the third quarter of the ninth century at the time of its Christianization and the struggles between the Eastern and Western Churches. Moreover, its teachers came from the Armenian colonies in Thrace and also directly from Asia Minor.

It is probable that many of the latter arrived together with Armenian merchants. These were numerous in Bulgaria in the ninth century. Some of them had remained in the commercial centres of Anchialus and Develtus after Krum had captured them from the Greeks. Beside the Greek and Bulgarian merchants, the Armenians acted as carriers in the lively trade between Byzantium and Bulgaria, especially during the Thirty Years Peace (816–46). It should be remembered that Bulgaria was the main emporium in the trade between central and northern Europe on the one hand and Byzantium on the other.\(^3\) Along the trade routes leading through Bulgaria,\(^4\) Armenian merchants carried Transylvanian salt to Moravia and the industrial products of Constantinople and Asia Minor to central Europe. They brought their faith, Paulician or Monophysite, with them. Their mobility made them useful intermediaries between the Empire and Bulgaria. Armenians were particularly numerous in Thessalonica, whence they could easily penetrate into Macedonia.\(^5\) Armenian communities are attested in Macedonia from the tenth to the fourteenth century.\(^6\)

Apart from the danger presented by the Paulician and Monophysite Armenians, the young Orthodox Church of Bulgaria had to fight the proselytism of various non-Christian religions, particularly that of the Jews, colonies of whom were settled in several large Balkan towns and were frequently aggressive towards the Christians.\(^1\) Their presence in Bulgaria accentuated the state of religious confusion and swelled the number of those who ‘multī ex diversis locis . . . advenierunt, qui . . . multa et varia loquentur’.\(^2\) The Responsor Nicolai tell us that a certain Jew had baptized many Bulgarians and that Boris, in ignorance whether he was a Christian or a pagan, and doubting the validity of his baptism, had asked the Pope for guidance on the matter.\(^3\)

According to the same document, Bulgaria had been open to Moslem influences in the past: Boris had asked Nicholas what he should do with those books which his people had received from the Arabs.\(^4\) There is, however, no clear indication that these books had any great success or that Islam was preached on any large scale in Bulgaria at that time.\(^8\)
The Bogomils

To sum up the preceding considerations, it can be said that the introduction and consolidation of Christianity in Bulgaria in the third quarter of the ninth century was considerably hindered by the active proselytism of Christian heretics and teachers of non-Christian religions, who exploited the religious instability of the country in their efforts to secure the adhesion of the Bulgarians to their conflicting doctrines. The Bulgarian Church historian Tsakliev has aptly compared Bulgaria at that time to a debating hall echoing with the heated contests of foreign missionaries.1

In one sense these religious struggles had a beneficial effect on the Bulgarian Orthodox Church. Faced with the necessity of fighting heresy from the very moment of its foundation, it was compelled to organize itself on a unified and centralized basis. Though canonically subject to the authority of the Occumenical Patriarch, the archbishop of Bulgaria enjoyed full autonomy in all matters of administration and interior discipline.2 The dioceses (or eparchies) were organized according to a strictly hierarchical principle, closely modelled on that of the Byzantine Church. While the aim of Boris and of the Bulgarian ecclesiastical authorities was to restore wherever possible the ancient Christian sees which had existed before the Great Invasions, a number of new dioceses were also created.3 The majority of the sees were situated in the thetical. They may have come from the country of the Khazars, where they were numerous at that time. (See V. N. Zlatarski, Heropan, vol. 1, pt 2, p. 67.)

In the first half of the ninth century a large Monastic population was transplanted by the Emperor Theophilus to Macedonia. They were settled on the lower Vardar and became known as the ‘Vardar Turks’ (see K. Jireček, Geschichte der Bulgaren, p. 223, Zlatarski, op. cit. vol. 1, pt 1, p. 341, n. 2). F. Rački (‘Bogomili i Patareni’, Red Jugoslavenske Akademije [Zagreb, 1896]), vol. vi, p. 68) thinks that they were responsible for spreading Islam in Bulgaria. Zlatarski, however, has shown that the ‘Vardar Turks’ indulged in no missionary activity and that they were baptised shortly after their forced emigration to Macedonia (op. cit. vol. 1, pt 2, p. 67). For the ‘Vardar Turks’, see B. Tafel, De Thesaloniens, pp. 76–86; S. Novakočević, Oksjenska Archivinskopija u periodu XI veka, Glas Srpske Kraljevske Akademije [Belgrade, 1908], vol. lxxvi, p. 61.

1 ‘Qui Christianizatis bonum suscipere remanunt, et idolis immaculat, vel genua curvant.’ (Resp. 41, P.L. vol. cxxx, col. 995.)
2 ‘Refertis quod soliti ferrius, quando in proelium pro prudiciae, dies et hora observare, et incantationes, et joca, et carmina, et nonnulla auguria exercere.’ (Resp. 35, ibid. col. 993.)
3 ‘Peribentes quod moris sit apud vos infrimis ligaturum quondam ob sanisatem recipiendam ferre pendentam sub gtture.’ (Resp. 75, ibid. col. 1006.)
4 ‘Refertis quod lapis inventus sit apud vos ... de quo si quisquam ob aliquam infrimitationem quid accipitis, soleat aliquoties remedium corpori suo praebere.’ (Resp. 62, ibid. col. 1003.)
5 ‘Peribetis vos comederumdin habuisse, quosque uno aliquem jurando pro qualibet re disponebatis obligare, spatham in medium affere, et per eam juramentum agebatur.’ (Resp. 67, ibid. col. 1005.)

The rise of Balkan dualism

southeast, i.e. in Macedonia, that ancient cradle of Christianity, and in the north-east, which contained the cities of Pliska and Preslav and was thus the political and administrative centre of Bulgaria. Thus from the periphery of the land the work of enlightenment could spread to the wilder and more backward interior.

This centralized organization was all the more necessary as the Bulgarian Church, in its efforts to consolidate Christianity in the land, was faced with the necessity of a twofold struggle: it may be said that its war of defence consisted in preserving its flock from heresy, while its war of attack was waged against paganism.

The baptism of Boris had only dealt a superficial blow to paganism. Age-long traditions could not be uprooted by the spiritual and political act of the ruler. Evidence that pagan beliefs and customs survived the events of 864 is supplied by the Responsor Niciari, which informs us that, in 866, many Bulgarians worshipped idols,1 performed pagan rites before going to battle,2 wore amulets round the neck to obtain recovery from illness,3 chipped off pieces from a stone endowed with magical qualities,4 and took solemn oaths on their swords.5

By declaring war on paganism the Church was pursuing a persistent and elusive foe. As in so many other countries, Christianity was forcibly imposed by the prince on his subjects, and the new teaching spread from the court to the more remote districts of Bulgaria. This process was perforce a very slow one and into some parts of the country, particularly the north, Christianity scarcely penetrated at first, owing to the slowness and difficulties of communications and to the comparative scarcity of available clergy.

1 ‘Qui Christianizatis bonum suscipere remanunt, et idolis immaculat, vel genua curvant.’ (Resp. 41, P.L. vol. cxxx, col. 995.)
2 ‘Refertis quod soliti ferrius, quando in proelium pro prudiciae, dies et hora observare, et incantationes, et joca, et carmina, et nonnulla auguria exercere.’ (Resp. 35, ibid. col. 993.)
3 ‘Peribentes quod moris sit apud vos infrimis ligaturum quondam ob sanisatem recipiendam ferre pendentam sub gtture.’ (Resp. 75, ibid. col. 1006.)
4 ‘Refertis quod lapis inventus sit apud vos ... de quo si quisquam ob aliquam infrimitationem quid accipitis, soleat aliquoties remedium corpori suo praebere.’ (Resp. 62, ibid. col. 1003.)
5 ‘Peribetis vos comederumdin habuisse, quosque uno aliquem jurando pro qualibet re disponebatis obligare, spatham in medium affere, et per eam juramentum agebatur.’ (Resp. 67, ibid. col. 1005.)
An added obstacle was the language difficulty: originally the Bulgarian clergy, consisting of bishops, priests and deacons, was entirely Greek, and the liturgy and most of the preaching were performed in a language with which the vast majority of the people were unfamiliar. Among the upper class there was, as it has been shown, strong opposition to Christianity and a resulting restlessness. The masses, on the other hand, though they had accepted baptism, freely or by force, could not easily abandon their ancient beliefs and rites, with which their life from the cradle to the grave was intimately linked. As a result of this situation, the two ways of life, the old and the new, after the first inevitable clash, gradually merged and produced that ambiguous state which existed in various forms and at different times in all Slavonic and indeed in all Christian countries, and which the Russian Churchmen called the ‘dual faith’ (двоесъщие). The assimilation of pagan gods to the Christian saints and the adaptation of pagan festivities to the feasts of the Church gradually softened the differences between the two conceptions of life, but they were never able to destroy them completely. The Orthodox Church, often freer in this respect than the Roman Catholic, adapted some of the ancient rites to its own doctrines and has thus preserved to the present day certain customs which are pagan in origin. On the whole, however, the Orthodox Church rigorously denounced all vestiges of paganism, and its sermons, prohibitions, instructions and hagiographies contain frequent references to the ‘dual faith’. Strict measures were taken, not only against idolatry, but also against any games or songs directly or indirectly connected with pagan practices. These, however, were never entirely successful, and, as against the incessant denunciations of the Churchmen, there was a mass of indistinct, ever-shifting conceptions, gradually assimilating more and more Christian elements, but still retaining a measure of their original duality.

But the dangers of paganism in Bulgaria were not limited to this passive, and often unconscious, resistance of the masses. Already in 866 a section of the boyars had attempted by a coup d’état to extirpate Christianity from the country. They had been cowed by Boris’s energetic counter-measures and were effectively silenced for the rest of his reign. But when Boris retired from the throne in 899 and entered a monastery they seized the opportunity to strike again. They secured the support of Prince Vladimir himself, Boris’s eldest son and successor. Vladimir, who in contrast to Boris’s noted austerity led a dissolute life, completely reversed his father’s policy. Furthermore, he encouraged the revival of paganism, ordered the destruction of churches and even started a persecution of the clergy. In his monastic retreat, however, Boris became aware of this threat to the whole of his life-work. In 899 he suddenly appeared in Pliska, rallied those who had remained faithful to him, reassumed the position of ruler and had Vladimir blinded and imprisoned. He then summoned a general assembly of the land, which ratified the following decisions: Boris’s third son, Symeon, became ruler, the capital was transferred from Pliska to Preslav and the Greek language was officially replaced by Slavonic in the whole country. His work accomplished, Boris returned to his monastery. The official pagan revival had lasted four years. Of all the measures promulgated by the ‘sbor’ (council) of 899 the official recognition of Slavonic as the spoken and written language of Bulgaria was the most far-reaching in its effects. This decision was directly related to an event of paramount importance.

1 Regno, Chronicle, M.G.H. Sr. vol. 1, p. 578: ‘Interea filius eius quem regem constituerat, longa paterna intentione et operatione recedens, praedas coepit exercere, christiatus, comestationibus et libidinibus vacare, et omni comamine ad gentilissitatis ritum populum noviter baptismatum revocavit.’

2 Sigebertus, Chronicle, M.G.H. Sr. vol. vii, p. 341; Annales Saxo, ibid., p. 575: ‘Sed cum filius eius juveniliter agens, ad gentilis cultum vellet redire.’

3 Cf. Zlatarski, ibid., pp. 245–5. The Archbishop Joseph was imprisoned.

4 See Zlatarski, ibid., pp. 249–56; Runciman, op. cit. pp. 134–5. A proof of the organic unity of Boris’s religious and political policy—and of Vladimir’s wholesale opposition to it—lies in the fact that the latter concluded an alliance with King Arnulf of Germany, thus reversing his father’s pro-Byzantine policy and reverting to that of Omorog.
importance in Bulgarian history which had occurred eight years previously: Clement, Naum and Angelarius, who, as the principal disciples of St Methodius, had been expelled from Moravia owing to the intrigues and persecution of the German clergy, arrived in Bulgaria in 895. They brought with them the Slavonic version of the Scriptures, translated by St Methodius, and the Slavonic Liturgy hitherto used in Moravia and Pannonia. The missionaries were cordially received by Boris, who must have immediately understood that in them he had found the means of achieving his old wish of founding a truly Slavonic Church in which the services, the preaching and the very hierarchy would be close to the people. The work of St Clement and St Naum directly resulted in a deep transformation of the Bulgarian Church and of the whole religious life of the country and hence, as it will be shown, indirectly affected the growth of heresy in Bulgaria.

Shortly after his arrival at Pliska, Clement was sent to Macedonia, where he took up his residence not far from Ochrida. There he laboured unceasingly among the Macedonian Slavs for seven years; he baptized those who were still pagan, preached the Gospel in Slavonic, built churches, founded the monastery of St Panteleimon in Ochrida and the first Bulgarian Slavonic school at Devol, and improved local agricultural conditions.

Meanwhile Clement’s companion and friend, Naum, remained at Pliska, where in direct collaboration with Boris and in permanent contact with the Macedonian school he built up a second Slavonic centre in north-eastern Bulgaria. He founded the monastery of

---

2 The whole question of the Slavonic liturgy in central Europe in connection with the mission of Constantine and Methodius is dealt with exhaustively in Dwornik’s *Les Slaves, Byzance et Rome au IXe siècle et Les Legendes de Constantin et Méthode.*
3 Devol remained the centre of St Clement’s activity until his nomination in 893 to the bishopric of Debar and Veles. He taught Slavonic letters in person and prepared his pupils for the duties of readers, subdeacons, deacons and priests in the Bulgarian Church. In the course of seven years, 3,500 passed through his hands. See *Theophylact of Ochrida, Vita S. Clementis Bulgarorum Archiepiscopi, P.G. vol. 90**, cols. 1193 et seq.; cf. N. L. Tunitsky, *C. Каламет*, хисарски славенски (Sergiev Posad, 1913); Zlatarski, op. cit. vol. 1, pt 2, pp. 226-39. An extensive bibliography of works dealing with St Clement is given by F. Dwornik, *Les Slaves, Byzance et Rome*, pp. 313-16.

---

St Panteleimon near Preslav at the mouth of the river Ticha, which became a second Ochrida.

In this manner the work of St Cyril and St Methodius, banished from Moravia and Pannonia, was saved for Bulgaria, where it bore abundant fruit for a time. As the result of the labours of St Clement and St Naum, the reign of Symeon became in many respects the golden age of Slavonic letters, when in the space of some two decades an astonishing number of works in Old Slavonic was produced.

The school of Preslav was particularly noted for its Slavonic literary productions. The majority were translations and adaptations from the Byzantine Fathers, but the rest were original. At first Prince Symeon himself was the chief inspiration and moving force in the school of Preslav. As a young man he had studied Greek literature and philosophy in Constantinople, probably at the famous school of the Magnaura, where he became known as θηράγγειος. At Preslav, his knowledge of both Slavonic and Greek was a valuable asset to the school.

But this very dependence on the monarch, though beneficial at first, rapidly became a source of weakness for the Slavonic school at Preslav. Symeon, who began his reign in the best traditions of his father, became obsessed in later years by his desire to crush Byzantium. His ceaseless and bitter wars with the Empire and his quest for external glory and prestige occupied all his attention, and he was not likely to devote much interest or give support to a group of ecclesiastical writers who were making the Byzantine Fathers available to the Bulgarians.

Moreover, even in its most glorious period, the school of Preslav suffered from a dangerous defect: it remained mainly ecclesiastical, largely imitative and somewhat academic; its
productions were invaluable to Bulgarian Churchmen, but difficult of access to the masses. This, no doubt, partly explains the fact that the Old-Bulgarian literature, while performing the invaluable service of transmitting to Russia and Serbia the Byzantine tradition through the medium of Cyrillic, failed to develop all its potentialities in its original home.\(^3\)

It should be noted here that the failure of Bulgarian Orthodox literature to become firmly grounded on popular foundations partly explains the later growth of heterodox and heretical literature in Bulgaria.\(^8\)

St Clement's school of Ohrida was less literary, more educative and nearer to the people. Moreover, for historical and geographical reasons, it remained apart from the stream of Byzantinism which, particularly after Symeon's death, inundated eastern Bulgaria. During the life of its founder it built the basis of a truly Slavonic Bulgarian Church, but after the death of St Clement in 916 its apostolic activity was greatly curtailed. Here again, Symeon's ceaseless wars with Byzantium seriously damaged the work of the disciples of St Cyril and St Methodius in Bulgaria. This work had the full approval and support of the highest ecclesiastical authorities in Constantinople, which was the criterion of its validity and an essential condition of its success.\(^3\) St Clement well understood this. Guided by his Christian principles and Boris's will, he always maintained towards the mother Church of Byzantium a respectful and filial attitude.

Unhappily for the Church of Bulgaria, this wise policy was not followed by Symeon: in his pretensions to equality with the

---

1 A. N. Pypin and V. D. Spasovich, История славянских литератур (2nd ed.; St Petersburg, 1879), vol. 1, p. 67. It was not until the middle of the fourteenth century that Bulgarian literature enjoyed a new efflorescence.

2 Cf. infra, pp. 154-5.

3 The interest and sympathy with which the Byzantine government regarded the work of St Cyril and St Methodius is shown by the following episode: after the collapse of Methodius's work in Moravia, some of his disciples were sold as heretics to the Jews. They were discovered in Venice by the ambassador of Basil I, who bought them and brought them back to Constantinople. The emperor received them with honour and provided them with benefices. Some of them even went on to Bulgaria, probably on Basil's suggestion, and thus joined their comrades who had journeyed down the Danube from Moravia. See F. Dvornik, Les Slaves, Byzance et Rome, pp. 298-9.

4 Byzantine Basil birds and to complete ecclesiastical independence from Constantinople, he arbitrarily raised the archbishop of Bulgaria to the rank of patriarch and had himself crowned 'Tsar and Autocrat of all Bulgarians'. This act of rebellion against the Byzantine Church probably took place in 918, two years after the death of St Clement, and it is safe to assert that the great apostle of Slavdom would never have agreed to it.\(^1\) By placing the Bulgarian Church in the position of an outlaw and usurper towards the Oecumenical See, Symeon betrayed the work of St Clement. Moreover, in his desire to overthrow the Empire, he was forced to open his country to Byzantine influences, in an attempt to conquer Byzantium by her own weapons. Symeon was unsuccessful in his policy of violence, and in the reign of his son Peter Byzantine ideas and institutions overran most of Bulgaria and seriously crippled the Slavonic national development. In the widening gulf between the Hellenized Church and State and the masses, many of whom were ignorant, indifferent or hostile, the legacy of St Clement failed to play the part of cultural intermediary which it might have performed. The existence of this gulf between the Church and the people was, by its very nature, favourable to the spread of heresy. The Paulicians, in particular, benefited considerably from it, for the aim of their proselytism was precisely to detach the Bulgarian masses from the Orthodox Church by attacking the corruption and worldliness of the latter's representatives.

Symeon's disastrous policy threatened furthermore to obscure the most precious gift bestowed on Bulgaria by the disciples of St Methodius, namely the Slavonic Liturgy. Already in the reign of Boris, when, after 885, it was first introduced into Bulgaria, it roused opposition among certain members of the local Greek clergy, whose exclusive position in the country as teachers and administrators was threatened by the vernacular liturgy and the consequent rise in the numbers of Bulgarian priests. Some of them upheld the view against the Slavonic liturgy that it was only lawful to worship God in three languages, i.e. in Hebrew, Greek

---

1 See Zlatarski, op. cit. vol. 1, pt 2, pp. 399-401; Spinka, op. cit. pp. 52-3. Runciman, however, does not accept Zlatarski's chronology and places the establishment of the Bulgarian Patriarchate in 926 (op. cit. p. 174).
and Latin. The Bulgarian monk Khrabr denounced this opinion under the name of the ‘three languages heresy’.

At a time when there was harmony and understanding between the higher representatives of the Byzantine and Bulgarian Churches, the opposition to the Slavonic liturgy of some of the local Greek clergy could have no more than a transitory importance, particularly as the authorities in Constantinople were openly sympathetic to it. But the mutual distrust and hatred between Bulgarians and Greeks, brought about by Symeon’s wars and accentuated in the course of the tenth century, considerably hampered the growth of Slavonic Christianity. It encouraged the Greeks to regard the Slavonic liturgy as an obstacle to their domination over the Bulgarian Church, and the Bulgarians to use it as a weapon of religious nationalism against Byzantine imperialism. Thus the Orthodox principle of vernacular liturgies, connected with that of autocephalous Churches, was frequently obscured or misunderstood, and the ground was prepared for the growth of religious nationalism in Bulgaria.

1 In his apology for Slavonic letters, о писменехъ чрезпрежци Храбра, written, according to Zlatarski (op. cit. p. 890) between 887 and 894.

2 The mention of the three sacred languages arose fairly early in the West. It can be found in Isidore of Seville (Etymologiae lib. re, c. i, PL vol. lxxxx, col. 356): ‘tres autem sunt linguae sacrae: Hebraea, Graeca, Latina, quae toto orbe maxime excolunt. His namque tribus linguis super cressum Dominii a Pilato fuit causa eis scripta.’

In the polemics between the eastern and western Churches, the Latins were sometimes accused of the ‘three languages heresy’ (see J. Hergenrother, Philiar, Patriarch von Constantinopel (Regensburg, 1867-9), vol. m, pp. 206-8). The question was raised in Moravia, in connection with the opposition of the German clergy to the Slavonic liturgy (see N. L. Tunitsky, Cz. Klement, pp. 191-4). These considerations have led M. S. Drinov to the view that Khrabr, in attacking the adherents of the ‘three languages heresy’, was aiming at the Roman clergy (Историческіи прикзот на българската църква, Sofia, 1917, pp. 45-7). But, as far as is known, the time when Khrabr wrote there were no Latin priests in Bulgaria; and his accusations of heresy can only have been directed against the extreme section of the Greek party in Bulgaria (see also Tuchklov, op. cit. pp. 587-89; S. Stanimirov, История на българската църква, Sofia, 1925, pp. 92-3).


4 The term ‘nationalization of the Bulgarian Church’ used by Zlatarski and other Bulgarian historians to describe that union of Orthodoxy and Slavdom, which Boris and St Clement had largely succeeded in achieving, is

This extreme nationalism, which is mainly due to the loss of the true understanding of the Oecumenical significance of the Church, is often not unrelated in a general sense to the growth of heresy. It is now necessary to consider the development of heresy in the reign of Symeon and its relation to the work of St Clement and St Naum.

In an immediate sense it cannot be doubted that the activity of the disciples of St Methodius dealt a considerable blow to heresy in Bulgaria. Before 885 the attacks of the heretics (in particular of the Paulicians) on the Orthodox Church were facilitated by the inevitable gulf between the Greek clergy and the Bulgarian people which was due to differences of language and nationality. After 885, and especially after 893, the success of Boris and of the ‘Holy Seven’ in bringing the Bulgarian Church into closer touch with the people deprived the accusations of the heretics of much of their ground and enabled the Church to convert many hitherto obdurate pagans and to consolidate wavering Christians. Liturgical and hagiographical evidence mentions, among the exploits of the ‘Holy Seven’, the extirpation of heresy. The Greek canon composed in their honour glorifies them for ‘completely destroying the heresy of those terrible wolves, the Massalians’. The Greek life of St Vladimir of Ochloe refers to St Clement’s extirpation of ‘the heresy of the Bogomils and Massalians’.

The reference to the Bogomils is anachronistic and no doubt due to a later addition in the Greek version of the Life of Saint Vladimir, itself a translation, in many places inaccurate, of a

unfortunate and misleading, but aptly describes the distortions to which this union was later subjected. The growth of such religious nationalism can be observed only too frequently in the history of the southern Slavs.

1 The ‘Holy Seven’ (св. църкови съехреба) is the name given by the Orthodox Church to the seven most prominent Slavonic apostles, beginning with St Cyril and St Methodius.

2 Τομ άουρον λαζεων των δευτων, Μακεδονιων, ωνες πονελων όχημενει (see B. Petrović, Богослови, Цркви Босанска и хрватине, Zap., 1867, p. 98).

3 Symeon is described as συνεργοσ του μεσοτητου δουλού Κλεφμοσ... τον ανθρωπον της πιστείς του Βουγιολου και Μακεδονιούν (Ακολογικα του δουλου Ιβδουν, βαθυλοκαι, και μεγαλομισοιρο ιδονου του Βλαδομερου και Θεομητουργου, Venice, 1774. I have been unable to consult this source, and quote from V. Levitsky, Богослови—болгарската писменост, Критици, 1870, pt 1, pp. 57-8.)
Massalian heresies in Bulgaria had numerous points of contact both in their doctrines and in their common opposition to the Church, they always remained clearly distinct from one another. There were important differences in the manner of life of their adherents: thus we find no trace among the Paulicians of the extreme asceticism or of the extreme immorality characteristic of the Massalians. In contrast to the contemplative life of the latter, the former retained their active and warlike qualities, and whereas the Paulicians were noted for their aversion to monks, the Massalians had a particular predilection for the monastic life.

Evidence of the proselytism of the heretics in Bulgaria in the reign of Symeon can be found in the attack of John the Exarch on the ‘filthy Manichaeans and all pagan Slavs... who are not ashamed to call the Devil the eldest son of God’. The reference to the pagan Slavs is significant, as it is the earliest direct indication of the alliance between heresy and paganism in Bulgaria. It is indeed very probable that the heretics, in their hostility to the Church, appealed to those elements which were the most refractory to its influence and which expressed their dissatisfaction with the new Christian order by falling back on their old pagan traditions.

The term ‘Manichaeans’ is clearly used in a general sense by John the Exarch, who conforms to the common habit of Orthodox writers of using this epithet to designate a number of sects whose teaching was based on a greater or lesser degree on the dualism associated with the doctrines of Mani, and especially the Paulicians. There is, however, no evidence that the Paulicians taught that the Devil was the eldest son of God. The precise origin of this doctrine is unknown, but from the second half of the tenth century it is frequently ascribed to the Bogomils.
It is not unreasonable to claim that the growth of heresy in Bulgaria was indirectly facilitated by Symeon's aggressive policy towards Byzantium. A strong hostility towards the Greeks spread among the people and did not abate during the reign of his successor Peter. At the same time Peter's reign was characterized by extreme Byzantinization in the ecclesiastical, administrative, and social spheres and by a policy of servility towards the Empire. Consequently, the heretics were now faced not only with the growing power of the Byzantine Church which they particularly disliked, but also with the increasing influence of the concomitant secular institutions on every aspect of Bulgarian life; it is therefore only natural that the Bulgarian heretics exploited the anti-Greek feeling in the country for their own aims. This explains the important fact that heresy in Bulgaria, from being essentially a religious phenomenon, assumed in the course of the tenth century a distinctly social aspect.¹

For this reason the true causes and character of Bogomilism cannot be understood without relating its growth to the social and economic aspects of Bulgarian life in the tenth century. It is particularly necessary to consider the trend of Byzantine influence in Bulgaria, since Bogomilism developed in the tenth and eleventh centuries partly as a reaction against it.

The influence of Byzantium on Bulgarian institutions was already strongly felt under Symeon, particularly after the establishment of the Bulgarian patriarchate. In the ecclesiastical sphere, the organization of metropolitan and episcopal eparchies, begun under Boris, was completed.² The court of the patriarch was closely modelled on that of the Occumenical See, with a patriarchal synod and a great number of ecclesiastical officials.³ The clergy was established as a new class in the State, its legal powers being determined by Byzantine canon law and its subsistence assured by regular income.⁴ Gradually, however, a gulf appeared between the higher clergy, metropolitan bishops, and priests who enjoyed numerous privileges and whose interests were allied to those of the State, and the ordinary parish priests, whose social position by the middle of the tenth century was often not very different from that of the free peasants.¹ In the spheres of the court and government, many Byzantine institutions were adopted during the reign of Symeon. The supreme position of the autocrat in the State, the magnificence of the court of Preslav which held the provincial visitor speechless with wonder,⁵ the titles of the ranks in the government and civil service, were directly borrowed from Byzantium.⁶ It is significant that in spite of the wars between the two countries the relations between Byzantium and Bulgaria were not completely interrupted in the reign of Symeon.⁷

In the first year of the reign of Peter (927) the alliance of Bulgaria and Byzantium was cemented by a treaty, by which the emperor formally recognized Peter's title of βασιλεύς and the autocephaly of the Bulgarian Church; moreover, through Peter's marriage with Maria Lecapena, granddaughter of the Emperor Romanus, Byzantine influence gained a stronghold at the Bulgarian court and the Empire a useful eye into the internal affairs of the State.⁸

The picture of the Byzantinization of Bulgaria in the reign of Peter (927–59) would be incomplete without some reference to the social and economic conditions, which were among the important causes of the growth of heresy.

The economic structure of the Byzantine Empire was undergoing a severe crisis in the tenth century. The power of the aristocracy (the δουκεια) was growing. By their uncontrolled acquisition of land they were hastening the development of latifundia, and by buying up the free peasant and military holdings (so characteristic a feature of Byzantine agrarian economy in the seventh to ninth centuries) they were threatening to deprive the

---

⁴ This can be seen, for instance, in the correspondence between the Patriarch Nicholas Mysticus and Symeon. See Drinov, op. cit. pp. 11 et seq.; Zlatarski, op. cit. vol. i, pt 2, pp. 388 et seq.; S. Runciman, The Emperor Romanus Lecapenus and His Reign (Cambridge, 1939), pp. 81 et seq.
THE BOGOMILS

State of the mainstay of its military power as well as of its best taxpayers, thus causing serious anxiety to the central authorities. Moreover, the small proprietors and the serfs, in view of the extent and pressure of taxation, frequently resorted to the practice, known in the West as *patrocinium* and in eastern Europe as *prostasia*, which consisted in seeking, in return for labour and economic dependence, the material support and protection of the 'powerful'. The Byzantine emperors, seeing the danger of the gradual feudalization of the State, took vigorous measures to protect the small freehold peasant against the encroaching tendencies of the magnates. Thus a violent struggle arose between the central authority and the *sovoroi*, carried on during the tenth and the first quarter of the eleventh centuries. But this imperial policy had little effect, for it was opposed not only by the great landowners and the very officials who were responsible for its execution, but also by the peasants who, under the burden of taxation, could not resist the attractions of *patrocinium*. Thus, in spite of repressive measures taken by the government, the development of *latifundia* and *prostasia* continued unabated in tenth-century Byzantium.¹

The question of the precise extent to which these social and economic conditions prevail in Byzantium were also to be found in tenth-century Bulgaria, important for a proper understanding of the nature of Bogomilism, has never been studied in any detail.² Consequently, it is not always possible when examining particular


² See *Aboba-Pliska*, loc. cit. pp. 201–3; Bobchev, loc. cit. pp. 77–81; Drinov, op. cit. p. 82.

³ The priest Comnas, writing in the late tenth century, emphasizes against the derogations of the Bogomil heretics the divine origin of the authority of the tsar and the boyar: *æo такъ и болшо Господъ суети учини* (Μ. Π. Ρουμπισέντσκο, Χρονικές Προθεσμίες, болгарската писател X в., Sofia, 1936, p. 35.)

⁴ See Bobchev, loc. cit. p. 80.

⁵ The Bulgarian boyars were divided in the tenth century into three classes, the 'Great Boyars', the 'Inner Boysars' and the 'Outer Boysars'; the first probably comprised the Khan's confidential Cabinet, the second were probably Court officers, the third 'provincial officers' (Runciman, op. cit. p. 284); cf. Drinov, op. cit. pp. 82–4.

⁶ Uspeisky, in his study of the inscriptions of Piska (*Aboba-Pliska*, pp. 204–12), analyses the expression often found on monuments in honour of the dead: *σαπεσις βασιλεως και ου* ('ou' refers to the Khan). He suggests that this is a translation of a Bulgarian technical term, serving to describe a man hired to fight in a subordinate capacity in return for sustenance, and refers to its probable connection with the German *sarp* and similarity with the Byzantine *soteritus*. If Uspeisky's hypotheses are correct, we should find in Bulgaria, by the eight and ninth centuries, that personal relation between subject and ruler, based on the obligation of military service, which is characteristic of a feudal state of society. Uspeisky notes the frequent occurrence in Bulgarian sources of the term *sarp*, in its Greek form (*sarpis*). In the ninth and tenth
to render military service to the sovereign, but whether or not they paid him tribute is not known. Equally uncertain is their exact territorial relation to the tsar; apparently in some cases they were given territorial grants, though it is very doubtful whether in tenth-century Bulgaria there was anything similar to a regular system of beneficia (or пророцци). It seems more likely that at that time military service based on a personal relationship with the ruler and the tenure of land existed as separate and largely uncoordinated institutions. The integrated relationship between the two within the feudal conception of пророцци was achieved in the following century and it is only then that it becomes possible to speak of ‘feudalism’ in Bulgaria.

As in Byzantium, so in Bulgaria, these magnates, particularly the provincial lords or ‘Outer Boyars’, were frequently a menace to the central authority. In the eighth and ninth centuries, whenever they were strong enough, they strove to influence the Khan or even to control his election to the throne. Boris crippled their power for a time by his drastic repressions (866 and 893), but under Symeon and especially under Peter it rose again. The wars with the Empire increased their prestige and influence as military commanders and purveyors of man-power and, on the other hand, by forcing the peasants to resort to them for protection against foreign attack, hastened the movement of feudalization. The growth of a new class of powerful landowners by the end of the ninth century coincided with a corresponding decline of small peasant holdings in Bulgaria and hastened the ruin of the agricultural commune. The increased taxation and the economic misery resulting from the frequent wars, particularly in Thrace, the perpetual battlefield between Bulgaria and Byzantium, were among the factors which brought about a catastrophic decline in the productivity of the land and induced the peasants to resort to престация. The terrible famine and plague which followed the exceptionally severe winter of 927–89 and several bad harvests caused the ‘powerful’ in many parts of the Byzantine Empire to buy up the land from the starving population at very low prices or in exchange for food. It is known that the famine also ravaged Bulgaria at the same time, and it is permissible to suppose that it gave a similar impetus to the movement of престация in Bulgaria.

These economic conditions were undoubtedly conducive to the spread of heretical teachings. Not only did the widespread misery which accelerated the development of престация provide excellent food for the proselytism of the heretics, but also the gradual feudalization, which, in a country where the rapid irruption of Byzantinism accumulated all the power and wealth in the hands of a privileged minority, tended to deprive the masses of all means of economic subsistence. There is evidence that this form of social inequality was opposed by the Bogomils, whose successful proselytism in Bulgaria was partly due to the fact that they appeared as defenders of the people against their oppressors.

To complete the picture of Byzantine influence in tenth-century Bulgaria, it is now necessary to consider the development of monasticism; for it clearly reflects both the good and the bad.

---

2 For the development of престация in Bulgaria, see Bobchev, loc. cit. pp. 88 et seq.
3 In Constantinople the ground was frozen for 120 days; see S. Runciman, The Emperor Romanus Laconemus, pp. 266–7.
4 C.E.H. vol. 1, p. 205.
5 The famine in Bulgaria was accompanied by an invasion of locusts. See Zlatanski, op. cit. p. 518.
features of this influence. Furthermore, monasticism at that time was not unconnected with the growth of heresy. The relation between Bogomilism and certain aspects of Bulgarian monasticism, which will be pointed out below, was established not through the Paulicians, who were opposed to the monastic ideal, but through the Massalians, who were notorious for spreading their teachings in Orthodox monasteries. For this reason an examination of certain features of Bulgarian monasticism in the tenth century forms a necessary introduction to the study of Bogomilism.

The reign of the Tsar Peter has been called ‘the monastic reign’. It witnessed the foundation of an astonishing number of monasteries, particularly in southern and south-western Bulgaria. Macedonia contained a very large number, especially round Ochrida, Skopje, Bitolj and Thessalonica; in the neighbourhood of Thessalonica alone there were in Peter’s time more than twenty monasteries, and in the mountains to the north-east of the city there was a continuous chain of houses, occupied by large numbers of monks and nuns. This region was known as ‘the second Holy Mountain’, or ‘the little Byzantium’. It is significant that

1 See Tsukhliev, op. cit. pp. 510 et seq. The training of Bulgarians in the monastic life was instituted by Boris soon after his baptism. A letter of Photius tells us that a number of young Bulgarians had been sent to Constantinople to seek the monastic vocation and had been entrusted to the Hugemonarios (Photii Patriarchae Epistolae xxv, P.G. vol. clxxx, cols. 904–5; cf. J. Hergenrother, Photii, vol. ii, p. 221; Zlatarski, op. cit. pp. 218–19; Dvornik, op. cit. p. 300).

2 Boris himself spent the last eighteen years of his life (excluding his brief return to power in 893) as a monk in the foundation of St Pancratius near Prevala. Synceon, in his younger days, took the monastic vows in Constantinople, but renounced them in order to ascend the throne. Peter was a man of great piety with a strong inclination for the monastic life; he showed great zeal and generosity in founding and endowing monasteries (see Tsukhliev, op. cit. pp. 512 et seq.).


4 This comparison is motivated by the considerable growth of monasteries in the Byzantine Empire in the ninth and tenth centuries, where monasticism had become a very powerful force, particularly after the defeat of Iconoclasm. Its influence was felt among all classes of the population, from the emperor to the peasants, and the foundation and endowment of monasteries were a common practice. See I. Sokolov, Состояние монашества в Восточной Европе в первой половине IX-XII вв. (Kazan, 1864), pp. 33 et seq.; J. M. Hussey, Church and Learning in the Byzantine Empire (Oxford, 1937), pp. 159 et seq.

5 The rise of Balkan Dualism

the same province of Macedonia became the original centre of Bogomilism in the Balkans.

The thirst for sanctity and the ascetic life was furthered by men of great spiritual power and popular appeal. They were the real leaders of the people in their hours of severe trial. The greatest of them was St John of Rila (d. 946), who lived for many years first as a hermit in a hollow oak and then in a cave in the Rila Mountains and was destined to become the patron saint of Bulgaria. At the places of their ascetic endeavour, generally in deserted spots or high up in the mountains, monasteries would arise, built and inhabited by their disciples and pilgrims from all over the country who gathered round the saints in search of guidance and wisdom. In other cases, when the monasteries were founded or endowed by the tsar or other secular persons, they remained generally in greater contact with the outside world; it was there that Byzantine influence was the strongest, particularly through the different rules or typica, which were borrowed from those used in Byzantine monasteries with only slight modifications necessitated by local conditions.

This search for holiness, which was one of the principal causes of the uncommonly rapid development of monasticism in tenth-century Bulgaria, was indirectly strengthened by the political, social and economic instability of the times. Both in Byzantium
and Bulgaria, the monasteries appeared as the only stable places of retreat and peace amid the surrounding confusion and misery. Suffering from the economic exhaustion which followed Symeon’s wars with the Empire and from the periodical devastations wrought after 934 by invaders from the north, Magyars, Pechenegs and Russians, many Bulgarians looked to the monasteries as the only refuge from the evils of the world. Personal suffering in many cases undoubtedly brought about the realization of the monastic vocation; on the other hand, the great quantitative increase of monks was often prejudicial to the quality of the monasteries. It is in the defects numerous of the monastic life in tenth-century Bulgaria that we find the origin of heresy.

The best picture of monasticism in tenth-century Bulgaria is painted by the priest Cosmas, in his "Sermon against the Heretics," written soon after 972 and containing bitter attacks on the distortions of the monastic ideal at that time. It is significant that this work is directed at once against the Bogomil heresy and the abuses of contemporary monasticism; between the two Cosmas traces a definite connection.

He inveighs against those who enter monasteries without sufficient preparation or because they are unable to support their families and who abandon their children to starvation. While denouncing these individual weaknesses, Cosmas also points out a dangerous error, based on a perversion of the true meaning of monasticism and a distortion of the whole Orthodox view of life, and apparently fairly widespread among Bulgarian monks at that time: the opinion that those who live in the world cannot be saved and that possessions, family cares, worldly occupations and miseries are unsurmountable obstacles to sanctity.

This view was tantamount to a rejection of marriage as a sinful capitulation to the world, and was held, according to the testimony of Cosmas, by the Bogomil heretics against whom his "Sermon" is directed. It was also, however, to be found among the Orthodox, and the denial of the sanctity of marriage is denounced by Cosmas as "nothing but a heretical thought." This important point of contact between heresy and monasticism shows that by the middle of the tenth century, if not earlier, heretical proselytism had been active and often successful in the monastic circles in Bulgaria. The condemnation of the world as an obstacle to salvation—and hence evil—was not, in practice, very different from the Paulician teaching regarding the creation of this world by the evil principle, especially as the Paulicians outwardly accepted all the doctrines of the Church and concealed their metaphysical dualism under the cloak of "pure" Christian ethics. The condemnation of the world in the name of a false asceticism is, however, characteristic of the Massalians, whose direct influence one is tempted to see here, especially in view of their predilection for monasteries.

---

1 Св. Косма Писарова Слово на Братия (ed. Popruzhenko; Odessa, 1907). The following quotations from Cosmas’s work are taken from the more recent edition of the "Sermon against the Heretics" by Popruzhenko: "Kosma Pisarev, богословский писарев. X веcа (Sofia, 1938). The "Sermon" has been admirably translated into French by Vaillant and analysed in detail by Puech: H.-C. Puech and A. Vaillant, Le traité contre les Bogomiles de Cosmas le prétre (Paris, 1945).

2 See infra, Appendix I.

3 See in particular the chapters entitled: "Мнущихся ся чернічкъ" (Cosmas, op. cit. pp. 42 et seq.), "Охотящихся до черни рывъ" (pp. 46 et seq.), "О волосяныхъ" (pp. 55 et seq.). While attacking its abuses, Cosmas expounds with great force and insight the true purpose and significance of the monastic life.

4 The precise functions exercised by Cosmas in the Bulgarian Church are not known. His title of presbyter suggests a secular priest of somewhat high ecclesiastical standing. (The ordinary village priest was generally called поп, e.g. Bogomil himself.) Vaillant supposes that after the suppression of the Bulgarian Patriarchate in 972, Cosmas held a position corresponding to that of a vicar-general. The tone of authority which he adopts even towards the Bulgarian bishops certainly suggests that he occupied an influential position in the Church. See Puech and Vaillant, op. cit. pp. 29, 36-
It can thus be inferred that by the middle of the tenth century the Musalian heretics had succeeded in corrupting the orthodoxy of many Bulgarian monks. Their proselytism was undoubtedly facilitated by other serious defects of Bulgarian monasticism of the time.

Among the principal ones was the lack of stability of the foundations. Though we possess no detailed evidence of the inner organization of Bulgarian monasteries in the tenth century, it is probable, by analogy with the situation in Byzantium, that their very number, the rapidity with which they sprang up, and their frequent dependence on secular patrons and benefactors caused many of them, particularly the less important, to lapse after the death of their founder into disrepair, neglect and eventually ruin. A further element of instability appeared after 934 with the frequent invasions of the Magyars, Pechenegs, Russians and Greeks, and the consequent devastations which the monasteries suffered.

Cosmas admits that the destruction of monasteries through enemy warfare increased the number of homeless and vagabond monks who were such a scandal in his time and who were particularly receptive subjects for heresy.

There is evidence that the bane of Byzantine monasticism, i.e. the frequently ephemeral nature of the monastic vows, spread also to Bulgaria. Symeon exchanged the cowl for the throne.

---

1 See J. M. Hussey, Church and Learning in the Byzantine Empire, pp. 165-6. In Byzantium at that time there was an irresistible tendency to build new monasteries, instead of endowing or repairing old ones, which reached the point of ‘manifest disease’, and even ‘madness’ (see Zachariae von Lingenthal, Jus Graeco-Romanum, Lipsiae, 1857, pars III, pp. 292, 295). I. Sokolov, Состояние монастыря в византийской церкви, pp. 98-3, Tsukler, op. cit. p. 510. The Byzantine emperors tried to check this process, which was ruin to the Nation by depriving of military ma-power and taxable population. The novel of Nicephorus Phocas, issued in 964, forbade the building of new houses and urged the necessity of repairing the older ones. But no measures could arrest the feverish growth of new monasteries. (See G. Schlumberger, Un Empereur Byzantin au XIe siècle, Nicephore Phocas, Paris, 1890, pp. 387-92; Sokolov, op. cit. pp. 97-116.)

2 Cosmas, op. cit. p. 51: Αξίως εί σι ση σχίσονται σι σκέπαστο μεσίστον ραφίσσα, κι ενάυσον μένου.

3 In Byzantium, men would enter monasteries when faced with defeat or failure in their public life and not uncommonly would resume their secular existence if fortune favoured them once more. (See Hussey, op. cit. pp. 162-3.)

---

Monasteries were often used as prisons, where the dangerous enemies of the tsar could be conveniently confined for life: thus Symeon, to assure the throne for his second son Peter, forced his eldest son Michael to enter a monastery. Peter dealt similarly with his younger brother John who had conspired against him. Naturally enough, these so-called monks were usually only birds of passage and sought the first opportunity to escape from their monasteries and to resume the pursuit of their secular ambitions.

These inherent defects of Bulgarian monasticism in the tenth century explain the sorry picture of it painted by Cosmas. He devotes a large part of his Sermon against the Heretics to exposing particular defects and vices of the monks he observed. He attacks the hypocritical monks, the image of the Biblical Pharisees, and deplores the inability of so many to shake off their worldly inclinations. Some, he complains, live uncastly, as ‘an object of ridicule for men’, are ‘slaves to their bellies and not to God’, indulge in idle gossip and, like the граоои of western Europe, wander from house to house relating their adventures in foreign lands, suffer from a restlessness which drives them to pilgrimages to Jerusalem and Rome, instead of remaining in their cells and obeying their higmen; others, unable to endure the numerous prayers and rigorous fasts prescribed by the rule, return to the world. Cosmas devotes a chapter to the pitfalls of the eremitical life and rebukes those monks who, wishing to avoid obedience to their superior or because they cannot live in peace with their brethren, leave their monasteries and become a law unto themselves; they lead a worldly life, engage in trade and business and,
puffed up with pride, try by every means to gain the reputation of holy men.\footnote{1}

Thus the main characteristics of the Byzantine influence on the cultural life of Bulgaria in the tenth century are apparent in Bulgarian monasticism. From one point of view this influence was undoubtedly very beneficial, for it made accessible to the Bulgarian people the treasures of the Orthodox tradition, carefully preserved in Byzantium throughout the ages, and the civilizing power of the Empire in the intellectual, political and social spheres; in this respect Bulgaria became the eldest daughter of Byzantium, her treasured heir and the transmitter of her civilization to the other Slavonic peoples. But from another point of view Byzantine influence brought with it inherent defects from which the Empire at that time was suffering and many of which became accentuated in Bulgaria. This is particularly clear in the case of monasticism, which, in its new home, was not always able to resist heretical tendencies. Moreover, the Byzantinization of Bulgarian life was so violent and sudden that it met with strong resistance from many sides; in the reign of Peter this inner struggle created a dangerous social and economic rift in the country which, again, furthered the cause of heresy in Bulgaria.

The wholesale introduction of Byzantine customs and institutions was effected with the direct co-operation of the Tsar Peter, of his uncle the Regent Sursubul, and of that section of the boyars who gained titles and position owing to their collaboration with or subservience to Byzantium. But in the people as a whole there was strong opposition to the foreign influence and a violent dislike of the Greeks.\footnote{2} Moreover, those boyars who remained loyal to the policy of Symeon were now in opposition to Peter’s pro-Byzantine government which, in their opinion, threatened to swamp Bulgaria in a sea of Hellenism. ‘Symeon’s nobles’,\footnote{3} for this reason, fomented a series of revolts with the object, according to the old tradition of Bulgarian politics, of replacing Peter by their own candidate, first by his younger brother John (in 928), then by his elder brother Michael (in 930). The first rebellion was brutally crushed, the second—more serious and widespread—ended with the timely death of its ringleader. In this case a large district of Macedonia appears to have been in open revolt against the authority of the tsar.\footnote{4}

In this manner all outward opposition to the Byzantine influence in Bulgaria was successfully repressed in the reign of Peter. The consequent weakening of the Slavonic element in all national institutions was among the principal causes of the collapse of Bulgarian independence in the beginning of the eleventh century and of the establishment of Byzantine domination over the country for 168 years. During this period the resistance to Byzantine oppression was carried out from within by the Paulicians and the Bogomils.

From the preceding facts and considerations we may draw the following conclusions:

By the middle of the tenth century, the Orthodox Church of Bulgaria appears on the surface firmly established owing to the policy of centralization which was carried out according to Byzantine principles by Boris, Symeon and Peter. But in reality the situation of the Church was most critical. It was seriously affected by the religious, social and economic unrest which reigned in Bulgaria throughout the tenth century. The country was still rent by the ethnic and social dualism which had caused so much disorder in the past three centuries. The three Christian monarchs of the past century were unable to destroy this dualism owing to the lack of continuity in their policy. Boris’s work of peacefully building a Christian State under the guidance of Byzantium was undone by Symeon, who, in his attempts to destroy the Empire, brought economic ruin on his country and almost entirely neglected the work of inner reconstruction. However, so long as he lived, the very strength and prestige of his personality kept the country together and ensured its political power. But after Symeon’s death his son Peter broke away from his father’s

\footnote{1} See Zlatarski, ibid. pp. 536–9; Runciman, op. cit. pp. 187–8.
policy and, incapable of resisting the inrush of Byzantine influence, provoked several revolutionary movements which weakened the country and laid it open, after Peter's death, to foreign invasions and inner anarchy. These inconsistencies and waverings strengthened the various centrifugal forces which were working against the centralizing policy of the monarchs and in opposition to the Church and to the State. The condition of the Bulgarian Church at that time was not such as to command unquestioned obedience and respect. Its prelates in many cases had become Byzantinized and had lost that contact with the people which had been the strength of men like St. Clement. The minor clergy, monks and parish priests, could not escape the accusation of intellectual and moral decadence levelled against them by Cosmas. These shortcomings of many sections of the clergy considerably strengthened paganism and heresy, the two principal enemies of the Church. The former was still by no means overcome in the tenth century, and the 'dual faith' continued to live in the people.1 Heresy, sometimes connected with paganism, developed in Bulgaria as a result of two factors: on the one hand, a basis of Eastern dualistic doctrines, Paulician and Massalian, which penetrated to Bulgaria as a result of the colonizing policy of the Byzantine emperors, and on the other, pre-existing and contemporary conditions in Bulgaria exceptionally favourable to the spread of anti-ecclesiastical teachings. During the first part of the tenth century, however, as far as is possible to judge, Bulgarian heresy remained somewhat indistinct and uniformed. The boundaries between Paulicianism and Massalianism and between both these heresies and paganism are not yet clear. Heresy in Bulgaria was awaiting a leader who would unify the various teachings of the heretics and organize more effectively the struggle against the Church.

1 According to the Life of St. Naum, at the beginning of the tenth century some Macedonian Slavs still worshipped stones and trees. See I. Niedere, "Život starajših Slovenov", vol. ii, pt. i, pp. 48-9. Paganism is attacked by John the Exarch (see supra, p. 93). Cosmas also complains of the way that pagan beliefs and rites held over the people: "Многи без човекови паше и чореми, и червени и бялци любят и вине пие... да не пекутъ тъста ламарци християнини творения вино... все с тише и харчием и сладко вино пие... и свещим вино и вино вино езопство греха храшат." (Portruženko, op. cit. p. 74.) In the eleventh century St. George of Iberia baptized a pagan Slavonic tribe in Thrace (see Tsuklev, op. cit. p. 170).

CHAPTER IV

BOGOMILISM IN THE FIRST BULGARIAN EMPIRE

I. The beginnings of Bogomilism: A letter of the patriarch of Constantinople to the tsar of Bulgaria. The 'ancient and newly appeared heresy'. Fusion of Paulician and Massalian doctrines. The priest Cosmas, the 'pop' Bogomil and the name Bogomils. How to recognize a Bogomil.

II. The teaching of the Bogomils: Their doctrines and their ethics. The organization and discipline of the Bogomil community. The Bogomils and contemporary society; their social anachronism. Two basic trends of Bogomilism: dualism and reformation of Christianity. Reasons for its success. Bogomilism and the other Bulgarian dualistic sects.

III. The growth of Bogomilism in Macedonia: Bogomilism after the death of the Tsar Peter. New transplantations of heretics to Thrace and Macedonia. Reasons for the growth of heresy in Macedonia in the late tenth century. The Tsar Samuel and Bogomilism. Macedonia as the cradle of Bogomilism.

Towards the middle of the tenth century a twofold transformation can be observed in the Bulgarian heretical sects: on the one hand, the teachings of the Paulicians and the Massalians, hitherto largely uncoordinated and distinct from one another, now coalesced; on the other hand, sectarianism ceased to be a predominantly foreign movement in Bulgaria and assumed specifically Slavonic characteristics. The outcome of this fusion of the two early dualistic heresies and of this Slavicization was Bogomilism.

Our earliest evidence of this transformation is contained in a letter written by Theophylact, patriarch of Constantinople, to Peter, tsar of Bulgaria.² Theophylact was the fourth son of the Emperor Romanus Lecapenus and the uncle of Peter's wife

² This document was first published from a photograph of the original in the Ambrosian Library in Milan by the Russian scholar N. M. Petrovsky, Письма патриарха Константинопольского Феодосия царю Болгарии Петру: Известия отделения русского языка и славяноведства Императорской Академии Наук (1913), vol. xvii, tom. 3, pp. 535-72. (A Russian translation is appended to the Greek text.) A Bulgarian translation together with a brief historical survey of the document can be found in V. N. Zlatarski's История, vol. i, pt. 2, App. xi, pp. 840-5. A French synopsis of the letter is given by Grumel (Regestes des Actes du Patriarchat de Constantinople, vol. i, fasc. 2, pp. 225-4) and an abridged English translation by V. N. Sharenkoff (A Study of Manichaeism in Bulgaria, New York, 1927, pp. 69-5).


María-Irene. An exact determination of the date of this letter would contribute in a large measure towards the solution of the problem of the origins of Bogomilism. Unfortunately, however, the letter can only be dated approximately. It appears from the text that Peter had appealed to the patriarch for guidance on the manner of dealing with a ‘newly appeared’ heresy in Bulgaria and that Theophylact had sent him a reply; Peter, however, wrote back, requesting a clearer and fuller explanation. Theophylact’s first letter has not come down to us; our document is his second reply, composed after a careful study of the new heresy from Bulgarian sources, and ‘in plain letters’, as the tsar had requested. Hence it cannot have been written at the very beginning of the patriarchate of Theophylact, who occupied the See from 2 February 933 to 27 February 956, particularly as he became patriarch at the age of sixteen and could scarcely have given the husband of his niece such fatherly advice while still in his teens. The letter can be dated with the greatest probability between 940 and 950.

Theophylact describes the heresy which confronted Peter as ‘ancient’ (παλαιός) and at the same time as ‘newly appeared’ (νεωσκευασμένος). He defines it as *Manichaeism mixed with Paulicianism*. The significance of this will become clear from the patriarch’s exposition of the

1 Petrovsky (loc. cit. p. 351, n. 2) erroneously states that Peter’s wife was the sister of Theophylact. In reality, however, she was the daughter of Christopher Lecapenus, brother of Theophylact, and hence the niece of the patriarch. See S. Runciman, *The Emperor Romanus Lecapenus*, p. 97.

2 *Επει δέ εώς καὶ ἠδύνατο τῇ νεωσκευασμένῳ διατυπώσει κατά τὰ δραστηριότητά αὐτοῦ παρείστην τε καὶ διεξερευθέντως γράφατον πάλιν, ἅς ἐκπροβολήσατο. (Ibid. p. 96a.)

3 τοῦτος δέ οὖν ἐξακολουθοῦσα διεξερεύθη κατὰ τὰ δραστηριότητά αὐτοῦ παρείστην τε καὶ διεξερευθέντως γράφατον πάλιν, ἅς ἐκπροβολήσατο. (Ibid. p. 96a.)

4 Ἐν τῇ δὲ εὐφροσύνῃ τοῦτος τοις διαθέμασις ὁ Θεός διὰ παραδοσιών ἔκθεται καὶ διαδίδεται τῷ ὑπαρχόντι. (Ibid.) In explaining the meaning of διὸ λόγων γραμμάτων, Grunel (op. cit. p. 223) adopts the interpretation of L. Petit (‘*Le Monastère de N.-D. de Pitié*’, *I. R. A. I. K.* vol. vi, Sofia, 1900, pp. 134-6), who takes plain letters to mean separate letters, i.e., uncial letters. Theophylact’s first letter seems to have been very hard to read for Peter, who must have been unfamiliar with the Byzantine cursive.

5 See Grunel, op. cit. p. 222.


7 Μενικέως... ἡττα, παυλισμός συμμετήρητος, ἡ τούτων δυσείβεια (loc. cit. p. 363).
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Doctrine of the new heresy which was causing Peter so much uneasiness. But it is obvious that he distinguished it from Paulicianism, while recognizing the connections between the old and the new heresies.

The teachings of the heretics are briefly set out by Theophylact in his list of anathemas to be used against them by the Bulgarian Church. All except one can be found in Peter of Sicily’s *Historia Manichasorum* and are hence undoubtedly Paulician. These are the dualism between a Good and an Evil Principle, the one the creator of Light, the other the creator of Darkness, Matter and all the visible world; the rejection of the Mosaic Law and the Prophets as originating from the Evil Principle; the Docetic Christology, according to which the Incarnation, Crucifixion and Resurrection of our Lord were only kathé fainstos kai doxas, and not kathé philestas; the denial of the Real Presence in the Eucharist and the figurative interpretation of the Words of Institution as referring not to the Body and Blood of Christ, but to the Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles; the denial of the virginity of Our Lady and the assertion that she was the higher Jerusalem.

The influence of the *Historia Manichasorum* is apparent in Theophylact’s letter. Not only is the patriarch’s formulation of the Paulician doctrines practically identical with that of Peter of Sicily, but the heresarchs of the ‘ancient and newly appeared heresy’ to whom Theophylact devotes his four last anathemas

1 Cf. supra, pp. 35-42.

2 οἱ δὲ σφηκά τῶν λόγων καὶ παυλισμὸν εἶναι, ἀγαθὴς τινὶ καὶ κακὴς, καὶ ἄλλων φοίτων ποιήσασιν καὶ ἀλλὰ κυκλωσίας, ...ἀνάθεμα ἔστο.

3 τοῦτος δὲ κατὰ θεωρήσεως ὑπάρχοντα καὶ διαδίδεται πρὸς τῆς ὁλοκλήρου καὶ τοῦ ὄσον εἴρηται καὶ τοῖς συνομήνοις ἕκαστος, ἀνάθεμα. (Ibid.)

4 τοῖς προφήταις διαιρεῖται τοις ἐκείνοις κατὰ ποῖαν ἀναφοράν, καὶ ὑπάρχει τοῖς ἀποκάλυψις, ἀνάθεμα. (Ibid.)

5 τοῖς αὐτῶν μαθηταῖς καὶ τοῖς προφητικοῖς καὶ τοῖς παυλισμοῖς ἀπὸ τῶν ἑαυτοῦ, ἀνάθεμα. (Ibid.)

6 τοῖς τῶν ὄσον εἴρηται καὶ τοῖς ἀποκάλυψις ὁ ὑπάρχει πρὸς τῶν ἁγιορείας διαδίδεται, ἀνάθεμα. (Ibid.)

7 τοῖς μὲν κατὰ καθαρόν οὐκ ἀρχὼν παυλισμὸν, ἀλλ᾽ ἀμφότερον καὶ παραγόντων, τοῦ ἐν τῷ λόγῳ ἐγένετο τοῦτων ἀποκάλυψις, ἀνάθεμα. (Ibid.)

8 τοῖς ἡμῖν τοῖς ἐκείνοις θεοτόκοι μὴ τὴν Παρθενόμην Μαρίαν, ...ἀλλὰ τὴν ἄλλη διαδίδεται, ἀνάθεμα. (Ibid.)
are enumerated in the same order as in the *Historia Manichaeorum*. Moreover, it seems that the Tsar Peter himself was not ignorant of Paulicianism: the rapid enumeration by the patriarch of the ancient heresiarchs with scarcely a word of comment suggests that Peter was already in some measure familiar with these personages. As it is unlikely that Theophylact’s first letter to Peter contained any detailed reference to them, since we know that it was brief, it is legitimate to conclude that the tsar was probably acquainted with the treatise of Peter of Sicily, which must have reached Bulgaria at the end of the ninth century.

However, one heretical doctrine mentioned by Theophylact is of a non-Paulician origin: the heretics, he writes, reject lawful marriage and maintain that the reproduction of the human species is a law of the demon. This exaggerated and distorted asceticism, essentially characteristic of Bogomilism, is a logical consequence of metaphysical dualism, according to which Matter, the product of the Evil Principle, is a source of limitation and suffering for the divinely created soul; hence marriage, as the means of reproduction of Matter, is to be condemned and avoided. The Paulicians, however, somewhat illogically, did not apply their dualistic teaching to this particular sphere of ethics: their active and warlike mode of life no doubt prevented them from indulging in any extreme form of asceticism. Abstention from sexual intercourse was enforced on the ‘elect’ of the early Manichaean sect and Theophylact clearly uses the term ‘Manichaeism’ to describe this particular teaching. But there is no serious evidence to suggest that any real Manichaeans existed in the Balkans at that time and hence that Manichaeism could have exerted anything but an indirect influence on Bogomilism. In Bulgaria, the Tsar of the Greek Empire was already acquainted with the teaching of Peter of Sicily, and the Bogomil heresy was ‘ancient’ because its component parts, Paulicianism and Manichaeism, were both old heresies and had existed in Bulgaria for probably more than a century; yet it was ‘newly appeared’ because a fusion had recently occurred between a number of teachings of both these sects, which resulted in the rise of a new heresy. This new heresy, which became the most important Bulgarian and indeed Balkan sectarian movement, was later given the name of Bogomilism.

The measures prescribed by the patriarch against the new Bulgarian heretics are particularly interesting, as they show that in spite of his correct analysis of the ‘ancient and newly appeared heresy’, Theophylact was ignorant of its real origin. He writes: ‘their leaders and teachers of dogmas alien to the Church who reject and curse their own impurity are to be rebaptized, according to the 15th canon of the [first] Council of Nicaea... For their impurity is Manichaeism mixed with Paulicianism.’ Now the 15th canon of the Council of Nicaea is concerned with the rebaptism not of Paulicians, who did not yet exist in the fourth century, but of ‘Paulianists’ or the followers of Paul of Samosata. The theory that the Paulicians were descended from Paul of Samosata was held by a number of Byzantine theologians, but, as it has been shown, without the

---

1 Loc. cit. pp. 362–3. (The italics are mine.)
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slightest justification. This confusion between the Paulicians and the adherents of the heretical bishop of Antioch, which seems to have been current in Byzantine circles at least as early as the ninth century, explains the fact that the patriarch, while rightly ascribing to the Bulgarian heretics doctrines which he derived from the Historia Manichaeorum, at the same time described their teaching not as Παύλικαι, but as Μασσαλικαὶ, and ordered them to be treated according to the measures prescribed by the First Oecumenical Council with regard to the followers of Paul of Samosata.

It can thus be supposed that many of the patriarchal injunctions appeared irrelevant to the Tsar Peter: what he wanted was not a pronouncement on the various degrees of validity of heretical baptism (since this sacrament was rejected by Paulicians, Massalians and Bogomils alike, and hence the problem of whether they were to be rebaptized or not could never arise), but precise instructions on the method of dealing with the ‘newly appeared’ Bulgarian heresy. The sole practical advice given by Theophylact concerned the application of the heretics to the Christian secular laws (οἱ πολιτικοί τῶν χριστιανῶν νόμοι); while remarking that the rightful punishment was death, especially when heresy spread like a disease, the patriarch nevertheless urged the tsar to avoid excessive severity and to strive continually (καὶ κατὰ χρόνο) for the conversion of the heretics by the force of persuasion.

But in spite of the failure of Theophylact to understand the true

2 The same confusion was made by Theodore Balassamon in his commentary on the 19th canon (loc. cit. col. 301): Παύλικαι καὶ Μασσαλικαὶ οἱ Μασσαλικαὶ.
3 Theophylact issued the following prescriptions: those who abjure their heresy and return to the Church are to be classed into three groups: (1) the heretical teachers should be rebaptized and the orders of their priesthood declared null; (2) those who lapsed into heresy through simplicity or ignorance should not be rebaptized, but merely anointed with chrism; their priests should be received after abjuration; (3) those who, without accepting any false doctrine, were unsuspectingly led to listen to the teachers of heresy are to be treated as follows: the laymen should be received into the Church after an exclusion of four months from the Sacraments, the priests should retain their orders. As for those who persist in their heresy, the Church leaves them to perpetual condemnation. (Loc. cit. pp. 360–4.)
4 See infra, pp. 129–30.
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origin of the new Bulgarian heresy, his letter remains a document of considerable importance. Not only does it show that by the middle of the tenth century the Paulician sect was widespread in Bulgaria, but it is also the earliest source pointing to the amalgamation of Paulician and Massalian teachings which formed the basis of Bogomilism.

The evidence concerning the Bogomil heresy supplied by the letter of the Patriarch Theophylact is confirmed and at the same time considerably enriched by the Sermon against the Heretics of the priest Cosmas, composed in the second half of the tenth century, probably soon after the death of the Tsar Peter in 969. Though written in a polemical, and often heated tone, its description of Bogomilism is very concrete and reasonably objective. Cosmas’s treatise is a vivid and detailed account of an eyewitness and occupant, among the sources concerned with Bogomilism, a position of unique importance.

After a short introductory discourse on the significance of heresy and an enumeration of some ancient heresies, Cosmas writes: ‘And it came to pass that in the land of Bulgaria, in the days of the Orthodox Tsar Peter, there appeared a priest of Bogomil, but in truth “not beloved of God”.’ He was the first who began to preach in Bulgaria a heresy, of whose vagaries we shall speak below.

1 Слово святого Кирилева пресвитера на братья в проповеди о переводах от братьев наших. For editions of this work, see supra, p. 301, n. 1.
2 This is the first practice of the original form of Cosmas’s work seems to have been satisfactorily solved by Zlatarski (Славянский перевод Ксенофана Пресвятителя. Славянославянский список Славянского Православного Церковного Письма, Sofia, 1914, vol. xxvii), who has shown: that the Sermon was originally written and not spoken; that its was written as a whole, but was later divided into chapters.
3 The problems of chronology connected with Cosmas are discussed in Appendix I.
4 This is admirably defined by Puech (op. cit. pp. 129–43).
5 This is in the name of Bogomil, the Slavonic translation of Βογομιλος, i.e. ‘the beloved of God’. Богу не мил имена “not beloved of God”.
6 I must come to be a heretical sect in its true and correct form of the heresarch’s name is Bogomil. Богу не мил is used here by Cosmas to introduce the words Bogu не мил. Cf. Puech, op. cit. p. 54, n. 3.
That this new heresy was first taught in Bulgaria in the reign of Peter by the priest Bogomil is confirmed by a thirteenth-century Bulgarian document, the Synodicon of the Tsar Boril.1

Apart from the evidence of these sources, which show that the pop Bogomil was a contemporary of the Tsar Peter (927-69), we know next to nothing about the person of the greatest heresiarch of the southern Slavs.2 A Russian sixteenth-century document mentions him as a writer of heretical books in Bulgaria.3 It is probable that Bogomil taught before the composition of Theophylact’s letter to Peter, i.e. in the late thirties or the early forties of the tenth century.4 The fact that Theophylact does not mention his name cannot be taken as proof that Bogomil only began to spread his teaching after the composition of the patriarch’s second letter to Peter.5 In fact, the ‘mixture’ of Paulicianism and Massalianism which we find in Theophylact’s analysis of the new heresy is eminently characteristic of the teaching of Bogomil,6

1 Cf. infra, p. 238.

2 I. Klincharov (Първото Богоимлество и неговото време, pp. 22-30) has no difficulty in showing that the doubts sometimes cast on the historicity of Bogomil are without foundation. But Klincharov’s own highly imaginative and idealized portrait of Bogomil (ibid., pp. 32-3) bears little or no relation to the evidence of the sources. In particular, there seems to be no reason for believing that Bogomil belonged to ‘a Slavonic noble family’ (p. 32). However, Klincharov’s view that Bogomil lived in Macedonia is, in view of our present knowledge of the origins of the Bogomil sect, quite acceptable.

3 I. Ivanov, Богоимлеството и неговия начин, p. 50.

4 Puech’s assertion (op. cit. p. 289) that Bogomilism appeared in the first quarter of the tenth century, perhaps as early as 915, does not seem to me to be based on conclusive evidence. The fact that John the Exarch before 927 mentions the heretical belief that the Devil is the eldest son of God (cf. supra, p. 95)—a doctrine adopted by the Bogomils—provides scanty proof that the sect already existed in Bulgaria at that time. It is, perhaps, safer to accept Cosmas’s statement that the actual founder of the sect was Bogomil, a contemporary of the Tsar Peter. 6 This argument is put forward by Spinka (A History of Christianity in the Balkans, p. 69), but is not conclusive. The patriarch may well have not known of Bogomil even though he had familiarized himself with his teaching. The heresiarch’s name was probably less widely known at the time of Theophylact than it was in the days of Cosmas. Moreover, Theophylact was solely preoccupied with expounding the doctrinal errors of the heretics and instructing Peter how to treat them according to the law of the Church. Cosmas, on the other hand, whose knowledge of the heresy was direct and much fuller and who was writing for a wider public, naturally emphasized the origins of the heresy.

8 Cf. infra, pp. 198, 206-7.

9 and, moreover, both Bulgarian sources, the Sermon against the Heretics and the Synodicon of the Tsar Boril, expressly state that this ‘mixture’ was first taught in Bulgaria by Bogomil himself. It is thus possible to place the teaching of the pop Bogomil in Bulgaria at the beginning of the reign of the Tsar Peter.

Cosmas mentions the name of the pop Bogomil only once, at the very beginning of his Sermon, and his followers are, throughout the work, not referred to by any other name except that of ‘heretics’. The names Paulicians or Manichaean do not occur at all in this source. The term Bogomils (Богомил), Bogomili, under which the followers of the pop Bogomil became known in history, is of a later date and appears for the first time, as far as can be ascertained, in its Greek form in a letter of the Byzantine monk Euthymius, written c. 1050.3 The name became famous, however, owing to the learned Byzantine theologian Euthymius Zigabenus who, at the beginning of the twelfth century, entitled one of the chapters of his Panoplia Dogmatica, Керос Богомилов.4 Since Cosmas seems unacquainted with this name and as Zigabenus recognizes its Bulgarian origin, we can infer that the name of the pop Bogomil became a generic term serving to designate his followers in Bulgaria either at the end of the tenth century or at the beginning of the eleventh.

Zigabenus, however, gave a false etymology of the word Богомил, deriving it from the Slavonic ‘Bog’ (God) and ‘mil’ which, he asserted, means ‘have mercy’; he concluded that Bogomil signifies ‘a man who implores the mercy of God’.5 He overlooked the fact that the root mil in Slavonic has not only the meaning of ‘mercy’ (as in молимся = молимос, but also ‘dear, 1 Cf. J. A. Ilie, Die Bogomilen in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung (Sr. Karlovci, 1923), p. 18. The MS. of the Sermon against the Heretics published by Poprzhenko contains in its title the significant words: ‘The newly appeared heresy of Bogomil’. (На новоспецифика ересь Богоимилов.) Богоимилов on is the exact equivalent of the term Βογοιμιλος used by Theophylact.
6 For the other Greek forms of the name, such as Βογοίμολος, Πογούλος, Πογούλιος, see G. Ficker, Die Phanagogenien (Leipzig, 1908), index, p. 278.
7 See infra, p. 177.
8 See infra, p. 207.
beloved' (as in Милт.). The latter meaning is the correct one here. The true meaning of Bogomil is therefore 'beloved of God', and the name is the Slavonic translation of the Greek Θεόφιλος. Ivanov has shown that the Christian name Bogomil (Theophilus) was prevalent in Bulgaria even before the time of the Tsar Peter. It can scarcely be doubted to-day that the term Bogomil is derived from the name of the heresiarch Bogomil-Theophilus.

3 The Slavonic equivalent of θεόφιλος would be Bogomoli, which corresponds to the Greek θεόφιλος, another name for the Massaliotes. As the Massaliotes were, from the thirteenth century, generally identified with the Bogomils, the etymological confusion between 'Bogomil' and 'Bogomoli' is understandable, though originally both terms were distinct.

The false etymology of Zigabenus was adopted by a number of non-Slav historians. See B. de Montfaucon, Palaeographia Graeca, p. 233; C. Du Cange, Glossarium ad scrpciones medias et insignes Graeciae et Latinae, p. 207. Even in recent days some of the opinions expressed concerning the origin of the Bogomils are vitiated by Euthymius's error. Thus M. Gaster, in his article on the Bogomils (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th ed.), still asserts that 'the word [Bogomil] is a direct translation into Slavonic of Massaliotes, the Syrian name of the sect corresponding to the Greek Euchites'. Here again we see the confusion between 'Bogomil' and 'Bogomoli'.

According to this theory, the Bogomils, by reason of their name, were supposed to pray frequently with the words κύριε Ἐξανθήσατε (see C. Schmidt, Histoire et doctrine de la secte des Cathares ou Albigeois, Paris, 1849, vol. ii, p. 284). In reality, however, there is not the slightest evidence that they used this particular prayer; the only one they recognized was the Lord's Prayer.

Gieseler and Kopitar have shown the falsity of Euthymius's etymology; the latter wrote that his interpretation 'cum slavice linguae incide conciliari nequit. Nomen illud... praecipue kóre týrion nihil commune habet, quia illud partim Gospodine posuit, partim Hesperidé sinitur se vertiri.' (See F. Račić, 'Bogomili i Patarieni', Rad, vi, pp. 94–5.) For this reason, and others, I find it difficult to accept the categorical statement of A. Vaillant, which is echoed by Puech, that the name Bogomil is a pseudonym, whose meaning is 'que Dieu prend en pitie' or else 'qui supplie Dieu' (see Puech, op. cit. pp. 27, 282–3).

Another group of scholars has proposed a solution more in accordance with Slavonic etymology by taking the term Bogomil to mean 'beloved of God'. See G. Amirid, Kirchen- und Kaisertar, pt. i, vol. iv, ch. 8, §§ 66, p. 211: 'Bogomilos...auf der Bulgariischen Sprache — von Gott geliebte.' Cf. J. L. Oeder, Dissertatio...prodomum historiae Bogomillorum criticus exhibens (Gottingen, 1745), pp. 9–10. These scholars, however, did not know of the Bogomil.

But even in recent times the direct relation between the name of the sect and that of its founder has been denied. Thus V. Jajić maintained that the name Bogomil comes not from the name of the heresiarch but from the mode of life
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The sermon against the Heretics, apart from shedding some light on the origins of Bogomilism, is also the most complete account we possess of the doctrines and the behaviour of the Bogomil heretics. In his desire to save his compatriots from falling a prey to their insidious teachings, Cosmas uses his personal experience of the heretics to describe their outward appearance and thus permit their identification:

'The heretics in appearance are lamb-like, gentle, modest and silent, and pale from hypocrisical fasting. They do not talk idly, nor laugh loudly, nor show any curiosity. They keep away from the sight of men, and outwardly they do everything so as not to be distinguished from righteous Christians, but inwardly they are raving wolves... The people, on seeing their great humility, think that they are Orthodox and able to show them the path of salvation; they approach and ask them how to save their souls. Like a wolf that wants to seize a lamb, they first cast their eyes downward, and sigh and answer with humility. Wherever they meet any simple and uneducated man, they sow the tares of their teaching, blaspheming the traditions and rules of Holy Church.'

The strength of the heretics lay in their tenacious attachment to their errors; according to Cosmas, they were incapable of being converted:

'You will more easily bring a beast to reason than a heretic; for just as a swine passes by a pearl and collects dirt, so do the heretics swallow their own filth. And, just as an arrow which, aimed against a slab of marble, not only cannot pierce it, but rebounds and strikes whoever stands behind [the one who shoots], so will a man who tries to instruct a heretic not only fail to teach him, but will also pervert one weaker of mind.'


But this opinion is against the judgement of the two most eminent authorities on Bogomilism, Račić and Ivanov, who derive the name of the sect from that of the Bogomil: 'Bogomil' and 'Patarieni', Rad, vi, p. 94; Bogomil'ma непріяте поганя, p. 22.

However, it is quite probable that in later times the name Bogomil was used by the heretics themselves in a moral sense and represented their pretensions to the pure life and true understanding of the Gospels. V. Levitsky has pointed out that this name typifies the strivings and the claims of the Bogomils to the title of true Christians καί ἰδιότα (Βογομίληται: Богомилове, Ιδιότα, т. I, p. 371). The name Bogomil had undoubtedly a strong moral appeal, like that of Cathars in Western Europe.

1 Op. cit. p. 3. 2 Ibid. p. 5.
The doctrines of the heretics are expounded in far greater detail by Cosmas than by Theophylact. The *Sermon* lays great emphasis on their fundamental teaching, i.e. the cosmological dualism, according to which the Devil is the creator of the visible world: "They say that everything belongs to the Devil: the sky, the sun, the stars, the air, man, churches, crosses; all that comes from God they ascribe to the Devil; in general, they consider all that is on earth, animate and inanimate, to be of the Devil." The Bogomils attempted to support this view by Scriptural references, in particular by the Parable of the Prodigal Son (Luke xv. 11–32): "Having heard what our Lord says in the Gospel in the parable of the two sons, they claim that Christ is the elder and think that the younger, who deceived his father, is the Devil; they call the latter Mammon and assert that he is the creator and author of earthly things." The belief that the Devil is the son of God and the brother of Christ was already ascribed at the beginning of the tenth century to the Bulgarian heretics by John the Exarch, with the difference, however, that, according to Poprzhenuk's text of Cosmas, the Devil is presented as the younger brother, while in the words of John the Exarch he is held to be the elder brother. We do not know whether the Bogomils really differed from one another on this point, since Cosmas is the only one to mention the doctrine that the Devil is the younger son of God; the general belief among the Bogomils was that he was the elder; this was taught in particular by the Byzantine Bogomils of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The position of the Devil in Bogomil exegesis is defined by Cosmas as follows: 'They call the Devil the creator of man and of all God's creatures; and because of their extreme ignorance, some of them call him a fallen angel and others consider him to be the unjust steward.' The name of 'unjust steward' (ἐξοντισμός, ἱκόνωμος) is taken from the parable in St Luke xvi. 1–9, which the Bogomils interpreted as referring to the Devil.

This conception of the Devil differs notably from the Paulician dualism as described by Peter of Sicily and the Patriarch Theophylact. Whereas these writers emphasize the belief in two principles (ἀγαθόν, ἀθρόῳ), parallel and independent of one another, the

in form can be seen particularly clearly in the Bogomil teaching on the Devil.

An ingenious explanation of this discrepancy is put forward by Puech (op. cit. pp. 190–2), who compares the Bogomil interpretation of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, described by Cosmas, with the later accounts of the Bogomil teaching on God the Father and His two Sons, given by Psellus and Euthymius Zigabenus. According to Psellus (see infra, p. 183), the Bogomils taught that the elder son, creator and ruler of the visible world, incurred the hostility of his younger brother, the prince of the heavens, who 'is jealous of him, . . . envies him his good arrangement of the earth, and, smouldering with envy, sends down earthquakes, hailstorms and plagues'. Puech believes that, in the Bogomil interpretation of St Luke's parable, the prodigal son, the younger of the two brothers, represented the Devil, 'who deceived his father', and that consequently Christ was logically regarded as the elder brother. He points, moreover, to the similarity between the anger which, in the parable, the elder son showed at the return of his younger brother, and the envy which, in Psellus's account, the younger son manifest towards his elder brother. In both cases, it is Christ who shows anger, only the respective seniority of the two brothers is reversed. Puech explains this reversal with reference to Zigabenus's account of the Bogomil teaching on the rebellion and fall of the Devil, as the result of which his heavenly throne and his seniority passed over to his brother Christ (cf. infra, p. 207, n. 8). From that time onwards Christ became the elder, and the Devil the younger brother.

This interpretation would thus seem to overcome the apparent discrepancy between Cosmas and the other sources. The seniority of Christ would correspond not to the initial phase of the Bogomil cosmology (since all the sources concerned with this phase state quite plainly that the Devil at the beginning was Christ's elder brother), but to a later stage in the history of the universe, when the position of the two brothers is reversed.

1 Παϊς, τροφαίοι τιμάκας πάντων και χαστίνων πάντων, καὶ οὔτε μία κριβὰς αὐτῶν καὶ οὔτε μία μαρτίνων, ἡς ἦσαν ἡ δικαιοσύνη τῆς κατοικίας καὶ τῆς ζωῆς. (Ibid. p. 26.)
2 Κ. ϰ. συνεργάτους, p. 95.
3 However, a variant quoted by Poprzhenuk from a sixteenth-century MS. of the *Sermon against the Heretics* states that the heretics believed that Christ was the younger son of God (Τριπλαίος Θεοπόνος τουθαρητής, ibid. p. 26, n. 10).
4 Cf. supra, p. 95.
5 As it will be shown, the doctrines of the Byzantine Bogomils of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, compared to those of the Bulgarian heretics of the tenth century, are more developed and complex, but true to the original teaching of the sect. This identity in essence and evolution
was, in fact, held by all Balkan dualists, whether Paulicians, Massalians or Bogomils, as N. Filipov has rightly pointed out.

It can thus be affirmed that the teaching of the *pop* Bogomil, from the very moment of its appearance, retained the cosmology of the early dualistic heresies, by attributing the creation of the material world to the Devil, considered as an intermediate spirit, secondary to God, but renounced the bitheistic doctrine of the Paulicians.

The following difficulty, however, remains to be explained: the letter of Theophylact to the Taar Peter, which describes the Bogomil heresy, refers to its cosmological dualism in terms which are purely Paulician and essentially different from those which were later used by Cosmas. The solution of this problem seems to lie in the point of view from which Theophylact regarded the Bulgarian heresy and in the methods of investigation to which he resorted. The patriarch’s information on the heresy was indirect and probably derived from the hierarchs of the Bulgarian Church; it lacked, for this reason, the advantage of personal observation, so characteristic a feature of the *Sermon against the Heretics*. Moreover, Theophylact as a pastor and theologian was concerned above all with analysing the new heresy and treating its component parts according to the law of the Church; the results of his analysis led him to conclude that it was ‘Manichaeism mixed with Paulicianism’. The best account and refutation of the Paulician heresy which the patriarch possessed was no doubt that of Peter of Sicily, and he had all the more reason for relying on the *Historia Manichaeorum* as it had been composed with special reference to a Paulician mission in Bulgaria. It is thus understandable that Theophylact should have accused the Bogomils of believing in two principles, since Peter of Sicily ascribed this doctrine to the Paulicians, although in reality it was neither taught by the *pop* Bogomil nor held by his followers in the tenth century.

---

3 Runciman believes that a schism between representatives of extreme and moderate dualism in the Bogomil sect took place after the tenth century (op. cit. p. 69). I venture to disagree with him and think that these two trends which existed among the medieval Balkan sectarians correspond to Paulicianism and Bogomilism respectively, rather than to a division within the Bogomil sect. Cf. infra, pp. 161-2.
Judging from Cosmas's exposition of the different Bogomil views on the Devil, there appears to have been a certain lack of doctrinal unity among members of the sect, for which he ridicules them: ‘Their words are ridiculous for those who possess intelligence, for they do not agree with one another, and fall apart like a piece of rotten cloth.’ Contradictions and inconsistencies in matters of doctrine are not surprising in the case of a sect which laid the greatest emphasis not on dogma, but on the pursuit of moral purity and the evangelical life. This predominance in primitive Bogomilism of the ethical point of view can be seen from the fact that the exposition of the purely doctrinal errors of the heretics forms a comparatively small part of the Sermon of Cosmas, which is concerned above all with the moral and social aspects of the heresy.

The doctrines ascribed to the Bogomils in the Sermon against the Heretics, with the important exception of their views on the Devil, are already to be found in the Letter of Theophylact and in the Historia Manichaeorum, so a brief enumeration of them will suffice.

The Docetic Christology, however, emphasized by Theophylact, is only hinted at by Cosmas in his anathema against those ‘who do not love our Lord Jesus Christ.’ That this vague expression is in fact an allusion to Docetism is shown by the Synodicon of the Tsar Boris, which expressly states that Docetic Christology was taught by the pop Bogomil. The false doctrines concerning Our Lady, described by Peter of Sicily and Theophylact, are alluded to by Cosmas, though they are not specified: he merely states that the heretics ‘do not venerate the Most Glorious and Pure Mother of our Lord Jesus Christ, but talk much nonsense concerning Her; their insolent words cannot be written in this book.’ The attitude of the Bogomils towards the canon of the Scriptures was very similar to that of the Paulicians. Cosmas tells us that they rejected the Mosaic Law as contrary to the teaching of the Apostles and reviled the Old Testament Prophets. Like the Paulicians, they based themselves exclusively on the New Testament, and, more particularly, on the Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles, which they interpreted not in conformity with the tradition of the Church, but in an individualistic manner: ‘Although they carry the Holy Gospel in their hands, they interpret it falsely and thus seduce men...with the intention of destroying all Christian charity and faith...The Holy Gospel is in their hands...as a jewel of gold in a swine’s snout.’

On the other hand Cosmas lays great emphasis on the ethics of the Bogomils. As the Sermon against the Heretics contains not only the earliest, but also the fullest account of the moral teaching of Bogomilism, it is necessary to examine his evidence in some detail.

The fundamental ethical teaching of the Bogomils, like that of the Manichaeans, was deduced from their cosmological dualism: if the visible world is the creation and realm of the Evil One, it naturally follows that, in order to escape from his domination and to be united with God, all contact with Matter and the flesh, which are the Devil’s best instruments for gaining mastery over the souls of men, should be avoided. Hence the Bogomils condemned those functions of man which bring him into close contact with the world of the flesh, in particular marriage, the eating of meat and the drinking of wine. ‘They say that he [i.e. the Devil] has ordered men to take wives, to eat meat and to drink wine. Briefly, in blaspheming all that is ours they claim to be the inhabitants of heaven and call those who marry and live in the world the servants of Mammon.’ Cosmas emphasizes that the heretics avoid marriage, meat and wine not from abstinence or Christian asceticism, but because ‘they consider them abominable’, as part of the natural law which they rejected as

---

2 In this respect the Sermon against the Heretics differs from the Letter of Theophylact to the Tsar Peter, which emphasizes above all the doctrines of the heretics and mentions their ethical applications (such as the rejection of marriage) only when they are very glaring. This difference between the two documents is, no doubt, partly due to the difference between the points of view from which they were composed. Theophylact wrote mainly as a theologian, to instruct the members of the Bulgarian hierarchy, while Cosmas, as a priest, was essentially concerned with exposing to the Bulgarian people those aspects of the Bogomil heresy which were more immediately accessible to them. In any case, the picture painted by Cosmas is the result of his personal observation and must be regarded, with its stress on the ethical side of the heresy, as more accurate than the letter of Theophylact.  
4 See infra, p. 238.
coming from the Devil. The condemnation of marriage as an obstacle to holiness and a capitulation to the flesh was common in Bulgaria by the middle of the tenth century, and developed as a result of mutual interaction between Massalianism and certain exaggerated and decadent forms of Orthodox monasticism. Here again the Bogomils utilized a pre-existing tendency to heresy for the successful proselytism of their own doctrines. Although the abstention from meat for heretical reasons is not mentioned in any Bulgarian source prior to the *Sermon against the Heretics*, it was probably also preached, together with the rejection of marriage, in heterodox monastic circles, for in the Eastern Church the monastic rule prohibits the eating of meat. As for the condemnation of wine, its precise origin in Bulgaria is uncertain. In later times, probably from the eleventh or twelfth centuries, this tenet became firmly fixed in the written tradition of the Bogomils and gave rise to the belief, recorded in particular in certain apocrypha, modified and used by the Bogomils for spreading their own doctrines, and partly in a Bogomil legend.

1 Сами же всего того гнушающе он не премышляют, не выдержанием ради како не и ма, из страху навоевание. (Иbid.)

The fundamental difference between marriage, meat and wine for the sake of discipline and abstinence and their rejection out of 'disguise' was made by Cosmas in accordance with the tradition of this Church concerning this matter, formulated in the 51st Apostolical Canon: τις... γάρ τινα καὶ κρείτων καὶ εἴνας οὐ διό δέ ουδέποτε, ἀλλά διὰ δειλίαιν ἀπεκέντρος, ἐπιλαθών πρὸς καλὰ λίγα, καὶ τι δρέκον καὶ θείῳ ἐποίησεν ὁ Θεός τῶν ἄνθρωπον, ἀλλὰ βλασφήμουσε διαφέρει τῆς ἰδιουργίας, ή δοεύθεντος, καὶ τις ἑκατοντάδες ἐπιφανείαν. Theodore Balsamon, *In Censure* (1097). The mention of the *Apostolical* Canon, *Apostolicae Constitutiones*, in his commentary on this Canon refers in particular to the Bogomils.

4 See supra, p. 105.

5 Pogodin has advanced the suggestion that the Bogomil abstinence from wine may have been influenced by Krum's law ordering the extirpation of all the vines in Bulgaria (cf. supra, p. 64, n. 1) through the "legal tradition" which this measure is supposed to have initiated. (История Бугария, p. 13.) This somewhat far-fetched theory can be substantiated by no evidence: it can scarcely be doubted that the effect of Krum's law was purely temporary.

6 The *Apocalypse of Barbak*. See I. Ivanov, Bogomilskie knigi i legendi, pp. 196-197, 207: Сатанашь же овади ловко... и рече ми ангел: слышь, Варох, привок дръжко мёсъ лова, второк дръжко похотъ греховна, коя изпила Сатанашъ на Йоуго и Адам; и тога ради пролюбъ бъ Господъ ловко, явно бъ той Сатанашъ овади и токо привлъкти пророкъ Адамъ и Йоуго. Cf. infra, p. 155 n.

7 The Sea of Tiberias. See Ivanov, op. cit. pp. 297, 324.

8 Bogomilism in the First Bulgarian Empire. That the vine was planted in Paradise by Satanael (the Devil) and that it was that very Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil the tasting of whose fruits caused man's downfall. Thus the dualistic asceticism of the Bogomils was historically an outcome of the gradual fusion between Massalianism and perverted monasticism, and, logically, the application to the realm of ethics of the cosmological dualism of the Paulicians. It is doubtful, however, that the rigid forbearance from sexual intercourse was equally enforced on all members of the Bogomil sect. The considerable proportions assumed by the sect in the course of its history are difficult to explain without the recognition that some of its members were perhaps permitted to have children. Although evidence is lacking on this point, it seems probable that the tenth-century Bogomils were divided into two distinct groups, the ordinary 'believers', who were not bound to rigorous asceticism, with regard either to sexual intercourse or to food, and the 'perfect' who were. This distinction, characteristic of the Manichaean sect, is attributed to the Bulgarian Bogomils by Rački and Ivanov and existed among the Byzantine Bogomils of the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

From their dualistic cosmology, the Bogomils were naturally led to deny the Christian view of Matter as a vehicle for Grace, and itself capable of sanctification, and to adopt the anti-sacramental view of the Paulicians. According to the evidence of Cosmas, they rejected the validity of Baptism and held John the Baptist to be the forerunner of Antichrist. Their dislike of Baptism was apparently carried to curious extremes: according
to Cosmas, they 'felt an aversion to baptized children' and, whenever they encountered a child, they would 'turn away and spit'.

Like the Paulicians, the Bogomils rejected the sacrament of the Eucharist, spurned the liturgy, denied the Real Presence and interpreted the Words of Institution allegorically, as referring to the Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles. Likewise they spurned all the material objects used by the Orthodox as vehicles for Grace and supports for prayer, principally the Cross, which they hated as the symbol of Christ's suffering: 'About the Cross of our Lord... they say: how can we bow to it, for on it the Jews crucified the Son of God? The Cross is an enemy of God. For this reason they instruct their followers to hate it and not to venerate it, saying: if some one were to kill the son of a King with a piece of wood, is it possible that this piece of wood could be dear to the King? So is the Cross to God.' According to Cosmas, in their hatred of the Cross the heretics are worse than demons, 'for the demons are afraid of the Cross of Christ, but the heretics cut down the crosses and make their tools out of them.'

Churches were, for the Bogomils, material creations of man, and hence the abode of the Devil; they called them распятия (probably 'dispersio gentium': In vii, 35). For the same reason they condemned the use of icons and the veneration of relics:

1. Видите ли братье коля есть поруганы дивою да святое пресечено отмучать гнушающе ся преподобных младенцев, аще бо си пъд служенье видайте дѣтиц млад, то анс смрадъ да гнушат ся, сознающе ся наказать... сами смрадъ суще агнцемъ и человѣкомъ. (Op. cit. p. 31.) It is probable that these words must be taken to mean not only that the Bogomils condemned those children who had received baptism, but also, as Puech suggests (op. cit. pp. 266-7), that they regarded all children as participating, at least in some degree, in the impure and devilish character of the actual act that procreated them.

2. Что бо благословитъ въ святыхъ компанияхъ, яко нѣсть божіемъ повелѣніемъ творимо камнямъ... ак не всѣ и простое брадо. (Ibid. p. 8.) Кто бо агнца... яко нѣсть въ речи о томъ святыхъ хлябъ и о винахъ, ако не бо въ месахъ божественныхъ съ вѣнецемъ и о твореніяхъ то есть реченъ въ присягу апостоль, а не святыхъ компаний. (Ibid. p. 10.) Какъ бо... благословитъ не соотъ апостоль литургія преданія въ компания, но иоанъ элвогостулъ. (Ibid. p. 11.)

3. Ibid. pp. 6-7.
4. Ibid. p. 34; Raціи, op. cit., Red. x, p. 189.
5. Ibid. p. 5.
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The heretics do not reverence icons, but call them idols... the heretics mock [the relics of the saints] and laugh at us when we reverence them and beg help from them.' They read St Paul who says, about idols, that we must not obey gold and silver created by man's device. They think, the accrued, that this is said about the icons, and, finding their justification in these words, they do not reverence the icons. The miracles performed through the relics of saints they ascribed to the Devil: 'They say that the miracles are not wrought by the will of God, but that the Devil performs them to deceive men.' They rejected the cult of saints. They recognized the miracles performed by Christ, but interpreted them in a non-material sense, falling back, as in their explanation of the Eucharist, on the use of allegory:

'They do not confess that Christ performed miracles. On reading the evangelists who... wrote about the miracles of Our Lord, they distort their meaning, to their own ruin, saying: Christ neither gave sight to the blind, nor healed the lame, nor raised the dead, but these are only legends and delusions, which the uneducated evangelists understood wrongly. They do not believe that the multitude in the desert was fed with five loaves of bread; they say it was not loaves of bread, but the four Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles.'

2. Ibid. pp. 18-19. The origin of the iconoclastic tendencies in Bogomilism is uncertain. Popruzenko supposes a direct influence of Iconoclasm on Bogomilism through the Paulicians transplanted into Thrace by Constantine Copronymus (Ваничаний царя Бориса, I.R.A.I.K. (1900), vol. v, Suppl. pp. 121-6). The role of the Paulicians as spreaders of Iconoclasm is emphasized by G. Ostrogorsky (Studien zur Geschichte des byzantinischen Bildentwes, Breslau, 1929, p. 27, n. 1). E. J. Marin, however, while recognizing the existence of some common elements in Paulicianism and Iconoclasm, denies that there was interdependence between them (A History of the Iconoclastic Controversy, pp. 275-8). Cf. supra, p. 41.

It is true that the Byzantine Bogomils honoured the memory of the Iconoclastic emperors, particularly of Constantine Copronymus (cf. infra, p. 214, n. 9). This, however, may be sufficiently explained by the similarities in the teachings of the Bogomils and the Iconoclasts regarding in particular the veneration of images and the cult of Our Lady, which made the Bogomils look to Copronymus as an early advocate of their faith. The identification of the Bogomils and the Iconoclasts occurs only at the beginning of the fifteenth century, when Bogomilism had practically disappeared. (Cf. infra, p. 166.)

3. Ibid. p. 5.
4. Ibid. p. 32.
In view of their rejection of most of the Orthodox tradition, it is not surprising to find that the Bogomils were as hostile to the instituted Church as the Paulicians. The ecclesiastical hierarchy, as the mainstay of the Church and purveyors of Christian law, naturally became the visible object of attack for the heretics. Their inherent dislike of the hierarchy was strengthened by the decadent state of sections of the secular and monastic clergy, so vehemently denounced by Cosmas himself, and which supplied the heretics with potent material for their attacks on the Church. According to Cosmas, the priests were accused by the heretics of laziness, hypocrisy and immoralities: "But what do the heretics say?—We pray to God more than you do; we watch and pray and do not live in idleness as you do." Why do you abuse the priests... calling the Orthodox priests blind pharisees?" The heretics reply: the priests are given to drinking and robbing. The truth of these accusations is admitted by Cosmas. He even places on the clergy the main responsibility for the spread of heresy: "whence arise these wolves, these wicked dogs, these heretical teachings? Is it not from the laziness and ignorance of the pastors?"

The final chapter of the Sermon against the Heretics is an exhortation to bishops and priests to guard their flocks and an inherent criticism of their negligence and indifference to heresy. Thus the direct relation between the appearance and spread of heresy and the contemporary decadence in the Bulgarian Church and society in the tenth century is confirmed by one of the most outstanding Churchmen of the time.

But, even though Cosmas admits the truth of the contentions of the heretics, he refuses to acknowledge their validity, for no heretic has the right to criticize a priest, heresy itself being the greatest of sins: "although the Orthodox priests live a lazy life as you say, blaming them, they do not, however, blaspheme God as you do." In accusing the priests, the heretics are guilty of pharisaic self-righteousness. This could be tolerated all the less,

---

1 Cf. supra, pp. 104 et seq.  
3 Ibid. p. 12.  
5 О т е н к а м и и н а т а п л е н и я. (Ibid. p. 75.)  
6 Cf. supra, pp. 74 et seq.  
7 Ibid. p. 12.  
8 С т а р а я к а н д и о т и н а. (Ibid. p. 4.)

---

BOGOMILISM IN THE FIRST BULGARIAN EMPIRE

as the heretics rejected the very Order of Priesthood and the sanctity of the Apostolic Succession: "Why do you heretics blaspheme against the sacred orders that are transmitted to us by the Holy Apostles and the divinely inspired Fathers?" Whosoever does not believe that the ecclesiastical orders are established by Our Lord and the Apostles, may he be cursed! The rejection of the Order of Priesthood and of the Apostolic Succession in the Christian Church was common to the Bogomils and the Paulicians. The latter applied the conception of the Church to their own communities which were governed by elders who were not, it appears, invested with any special hieratic dignity. It is, however, not possible to conclude with certainty from the account of Cosmas whether the Bogomils possessed any similar organization in the tenth century. We know from his evidence that the Bogomils, while rejecting the sacrament of penance, confessed their sins to one another, which suggests that they recognized no essential distinction between the priesthood and the laity. This fact, together with the pronounced anti-sacerdotalism with which they are taxed by Cosmas, makes it impossible to attribute anything but a very democratic organization to the early Bogomil communities. It is probable that the Bogomils in the tenth century possessed leaders or elders who held the primacy of teaching. The Byzantine Bogomils of the eleventh and twelfth centuries and the Bulgarian ones of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries called their leaders 'apostles,' and it is possible that the same term was originally applied to the immediate disciples of the popt Bogomil in Bulgaria. There is, however, no foundation for the claim that Bogomil himself instituted a regular sectarian

---

1 Ibid. p. 11.  
2 Ibid. p. 63.  
3 Сф. supra, pp. 41-2.  
4 Бърций ... съз небем ходува сътворена. (Ibid. p. 39.)  
5 Ibid. pp. 199, 228.  
6 V. Levitsky (Bogomil'stvo—bolgarskaya ves'k, Kh. Ch. 1870, vol. i, pp. 372-3) and R. Karolev (Za Bogomil'stvoto, Periodichesko Spisanie, Braia, 1871, vol. III, p. 105) have drawn attention to Cosmas's designation of the Bogomils as "poptim apostoli" and proved antichristians (op. cit. p. 35) and conclude that the name 'apostles' may have been given to the elders of the Bogomil communities in the tenth century. As the existence of this term is certified in later periods, this interpretation of Cosmas's words is not impossible. Yet the argument is not decisive, since the expression 'apostles of Antichrist' may well be a general derogatory term referring to all the heretics.
hierarchy or a ‘Bogomil Church’. The existence of such a hierarchy is not attested by historical evidence until the second half of the twelfth century. Together with the hierarchy, orders, sacraments and liturgy of the Orthodox Church, the Bogomils rejected its discipline, which they replaced by their own, of a rigorous nature. Cosmas accuses them of keeping Sunday as a day of fasting and work and of not celebrating the Orthodox feasts of our Lord and of the martyrs. They also spurned all the prayers used by the Orthodox Church, which they considered, together with the liturgy, to be ‘babblings’ (многословане), with the solitary exception of the Lord’s Prayer; this they recited day and night at regular intervals and with appointed prostrations: ‘shutting themselves up in their houses, they pray four times a day and four times a night, and they open all the five doors which, as it is ordered, should be closed.’ Bowing they say ‘Our Father which art in Heaven’, but for this they must be greatly condemned, because only in words do they call the creator of Heaven and earth Father, and in reality they ascribe the creation to the Devil. When they bow they do not make the sign of the Cross. These prayers and also the fact that the Bogomils confessed their sins to one another and gave each other absolution would seem to show that their communities recognized some form of ritual, but it cannot be admitted that it was anything but very rudimentary in the tenth century. These rites of confession were also performed by women. It is obvious that the Christian conception of the Church, both in its divine and human aspects, as the mystical Body of Christ and as a hierarchical institution on earth, was profoundly alien to the teaching of the Bogomils. It seems that they avoided using the very term Church. The Orthodox Church, by stressing the

1 This somewhat obscure simile of the ‘five doors’ is explained by Trifonov (Веселия на Кощия Пресвирата и нейните автори (1923), С. Е. Н., vol. XXI, pp. 39–50) as referring to the five senses. The meaning of this passage is that, although the heretics when praying close the doors of their houses, they leave those of their senses open; thus instead of achieving concentration in prayer, they allow their senses and their imagination to receive outside impressions.

2 Ibid. p. 32.

3 Rački (op. cit., Rad, x, pp. 189–205), Ivanov (op. cit. pp. 91, 113 et seq.) and Klimarov (op. cit. pp. 59–62) ascribe to the Bulgarian Bogomils of the tenth century rites which existed among the Byzantine sectarians in the late eleventh century (such as βαπτίσματι и τιμίας, which correspond to two different degrees of initiation into the sect). Here again, however, this transposition is historically unjustifiable. Bogomil ritual developed gradually and the comparatively complex character it later assumed in Byzantium is undoubtedly due to the influence of Orthodox ritual. The ceremonies of initiation practised by the Byzantine Bogomils in particular (cf. infra, pp. 215–16) very probably evolved under the direct influence of the rites of ordination of monks, priests and bishops as performed in the Eastern Church. See B. Petrunov, Византия, pp. 85 et seq.

4 Ευθυμία να σαν μια νις οποίως δείξετε... πως τούτο μιανι... πως να έχεις, ένα ρήγμα δεύτερον είναι. (Ibid. p. 39.) Cf. supra, p. 50.

5 In this they doubtless differed from the Paulicians, who applied the term ‘Catholic Church’ to their own communities (cf. supra, pp. 40, 42).
material as well as the spiritual aspect of life, had, in their opinion, capitulated to Mammon and was incapable of guiding men to salvation. True Christianity, according to the Bogomils, could only be found in their own communities; hence they claimed for themselves the exclusive right to the name of Christians: they alone lived "according to the Spirit" and were "the inhabitants of heaven".

A teaching so fundamentally opposed to Orthodoxy in the spheres of doctrine, ethics and ritual could not fail to have important repercussions on every branch of Bulgarian social life. In particular, at a time when the interests of Church and State were closely linked, the rejection of Orthodoxy was inevitably also a rebellion against the secular laws and a challenge to the whole contemporary society. It is thus not surprising to find that already in the tenth century the Bogomils attracted the serious attention of the State authorities. The letter of the Patriarch Theophylact testifies to the grave concern with which the Tsar Peter viewed the growth of heresy in Bulgaria. Some of the accusations of Cosmas against the Bogomils point to the social significance of the heresy in the second half of the tenth century. The heretics are presented as idlers with no fixed abode, as parasites on society: Cosmas cites their other words, with which they entrap the souls of ignorant people, saying that it is unbecoming for a man to labour and to do earthly work. As the Lord said: "Take no thought, saying, what shall we eat, or what shall we drink, or wherewithal shall we be clothed, for after all these things do the Gentiles seek"; they do not want to do anything with their hands, but wander from house to house, devouring the property of the people they deceive. The condemnation of manual labour,

1 Аще не хороте грати по своєму обставі заволодів яко християни, не имайте им'я елє вірм. (Оп. с.т. p. 31.) This assumption of the name of Christians кот' Χριστιανοί by the Bogomils is among the principal reasons for the accusations of imposture and hypocrisy frequently levelled at them by the Orthodox. The Manichaeans and the Paulicians incurred the same accusations for similar reasons.

Cf. the title of 'good Christians', assumed by the Bogomils at the beginning of the thirteenth century: Χριστιανοί κοινοὶ καινοί διαστάσσονται (Герман II: In excultationem venerandas crucis et contra Bogomilos, P.G. cxli, col. 637).

2 Το не по плугу жити вір, а не по духу якім і мі. (Іbid. pp. 13-14.)


4 Ibid. p. 35.

together with voluntary poverty, which produced the type of wandering monk denounced so vigorously in the Sermon against the Heretics, is characteristic of the Massilians, whose direct influence on the Bogomils is evident here.

Cosmas puts forward an even graver accusation against the Bogomils—that of preaching civil disobedience: 'They teach their own people not to obey their masters, they revile the wealthy, hate the tsar, ridicule the elders, condemn the boyars, regard as vile in the sight of God those who serve the tsar and forbid every serf to work for his lord.' To this social anarchism Cosmas opposes the teaching of the Church, which recognizes the sanctification of the temporal power: the tsars and the boyars are established by God. Unfortunately, Cosmas limits himself to these scanty details and the doctrine and practice of civil disobedience which he ascribes to the Bogomils are not conclusively confirmed by any other source. Caution therefore should be observed when interpreting this passage. There is no reason to doubt these words of Cosmas: his evidence in general is very trustworthy and his position as parish priest qualified him for direct and constant observation of the Bogomils. Nevertheless, one should beware of attributing too much importance to the social anarchism of the Bogomils or of seeing in them Slavonic communists of the Middle Ages. It would seem that their doctrine of social equality was

1 Cf. supra, p. 50. Puech (op. cit. pp. 276-7) rightly points out that only the 'perfect' were obliged to eschew manual labour.

2 Оучать же своя си не повинностей властям своимъ, худшие богати, царь неповный, ругаются старшинами, оскоряютъ бедняковъ, мерзки Богу затем работающа царь и всякому рабу не велятъ работать господню своею. (Ibid. p. 35.)

3 These words of Cosmas are sometimes coupled with the passage in the Synodicon of the Tsar Boris, cursing 'those who assist thieves, murderers, robbers and other such people'. But it is doubtful whether these words do in fact refer to the Bogomils. (Cf. infra, pp. 247-8.)

The accusation of preachers civil disobedience was levelled in the twelfth century against the Byzantine heretic Constantine Chrysomalous. But Constantine's affiliation to Bogomilism has not been proved. (See infra, p. 220.)
deduced from their pursuit of spiritual poverty and moral purity, and their declared war against the powerful of this world was a transposition on to the social plane of the cosmic struggle between Good and Evil. In this sense alone can the Bogomils be said to have opposed the growth of Byzantine feudalism in Bulgaria, which was based only too often on the oppression of the weak by the powerful. But Bogomilism was not essentially a social and still less a political movement. Gabriel Millet has rightly pointed out that the Bogomils remained above all religious preachers, indifferent to secular affairs.

From this analysis of the *Sermon against the Heretics* some basic features of Bogomilism can be brought out, which will permit a clearer understanding of the relation of the sect to the Bulgarian Church and State and of the reasons for its successful spread in the country. This in turn should explain many aspects of the future history of Bogomilism in Bulgaria. Moreover, at least three features of Bogomilism—the doctrine of the two sons of God, the Devil and Christ, the teaching on the introduction of the soul into the body of Adam, the first man, and the exclusive use of the Lord’s Prayer—cannot be explained by any outside influence and are probably original.

Bogomilism, which arose under the double influence of Paulicianism and Massalianism, was not an uncoordinated mixture of these earlier heresies. Many of their doctrines were reshaped and woven into a unified whole in the tenth century, probably by the mill sect, already in Peter’s reign, as ‘the strongest and best organized party in Bulgaria’ (p. 30)—a party both ‘religious and political’ (p. 72). The programme he attributes to the Bogomils is more reminiscent of the twelfth century than of the tenth. The aim of the Bogomils, if we are to believe Klimachov, was ‘the foundation of independent political communes’ (p. 121) and the ‘re-establishment of small agricultural property’ (p. 126). To achieve their purpose, these ‘first agrarians of the Balkan peninsula’ (p. 116) aimed at ‘seizing political power’ by ‘concrete political means’ (p. 120) (?). This theory is a particularly deplorable example of the tendency to interpret the past in terms of present-day conceptions and events. Klimachov’s notions of the political role played by the Bulgarian Bogomils are warranted neither by any serious documentary evidence nor by our knowledge of the true character of the Bogomil movement.

1 From the historical point of view the question of what teachings, apart from Paulicianism, Massalianism and Christianity, influenced Bogomilism must be considered at present insoluble. Attempts have been made to find doctrinal similarities between Bogomilism and earlier religious sects. Thus Pavlov has tried to prove the influence on Bogomilism of Gnosticism and Marcionism (Павловъ, м. същество и еміграция на манейществото, loc. cit. pp. 33 et seq. and p. 55).


3 It is possible that Gnostic elements may have penetrated into Bogomilism from Syria or Asia Minor through the Paulician or Massalian sects. But the influence of Gnosticism on these sects has not been sufficiently studied. Until such a historical connection has been established, the link between Gnosticism and Bogomilism must remain largely hypothetical. Cf. Puch, op. cit. pp. 327-9.

The existence of Buddhist elements in Bogomilism is highly questionable and cannot be substantiated. In particular, there is no evidence for Lavrin’s assertion that the Bogomils believed in reincarnation (loc. cit. p. 227).

4 Both these trends, no doubt, existed already in Paulicianism; but the Paulicians remained essentially foreigners in Bulgaria. The movement of reformation, to gain sufficient power, had to spring out of pre-existing local conditions in the Church and in the whole of society and to assume a specifically Slavonic temper. This could be achieved only by a national movement like Bogomilism.
the New Testament. This somewhat paradoxical union of anti-Christian dualism with Christian morality was made possible by a rationalistic and individualistic interpretation of the Scriptures. Such an attitude to the Holy Writ, together with a strong antiritualistic and anti-sacerdotal tendency, explains two important features of Bogomilism which are also to be found in later movements of the Reformation: the general priesthood of the laity and the view of the Holy Scripture as the unique source of revealed faith.

It need hardly be emphasized that Bogomilism from its inception and in its essence was in complete opposition to the Orthodox Church. Its dualistic cosmology explicitly denied the dogma of the unity of God and implicitly rejected the Incarnation of Christ, the sanctity of His Mother, the sanctification of all Matter by means of the sacraments and, generally, the whole Orthodox tradition. In these circumstances, no possible agreement or compromise could exist between the Bogomil sect and the Orthodox Church. The former considered that the latter had irrevocably betrayed Christ. The Church could have only one policy towards Bogomilism—that of never-ceasing war, aimed at the complete extermination of her enemy. Bogomilism can scarcely even be called a heresy in the strict sense of the word; for it represented, not a deviation from Orthodoxy on certain particular points of doctrine or ethics, but a wholesale denial of the Church as such. It can safely be said that after the final defeat of Iconoclasm in the ninth century, Bogomilism was in the Balkans the most dangerous enemy of the Orthodox Church in the whole of the Middle Ages. But it was not only the Church which was menaced by the Bulgarian sect: the whole social structure was in peril. A teaching which resolutely condemned married life as sinful threatened to undermine the foundations of the family, the community and the State. These foundations, as it has been shown, were already sufficiently shaken in Bulgaria by the middle of the tenth century. Moreover, in their opposition to established authority, temporal as well as spiritual, which in their eyes was the social reflection of the evil inherent in all created things, the Bogomiles preached a crusade against the great and powerful of this world, the rich, the elders, the boyars, the tsar himself. In this they undoubtedly profited by the social oppression, the ruinous wars, the economic decline and the restlessness caused among the people by the wholesale Byzantinization of Bulgarian life in the tenth century. By espousing the cause of the serfs against their masters, of the oppressed against the oppressors, the Bogomiles appealed directly to the peasant masses who regarded them as liberators and were often led to accept their doctrines.

It is thus understandable that the struggle against Bogomilism was an urgent necessity for the Bulgarian State authorities as well as for the Orthodox Church. Unfortunately, our knowledge of this struggle in the early period of the sect's history is scanty. Our sole evidence of the persecution of the Bogomiles in the tenth century is a hint dropped by Cosmas: he laments the blindness of those many who 'do not know what their heresy is, and imagine that they suffer for truth and wish to receive reward from God for their chains and imprisonment; but how can they be pleasing to God, even if they suffer in vast numbers, when they call the Devil the creator of men and of all God's creation?'

This halo of martyrdom which surrounded the Bogomiles and which was recognized by their fiercest opponent was doubtless due to their great moral prestige as new spiritual leaders of the Bulgarian people. In contrast to the intellectual and moral decadence of the clergy, who only too often left their flock without adequate support or instruction, the Bogomiles, owing to their saintly appearance, intimate knowledge of the Gospel, strict asceticism, ardent proselytism and courage in persecution, must have appealed to many Bulgarians as the bearers of true Christianity. Their clever simulation of Orthodoxy, which considerably facilitated their task of avoiding detection, was both a powerful weapon of proselytism and a protection against systematic persecution. Thus Cosmas relates that in spite of their rejection of all the

2 Klincharov (op. cit. pp. 52-4) tries to defend the Bogomiles from the accusation that they were opposed to marriage and family life. His attempt is most unconvincing. It cannot be denied that the dualistic cosmology of the Bogomiles led them to condemn on principle all forms of sexual intercourse, whether in wedlock or outside it, whatever concessions they may have made in practice to the 'weakness of the flesh'.

3 Cosmas, op. cit. p. 22.

4 The Bogomil practice of dissimulation, which seems to have been partly an outcome of the esoteric character of their teaching and partly a matter of tactics, is discussed by Puech (op. cit. pp. 145-61).
liturgical and sacramental life of the Church, 'out of fear of men they enter the church, and kiss the Crucifix and the icons, as we are informed by those of them who have returned to our true faith; they say 'we do all this because of the people, and not according to our heart; we hold to our own faith secretly'.'

A further reason for the success of Bogomil proselytism in Bulgaria lies in its essentially popular and Slavonic character. From the moment of its appearance and throughout its entire history of four centuries in Bulgaria, Bogomilism was linked with the religious and social aspirations of a large dissatisfied section of the people, which explains its considerable appeal, particularly among the peasant class. For this reason it was the strongest and most vital of all the sectarian movements in medieval Bulgaria.

Finally, the following psychological factor was favourable to Bogomilism. At a time when misery and suffering were so widespread in Bulgaria, the minds of the people were often not unnaturally preoccupied with the problem of the origin of evil: whence come wars, devastations, plagues, oppression of the poor by the rich? The Church taught that everything, visible and invisible, is created by God; but how could God, who is the Supreme Good, be the cause of suffering and evil? There is evidence that the problem of *unde malum, et quare*, a source of anxious speculation in all times, preoccupied many Bulgarians at the time of Cosmas: a passage of the Sermon tells us that many Orthodox were seeking an answer to the question, 'why does God permit the Devil to work against men?'. Though Cosmas dismisses it as a product of a childish and unhealthy mind, many contemporary Orthodox priests who, as we know, were fairly ignorant in matters of doctrine, must have been unable to reply satisfactorily to this question. The heretics, on the other hand, provided a remarkably convincing explanation of all calamities: suffering and evil are inherent in this world, because this world is the creation of the Evil One.

The great strength of Bogomilism lay, as we have seen, in its inner coherence and in its ability to unify the pre-existing Paulician and Massalian teachings. But dualistic heresy in tenth-century Bulgaria was not, it seems, exhausted by Bogomilism. There is some evidence that the Paulician and Massalian sects, while contributing to the formation of the new Bulgarian heresy, retained their individual existence.

Indirect evidence of the tenth-century sources suggests that a certain distinction existed at that time between the Bogomil and Paulician sects. The Letter of Theophylact to the Tsar Peter, which undoubtedly refers to Bogomilism, nevertheless presents some of the heretical doctrines in a Paulician form, thus testifying to the existence of the Paulicians in Bulgaria towards the middle of the tenth century. Traces of this distinction between the two heresies can also be found in the Sermon against the Heretics: the contradictions and inconsistencies in the heretical teachings, to which Cosmas alludes, may be significant in this respect; moreover, a study of his work reveals certain divergencies in the behaviour of the heretics: for instance, Cosmas accuses them of rebuking the Orthodox priests for leading an idle life and at the same time of despising manual labour. Furthermore, the heretics are described as holding arguments with the Orthodox, mocking them and openly reviling their priests; on the other hand, as simulating Orthodoxy out of fear and openly protesting their innocence of heresy whenever pressed by their enemies. Although these differences may be accidental and due to local reasons, such as the presence or absence of persecution, it seems more likely that in each case Cosmas is referring to a separate group of heretics. These differences, moreover, are most significant: it should be remembered that the Paulicians were celebrated for their active and even warlike qualities, while inactivity and the condemnation of manual labour were characteristic of the Bogomils who, in this respect, were influenced by Massalianism. Finally, the Paulicians were open and courageous proselytizers, while insidious and hypocritical behaviour was associated with the Bogomils and the Massalians.

As this distinction between the Bogomils and the Paulicians,
implicit in the Sermon against the Heretics, is fully confirmed by the evidence of later sources, an indication of its most important features is appropriate here.\footnote{1}

The essential difference between the two sects lies in the fact that the Bogomil ideal was essentially contemplative (in this it was influenced by Massalianism), while the life of the Paulicians was primarily directed towards action. This explains the difference in the external features of the two sects: the Paulicians always appear in history as restless and troublesome, born soldiers with a great propensity for fighting, the Bogomils, on the contrary, as meek, humble and ascetic. The strict asceticism of the Bogomils was clearly unsuited to the mode of life of the Paulicians; hence marriage, the eating of meat and the drinking of wine, condemned by the Bogomils, were not forbidden among the Paulicians.

A final distinction is due to the different origins of the two sects. The Paulicians were predominantly foreigners in Bulgaria, they remained as self-contained ethnical and social units, organized in communities, living apart from the Orthodox, attacking them or attempting to convert them from the outside.\footnote{2} The Bogomils, on the contrary, grew from within the Bulgarian people and remained in continual contact with them. By proselytizing within the Bulgarian communities, they were able to bring the foreign dualistic ideas into harmony with the life of the people, who were still in many cases semi-pagan, and with their religious and social aspirations. Therein lies, in a large measure, the reason for the successful spread of Bogomilism in Bulgaria and in the other Balkan countries.

\footnote{1} It is particularly important to recognize the points of difference between the Bogomils and Paulicians, as both sects remained clearly distinct in Bulgaria until the disappearance of Bogomilism after the fourteenth century. In the following chapters the different roles played by both sects in Bulgarian history will be stressed. The best authorities on Bogomilism, such as Rački and Ivanov, fail to make this distinction sufficiently clear. For the doctrinal differences between the Bogomils and the Paulicians, see Puech, op. cit. pp. 319–25.

\footnote{2} This self-contained and isolated character of the medieval Paulician communities is illustrated by the fact that, in contrast to the Bogomil sect, they survived the Turkish invasion in the fourteenth century. The majority were converted to Roman Catholicism in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries but retained many of their ethnic peculiarities. Their descendants living in Philippopolis and in a few surrounding villages call themselves Paulicians to the present day. (Cf. infra, p. 286.)

The Sermon against the Heretics is the last direct evidence we possess of the Bogomil heresy in the tenth century. The Synodicon of the Tzar Basil mentions a certain Michael, disciple of the pope Bogomil, and gives a list of further disciples of the Bulgarian heresiarch—Theodore, Dobry, Stephen, Basil and Peter.\footnote{4} The

Bogomilism in the First Bulgarian Empire

It is more difficult to establish a distinction between Bogomilism and Massalianism in the tenth century, as the direct influence exerted by the latter on the morals and the behaviour of the Bogomils does not permit any differentiation between the two sects on the sole evidence of the Sermon against the Heretics. However, from the doctrinal point of view, for all the resemblances in the teachings of the two sects (a non-material interpretation of Christianity, an emphasis on prayer to the exclusion of the sacraments, which both sects regarded as unnecessary, a dislike of the instituted Church and a cult of asceticism), the Massalians and the Bogomils differed in some important respects. The basic difference lay in the absence in Massalianism of any truly dualistic cosmology: we find no trace among the Massalians of the opposition between God, the ruler of the heavens, and the Devil, creator of the visible world and of man, a doctrine so fundamental to Bogomilism. The most that can be said of Massalianism in this respect is that, in so far as it emphasized the opposition between the Spirit and the demon in the heart of man, it led to a kind of ‘anthropological dualism’.\footnote{3} Moreover, historically, it seems undeniable that the Massalian sect still existed in Bulgaria without entirely merging with Bogomilism, at least until the twelfth century. There is evidence which suggests that in the middle of the eleventh century both sects existed in Thrace separate from one another.\footnote{2} Only after the twelfth century, as it will be shown, does the notable increase of Massalian elements in Bogomilism point to a gradual fusion between them.\footnote{4}

\footnote{1} See Puech, op. cit. pp. 325–36.
\footnote{2} Cf. infra, pp. 183–8.
\footnote{3} Cf. infra, p. 231.
\footnote{4} Транспитто Богоним и Михаил сученика его и Федора и Добры и Стефана и Василия и Петра и мноhiых оных учених и однокраянников…анхема. (Synodicon, ed. by Popruchenko; Sofia, 1925, p. 82.) The name Dobry is clearly Slavonic.
text of the document suggests that Michael was an immediate disciple and contemporary of Bogomil, but it is not certain at what time the others lived. However, indirect information on Bogomilism in the late tenth and early eleventh centuries can be obtained from some contemporary events of Byzantine and Bulgarian history.

In the tenth century, with the sole exception of the Patriarch Theophylact, the Byzantine authorities seem to have paid no attention to the growth of heresy in Bulgaria. From 967 to 1018 the emperors were constantly concerned with Bulgaria, but only from the military point of view, since practically this entire period was occupied by wars on the northern frontier of Byzantium against the Russians and the Bulgarians. This exclusive predominance of military and strategic considerations is mirrored in an act which indirectly resulted in the strengthening of dualistic heresy in Bulgaria: the Emperor John Tzimiscés (969–76) transplanted new colonies of warlike and fierce Paulicians from Armenia and the land of the Chalybes (to the north-west of Armenia along the Black Sea coast) to Thrace, where he settled them around the town of Philippopolis. His motives were identical with those which had prompted Constantine Copronymus and Leo the Khazar to transplant Syrian and Armenian heretics to the same province in the eighth century. According to Anna Commena ‘this he did firstly to drive them [i.e. the Paulicians] out of their strong cities and forts which they held as despotic rulers, and secondly to post them as trustworthy guards against the inroads of the Scythians by which the country of Thrace was often oppressed; for the barbarians crossed the passes of the Haemus and overran the plains below’. Zonaras and Cedrenus affirm that the transportation of the heretics was effected by the express demand of Theodore, patriarch of Antioch, who no doubt wished to rid his patriarchate of these unruly and corrupting elements. In the tenth century the Paulicians were undoubtedly a lesser danger for the Empire in Thrace, which was then, according to Cedrenus, a ‘desolate borderland’. But they infused new life into the local heretical communities which had lived there for over two centuries and thus indirectly strengthened the Paulicians and Bogomils of Bulgaria.

Together with Thrace, Macedonia was likewise laid open in the late tenth century to penetration by a new wave of Eastern immigrants. In 988–9, according to the Armenian historian Asoghic, the Emperor Basil II transported a large number of Armenians into Macedonia and settled them on the borders of the Empire, to guard against Bulgarian attacks; the colonists, however, dissatisfied with the rule of their Byzantine masters, rebelled and passed over to the Bulgarians. It can be supposed that some of them were Paulicians and that they united with their co-religionists, who had found their way into Macedonia together with the Armenian merchants in the ninth century. As it will be shown, Macedonia in the tenth century was the centre of opposition to the Bulgarian State and the refuge of all malcontents against the government, and thus a particularly fertile ground for all anti-ecclesiastical movements.

In the late tenth and early eleventh centuries the internal situation in Bulgaria and more particularly in Macedonia was exceptionally favourable to the growth of heresy. The war of 969–72, fought with great ferocity between Greeks and Russians

1 V. Levitskiy (Вовомилістство—богомилійство, loc. cit. p. 372) and R. Karolev (За богомилійството, loc. cit. p. 128) identify Basil, the disciple of Bogomil, with Basil who was the celebrated leader of the Byzantine Bogomils from c. 1070 to c. 1110 (cf. infra, p. 200). This identification is, however, not very probable, as the Byzantine heresiarch Basil is the object of a separate paragraph in the Synodicon. (Cf. infra, p. 240.)
4 See F. Duhaurier, ‘Chronique de Matthieu d’Édesse’, Bibliothèque historique armenienne (Paris, 1898), p. 385; H. Gelzer and A. Burchhardt, Des Stephanus von Taras armenische Geschichte (Leipzig, 1907), p. 186. According to Asoghic, the future Bulgarian Tsar Samuel was among these Armenian colonists.
5 Cf. supra, p. 82.
over the stricken corpse of Bulgaria, resulted in the complete triumph of the armies of John Tzimisces, the establishment of Byzantine domination over the whole of eastern Bulgaria, which became a mere province of the Empire, and the abolition of the independence of the Bulgarian Church. Western Bulgaria, however, escaped this catastrophe, owing to the independent attitude of a local provincial governor Nicholas, who, together with his sons, the 'Comitopuli', cut himself off from the jurisdiction of Preslav. One of these sons, Samuel, became sole ruler in 987 and tsar in 997 or 998, and rapidly built up a new Bulgarian Empire in Macedonia. For some years, Samuel's Empire enjoyed great external power. He re-established the Bulgarian patriarchate, the seat of which, after several changes, was finally fixed in Ohrida. Practically his entire reign was spent in bitter wars against Byzantium and its brilliant Emperor Basil II, who earned the sinister title of 'Bulgaroctonus', the Bulgar-slayer. The struggle ended with Samuel's death in 1014, with the final defeat of the Bulgarian armies and Basil's systematic conquest of a devastated Macedonia. In 1018 Basil entered Ohrida, Samuel's capital, and the independence of Bulgaria was destroyed for 168 years.  

Both in eastern and western Bulgaria these military disasters resulted in a decline and demoralization in all spheres of human life. Everything was crumbling in Bulgaria at that time, the Church, the State, the monasteries. The ceaseless wars for half a century, with the resulting social instability and economic misery of which the Sermon against the Heretics paints such an eloquent picture, accentuated the state of inner unrest already prevalent in the reign of Peter. Samuel, for all his greatness as a military leader, had probably neither time nor opportunity for inner reform and his Empire collapsed from inner weakness as rapidly as it had risen.  

The direction of all the energies of the State into an exhausting military struggle naturally weakened its

---

1. The older view that Samuel came to the throne c. 980 (see Runciman, A History of the First Bulgarian Empire, p. 219) is refuted by N. Adontz, "Samuel l'Arménien, roi des Bulgares", Mémo. Acad. Bulg. (cl. des lettres) (1938), t. xxix, pp. 5-35.


---

power of resistance to the dissident forces within Bulgaria, the strongest of which was Bogomilism. Moreover, by establishing an independent Bulgarian patriarchate Samuel rebelled against the Byzantine Church; thus the national Church of Bulgaria, severed from and not recognized by Constantinople, was deprived of much strength and guidance necessary for the struggle against heresy.  

Although we possess no direct contemporary evidence of the development of Bogomilism in Samuel's Empire, it cannot be doubted that his reign witnessed a considerable growth of the sect in western Bulgaria. For this Samuel himself is often held responsible. The lack of evidence of any measures taken against the heretics in his reign is sometimes considered as a proof of his toleration of the Bogomils. Some scholars have even maintained that Samuel was sympathetic to Bogomilism or even under its influence. It is not possible to decide on this matter with any
certainly, as the internal history of Samuel’s reign is almost completely unknown. The existing historical evidence, however, seems to contradict the hypothesis of Samuel’s sympathy for the heretics. The Byzantine chroniclers would hardly have omitted to record any suspicion of heresy against this dangerous enemy of the Empire, had any such suspicion existed. Instead, Cedrenus recounts that in 986, after his capture of Larissa, Samuel transferred the city’s holy treasure, the relics of St Achilles, to his capital at Prespa. A Bulgarian monument tells us that in 993 he built a church in a Macedonian village in memory of his father, his mother and his brother, from which an inscription has been preserved, engraved with several crosses and an invocation to the Blessed Trinity. These facts in themselves refute the hypothesis of Samuel’s alleged ‘indifference to Orthodoxy’, for the Bogomils rejected relics, crosses and churches and held unorthodox views on the Trinity. Thus Samuel’s Orthodoxy seems established beyond doubt.

And yet in spite of this undeniable evidence, there remains attached to the name of Samuel a lingering suspicion of heterodoxy. It is significant that whereas the great Orthodox Tsars Boris, Symeon and Peter are frequently glorified in monuments of Bulgarian literature and have become the object of a national cult, Samuel’s name is almost entirely absent from Bulgarian Orthodox literature and is always surrounded by a veil of reserve. The explanation of this fact may well lie in the position of the Bulgarian Church in Samuel’s Macedonian Empire. By refusing to recognize the abolition of the old Bulgarian patriarchate, decreed by John Tzimisces, and by setting up a patriarch of his own, Samuel had severed all relations with the Oecumenical See. In the eyes of the Byzantine Church and State, he always remained a rebel. Within his own Empire Samuel was obliged to pursue a policy which was essentially nationalistic, both ecclesiastically and politically; to be successful this policy required the collaboration of all parties and groups in Bulgaria in the pursuit of one aim, namely the destruction of the Byzantine power and of its domination over the Balkan Slavs. This collaboration, in its turn, presupposed a state of inner equilibrium, and it is understandable that Samuel could not afford to alienate the Bogomils, who at that time must have represented a notable proportion of his subjects. This probable toleration of the heretics for political motives may well have given rise to a popular legend associating the Tsar Samuel with Bogomilism.

The tenth-century sources do not explicitly show which region or regions of Bulgaria can be considered as the original home of the Bogomil sect. Nevertheless, from the combined evidence of geographical factors, of indirect historical data and of later sources, which must now be examined, it is possible to prove that the cradle and subsequent stronghold of Bogomilism in the Balkans was Macedonia.

The very geography of Macedonia made the country a most

---


---

4 Levitsky, ibid.
5 See Gilferding, op. cit. p. 236.
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favourable ground for the spread and consolidation of heresy. A wild land of high lakes and valleys, dotted in the Middle Ages with a number of well-defended fortresses, it is surrounded on three sides by high mountains. Farther to the east, the high range of the Rhodope Mountains, impassable save for a few narrow defiles, forms a second barrier between Macedonia and central and eastern Bulgaria. Thus, at the time of the appearance of Bogomilism in the reign of Peter, Macedonia, forming the furthest-western province of the Bulgarian Empire, was of very difficult access for the central ecclesiastical authorities who resided in Preslav, in the extreme east of the country. Hence the possibility of any large-scale repression of heresy in Macedonia at that time was remote, which lends some justification to Zlatarski's statement that Macedonia was "for many centuries the principal centre and nursery of all heresy in the Balkan peninsula." The geographical isolation of Macedonia from the rest of Bulgaria made this region the centre of political opposition to Peter's government in Preslav. After Peter's death the separatist movement led by the Comitopuli, which resulted in the creation of an independent Empire of western Bulgaria, also originated in Macedonia.

Moreover, the Rhodope Mountains separated Macedonia not only from the ecclesiastical authorities of Preslav, but also from the Paulicians of Thrace. Had Bogomilism developed in immediate and permanent contact with Paulicianism, it would probably have rapidly merged into the latter heresy, in view of the close similarities which existed between the doctrines of both sects. But if the origin of Bogomilism is placed in Macedonia, it becomes understandable why the Bogomils, separated from the Paulicians by a geographical barrier which could not easily be overcome, while being undoubtedly influenced by the doctrines of the latter, nevertheless developed some of their teachings and practices in different and sometimes opposite directions. The possibility of some Paulician missionaries working their way from the plains of Thrace across the high and wild mountain ranges into the distant heart of Macedonia cannot, of course, be excluded, especially as they were notorious for their courageous and enterprising proselytism. But it seems more likely that the Paulician influence on Bogomilism was due not so much to the proselytism of the Thracian heretics as to the presence in Macedonia of missionaries, merchants and colonists who came directly from Armenia, probably already in the ninth century, if not earlier still. Geographical conditions undoubtedly facilitated their penetration into Macedonia; for this province, though encompassed by mountains on three sides, is easily accessible from the south-east. From Thessalonica, a great Armenian centre in the Middle Ages, the Paulicians could take either of the two routes leading into Macedonia: the ancient trade-route from Thessalonica up the Vardar to Niš and Belgrade, or the famous Roman Via Egnatia connecting Constantinople with Rome through Thessalonica, the Macedonian towns of Voden, Bitolj and Ochrida, and Dyrrhachium (present-day Durazzo) on the Adriatic.

Apart from these geographical factors, the rise of Bogomilism in Macedonia was furthered by historical circumstances. After the conquest of eastern Bulgaria by the Byzantines (972), Bulgarian national life became centred in Samuel's Empire of Macedonia. The religious and political malcontents, who had taken refuge in Macedonia from Peter's government, now found themselves in proximity to the Bulgarian central authorities. It has already been shown that Samuel's nationalistic policy, which required the conciliation of these elements, favoured the growth of the Bogomil sect. The absence of State persecution goes far to explain the fact that Bogomilism developed into a powerful force in Macedonia in the second half of the tenth century.

1 Cf. supra, pp. 82, 147.


5 Cf. supra, p. 131.

4 Trifonov's opinion that Cosmas conducted his polemical activities against the Bogomils in Macedonia (Трифонов, op. cit. pp. 44-7) has received a serious setback by Vaillant's proofs of the east Bulgarian features displayed by Cosmas's language (Puech, op. cit. pp. 57 et seq.)
Finally, certain internal features of Bogomilism confirm the hypothesis that its cradle in the tenth century was Macedonia. Macedonia, as it has been pointed out, was the centre of the apostolic activity of St Clement. Although in an immediate sense this activity resulted in a temporary weakening of heresy at the beginning of the century, yet after the death of St Clement the failure of his Macedonian school to lay the foundations of a lasting Slavonic literature and the growth of religious nationalism due to a misuse of his legacy sowed the seeds of heresy in Bulgaria. There is in some respects a curious similarity between the school of St Clement and Bogomilism: both were Slavonic and popular movements which were drawing at the same source, namely the Slavonic vernacular; Bogomilism, moreover, largely succeeded in achieving that which St Clement's school could have accomplished within the framework of Orthodoxy: it produced a popular religious literature answering to the interests and requirements of the masses. This heretical literature, in which dualistic doctrines are interwoven with apocryphal Old and New Testament stories and folk-lore, enjoyed a considerable vogue in the Middle Ages. This was particularly true of its cosmological and eschatological elements, which, despite the frequent prohibitions of the Church, were often regarded by the less educated as illustrations of the Orthodox canon of the Scriptures. The Bogomil preachers, whose appeal was primarily to the masses, adapted many of these written and oral productions to their own teaching and greatly contributed to the spread of these 'Bulgarian fables' in the Balkans and beyond. The fact that the Bogomils proselytized so successfully among the people largely explains the fact that many of these 'legends' have found their way into Bulgarian folk-songs and popular legends.

This analogy between Bogomilism and the Slavonic school of St Clement has given rise to the hypothesis that the former grew out of the latter. It is indeed not improbable that there were points of contact between the two. Bogomilism may well have recruited many of its adherents from among those pupils of St Clement who were insufficiently grounded in Christianity and who fell away from Orthodoxy and imbibed dualistic the Divine and the Satanic, which is destined to end in the victory of God, and that man, as a microcosm expressing this dualism, must pursue this struggle within himself. They afford a good illustration of the attempt of the pop Bogomil and of his followers to bring a dualistic creed into harmony with Christianity. The success of the Bogomil literature in Bulgaria is shown by its intimate connection with south Slavonic folk-lore; traces of this connection remain to the present day.

Several references to the most important of these books which reflect some basic features of Bogomilism are made in the course of this work. An account of the Bogomil literature can also be found in the following works: F. Rački, 'Bogomili i Patereni'; Rad, x, p. 39 et seq.; V. Jagić, Историја српске-хрвачка литературе, pp. 95 et seq.; A. N. Pupin and J. D. Spasovich, История славянских литератур, pp. 75-81; M. Gaster, Richest Lectures on Greek-Slavonic Literature (London, 1927), pp. 17 et seq.; I. Broz, Crtež iz hrvatske književnosti (Zagreb, 1888), vol. ii, pp. 153 et seq.; M. Murko, Geschichte der älteren slawischen Literaturen (Leipzig, 1908), pp. 82 et seq.; D. Tschekiev, История на българската писменост (Zagreb, 1911), pp. 37 et seq.; and P. Kemp, Healing Ritual, pp. 159 et seq.

1 See Ivanov, op. cit. pp. 327-32. The term 'Bulgarian fables' is of Russian origin: the Balkan Bogomils were probably responsible for transmitting Bulgarian dualistic legends to Russia, where they were very popular in the Middle Ages. Cf. infra. pp. 281-2.

2 B. Petranovit, Богомили, p. 44, n. 1.
doctrines. It is perhaps significant that the centre of St Clement’s activity in Macedonia, the district of Debrisra to the north-east of Ochrida, was also the stronghold of Bogomilism in the tenth century. 

Macedonia was, moreover, the great centre of monasteries in the tenth century; it was also the cradle of Bogomilism as suggested by the contacts between Bogomilism and monasticism, indicated by Cosma and by later sources. These general geographical and historical considerations are confirmed by the evidence of Latin sources of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Although these sources are of a later date, they unanimously testify to the predominance of Bogomilism in Macedonia and can hence be also used as an indirect proof that this province was the original home of the sect.

In 1167, the leader of the dualistic heretics of Constantinople, the celebrated ‘bishop’ Nicetas, presiding over a council of the Cathars at Saint-Felix de Caraman near Toulouse, mentioned among the heretical communities of the Balkans the ‘Ecclesia Melenguiae’. It is generally considered that this name is the Latin form of the Slavonic Melnik, the name of a town in eastern Macedonia in the Struma valley, on the western slopes of the Rhodope Mountains, and that the ‘Ecclesia Melenguiae’ refers to the Bogomil community of Melnik.

The Dominican inquisitor Reinerius Sacchoni, who had himself for seventeen years been a heretical Patarem teacher in Lombardy, in his Summa de Catharis et Leorniatis, written about 1250, gives a list of sixteen heretical ‘Churches’ or communities of the Cathars, at least five of which were situated in the Balkans. The last two ‘Churches’ in Reinerius’s list, the ‘Ecclesia Bulgariae’ and the ‘Ecclesia Lugunthiae’, were considered in his time to be the original source of all the others.


The location of the last six of these heretical communities directly concerns the problem of the origin of Bogomilism. Reinerius himself gives no indication on this subject and limits himself to the vague statement: ‘sunt omnis gentis.’ More recent scholars, however, have attempted with some success to determine the whereabouts of these heretical ‘Churches’.

1 The same process occurred in the development of heretical monasticism in tenth-century Bulgaria (cf. supra, p. 105).
2 See G. Balachev, Към митрополит Иван Янев, Известия на обществото присв. София, 1908, p. xxiv. Ivanov has shown, moreover, that a large number of Old-Bulgarian apocrypha, including the Vision of Isaiah which was used by the Bogomils, originated in north-eastern Macedonia, i.e. not far from the centre of St Clement’s activity. (Op. cit. pp. 105-4.)
3 Ivanov has also brought to light an interesting piece of evidence showing the later presence of Bogomilism in Ochrida, the centre of St Clement’s diocese. He describes an icon he saw in the cathedral church of St Clement in Ochrida, on which are depicted the miracles wrought by St Naum, who succeeded to St Clement as bishop of Ochrida: St Naum, he writes, ‘is represented in a mountainous region, pursued by Bogomils—девлети отвътре и извътре st. Bogomilov (sic)’. (Ibid. p. 34, n. 1.) This episode is clearly anachronistic and apocryphal, as the Bogomil sect had not yet arisen at the time of St Naum, but it shows that Bogomilism penetrated into the region of Ochrida at a later date. Unfortunately, Ivanov does not attempt to determine the date of this icon, beyond describing it as old.
4 Cf. supra, p. 102.
5 See M. Bouquet, Recueil des historiens des Gaules et de la France (Paris, 1806), vol. XIV, p. 449. In this document the heretical bishop is called Niquinta; but N. Vignier (Recueil de l’histoire de l’Eglise, Lyon, 1601, p. 268) refers to him as Nicetas. As Schmidt has pointed out (Histoire et doctrine de la secte des Cathares ou Albignoses, vol. I, p. 57, n. 3) there is no doubt that ‘Niquinta’ is a corrupted form of the Greek name Neikias.
Schmidt and especially Rački have shown conclusively that the ‘Ecclesia Slavonice’ was situated in Bosnia. The ‘Ecclesia Latinorum de Constantinopolis’, which must have arisen as a result of the Fourth Crusade and the establishment of the Latin Empire of Constantinople (1204), was doubtless founded by those Cathars who had come to Byzantium with the crusading army. The Greek heretical ‘Church’ of Constantinople, to which Nicetas himself belonged, was probably, as it will be shown, the Byzantine Paulician sect.

The exact whereabouts of the last three communities mentioned by Reinerius, ‘E. Philadelphiae in Romania’, ‘E. Bulgariæ’ and ‘E. Dugunthiae’ (Dugranicea), particularly important for the problem of the origin of Bulgarian Bogomilism, have presented a long-standing puzzle to Slavonic historians. The first satisfactory explanation of the name ‘E. Dugunthiae’ (Dugranicea) was offered by P. J. Šafařík, who related it to Δραγωνία, the Greek name for the country inhabited by the Balkan Slavic tribe of Dragovich or Drogovich; this tribe lived in two different places: in Macedonia, to the north-west and west of Thessalonica, and in Thrace, along the River Dragovista, not far from Philippopolis. Both these branches are mentioned in Byzantine sources.

Šafařík’s solution

is generally accepted to-day, and Slavonic scholars have followed his principle that the origin of the Bogomil sect is to be sought in the regions inhabited by the Dragovichi, in Macedonia and Thrace.

Šafařík, however, was not specifically concerned with the problem of the origin of Bogomilism and did not raise the question whether the ‘Ecclesia Dugunthiae’ was centred in Thrace or in Macedonia. This has been done by more recent Slavonic scholars. The results of some of their investigations must be examined here, since they permit of a more accurate delimitation of the regions occupied by the ‘Ecclesia Dugunthiae’, the ‘Ecclesia Bulgariæ’ and the ‘Ecclesia Philadelphiae in Romania’, and thereby confirm the theory that the original cradle of Bogomilism was Macedonia.

According to Rački, the term ‘Romania’ was used by the medieval writers of western Europe to designate the province of Old Thrace, which was later called ‘Rumil’ by the Turks. Consequently this province was a town in Old Thrace. But since there is no evidence of a town of that name in Thrace, Rački supposed that ‘Philadelpia’ stood for Philippopolis and that the name had been borrowed from the Paulicians by the local Bogomil community. Accepting Šafařík’s conclusions regarding the derivation of ‘Dugunthia’, and denying that the ‘Ecclesia Dugunthiae’ was situated in Thrace (since Thrace was, according to him, the centre of the ‘Ecclesia Philadelphiae in Romania’), Rački was led to place the ‘Ecclesia Dugunthiae’ in the second region in-

2 Rački, loc. cit. p. 162.
3 ‘Bulgariæ’ and not ‘Burgaliae’ is clearly the correct form. See E. Gološinský, Krátký oček historii pravoslavnykh cerkev, p. 207.
4 In Latin sources this name appears under different forms, including ‘Dragometia’ and ‘Druguria’. See Schmidt, op. cit. vol. i, pp. 15–16, n.
6 The bishop of the Macedonian Dragovichi, subordinate to the metropolitan of Thessalonica, took part in the deliberations of the Council of Constantinople in 879. In its records he is given the name of Δραγωνίας. See M. Le Quien, Oriens Christianus (Paris, 1710), vol. ii, cols. 95–6. Cf. P. J. Šafařík, Slov. Star. p. 623; Pam. hlsh. písom. ibid., Rački, loc. cit. p. 104. Moreover, the metropolitan of Philippopolis held in the Middle Ages the title of Χιρικ Θρασυβίτις. See G. Rhalles and M. Potes, Ξανθάκης του Θεού καθώς, vol. v, p. 516; Pam. hlsh. písom. ibid.

1 Kolébiaka Katharóv éli Patarenív a Bogomilów tu v Dragovicích, v Macedoní a Thrací, nikde jinde, pokládati se musí (Pam. hlsh. písom. ibid.). Schmidt, however, who was not conversant with Slavonic languages, derives the name Dugunthia, in its other form Druguria, from the Latin Tragurium, of which the Slavonic equivalent is Trogir, the name of a town on the Dalmatian coast (op. cit. pp. 15–16, 57–8). Most Slavonic scholars disagree with Schmidt on this point. Šafařík himself, whom Schmidt quotes as an authority, criticizes his interpretation (Pam. hlsh. písom. ibid.). Petranovič (Bogomilů, p. 95) strongly attacks it; according to him, there was never any community of dualistic heretics in Dalmatia and the cases of heresy were individual and scattered. However, Petranovič appears to be mistaken on this last point, as the heretical Bishop Nicetas mentions in 1167 an ‘Ecclesia Dalmatina’ (see Bouquet, ibid.). Nevertheless, Schmidt’s etymology of Trogir seems unacceptable for philological and historical reasons. (See Gifford, op. cit. vol. i, p. 133, n. 2.)
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habited by the Dragovichi, i.e. in Macedonia. As for the ‘Ecclesia Bulgarica’, it could only be situated, according to this theory, in eastern Bulgaria.1

The weakness of Rački’s argument, which lies in the arbitrary identification of Philadelphia with Philippopolis, was exposed by N. Filipov, who, at the same time, offered a fairly convincing solution of the problem.2 Although the name ‘Romania’ was applied from early times to Thrace, particularly by the Slavs,3 Filipov rightly points out that between 1204 and 1261 it served to designate the whole of the Latin Empire of Constantinople. Reinerius Sacchoni, who wrote in the period between these two dates, undoubtedly used the term ‘Romania’ in this wider sense. Filipov places ‘Philadelphia’ in Asia Minor, where two towns of that name existed in the Middle Ages, without, however, attempting any precise determination of its situation.4 He shows, furthermore, that the ‘Ecclesia Bulgarica’ cannot rightly be placed in eastern Bulgaria: the term Bulgaria was not always used in the Middle Ages in the same sense as it is today. The ‘Ecclesia Bulgarica’ must have been organized at the very latest in the beginning of the twelfth century (and probably earlier still), since it is mentioned about the middle of that century in Latin sources. Now in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the name Bulgaria was applied by the Byzantines to the regions which before 1018 had formed the Empire of Samuel, and after that date constituted, according to the administrative system introduced by Basil II, the Theme of Bulgaria, i.e. approximately present-day Macedonia, with Skopje as the capital.5 North-eastern Bulgaria formed the other Theme, of Paristrum. So ingrained was this terminology that when eastern Bulgaria revolted against the Empire in 1186, the Byzantine historians refer to this region not as Bulgaria, but as Moesia or

1 Loc. cit. pp. 104-5.
5 See Zlatarski, op. cit. p. 643, n. 1: The name Macedonia, on the other hand, was generally applied by the Byzantines to present-day Thrace. See M. S. Drinov, Южните славини и България, pp. 102–3.

BOGOMILISM IN THE FIRST BULGARIAN EMPIRE

Wallachia.4 However, in the thirteenth century, after the establishment of the Bulgarian Empire of Trnovo, the name Bulgaria was once more applied to the eastern provinces and thus regained the significance it had in the days of Boris, Symeon and Peter. But in western Europe it still remained traditionally attached to the western provinces of Bulgaria, and particularly to Macedonia. It is thus most likely that Reinerius Sacchoni, who wrote in the middle of the thirteenth century, used the term ‘Ecclesia Bulgariac’ to designate the Bogomil communities of Macedonia. As for the ‘Ecclesia Dugunthia’, Filipov, contrary to Rački, places it in Thrace, the earliest centre of dualistic heresy in the Balkans.

Filipov’s notion of the ‘Ecclesia Dugunthia’ in Thrace and the ‘Ecclesia Bulgarica’ in Macedonia, though not accepted by all Slavonic scholars,6 seems the most satisfactory interpretation of Reinerius’s text, as well as the most consonant with Slavonic and Latin sources. The very name ‘Ecclesia Bulgarica’, suggestive of a specifically Bulgaro-Slavonic community, points to the Bogomil sect; for Bulgarian Bogomilism was essentially a Slavonic movement, in contrast to Paulicianism, which retained some foreign elements.7 Moreover, the location of the ‘Ecclesia Dugunthia’ in Thrace is all the more convincing as Reinerius testifies to its antiquity, and as we know, on the other hand, that Thrace was the home of the earliest Balkan dualists, the Paulicians. It is hence legitimate to suppose that the ‘Ecclesia Bulgarica’ refers to the Bogomil sect in Macedonia and the ‘Ecclesia Dugunthia’ to the Paulician communities of Thrace, and perhaps also to a later, and local, evolution of Bogomilism under the influence of Paulicianism. The latter possibility is not improbable, in view of the testimony of Anna Comnena that at the beginning of the twelfth century the Bogomils lived in Philippopolis alongside the Paulicians.8

Filipov’s hypothesis is confirmed by the fact, which emerges from Latin sources, that in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the ‘Ecclesia Dugunthia’ and the ‘Ecclesia Bulgarica’ were

1 See V. N. Zlatarski, Geschichte der Bulgaren, vol. i, p. 94.
2 Golubitsky, it is true, considers that the ‘Ecclesia Dugunthia’ was the heretical community of Philippopolis (op. cit. p. 707). But Gillerding (loc. cit. p. 133, n. 2) locates it in Macedonia, while Ivanov (op. cit. pp. 21–2) places the ‘Ecclesia Bulgarica’ ‘mainly in northern Bulgaria’.
3 Cf. supra, p. 144.
4 Cf. infra, p. 189.
divided on a fundamental question of doctrine: the former was said to adhere to 'absolute dualism', while the latter adopted a 'mitigated dualism'; thus there appeared an 'Ordo de Dugutria' and an 'Ordo de Bulgaria'.¹ The same schism occurred among the dualistic heretics of western Europe, the Italian Patarenes and the French Cathars; those of them who adhered to the doctrines of 'mitigated dualism' looked to Bulgaria as the source of their teaching, while the 'absolute' dualists were confirmed in their faith by Nicetas of Constantinople.² It is significant that the tenth-century Slavonic and Byzantine sources show the same difference between the teachings of the Bogomils and the Paulicians in Bulgaria. Without explicitly mentioning any schism between the dualistic sects in tenth-century Bulgaria, these sources reveal the fact that the Paulicians formulated their dualism in terms of two principles, the one good, the other evil, whereas the Bogomils never held a cosmological dualism in this 'absolute' sense, but 'mitigated' it by teaching that the creator of this world, the Devil or Satanael, generally considered to be a fallen angel, was dependent on and ultimately subordinate to God.³ Thus the doctrinal distinction between the 'Ordo de Dugutria' and the 'Ordo de Bulgaria' corresponds to the difference between the teachings of the Paulicians and the Bogomils in Bulgaria.⁴

¹ Haeretici, qui habent ordinem numm de Dugutria..., credunt et praedicant...duos Dominos esse principi, et sine fine: Bonacarus, Comba Catharos, in S. Balzani, Miscellanea (ed. Manu), vol. II, p. 561; cf. Vignler, op. cit. p. 560; Schmidt, op. cit. vol. I, p. 58; Rački, loc. cit. pp. 120 et seq.
³ Cf. supra, pp. 123-4.
⁴ A further proof of the truth of Filopov's theory is supplied by the following facts: (1) It is known that the teaching of the 'Ecclesia Dugunthia' penetrated in the twelfth century into Constantinople where Nicetas was its most celebrated exponent. This influence is more likely to have originated from neighbouring Thrace than from more distant Macedonia. (2) On the other hand, Bogomilism, in its Bulgarian form, penetrated from Macedonia into Serbia in the twelfth century. (See Appendix IV.)

Runciman thinks that the 'Dragovitsan' and the 'Bulgarian' churches corresponded respectively to the original, completely dualist, and later, less rigidly dualist, trends within the Bogomil sect, and that a 'great schism of the Bogomils' occurred during the period of Byzantine rule in Bulgaria (op. cit. p. 65). But it is surely more satisfactory to explain the variation between the 'absolute' and 'mitigated' forms of dualism with reference to the well-known differences between the Paulician and the Bogomil doctrines, rather than to rely on the gratuitous hypothesis of a schism within the Bogomil community. Moreover, I cannot see that there is any real evidence to support Runciman's assertion that 'Bogomil' founded the Dragovitsan church, while the later Bogomil church was founded by Jeremiah' (op. cit. p. 91). The identity and role of Jeremiah are discussed in Appendix II.

Petranov's made strenuous efforts to discover Slavonic roots in some of the names in Reinerius's list (cf. supra, p. 157) with a view to finding other centres of Bogomilism in the Balkans (op. cit. pp. 79-82). In his attempt to prove his case, he resorted to somewhat forced etymology. Thus in the 'Concozezati' he saw the inhabitants of the village of Goritsa, in southern Thessaly. 'Bogna-roli' (a variant of 'Bajenice') is, according to him, a literal translation of the Slavonic 'Bolniski', the name of a Bulgarian tribe to the north-west of Vodena, in south-eastern Macedonia. The native 'Runcitari', interpolated into the MS. of Reinerius (see Schmidt, op. cit. vol. II, pp. 285-6) and which belonged to a thirteenth-century German sect, corresponds in his opinion, to the Slavonic 'Ranjdane' (Greek 'Periochi'); this Slavonic tribe has left its name to the Gulf of Rendihi, to the north of Mount Athos. These conclusions have led Petranov to place the credited Bogomilism in southern Macedonia, in the region limited by the Lake of Ochrida, Janina, the Plain of Thessaly and Thessalonica. Petranov's ingenious hypotheses are not only philologically unproved, but are unacceptable from the historical point of view. As Levitsky has pointed out, there is no evidence for maintaining that Bogomilism was spread so far south in the early period of its existence (БОГОМИЛИСТВО—БОГАРИЗМЪ ЕПИСЪ, loc. cit. p. 371, n.). Moreover, even a superficial study of Reinerius's list shows that he begins his enumeration with the Italian 'Churches', continues with the French and ends with the Slavonic and Byzantine ones. Cf. Rački, loc. cit. pp. 161-6, n.

It is generally thought that the anonymous author of the Gesta Francorum referred to the Bogomils of Macedonia in his account of the First Crusade. In 1019, he tells us, 'the Normans of Bohemond of Taranto, coming from Kastoria in southern Macedonia, encountered in the region of Pelogonia (round Bitoli and Priep) a fortified town inhabited by heretics ('quoddam hereticocon casturn'). They took the city by storm, and proceeded to burn it together with its inhabitants: Aesopi Gesta Francorum et aliorum Hierosynemaronum (ed. B. A. Lees; Oxford, 1924), p. 8. (See notes in Histoire anonyme de la Première Croisade, ed. et trad. par L. Breheret, Paris, 1924, pp. 22-3.) The usual view is that these heretics were Bogomils (see Rački, op. cit. vol. VIII, p. 118; Trifonov, loc. cit. pp. 32-3), and since Pelagonia was situated in the home of Bogomilism (cf. infra, pp. 164-6) this interpretation would appear legitimate. And yet the behaviour of these heretics, who defended their city against military aggression, is characteristic of the Bogomils, to whom any recourse to arms was abhorrent (cf. infra, pp. 162, 190) but of the Paulicians. There were Paulicians in Macedonia probably by the ninth century (cf. supra, pp. 147, 153), and...
that Bogomilism was prevalent in Macedonia in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and thus confirm the conclusion that the cradle of the sect was situated in this province.

The *Life of Saint Hilarion of Moglena* by Euthymius, Patriarch of Trnovo, shows that Bogomilism was rampant in the diocese of Moglena, a town in the valley of the lower Vardar in southeastern Macedonia, in the middle of the twelfth century. The early thirteenth-century Bulgarian *Synodicon of the Tsar Bozil* curses the Bogomil 'dyed of Sredets'; this can be taken as a proof that an organized Bogomil community existed by that time in Sredets (present-day Sofia), not far from the northern borders of Macedonia.

Finally, important evidence for the location of centres of Bogomilism in Macedonia is supplied by place-names, many of which retain to the present day roots derived from the several names under which the Bogomils were known in the Middle Ages. The most common of these is the root *babun*, which is synonymous with Bogomil. A Slavonic Nomocanon of 1262 contains a section 'concerning the Massalians, who are now called Bogomils, Babuns'. The word *babun* is derived by the celebrated Croatian scholar G. Dančić from *baba*, meaning 'an old woman'. According to him, the Bogomils were called *Babuni* because their faith was frequently associated in the popular conception with superstition and even magic, and hence they were said to believe

only fifteen years before Bohemond's atrocities in Pelagonia, they fought in the Byzantine army near Kastoria (cf. infra, p. 190). It would thus seem more satisfactory to regard the Pelagonian heretics as Paulicians.

Blagojev's attempt (Весегда на Презентер Конза, G.S.U. (1926), vol. XVIII, pp. 35–6) to show that they were Bulgarian Orthodox, considered to be heretics by the Crusaders, is quite unsatisfactory. To medieval writers of western Europe the members of the Eastern Church were not heretics, but schismatics.

An analysis of the *Life of Saint Hilarion*, which is one of the principal sources for a study of Bogomilism, is given below. (See infra, pp. 224–5.)

See see infra, pp. 224–5, for an interpretation of this passage of the *Synodicon* and for an explanation of the term 'dyed'.

The Bogomils were a religious movement in the Balkans during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. They were known by various names, including Bogomils, Babuns, and Massalians. The name *babun* is derived from the word 'baba', meaning 'old woman', which suggests that the Bogomils were associated with superstition and magic.

Bogomilism in the First Bulgarian Empire in 'old women's tales'. The Babuna Mountain in central Macedonia between Prilep and Veles, and the River Babuna which flows out of this mountain into the Vardar, probably derived their name from the Babuni or Bogomils, who are frequently mentioned in this region in the Middle Ages. It is very probable that the towns of Veles and Prilep, respectively north and south of the Babuna Mountain, were also nuclei of Bogomilism.

On the slopes of the Babuna Mountain, the locality of Bogomil is mentioned in the fourteenth century. It was probably situated in the Bogomilsko Polje, a small valley on the slopes of the same mountain.

1 Dj. Dančić, Rječnik hrvatskih ili srpskih jezika (Zagreb, 1880), vol. I, p. 136: 'Ime će im biti od baba, i tako će biti názvani za to što u njih su usmiljali da su im u vjerojatnje bapske gatie.' Karolev (loc. cit.); quoting the opinion of F. Miklošić, asserts that the expression *babunjska pěšča* ('babun talk') means heresy in a general sense; the root *babun* can be found in several East European languages, with the meanings of 'incantatio', 'superstition', 'idolatry' (ibid.). Dančić (Rječnik iz njegovih starina srpskih, Belgrade, 1869, vol. I, p. 21) translates *babun* as 'carmen magicum'. The name *babun* is particularly common in Serbian fourteenth-century sources (Rječnik, ibid.).

2 This etymology, however, cannot be considered as certain, as authoritative scholars do not go beyond asserting its mere probability. V. Čorović in the Narodna ečnikopedia crkveno-hrvatsko-slovenska (ed. S. Štajnović, Zagreb, 1931, vol. I, p. 213) writes: 'Mjena je i ime babuni za bogomila, a zato moje stio se u crkvenom izvođa, došlo od geografske oznake.' Dančić (Rječnik, ibid.) is likewise uncertain whether the name of the mountain Babuna is derived from the name of the Babun heretics, or directly from *baba*: 'postoje od baba (starije zvanje) kao što je i sama baba ime planinama, ili možda biti od babuna.' Golubinski asserts, on the contrary, that the Bogomils were named Babuna after the mountain and the River Babuna (Кратки еуер толдор првих писањних кнеги, p. 158); but his view fails to take into account the correct etymology of *babun*.

3 According to Golubinski (op. cit. pp. 155–7) Veles was one of the main centres of the Bogomil sect.

4 This locality was part of the land owned by the monastery of Treskavets. See Glašnik Državne Srpske Slovenske (Belgrade, 1859, vol. XI, p. 314; 1861, vol. XIII, p. 371; stina у Богомилу, у Богомилу в бабуну. Cf. Dančić, Rječnik, vol. I, pp. 139, 492.

5 Balasheov, Климат на епосниот словенски, p. xxxii. According to Balasheov (op. cit. pp. xxxiv–xxxv) the centre of Bogomilism was in western Macedonia, in the region of Polog, between Kisevo, Tetovo and the Shar Planina. He bases himself on a letter of Demetrius Chomatianski, archbishop of Ochrida at the beginning of the thirteenth century, which states the region of Polog was occupied by the 'pover of the Dragovichi' (две државци кад ти Пологу харц и Државички катерун) (сноци: J. B. Pitta,
Another name which was given to the Bogomils in Macedonia was Kudugeri. Symeon, archbishop of Thessalonica (1410–29), entitled one of the chapters of his *Dialogus contra hæreses*: κατὰ τῶν δοσιτῆνα Βουγονίων, ὃτι Κουδουγέρων. According to him, the Kudugeri or Bogomils, who lived in the neighbourhood of Thessalonica, were dualists, rejected the dogmas and practices of the Church, but called themselves Christians and were the descendants of the ancient Iconoclastes. The Kudugeri are also mentioned, as living in Bosnia, by Gennadius, patriarch of Constantinople, in a letter to the monk Maximus Sophianus and to all the monks of Sinai, written between 1454 and 1456. The root of Kudugeri has remained to the present day in the names of two Macedonian villages, one in the extreme north of this province (Kotugertsi, in the district of Kustendil), the other in the south (Kotugeri, in the district of Voden). This shows that the Bogomil sect must have spread throughout the whole of Macedonia. The origin of the term Kudugeri is unknown.

Finally, the Bogomils were also called *torbeshi*, from the Bulgarian 'torba' (τόρφα) meaning 'a bag'; this name originated from their alleged custom of carrying a bag on their shoulders, which connected the Bogomilism with the Cumans, who adopted such a custom.

Anastasia, sacra et classicæ (Paris, 1891), vol. vii, col. 410). But Balatschew’s identification of these Macedonians as Dragovichi with the members of the heretical *Ecclesia Bogomilorum* is somewhat arbitrary. If the former were really heretics, Demetrius Choniatius would scarcely have failed to state this explicitly, particularly as the region of Polog was part of his diocese. Until the contrary is proved, the expression *Εκκλησία Δραγοβομιλίων* can only be given a purely ethnomasonic significance. However, there is no reason to doubt that the region of Polog was a Bogomil centre. Its situation in the very heart of Macedonia, surrounded on three sides by high mountain ranges, rendered it difficult of access and hence potentially a favourable ground for heresy.

4 See *infra*, p. 267.

All the preceding evidence regarding the cradle of Bogomilism can be summed up as follows: the original home of the Bogomil sect was undoubtedly Macedonia. General historical and geographical data as well as the combined evidence of Bulgarian, Byzantine and Latin sources show its prevalence from the tenth to the fourteenth centuries in the region bounded in the east by the Rhodope Mountains and in the west by the Lake of Ochrida and the Black Drina.

1 See P. Ivanov, *Bulgarié w Macedonie*, p. 55, n. 1.
2 Cf. *infra*, p. 177.
4 See *infra*, p. 267.
CHAPTER V

BYZANTINE BOGOMILISM


An event which had far-reaching repercussions on the history of the Bogomil sect was its penetration into the Byzantine Empire in the course of the eleventh century. The true character of Bogomilism cannot be understood without taking into account its gradual evolution from the time of its rise in the tenth century to its final disappearance in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. This evolution took place under several influences, among the most important of which was Byzantine Christianity. In Byzantium, by contact with the Orthodox theology of the Churchmen and with the religious philosophy of the cultured secular classes, Bogomilism assimilated a number of new features which were later transmitted to the Bulgarian Bogomils in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The penetration of the sect into Byzantium was primarily due to the fact that after the fall of Samuel's Empire in 1018 Macedonia became a province of the Byzantine Empire; hence Bogomilism, unrestricted by national frontiers, could freely spread from its original home over the entire south-eastern part of the Balkan peninsula.

Moreover, one of the most important problems raised by a study of Bogomilism in the eleventh century is the exact relation of this sect to the Paulicians. An attempt to solve it is all the more necessary as scholars in the past have been prone to confuse the roles played by both sects in Bulgarian history. The distinction between the Bogomils and the Paulicians can only be made clear by an account of the history of the latter sect in the eleventh century; this, in its turn, should help to bring out several important features of Bogomilism.

The incorporation of Macedonia, Thrace and the north-eastern provinces of Bulgaria into the Byzantine Empire initiated a process of violent Byzantinization of these regions which continued until 1186. During this period the Bulgarian national resistance to the Greeks was largely in the hands of the sectarians, especially the Paulicians and, at least to some extent, the Bogomils.

The Byzantinization of Bulgaria in the eleventh century was an acceleration of the process already initiated in the tenth century. The independent Bulgarian patriarchate of Ohrida, established by Samuel, was abolished by Basil II; it is noteworthy, however, that Basil, by three imperial chrysobulls (1020), granted a nominal autonomy to the Bulgarian Church; the newly appointed archbishop of Ohrida, under whose authority were thirty diocesan bishops, was recognized by the emperor as the rightful successor of the Bulgarian patriarchs of the First Empire. In practice, however, this autonomy did not amount to much and came to an end under Basil's successors; after 1037 the Bulgarian archbishops as well as the great majority of bishops were Greeks and their nomination and activities were strictly controlled by the Oecumenical See; Greek became the official and liturgical language of the archdiocese and the structure of the Bulgarian Church a medium for Hellenization of an extreme kind.  

As in the days of the Tsar Peter, this ecclesiastical imperialism of Byzantium had an adverse effect on the religious life of Bulgaria. The Greek episcopate, which enjoyed wide privileges in the tenure of land and possession of paroikoi, had little contact with the Bulgarian parish priests and their flocks. The gulf which separated


the higher clergy from the people and the mutual hatred between Bulgarians and Greeks can be well judged from the expressions of contemptuous disgust with which the Greek Archbishop Theophylact of Euoea, who occupied the see of Ochrida approximately from 1078 to 1118, refers to his Bulgarian flock. This gulf was in itself favourable to the proselytism of the heretics, who levelled their fiercest attacks at the behaviour of the Orthodox clergy.

Alongside the ecclesiastical domain, every sphere of Bulgarian life was invaded by Byzantine institutions, particularly in Macedonia, where the Greek domination after 1018 was absolute. Bulgarians, on the model of the Empire, was divided into Themes; the military and civil power in each Theme belonged to a Strategos or Dux; after 1041 all the officials in the country were Greeks. The period between the death of Basil II (1025) and the rise of the Comneni (1081) was one of severe crisis for the Empire; the dynastic struggles within and, above all, the constant pressure on every frontier from Normans, Pechenegs and Seljuk Turks, together with the military reverses, frequently endangered its very existence; moreover, the decay of peasant and military holdings produced a severe decline in the State revenues and in the military resources of the Empire. To restore in some measure the military and financial structure of the State it was necessary to resort to wholesale recruitment and taxation. A conquered country like Bulgaria could provide large contingents of mercenaries as well as money for the imperial chest. It is hence not surprising that the extremely burdensome taxation to which the entire population of the Byzantine Empire (with the exception of the privileged minority which enjoyed rights of immunity) was subjected in the

1 Theophylact was a celebrated theologian and scholar and had formerly been a tutor to the son of the Emperor Michael VII (see K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur, 2nd ed., München, 1897, pp. 133-5, 469-5). His correspondence (P.G. vol. CXXVI, cols. 507-558) is full of complaints of the rude manners of the Bulgarians. He complains of being 'condemned to associate with those monsters' (col. 508) and refers to Bulgaria as 'a filthy marsh' and to its inhabitants as 'the frogs which emerge from it' (col. 509). He goes as far as to say that 'the Bulgarian character is the nurse of all evil' (col. 444).

4 See F. Chalandon, Essai sur le règne d'Alexis Ier Comnène, pp. 2 et seq.

11th century was applied in Bulgaria with particular vigour. The system of taxation in the reign of Samuel had been payment in kind. Basil II had maintained and confirmed this practice. But in the reign of Michael IV. the Paphlagonian (1034-41), the Byzantine officials in Bulgaria, to increase the State revenue, decided to levy taxes in money instead of in kind; the dissatisfaction aroused by this measure led to an open revolt of the Bulgarians in 1041, which was successfully crushed. The rural population of Bulgaria experienced the brunt of unbridled taxation; in all parts of the Empire, apart from the land and poll taxes, the liabilities of the peasants included innumerable regular and extraordinary dues, such as labour services, providing for the needs of the army, etc. Although direct evidence is lacking, it seems probable that taxation in Bulgaria was even more severe than in the other provinces of the Empire, since it was a newly conquered territory. The misery and dissatisfaction of the Bulgarian rural population was, furthermore, increased by the rapacity of the tax officials, whose high-handed extortions were a subject of continual complaint throughout the Empire in the eleventh century. Theophylact of Ochrida frequently complains of these 'robbers' in his letters. Their treatment of the common people can be inferred from the fact that they did not even spare the archbishop, a Greek with high connections at court.

Apart from the method of taxation, other Byzantine social and economic institutions became firmly rooted in Bulgaria in the eleventh century. Thus the considerable development of latifundia and the economic domination of the landowning nobility, characteristic features of the Byzantine Empire after the death of Basil II, extended to the province of Bulgaria, where all the administrative power was vested in the local Byzantine governors. In the eleventh century a class of powerful landowners arose in Bulgaria, which even survived the Turkish invasion. The pronoia system, the gears
of which can be found in tenth-century Bulgaria, became definitely established in the second half of the eleventh, the tenure of land being coupled with the duty of defending the northern frontiers against the constant attacks of Pechenegs and Cumans. At the same time the peasants became attached to the land in increasing numbers and assumed the feudal status of paroikoi.

The economic misery due to taxation, the systematic repression and exploitation of the Slavonic element by the Greeks, and the uprooting of the Slavonic agrarian community by the introduction of Byzantine feudal institutions produced a state of acute discontent in Bulgaria. From 1040 onwards a series of revolts broke out, all of which were suppressed. Although they were too sporadic and unorganized to achieve any real success, they testify to the readiness of the Bulgarians to rally round any centre of opposition to the rule of their foreign masters.

In these circumstances it was natural that the Bulgarian people, failing to find adequate support in their own secularized Church and Hellenized government, sought protection among the Paulicians and Bogomil sectarians, who consistently opposed both the political and economic exploitation by the Greeks and the authority of the Byzantine Church. The Paulicians were traditional enemies of the Empire; those who had been settled in Thrace by John Tzimisces were very ephemeral allies and soon showed their open hostility to Byzantium. The Bogomils, whose popular and democratic tendencies brought them into close touch with the people, appealed particularly to the Bulgarian peasants, who suffered from Byzantine oppression more than any other class. It was hence inevitable that many Bulgarians, driven into active opposition to the Greeks or simply seeking protection against their unscrupulous exploitation, looked to Bogomilism as to the only force, at once religious and Slavonic, capable of overcoming the evils of the world by its doctrines of brotherhood and equality of all men. This role of defender of the people, so successfully played by Bogomils, explains the considerable growth of their teaching in Bulgaria during the period of Byzantine domination (1018–96).

It is unfortunately impossible to determine the precise character of the Bogomil opposition to the Greeks at that time, owing to the lack of any positive evidence. But one should beware of making the unjustifiable assumption that the Bogomils ever formed an organized nationalistic party in Bulgaria. As it has already been pointed out, the Bogomils were essentially a religious sect, and if and when they participated in secular events it was for temporary and contingent reasons.

These religious, political and social factors explain the great development of Bogomilism in the eleventh century, its spread from Macedonia over the greater part of the Byzantine Empire and its penetration into Constantinople. All our information about the sect during that century is derived from Byzantine sources, which is largely due to the fact that Bogomilism, no longer confined within the territorial boundaries of Bulgaria, soon secured the attention of the ecclesiastical authorities and theologians in Constantinople. Nevertheless, many of these sources also testify to the prevalence of the sect in Bulgaria.

1 See Jireček, op. cit. pp. 211–12.
2 The nationalistic and anti-Byzantine features of Bogomilism are frequently emphasized by scholars, with particular reference to the eleventh century. See Gillett-Smith, op. cit. p. 216; V. L. Leonty, Byzania, 797–1453; Pruus, op. cit. p. 357; R. Karol, Byzantine History, loc. cit. p. 90; R. Karol, 3a Восточного Истор/The Eastern Church, loc. cit. p. 60; V. N. Zlatarski, Dějiny Bulharska, p. 92; Ivanov, op. cit. p. 41. This view of Bogomilism, legitimate within its own limits, should not, however, be exaggerated. The Bogomils were undoubtedly opposed to the growth of Byzantium in Bulgaria, as this entailed the domination of the Byzantine Church and the rule of aristocracy and officialdom, which they condemned on principle. But there is no ground for accepting Spinka’s statement that ‘they formed the best organized and anti-Byzantine element in the country’ (op. cit. p. 94). Still less is it possible to maintain that Bogomilism was essentially nothing but a nationalistic revolt of Slavdom against Byzantium. This view, upheld in particular by N. Blagoev (ВЪЗСТАНИЕ ПРОТИВ БОГОМИЛЯТА, G.S.U. 1923, vol. XVII), emphasizes the political significance of Bogomilism to the extent of altogether denying its existence as a heresy; this leads him to conclusions which are manifestly absurd. That Bogomilism was above all a system of religious and ethical teachings and that its political, anti-Byzantine aspect was secondary and almost accidental is shown by the fact that the Bogomils of Constantinople, in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, were not opposed to the Byzantine government.

3 See supra, pp. 99–100.
4 See Pogodin, op. cit. pp. 62 et seq.; V. N. Zlatarski, Dějiny Bulharska, p. 91. Bulgarian paroikoi are mentioned in a chryssobull of Basil II (see Jireček, op. cit. p. 202) and by Theophylact of Ochrida (loc. cit. passim).
6 Cf. infra, pp. 188 et seq.
The earliest Byzantine document concerning the eleventh-century Bogomils is a letter of Euthymius, monk of the monastery τῆς Περαπάτου in Constantinople, addressed to his compatriots of the diocese of Acmonia in the province of Phrygia, in Asia Minor. The time in which Euthymius lived and the approximate date of his letter can be deduced from the following autobiographical episode: Euthymius tells us that in the joint reign of Basil II and Constantine IX (976-1025), when the future Emperor Romanus III Argyrus (1028-34) was judge in the Theme of Opsikion, he himself with his mother came to Acmonia for the purpose of participating in a lawsuit. It was there that he came into contact with the heretics. The period when Romanus Argyrus was judge in Asia Minor is not known exactly, so the episode described by Euthymius must be placed some time between 976 and 1025. His letter, on the other hand, must have been composed after the death of Romanus (11 April 1034), since he refers to him as ὁ μακρινός κύριος. Ficker, accordingly, places the composition of Euthymius's letter around 1050 and his stay in Acmonia at the beginning of the eleventh century.

During his stay in Acmonia, Euthymius witnessed the trial and condemnation of a heretic, John Tzurillas, accused among other things of unlawfully assuming the monastic garb, forcing his wife to enter a nunnery and living unchastely. According to Euthymius he was the first teacher of a 'newly appeared' heresy (τῆς νεολήτου ἀναστάσεως... θηριωδίας) which he had preached for three years 'in Thrace' (ἐν τοῖς τῶν Θρακῶν μέρεσιν), in the region of Smyrna and in many other places, gaining numerous disciples. The centre of Tzurillas's activity seems to have been the village of Χίλιοι Καμέλι in the Theme of Opsikion, where all of the inhabitants scarcely ten remained Orthodox.

The location of these centres of Tzurillas's proselytism raises several important problems. In the first place, does the expression ἐν τοῖς τῶν Θρακῶν μέρεσιν refer to the Balkan province of Thrace? Ficker does not think so, and suggests that the correct reading is not Θρακῶν, but Θρακικοί, i.e. the Thracean Theme, in the south-west corner of Asia Minor. This interpretation would seem to be confirmed by the fact that the town of Smyrna, juxtaposed in Euthymius's text with the region τῶν Θρακῶν, is, in fact, contiguous to the Thracean Theme; moreover, the whole of this passage appears to concern only Asia Minor. However, circumstantial evidence can also be found in support of the opposite opinion. Ivanov considers it very probable that John Tzurillas was a Bulgarian Bogomil who came from the Balkans to the Theme of Opsikion with the aim of spreading his heresy among the population of Asia Minor. This hypothesis seems quite acceptable, especially in view of the close connections which existed in the Middle Ages between the Balkan Slavs and the north-western Themes of Asia Minor, particularly Opsikion and Bithynia.

1 Ficker, op. cit. pp. 66, 68.
2 Ibid. pp. 75-8.
4 In support of this opinion, Ivanov puts forward the hypothesis that the name Τζουριλάς is of Bulgarian origin. He derives it from θουριλα, meaning house or household, corresponding to the fiscal unit of κοσμίων. In his opinion, the name of the village of Χίλιοι Καμέλι, the centre of Tzurillas's proselytism, is a translation of the Old Bulgarian θουριλα from which John Tzurillas would have derived his name. (ΘΟΥΡΙΛΙΑ ΚΑΝΩΛΙ, p. 38.)
5 A Slavonic population existed in Bithynia already in the seventh century; at that time a Slavonic bishopric of Gordonza, whose name is indicative of its Serbian origin, is attested in Bithynia, south-east of Nicea and north of Dorylaeum. (See L. Niederle, Slavácká starohvěst, vol. ii, pt 2, p. 399; F. Dvorský, Les Slaves, Byzance et Rome, pp. 102-9.) From the seventh century onwards the Slavonic population in Bithynia and
population of those districts in Asia Minor where John Tzurillas spread his heresy must have comprised a large number of Slavs from Thrace and Macedonia, and it is hence not at all improbable that Tzurillas, after teaching in Thrace, crossed the Bosphorus and continued his work among his compatriots in Opsikion. On purely historical grounds, however, Ivanov's theory remains merely probable and cannot be fully proved, but its validity is confirmed by an analysis of the teachings of John Tzurillas, which bear an unmistakable stamp of their Bulgarian origin.

Euthymius's letter contains a detailed exposition of the heretical doctrines taught by Tzurillas and his disciples. He derived his knowledge of them directly from the heretics. One of them had once been a travelling companion of his and had even attempted to convert him. Moreover, on returning from a pilgrimage to Jerusalem Euthymius had discovered that the heretics had penetrated into his own monastery in Constantinople and had even corrupted a disciple of his. The heretics—four in number—were Opsikion was numerous, owing to transplantations carried out by Byzantine emperors and to peaceful immigration.


Lakamenski has shown, furthermore (loc. cit. pp. 6–17), that these colonists, in spite of the constant attempts to Hellenise them, retained their Slavonic characteristics at least up to the fifteenth century. Moreover, they were frequently reinforced by waves of Slavonic immigrants from the Balkans, the majority of whom settled in Bithynia. Apart from the presence of their compatriots in this region, the factors which favoured the Slavonic immigration to Bithynia and Opsikion were the fertility of the soil, the facility of communications, the flourishing commercial relations between the Balkans and Asia Minor, and the fact that these districts lay on the way of the pilgrims travelling from Bulgaria to the Holy Land. According to Lakamenski, the Slavonic colonies were 'an attraction and an enticement to all their dissatisfied fellow-countrymen in Europe.' It is surely most likely that the 'dissatisfied' elements included at least some Bulgarian Bogomils who were only too willing to exchange persecution in their home for greater security and the chance of proselytising among their compatriots across the Bosphorus.

apprehended and questioned and revealed their doctrines to Euthymius.1

Euthymius asserts that this heresy has two different names: in the Theme of Opsikion the heretics are known as Phundagiagiae, while in the Cibyrhaeot Theme, in 'the West' and in other places they are called Bogomils.2 The Cibyrhaeot Theme lay in the southern extremity of Asia Minor, by the Gulf of Antalya; the attested presence of the Bogomils in this region at the beginning of the eleventh century, together with the mention by Euthymius of Opsikion and the district of Smyrna as centres of Bogomilism, show that the sect must have spread at that time over the entire western part of Asia Minor. The fact that it was known in the Cibyrhaeot Theme under its Bulgarian name provides additional evidence that Bogomilism penetrated to Asia Minor from Bulgaria, probably in the second half of the tenth century, and also indirectly strengthens Ivanov's hypothesis regarding the Bulgarian origin of John Tzurillas. As for the term 'the West' (ἀνατολικα), it was the traditional name applied by the Byzantines to the Balkan provinces of the Empire,3 which included in the eleventh century Thrace and Macedonia. Thus Euthymius's letter can be regarded as the earliest Byzantine document directly referring to the Bulgarian Bogomils.

The name Phundagiagiae4 is generally derived from φυνδαγιας, itself a Greek form of the Latin 'fundus,' meaning a bag or scrip. The heretics are supposed to have acquired this name from their life of poverty, which compelled them to beg for their living.5

1 These details are to be found in the Vatican MS. of Euthymius's Liber incertius contra haeresin exasperabilim et impiperiam haereticiorum quie Phundagiagiae dicatur (P.G. vol. cxxxvi, cols. 45–57), falsely attributed to Euthymius Zigabenus.
2 Ср. Το 'Ομοσπονδιακονομος καθότι το ιεράματος τούτον απειρας μεταρρυθμίσει τον καθέναν ἐκείνον καὶ ἐνέπεσεν καὶ ἐνέπεσεν ρήματος τάδε καθότι τούτος αὐτοῦ Βουγιώλας. (Ficker, op. cit. p. 62.)
4 For the various spellings of this name see Ficker, op. cit. p. 192 and Puech, op. cit. p. 281. The most common are Φυνδαγγιατας and Φουνδαγγιατας.
Although the historical sources are not very explicit on this point, the truth of this etymology cannot be denied.\(^1\) The doctrines and practices ascribed by Euthymius to John Tzurillas and his followers exhibit all the main features of Bogomilism. Not only is Euthymius's evidence in complete agreement on all essential points with that of Cosmas, but his account of the heresies of the Phundagiagiae reveals that fusion of Paulician and Massalian teachings which is characteristic of Bogomilism. Moreover, his information is particularly important, as it shows that by the middle of the eleventh century Bogomilism had probably evolved some novel features, particularly in the realms of doctrine and ritual.

Euthymius's evidence, for the purposes of the present study, can be examined from a threefold aspect: (1) some of the features he ascribes to the Phundagiagiae can already be found in an identical form in the *Sermon against the Heretics*; (2) others, although mentioned by Cosmas, are described by Euthymius in greater detail and thus illustrate and extend our knowledge of the Bogomils derived from tenth-century sources; (3) others, finally, are ascribed to the Bogomils for the first time, and represent either some borrowings from Paulicianism and Massalianism which are not attested by the tenth-century sources, or a further development of Bogomilism in the direction of greater complexity.

(1) Many external traits of the Phundagiagiae are attributed by Cosmas to the tenth-century Bogomils: according to Euthymius, of the *Byzantine Bogomilism*.

---

\(^1\) See Ficker, op. cit. pp. 40, 41. In one MS. of the letter of Euthymius of Acmonia, published by Migne and falsely attributed to Euthymius Zigabenus, the heretics are also said to call themselves *Χριστοϕανοί* (P.G. vol. cxxxiii, col. 49).\(^2\)


\(^3\) *Ἡς δὲ η εἰ ποιοῦν τάτα, ἄλλα οὖν πέπειν οὐ ποιοῦν, οὕτω δὲ βιάστασις, οὕτω εἰρωνεύων, οὕτω μοισχόντως οὕτω έλλά τις Χριστιανως, ἄλλ' ἐπιθετικός, μάλλον δὲ καί ἐπικατικός πάντα ποιοῦν πρὸς τὸ λάθους.* (Ibid. p. 25-26).


\(^5\) Ibid. p. 57.

\(^6\) Οὖσα... ὅτι τὴν πολεμίων γραφὴν οὐκ ἀνακοίνωσεν. (Ibid. p. 40.) Ficker, however, disbelieves this: *Aber von einer Veredlung des Alten Testamentes ist nicht die Rede; vielmehr meint der Verfasser nur, wenn sie das Alte Testament richtig lassen, würden sie ihre Ausschaltung von der Schöpfung aufgeben müssen.* (Ibid. p. 205.) This opinion seems substantially correct. The wholesale rejection of the Old Testament, characteristic of the Paulicians (cf. supra, p. 39), is nowhere ascribed to the Bogomils. Cosmas merely accuses them of spurning the Mosaic Law and the prophets (see supra, p. 127). The attitude of the Bogomils to the Old Testament was essentially eclectic: they resorted to it whenever a given passage could be twisted into accordance with their own views. This is particularly clear in the case of their interpretation of the Book of Genesis (see infra, p. 180). The Phundagiagiae themselves based their teaching on the origin of man on a combination of the Biblical story with dualistic legends.

\(^7\) This they held to be *συμβιβασμος* καί *τι έστιν προβατίτερον* τούτο προτίτου έστιν (Ibid. p. 76).

\(^8\) For 'God alone is holy'. (Ibid.)

\(^9\) οὕτω τρισδύοντο, οὕτω δέδαντε πτυχια καί οὐδ' οὕτω τό κύριο έλάγνον, οὐδέ τι αύτό τι κηθιδοχούντο γάλλαν καί έχθεσθα, ή μη γγίζαν καί μόνον τό πατέρα Ιπόλου. (Ibid. p. 33.) They described all other prayers as 'babblings' or 'vain repetitions' (βαπτισμα). This word, derived from the Gospels (cf. Matt. vi. 7), was used in the same sense by the tenth-century Bogomils. (See supra, p. 134.)

\(^10\) Ibid. p. 74.

\(^11\) Ibid. pp. 28, 74.
by Euthymius than by Cosmas is the cosmological dualism. According to Euthymius, the Phundagiai taught that there are eight heavens. God has created seven of them over which He rules; the eighth, which corresponds to our visible world, is the creation of ‘the prince of this world’, who is the Devil. To him belong the sky, the earth, the sea and everything in them. The Devil also created Paradise¹ and made Adam, the first man. There are, however, two things in this visible world which are not the Devil’s, but God’s creation: the sun² and the soul of man, which the Devil stole from God when he was expelled from His sight.³ Between this soul, polluted by the Devil, but still retaining the mark of its divine origin, and the body of man, formed by the Devil, there is an absolute duality which is illustrated by the Bogomil myth of the creation of man, described by Euthymius. According to the heretics, the Devil, having made the body of Adam, tried to animate it by means of the soul, which he had stolen from God. However, in spite of his repeated efforts to unite the two, the soul would not remain in Adam’s body. For three hundred years the body lay lifeless, abandoned by the Devil. At the end of this period the Devil, having eaten of the flesh of all the unclean animals, returned to it and forced the soul to remain in the body by stopping up with his hand the anus, through which the soul had been wont to escape. He then disgorged his repast over the soul. In this manner the soul remained in the body and Adam came to life.⁴ This myth, for all its crudeness, is an interesting example of a ‘Bogomil legend’; it unites the tendency towards gross materialization with an attempt to satisfy popular curiosity in the interpretation of Biblical events.

Further details concerning the behaviour of the Bogomils towards the Orthodox Church are supplied by Euthymius. Cosmas tells us that in order to avoid detection they went to church and outwardly venerated the Crucifix and the images.⁵ The followers of John Tzurillas, it seems, went even further in their simulation of Orthodoxy: according to Euthymius, they took part in the Church services,² had their children baptized, partook of the Sacrament, even built churches, painted icons and made crosses, all for the sake of ostentatious deceit.³

Euthymius paints an impressive picture of their systematic and zealous proselytism which, according to him, extended to the four corners of the Byzantine Empire and indeed over the whole of Christendom.⁴ The heretics, he says, following the example of the Apostles, drew lots among themselves for the zones of activity allotted to each.⁵ For the sake of spreading their teaching they overcame any difficulty or danger.⁶ There is no doubt a certain measure of exaggeration in Euthymius’s description of the widespread proselytism of the Bogomils. However, its success in tenth-century Bulgaria and the spread of the sect in the eleventh century throughout the south-eastern part of the Balkan peninsula and the west of Asia Minor show that by 1050 Bogomilism was a very serious menace to the Orthodox Church.

(3) The following doctrines and practices ascribed to the Bogomils by Euthymius are not expressly mentioned by previous sources and hence extend our knowledge of Bogomilism.

According to Euthymius, the heretics rejected the Christian dogmas of the Resurrection of the Dead, of the Second Coming and of the Last Judgement.⁷ This was a logical consequence

---

¹ The idea that the Garden of Paradise was created by the Devil to bring about man’s downfall is also expressed in the Bogomil Liber Sancti Johannis, known to us only through its Latin translation (cf. infra, pp. 226-8): ‘Sententiarum magorum et poenitentiae operum in contrarium mundum scripturarum est corpus, et ab hominibus, et praecipue adduceret.’ See J. Benoist, Histoire des Albigeois et des Vaudois (Paris, 1691), vol. 1, p. 288; I. Ivanov, Bogomilskskii kniga i legenda, p. 78. Cf. the Bogomil belief that the vine, identified with the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, was planted by the Devil in Paradise (supra, pp. 126-9).
² Puech (op. cit. pp. 184-5) has pointed out the discrepancy in the Bogomil teachings on the sun attributed to them respectively by Euthymius and Cosmas (cf. supra, p. 122). We cannot be sure whether these contradictory views correspond to two different currents in Bogomilism, and whether any Bogomils really excluded the sun from the ‘visible world’ ruled by the Devil.
⁴ Ibid. pp. 35-7.
⁵ See supra, pp. 141-2.
⁷ Ibid. pp. 26-8. According to Euthymius, the Phundagiai were accustomed to the rules of the Christian life as πίστις, but to ὄπως ἡ οἰκονομία καὶ ὄπως ἡ οἰκονομία ἡ Χριστιανοῦ. (Ibid. p. 63.)
⁸ Ibid. p. 64.
⁹ οὐσιωνείαν κόσμου καὶ φύσεως καὶ φύσεως καὶ στειροσκοςίας, πολλάκις καὶ μνήμονας. (Ibid. p. 64.) The same zeal for proselytism is ascribed to the Paulicians by Peter of Sicily. (See supra, pp. 30, 42.)
¹⁰ Ibid. p. 38.
of the Bogomil view of matter, as the principle of evil and corruption. Both the *pop* Bogomil and John Tzurillas used the New Testament for exegetical purposes; however, while Cosmas tells us that the Bogomils relied above all on the Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles, Euthymius mentions also the epistles of St Paul as an object of their particular veneration. The Phundagiagiae apparently claimed that the words of the Gospels and of St Paul ‘breathed again’ (νεφελωσάν) owing to their own interpretation of them. Their cult of St Paul suggests Paulician influence.

The letter of Euthymius is, moreover, the earliest document clearly showing the monastic orientation of Bogomilism. It cannot be doubted that the Bogomils borrowed this important feature from the Massalians. John Tzurillas himself became a monk, dispatched his wife to a nunnery and taught his disciples to do the same. His followers assumed the monastic habit and were noted for their ‘insidious and humble bearing’. They were also forbidden to shed blood.

Finally, Euthymius provides some valuable information on their manner of holding prayer-meetings. His evidence reveals that by the middle of the eleventh century the Bogomils had a definite though rudimentary ritual. He describes these prayer-meetings as follows: ‘the presiding member of the community rises and begins with the words: “let us adore the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit” (προσκυνῶμεν πατέρα καὶ γόνα καὶ ἅγιον πνεῦμα); the congregation replies: “it is meet and just” (δόξω καὶ δίκαιον); then they recite the Lord’s Prayer, making prostrations (εὐσεβείας) in a prescribed manner and bobbing their heads up and down like men possessed (τοὺς εὐσεβείς).’ and when they pray they do not look towards the East, but in whatever direction they happen to be facing.”

We can thus conclude from the evidence of Euthymius of Acmonia that by the middle of the eleventh century the Bogomil sect had spread not only over the Balkan provinces of the Byzantine Empire, but also over the western part of Asia Minor. In the latter region its adherents were called Phundagiagiae. The Bulgarian origin of the teaching of John Tzurillas, indirectly suggested by historical evidence, is confirmed by its analysis, which reveals the double influence of Paulicianism and Massalianism. As it has been shown, the fusion of these two heresies into Bogomilism took place in Bulgaria.

Euthymius’s evidence is corroborated by another contemporary Byzantine document, the *Dialogus de daemonum operationibus* by Michael Psellus. This work was composed towards the middle of the eleventh century and is thus approximately contemporaneous with the letter of Euthymius of Acmonia. Its contents show that at that time news had reached Constantinople that the sect of the Euchitae was pursuing its unlawful activities within the borders

1 ‘This behaviour is strongly reminiscent of the “sacred delirium” of the Massalians (cf. supra, p. 49).’
3 Ficker, however, thinks that Bogomilism first arose in Asia Minor and then spread to Bulgaria (op. cit. pp. 277–3). But, in his ignorance of the Slavonic sources, he was unaware that at the time when John Tzurillas taught in Phrygia Bogomilism had been rife in Bulgaria for at least half a century.
4 ‘The clearest evidence of Paulician influence among the Phundagiagiae is their cult of St Paul, and Massalian influence appears in their monastic mode of life.’
5 The principal editions of this work are by J. Boissonade (Nuremberg, 1860) and Migne (P.G. vol. cxli, cols. 820 et seq.). A French sixteenth-century translation by Pierre Moreau is given by E. Renaud, ‘Une traduction française du Papi évangélos Ἑλληνικὸν de Michel Psellus’, *Revue des Études Grecques* (1920), vol. xxxii, pp. 56–95.
6 See the chapter concerning Psellus in Hussey’s *Church and Learning in the Byzantine Empire*, pp. 72–88.
Mani laid down that there are two principles of being, and directly opposed one God to the other—the worker of evil to the creator of good, the prince of all evil which is on earth to the good Prince of heaven. These wretched Euchitae, however, have added yet a third principle. *Their principles consist of the Father and His two Sons, the elder and the younger; they assign to the Father only the supramundane things, to the younger Son the heavenly things, and to the elder the rule over this world.* [Πάπτηρ γὰρ οὗτος οὐκ εἰς τὸ δύο, προερυθμός καὶ νησίωτερος, οἷς ἀρκεῖ ὁ τὸν μὲν πατέρα τὰ ὑπεράκοηα μόνον, τὸ δὲ νεωτέρου τῶν οὐράνια, διότι δὲ τῷ προερυθμῷ τῶν ἐγκοσμίων τὸ κράτος, ἀπετελέσατο.]  

On this basic principle, according to Psellos, all the Euchitae were agreed. But as regards its application they were divided into three groups, each holding its own opinion:

'Some of them worship both Sons: for they say that although at present they differ from each other, yet they are to be worshipped equally, since, proceeding from one Father, they will become reconciled to one another in the future. Others serve the younger Son as the ruler of the better and superior part, but without despising the elder and while being on their guard against him, as he is capable of working mischief. But the most impious of them separate themselves completely from heaven and embrace the earthly Satanael alone (οὗτος δὲ μόνον τῶν ἐν τούτων ἄταυτων Σατανᾶν ἐνθυγυγοῦντο). They extol him with the finest-sounding names, calling him the first-born of the Father and the creator of trees, animals and other composite bodies (πρωτότοκον τῶν ἐλατείων ἐκ πατερός καλοῦσιν, φυτῶν τε καὶ χοίρων καὶ τῶν λοιπῶν συνθέτων ἐνομογρῶν), when in reality he is ruinous and destructive. Wishing to honour him still more, ... they say that the heavenly [ruler] is jealous of him and ... envies him his good arrangement of the earth and that, smouldering with envy, he sends down earthquakes, hailstorms and plagues. For this reason they curse him.'

The belief in the supreme God, Lord of the supramundane spheres (τὰ ὑπεράκοηα), and in His two Sons, the one the prince of the heavens (τὰ οὐράνια), the other the ruler of the visible world, is typically Bogomil. It is already alluded to by John the Exarch at the beginning of the tenth century and expressly mentioned by Cosmas and, at the beginning of the twelfth century, by Euthymius Zigabenus. Moreover, the name Satanael (Σατανᾶς),

---

1 De daemon. opit., P.G. vol. cxii., cols. 824-5. [The italics are mine.]
2 See supra, p. 95. 3 See supra, p. 122. 4 See infra, pp. 207 et seq.
as applied to the elder Son of God and the lord of this world, is Bogomil in origin and character. Its prevalence among the Bogomils is attested by Zigabenus in the early twelfth century and by a number of Bogomil apocrypha and literary productions. Finally the term πρωτότοκος, applied by the Euchites to Satanael, was used in the same context by the Byzantine Bogomils at the beginning of the twelfth century.

The distinction made by Psellus between those Euchites who worship equally both Sons of God, those who worship the younger while honouring the elder for reasons of safety and those who worship Satanael alone, is confirmed by no other source. Hence it is not possible to say whether this distinction existed among the Bogomils. However, the teachings of the first two groups are quite compatible with Bogomil doctrine: the Bogomils, while regarding the Devil or Satanael as the origin of all suffering and evil, held nevertheless that it was necessary to propitiate him; for life on this earth would be precarious without lip-service to him who was in their opinion 'the prince of this world'. This belief clearly appears in the testimony of Zigabenus that the Byzantine Bogomils taught that the demons had unlimited power in this world and that men should consequently honour them in order to guard against their harmful action. Bogomil demonology, often connected, particularly in Bulgaria, with popular magic, was probably influenced by Massalianism as well as by paganism.

(2) A characteristic of the Euchites which is certainly not Bogomil but which may be indicative of the Massilians, are the orgiastic rites ascribed to them by Psellus. We are told of dreadful ceremonies performed at night, in which the ashes and blood of infants conceived in incest were consumed and wanton sexual promiscuity was practised. Even if these lurid stories contain a measure of truth, they are totally incompatible with what we know of the morals of the Bogomils, whose rigid austerity was recognized by their greatest enemies, at least until the fourteenth century. They are, on the other hand, reminiscent of accusations levelled in the past against the Massilians.

(3) Among the doctrines described by Psellus, which are alien to the Bogomils and probably also to the Massilians, is the exclusive worship of Satanael, attributed to the third group of the Euchites. Although the Bogomils claimed to pay lip-service to the 'prince of this world', they were certainly in no sense 'Satanists'. Likewise the extremely complex and intricate demonological science, to the exposition of which the greater part of Psellus's dialogue is devoted, is foreign to the teachings both of the Bogomils and the Massilians.

Unfortunately Psellus's evidence is not sufficiently clear to permit of a precise definition of the doctrines and practices of the Thracian Euchites. The most that can be said is that of the heretics described by Psellus some were, in all probability, Bogomils, while the others no doubt belonged to the ancient sect of the Massilians, or Euchites, which penetrated from Asia Minor into the Balkans between the eighth and ninth centuries.

---

1 De daemon, opus. (Ibid. cols. 828–33).
2 Cf. supra, p. 59.
3 This third trend among the Euchites has been studied by M. Wellnhöfer, Die Thracischen Euchiten und ihr Satanskult im Dialoge des Psellus: Tynderos Theophrasmos, B.Z. (1939–40), vol. xxx, pp. 477–84.
4 Against C. Zervos (Un philosophe néoplatonicien du Xle siècle: Michel Psellus, Paris, 1919, p. 202), who claims that this system of demonology was part of the teaching of the Euchites, J. Bidez has shown ('Michel Psellus', Catalogue des manuscrits alchimiques grecs (Bruxelles, 1948), vol. vi, pp. 100 et seq.) that Psellus based his exposition of this system on his knowledge of Chaldæan teaching, which he derived from the study of the Neoplatonists, mainly Porphyry and Proclus. Cf. K. Svorboda, 'La Démonologie de Michel Psellus', Spisy Filozofické Fakulty Masarykovy University v Brně (Brno, 1927), no. 22.
5 The direct connection between the eleventh-century Thracian Euchites and the ancient Massilians of Asia Minor is recognized by most scholars, following Gieseler and Döllinger. (See supra, p. 94, n. 4.) It is, however, denied by Schnitzer ('Die Euchiten im 11. Jahrhundert', Studien der evangelischen Geistlichkeit Württembergs (Stuttgart, 1839), vol. xi, pt 1, pp. 169–86), but his arguments are insufficiently conclusive.

---

1 Boissonade's edition (p. 198) gives Στανατς as a variant. The origin of the name Satanael is discussed by Ivanov (op. cit. p. 25, n. 1). It is derived from the Hebrew 'Satan', meaning 'adversary'; Satanael is literally the 'adversary of God'. According to Ivanov, in certain pre-Bogomil and early Bogomil legends Satanael is identified with Samael, a name which occurs in the Talmud and in Jewish apocrypha. (Ibid. pp. 260–1; cf. Puech, op. cit. p. 189, n. 3.)
3 Cf. infra, p. 207.
4 Cf. infra, pp. 213–14.
5 See P. Kemp, Healing Ritual, pp. 167 et seq.
The importance of the *Dialogus de daemonum operatione* from the point of view of the present study lies, first in the fact that it supplies some new information on eleventh-century Bogomilism, and secondly in that it shows that the Massalian and Bogomil sects were still at that time largely distinct from one another.1

It is now necessary to consider the relation between the Bogomils and the Paulicians. This problem acquires particular significance in the eleventh century, since it is in this period that the historical sources permit of the clearest differentiation between the two sects. Moreover, it is precisely with reference to the eleventh century that the greatest number of confusions have been made by scholars concerning this relation, with the result that several false conclusions have been drawn about the character and history of Bogomilism. In order to dispel some of these confusions, we must study the relation of the Paulician sect to the Byzantine Church and State in the eleventh century. This will not only illustrate more clearly the differences, already indicated, between the Paulicians and the Bogomils,2 but will also shed new light on the general character of the latter sect.

During the first three-quarters of the eleventh century, with the exception of the general studies of Euthymius of Acmonia and Psellus, the Byzantine historical sources make no mention of the Paulicians or the Bogomils. Rather than suggesting, as Zlatarski does,3 any toleration of the Orthodox Church towards their teaching, this silence is doubtless due to the pressure of more urgent political and military problems. All the energies of the imperial government were directed towards the protection of the frontiers against foreign invaders, and so long as the heretics were not actively aggressive towards the Empire they were left in peace. Towards the end of the century, however, the Thracian heretics became a considerable menace to the Byzantine government. The Paulicians, settled round Philippopolis by John Tzimisces, owing to successful proselytism and the arrival of fresh contingents of heretics had greatly increased in number. Moreover, they were showing distinctly hostile intentions towards the remaining

---

1 Cf. supra, p. 145.
2 Cf. supra, pp. 143-4.
3 *Geschichte der Bulgaren*, vol. 1, p. 92.

Orthodox population of that region. Anna Comnena tells us that

"the Manichaeans, being naturally free and unruly, soon... reverted to their original nature. For, as all the inhabitants of Philippopolis were Manichaeans except a few, they tyrannized over the Christians there and plundered their goods, caring little or naught for the envys sent by the emperor. They increased in numbers until all the inhabitants around Philippopolis were heretics. Then another brackish stream of Armenians joined them and yet another from the most polluted source of James. And thus, metaphorically speaking, it was a meeting-place of all evils."1

Anna also mentions the Bogomils among the heretics living in Philippopolis: "For the Armenians took possession of the city and the so-called Bogomils, and even those most godless Paulicians, an offshoot of the Manichaean sect."3

The most troublesome of these heretics were undoubtedly the Paulicians, on account of their numbers and military strength. Their age-long hostility to the Byzantine Empire drove them into an alliance with its enemies, Pechenegs and Cumans, nomadic tribes of Turkish origin which from their encampments on the Danube wrought periodic devastations in Thrace and Macedonia.4 This shows the complete failure of the imperial policy of transporting Eastern heretics to Thrace. The imperial government, which liked to oppose its subject races one against the other, had sought to gain allies against the Pechenegs by settling the Paulicians in Thrace; instead of this, however, it merely increased the number of the enemies of Byzantium on the northern frontier. The restlessness of the Paulicians drove them into several revolts against the Empire.

In 1078 a certain Locus, a Greek Paulician from Philippopolis who was married to a Pecheneg woman, incited the population round Sredets (present-day Sofia) and Niš to revolt against the Byzantine rule. He was joined by another group of insurgents, 1 *The Alexiad; C.S.H.B. lib. xiv, cap. 8, vol. ii, pp. 299-300; tr. by E. Dawes, p. 385. (The italics are mine.)
2 These ‘Armenian’ heretics were undoubtedly Monophysites. Their presence in Thrace and Macedonia is frequently attested in the Middle Ages.
3 Ibid, p. 394.
led by Dobromir, an inhabitant of Mesembria, and together they secured the aid of the Pechenegs and Cumans. Their army, some 80,000 strong, sacked Niš and Sredets; the bishop of the latter city, who exhorted his flock to remain faithful to Orthodoxy, was killed by Lecas. The rebels were routed by the Byzantine general and future emperor, Alexius Comnenus. Lecas and Dobomir were captured, but were released in 1080 and, for some unknown reason, given rich presents and high positions. It is generally considered that Dobromir was a Bogomil, simply, it would seem, on account of his Slavonic name. In reality, however, this view is unjustifiable: neither of the two Byzantine chroniclers, Michael Attalatides and Joannes Scylitzes, from whom our knowledge of this event is derived, mentions the Bogomil origin of Dobromir. Moreover, it is most improbable that a Bogomil could ever have commanded a group of insurgent forces. There is no evidence to suggest that the Bogomils ever indulged in warfare, which was a favourite occupation of the Paulicians. There is no doubt that their austere and ascetic mode of life and their ideal of evangelical poverty forbade them to shed human blood.

The Paulicians of Philippopolis are mentioned again in 1081, fighting in the army of Alexius Comnenus against the Norman troops commanded by Robert Guiscard and his son Bohemond, who had invaded the Balkan peninsula and were aiming at Constantinople. The Paulicians, however, soon deserted, returned to Philippopolis, and, in spite of repeated injunctions from the emperor, stubbornly refused to go back to the army.

3 Cf. supra, p. 182.

William of Apulia gives an interesting piece of information concerning those Paulicians who fought under the banners of Alexius: he says that they made the sign of the cross with one finger ('et fronti digito sigillum crucis imprimunt uno'): *Gesta Roberti Wiscardi, M.G.H.* xxv, p. 248.

The unruly and troublesome character of the Paulicians of Philippopolis is illustrated by the following episode: the Emperor Alexius, after his victory over the Normans at Kastoria (1083), resolved to punish the defection of the Paulicians from his army. However, their strength in their own home was such that Alexius was afraid to risk a punitive expedition against Philippopolis. Instead he summoned a number of representative Paulicians to Constantinople, had them arrested and imprisoned and their property confiscated. Those of them who consented to be baptized were later released and allowed to return home, the others were banished.

Alexius' action in summoning the Paulicians to Constantinople and then sending some of them back to Philippopolis, after an abjuration doubtless largely prompted by fear, was ill-advised: he had shown himself too weak to repress the Paulicians in their own home; moreover, he provided the heretics of Philippopolis with leaders who had now acquired a halo of martyrdom for the suffering they had incurred for the sake of their faith. It can be supposed that this action infused fresh courage and strength not only into the Paulicians, but also into the other heretics of Philippopolis, including the Bogomils, whose presence in that town in the second half of the eleventh century is attested by Anna Commena.

The consequences of Alexius' punishment of the Paulicians were not slow in becoming manifest. In the same year (1084), a mutiny against the emperor broke out under the leadership of a certain Traulus, who was a personal servant of Alexius and a baptized Paulician. According to Anna Commena he rebelled out of anger against the emperor who had caused his four sisters to be driven from their homes by reason of their Paulician faith. Traulus rallied his former co-religionists and from the fortified

1 See Spinka, *op. cit.* p. 95. This error was committed by such an authority on Bogomilism as Ivanov (op. cit. p. 31).
2 For further details see Anna Commena, *Alexiad*, lib. vi, cap. 2, pp. 279 et seq.
3 Cf. supra, p. 189.
4 The chronology of these events is studied by Chalandon (op. cit. pp. 105-6).
5 *Alexiad*, lib. vi, cap. 4, pp. 279-80.
castle of Belyatovo¹ carried out raids into the neighbourhood (1085–6). Following the example of Locus, Traulus allied himself with the Pechenegs by marrying a daughter of one of their chiefs, and provoked an invasion of Thrace by a force of 80,000 Pechenegs and Cumans. For two years the emperor was unable to expel these formidable invaders, who succeeded in defeating a Byzantine army sent against them.⁸

It is not improbable that Traulus received some support from the other heretical sects in Thrace, which were doubtless glad of a useful ally against the hated Byzantine domination. Although evidence is lacking on this point, it is legitimate to suppose that the Bogomils of Philippopolis supported the Paulicians; at least passively, against their common enemy. But again it is false to conclude that they participated in any armed insurrection.⁹

The frequent contacts between Paulicians and Pechenegs in the eleventh century, which included marital relations, suggest the possibility of the spread of dualistic doctrines among the latter. Attalates paints a picture of the motley collection of peoples of different races who lived at that time on the Danube and had adopted the nomadic life of the Pechenegs.⁴ The conditions in this region were undoubtedly favourable to the spread of heresy: all those who harboured a grudge against Byzantium or were prompted by ambition and the desire for adventure would seek refuge among the Pechenegs on the Danube. Moreover, the ecclesiastical administration, centred in Ochrida, could exercise little control over this distant borderland. In these circumstances it is not unlikely that Paulician missionaries, always eager for any opportunity to proselytize, found their way to the shores of the

Danube and spread their doctrines among the ‘Scythians’, as the Byzantines called the inhabitants of this region.¹

The possibility of contact between the Bogomils and the Pechenegs is more problematic, since direct evidence is lacking, yet it cannot altogether be excluded; even if Bogomilism did not penetrate at that time to the Danubian settlements, the Pechenegs may well have encountered its teachers during their frequent raids into Macedonia and Thrace. It may be noted, in this connection, that after the battle of 29 April 1091, in which the greater part of the Pecheneg hordes was slaughtered by the Byzantines, Alexius Comnenus settled their remnants to the east of the Vardar, in the region of Moglena,² where the Bogomils were particularly numerous in the twelfth century.³

The contacts of Alexius with the heretics of Philippopolis were not solely of a military nature. When preparing in 1114 for a campaign against the Cumans, Alexius established his headquarters at Philippopolis and began a systematic attempt at converting the Paulicians to the Orthodox faith. The method to which he now resorted was theological disputation. The traditional role of the Byzantine Basileus as the supreme upholder and protector of Orthodoxy was always assumed by Alexius with great earnestness. On every possible occasion he set himself up as the champion of the true faith.⁴ For this reason his daughter Anna

¹ Vasilevsky (op. cit. pp. 150 et seq.) has put forward the hypothesis that between the Pechenegs and the Paulicians of Philippopolis there existed similarities in faith and customs due to their common Manichaean inheritance. According to him, Manichaean beliefs spread among the Pechenegs through the Cumans, who lived in the tenth century in the neighbourhood of Khorasan and Turkestan, countries occupied at that time by the Turkish Manichaens.

² In support of this hypothesis, Ivanov (op. cit. pp. 15–20) adduces the evidence of an ‘Arabic source, according to which the original religion of the Pechenegs was ‘Zoroastrian dualism’; later, however, some of them became Moslems, fought against the remaining dualistic tribes and compelled them to accept Islam.

However, this theory cannot be considered as proved, as the evidence adduced in support of it is derived from vague or insufficiently reliable sources. Chalandon describes Vasilevsky’s hypothesis as ‘plus ingénieuse que vraie’ (op. cit. p. 104, n. 1).


⁴ Cf. infra, p. 223.

claimed for him the title of the thirteenth apostle, or at least of the fourteenth, if priority must be given to Constantine the Great.¹

Alexius's disputations with the Paulicians, as they appear from Anna's vivid account, are most interesting for a student of Bogomilism: their behaviour during these theological jousts reveals certain similarities with as well as differences from that generally attributed to the Bogomils. Features common to both sects were a profound acquaintance with the Scriptures, an astonishing dialectical skill and a never-failing ability to interpret the Holy Writ in accordance with their own doctrines. Attended by Nicephorus Bryennius (his son-in-law and the husband of Anna Comnena), by Eustatius, metropolitan of Nicaea and a celebrated theologian,² and by the bishop of Philippopolis, Alexius held lengthy disputations with the Paulicians: 'from the morning till afternoon or even evening, and sometimes till the second or third watch of the night he would send for them and teach them the Orthodox faith and refute their distorted heresies.'³ The emperor succeeded in converting a number of them to Orthodoxy. The more adamant ones, however, and especially the three Paulician leaders, Culeon,⁴ Cusinus and Pholus, stubbornly withstood the emperor's arguments. Anna asserts that 'they were... exceedingly able in pulling the Scriptures to pieces and in interpreting them perversely'. She vividly describes their heated arguments with Alexius: 'The three stood there sharpening each other's wits, as if they were boar's teeth, intent on rending the emperor's arguments. And if any objection escaped Cusinus, Culeon would take it up; and if Culeon was at a loss, Pholus in his turn would rise in opposition; or they would, one after the other,rouse themselves against the emperor's premises and refutations, just like very large waves following up other large waves.' Cusinus and Pholus persisted in their faith till the end; Alexius finally wearied of them and had them imprisoned in Constantinople, where they were 'allowed... to die in company with their sins alone' as Anna euphemistically puts it; Culeon, however, was eventually won over by the emperor's arguments, whose potency had doubtless been greatly increased by the use of force. Together with him a considerable number of Paulicians were converted: 'every day he brought to God, may be a hundred, may be even more than a hundred; so that the sum total of those he had captured before and those whom he won now by the words of his mouth would amount to thousands and tens of thousands of souls.' Great material benefits were bestowed on the converts: the more eminent received 'great gifts' and high military positions; for the smaller fry Alexius built a new city, Alexiopolis, more commonly known as Neoceastrum, to which he transferred the converted Paulicians of Philippopolis, granted them land and by special chrysobulls secured them in their possessions for all time.⁵

The emperor's treatment of the Paulicians, which combined theological controversy with the occasional display of force, is characteristic of the attitude of the Byzantine Church towards heretics under the Comnenian dynasty and also illustrates Alexius's behaviour towards the Bogomils.⁶ These sectarians do not figure in Anna's account of her father's disputations in Philippopolis in 1114; and yet she herself asserts that the Bogomils existed in Philippopolis at that time. It can only be concluded that in 1114 the Bogomils of Philippopolis escaped the notice of Alexius; this fact can be explained by remarking that they were probably far less numerous in the city than the Paulicians, that they lacked the warlike instincts of the latter and, in contrast to their open and fearless proselytism, worked more by concealment and subtle infiltration. This is confirmed by Anna's opinion that the Bogomil heresy 'probably existed even before my father's time, but in secret; for the sect of the Bogomils is very clever in aping virtue'⁷.

The evidence of the Byzantine sources relating to the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries thus shows that the identification so often made in this period between the Bogomils and the Paulicians is not legitimate. The roles played by both sects in Bulgarian and Byzantine history were in many respects very

² An account of this important personage in the history of the Byzantine Church at the beginning of the twelfth century can be found in Th. Uspensky, Богословие и философское движение в Византии XI и XII веков, *Zh. M.N.P.* (September, 1901), vol. cxxi, pp. 145–7.
³ *Alexiad*, ibid. p. 301; Dawes's tr. p. 396.
⁴ Culeon had commanded a Paulician detachment in Alexius's army in 1081. Cf. supra, p. 190, n. 4.
⁵ See infra, pp. 203 et seq.
⁶ Ibid. p. 351.
different. Thus it cannot be maintained that the Bogomils either instigated or actively participated in the numerous revolts against Byzantium, in which the Paulicians played so active a role. Moreover, their methods of proselytism were entirely different: the Paulicians publicly professed their teaching and fearlessly maintained their ground against the emperor and the highest ecclesiastical and civil authorities of the Empire. The Bogomils, on the contrary, held no public disputations, claimed to be Orthodox Christians and only revealed their secret teaching under dire necessity. The difference in the very nature of both sects shows that of the two the Bogomils were undoubtedly the more dangerous for the Church: the Paulicians formed turbulent military colonies, mainly of foreign origin, no doubt troublesome subjects of Byzantium, but easy to locate and combat on their own ground. The Bogomils, on the contrary, were often almost indistinguishable from the Orthodox Christians, as they were generally Bulgarians or Greeks and outwardly obeyed all the rules of the Church. This largely explains the fact that, whereas a large number of Paulicians renounced their doctrines owing to the efforts of Alexius Comnenus, the Bogomils, who were generally reputed to be incapable of conversion, resisted the strongest persecution.

Although the spread of Bogomilism in Thrace and Asia Minor in the eleventh century is attested by Psellus, Anna Commena and Euthymius of Acmonia, we possess no unimpeachable and contemporary evidence of the prevalence of the sect in Macedonia. Yet there can be little doubt that in the eleventh century the

1 Two letters of Theophylact, archbishop of Ochrida, to Adrian, brother of Alexius Comnenus, and to Nicephorus Bryennius, the emperor’s son-in-law, contain perhaps an allusion to the Bogomilis (Epistola a J. Menasio edita, P.G. vol. ccxxvi, cols. 441-52, 453-60). He bitterly complains in them of a certain Lazarus who, harbouring some grudge against him, incited the inhabitants of Ochrida to oppose their archbishop. He also went round other districts of Macedonia and sought ‘with great avidity’ (ἀλλὰ ἐρετικῶς) to rally all those who bore any resentment against Theophylact, particularly any one who had been condemned for heresy or imprisoned for other transgressions. He succeeded in discovering a large number of such malcontents (ὑπάρχοντας ἀποποίησα). Lazarus then left Ochrida and went to Pelagonia, where he continued his seditious activities. (Ibid. cols. 444-5.) It will be remembered that Pelagonia, or the region of Bitolj, was at that time a centre of Bogomilism.

Bogomil sect was solidly rooted in its original home. Conditions in Macedonia at that time were most favourable to its development: not only did the widespread hatred of the Greeks increase the prestige of the Bogomils as defenders of the people, but the political confusion and economic decline due to the constant invasions of Macedonia by Normans, Latin Crusaders, Pechenegs and Cumans produced in the people a restlessness and dissatisfaction which so frequently resulted in a recrudescence of Bogomilism. The Archbishop Theophylact of Ochrida, whose correspondence paints an eloquent picture of the constant troubles brewing in Macedonia in the late eleventh century, compared his diocese to David’s vineyard, laid open to the plunder of all the passers-by. But the most far-reaching event in the history of Bogomilism in the eleventh century is its penetration into Constantinople. The study of this penetration is important for a complete understanding of Bulgarian Bogomilism for several reasons: First, the growth of Bogomilism in Byzantium affords a good example of the methods of propagation and the success enjoyed by the sect in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Secondly, the information on the Byzantine Bogomils supplied by the twelfth-century Byzantine writers Cephenes, extends and illustrates the evidence on the Bulgarian Bogomils provided by the tenth- and eleventh-century sources. This method of investigation is justified by the direct contact which existed in the eleventh and twelfth centuries between the Bogomils of Constantinople and their Bulgarian coreligionists. Thirdly, in view of this contact, a study of Byzantine Bogomilism explains a number of features in the future development of the sect in Bulgaria during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

Our knowledge of Byzantine Bogomilism in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries is almost exclusively derived from the Alexiad of Anna Comnenus and the Panoplia Dogmatica of Euthymius Zigabenus.

The Alexiad, completed in 1148, gives the fullest account of the discovery and prosecution of the Bogomils in Constantinople.

1 Epistola a J. Lami edita, ibid. col. 529. Cf. Ps. lxvi. 12-16.
2 Lib. xv, cap. 8-10, pp. 350-64.
3 Tit. 27, P.G. vol. ccxxvii, cols. 1289-1332. A slightly different version of Zigabenus’s account of the Bogomils was published by Ficker (op. cit. pp. 89-111) under the title: Euthymii Zigabenii de haeresi Bogomilorum narratio.
Unfortunately, this event has remained undated in the manuscript, owing no doubt to a lacuna in Anna’s memory. It can, however, be placed approximately in 1110. Towards that date, in Anna’s words,

‘A very great cloud of heretics arose, and the nature of their heresy was new and hitherto quite unknown to the Church. For two very evil and worthless doctrines, which had been known in former times, now coalesced: the impiety, as it might be called, of the Manicheans, which we also call the Paulician heresy, and the shamelessness of the Massalians. This was the doctrine of the Bogomils compounded of those of the Massalians and the Manicheans.’

Of these three features of Bogomilism described by Anna—its magnitude, its novelty and its composition—the second is incorrect, as the sect had in fact already been attracting the attention of the Bulgarian and Byzantine authorities for some 150 years. The other two, however, are fully confirmed by our past knowledge of the Bogomil sect: the reference to ‘a very great cloud of heretics’ is scarcely an exaggeration, when viewed in the light of the considerable success which Bogomilism had already gained in Bulgaria and was then gaining, judging by Anna’s account, in Byzantium; finally, it is interesting to note that Anna’s analysis of Bogomilism is identical with that of the Patriarch Theophylact who, in the middle of the tenth century, defined it as ‘Manichaeism mixed with Paulicianism’.  

1 The date of the trial of the Bogomils in Byzantium is discussed in Appendix III.

2 Alexiad, lib. XV, cap. 8, pp. 350–1. [The italics are mine.]

3 Anna, however, qualifies her statement by the remark that ‘probably it existed even before my father’s time, but in secret’.

4 As has been shown (see supra, pp. 114–15) the term ‘Manichaeism’ is used by Theophylact in the sense of Massalianism; for Anna, on the contrary, it is synonymous with Paulicianism.

Anna says that Bogomilism combined the ‘impiety’ (δυσσεβεία) of the Paulicians with the ‘shamelessness’ (βαστάρχεια) of the Massalians. Her use of these terms is significant: δυσσεβεία (or σεβάσεια) had for the Byzantines a definitely doctrinal connotation, designating a teaching contrary to that of the Church (see J. M. Hussey, Church and Learning in the Byzantine Empire, pp. 84, 89, 110, 153); while βαστάρχεια implied above all moral depravity. This distinction illustrates the fact that the Bogomils derived most of their doctrines from the Paulicians and much of their ethical teaching and social behaviour from the Massalians; it justifies to some extent the statement of G. Buckler that the Bogomils ‘may be said to have been Paulicians in dogma and Massalians in morals’ (Anna Comnena, Oxford, 1929, p. 339).

The vivid picture drawn by Anna of the outward appearance of the Bogomils is strikingly similar to Cosmas’s description of the Bulgarian heretics:

‘The sect of the Bogomils is very clever in aping virtue. And you would not find any long-haired worldling belonging to the Bogomils, for their wickedness was hidden under the cloak and the cowl. A Bogomil looks gloomy and is covered up to the nose and walks with a stoop and mutters, but within he is an uncontrollable wolf. And this most pernicious race, which was like a snake hiding in a hole, my father hounded and brought out to the light by chanting mysterious spells.’

The accusation of hypocrisy and pharisaic humility is levelled against the Bogomils by nearly all their opponents. This behaviour was probably due not so much to their attempts to deceive the Orthodox into believing that they were good Christians, as to a genuine, though exaggerated, preoccupation with asceticism and moral purity, based on a hatred of the material world. Both Anna and Zigabenus explicitly state that the Bogomils dressed as monks and led the monastic life.

According to Anna, Alexius became aware of the existence of the heretics in the capital of his Empire from the fact that ‘by this time the fame of the Bogomils had spread everywhere’. A certain Diblatius, member of the sect, was arrested and questioned; he revealed under torture the names of the leading Bogomils and of the supreme head of the sect, Basil. ‘And Satanael’s arch-satrap, Basil, was brought to light, in a monk’s habit, with a withered countenance, clean-shaven and tall of stature.’ Anna also describes him as follows: ‘Basil, a monk, was very wily in handling the impiety of the Bogomils; he had twelve disciples whom he called “apostles”, and also dragged about with him some female disciples, wretched women of loose habits and thoroughly bad, and disseminated his wickedness everywhere.’

Euthymius Zigabenus asserts that he was a doctor (τερτός);

1 Cf. supra, p. 121.  
3 Zigabenus writes: ‘they dress after the fashion of monks, wear the habit as a bait...and thus avoid suspicion and by their unctuous speech inject their venom into the ears of those who listen to them.’ (Pan. Dog., P.G. vol xxx, cap. 94, col. 1320.)  
5 Pan. Dog. ibid. col. 1289.
this statement is repeated by Zonaras and Glycas and by the thirteenth-century Synedrion of the Tsar Basil. Zygabenus also states that Basil had studied the Bogomil doctrines for fifteen years and then had taught them for fifty-two years. Hence, if the trial of Basil in Constantinople is placed c. 1110, it can be inferred that he became a teacher in the Bogomil sect not later than 1070. It is not known whether between 1070 and 1110 he preached in Byzantium or in other parts of the Empire; but judging by the widespread nature of the sect at the time of his arrest, it seems most probable that Basil had taught in Constantinople for at least several years previously.

The name of 'apostles', given to the immediate disciples of Basil, may have existed already among the Bulgarian Bogomils of the tenth century. Their symbolic number of twelve is reminiscent not only of the apostles of Christ, but of the twelve disciples of

---

1 Epitome historiarum, l. xviii, c. 23, C.S.H.B. vol. iii, p. 743.
2 Annals, pars iv, C.S.H.B. p. 621.
3 Cf. infra, p. 240. G. Kiriakovich (Δημήτριος Κηριακόπουλος) in elementary Bogomilian history, P. O. Chrestomathy, vol. i, p. 530, et seq., thinks, however, that Basil's title of 'apostles' is fictitious and is simply due to contemporary popular belief which endowed him with magical powers.
4 Narratio, p. 111; this figure is confirmed by Zonaras (loc. cit.). The Panegyria Dogmatica gives the figure as 'more than forty years' (ibid. col. 392).
5 Kulogora (Δημήτριος Κηριακόπουλος, Ευθυμίος ή Ζυγαβένους και οι άλλοι των θεοφιλάττων Βουκωνών, Αθηναίοι, Athens, 1880, vol. ii, p. 239) supposes that Basil was of Bulgarian origin. Tsukievi (История на българската църква, vol. i, pp. 1134-40) and Kiriakovich (op. cit. p. 74) identified him with an unknown monk, mentioned in a letter of Theophylact of Ochrida, who renounced his vows, lived unceasingly and conspired with the archbishop's enemies (P.G. vol. xxxvi, cols. 315-16). This theory has prompted Spinka to state of Basil, the leader of the Byzantine Bogomils: 'he was a Bulgar born in Macedonia. Having become a monk in some monastery of the Ochrid diocese, he learned Greek there and became proficient in the rudiments of the healing art, so that he was later spoken of as a physician. Later he left the monastery for some unknown reason and returned to his old life, but passed over to the Bogomil community as one of the 'perfect' (!)' (op. cit. p. 97).

This hypothesis, attractive as it may be, rests on absolutely no conclusive evidence. The identification of Basil with the unfrocked monk mentioned by Theophylact is entirely arbitrary, since we are even ignorant of this monk's name and he is nowhere accused of heresy. Moreover, neither Zygabenus, nor Anna Commena, nor the other Byzantine chroniclers, who are the only source of our knowledge of Basil, say a word concerning his origin.

---

Mani. But Anna's assertion that Basil was surrounded by women of loose morals is difficult to believe. In no other source were the Bogomils accused of sexual immorality, at least until the fourteenth century. On the contrary, their rigid asceticism was recognized by all their opponents. Nor is there any ground for maintaining that at that time 'their principles may have been so lofty as to impose a strain on human nature which few men could have been expected to bear'. The equality between the sexes which existed in the Bogomil sect and the presence of women among Basil's followers probably gave rise to Anna's unjustified suspicions.

A most interesting and novel feature of Bogomilism appears in Anna's remark that the heresy had numerous adherents in the aristocratic families in Byzantium (καὶ τὸὺς ἐπισκόπους). This suggests a distinct evolution in the character of the sect. In tenth-century Bulgaria, as far as can be judged from Cosmas's

---

1 Buckler, op. cit. p. 344.
2 Cf. supra, p. 135.
3 Anna's accusations of immoral conduct levelled against the followers of Basil may also be due to a confusion between the Bogomils and the Massalian; the latter were commonly accused of the foulest practices (cf. supra, pp. 50, 186-7). But the identification of both sects occurs only later (cf. infra, pp. 293 et seq.), and Zygabenus still recognizes the distinction between them.
4 Mrs Buckler (op. cit. pp. 339-44) expresses astonishment at the 'unexplained hatred' of Anna Commena and other contemporaries towards the Bogomils and at the violent expressions which the former uses to describe them. She thinks that they may be due to the prevalence among the Bogomils of untruth and corruption, or to the fact that under the protection of the monastic habit these heretics wormed their way into families for evil purposes'. In reality, these hypotheses are irrelevant and can be substantiated by no evidence. Their principal weakness lies in the fact that they appear to underestimate the importance which the preservation of the purity of the Orthodox doctrine had in the eyes of the Byzantines. Theological heresy for them was more reprehensible than immorality, although the two were frequently connected in their minds. Anna's hatred of the Bogomils is primarily directed at their false teaching, and the accusation of immorality is of secondary importance. Moreover, the abhorrence for the Bogomils which she shows, contrasted with the comparative mildness with which she refers to the Paulicians, can be explained by the fact that the former were more dangerous to the Church (cf. supra, p. 196) and that many of the latter had been converted to Orthodoxy by the time the Alexiad was written. That is why Basil was for Anna 'Satanael's arch-satrap', 'abominable', 'accursed' (Alexiad, lib. xv, cap. 8, p. 532; cap. 10, pp. 360, 364), and for Zygabenus—'pernicious and pestilent, full of corruption and the instrument of all evil' (Pan. Dog., P.G. vol. cxxxv, col. 1289).
5 Alexiad, lib. xv, cap. 9, p. 336.
evidence, Bogomilism was predominantly an ethical teaching with a dualistic foundation and a popular movement with a particular appeal to the peasant masses. Its doctrinal and speculative aspects remained comparatively undeveloped, which caused Cosmas to deride the contradictions and inconsistencies in the teachings of the Bogomils. In Byzantium, on the contrary, Bogomilism came into contact with the upper classes, always eager for theological speculation, and with various philosophical theories of an unorthodox nature. Under these influences, its theology and cosmology were reshaped into a coherent system and Bogomilism assumed the character of a philosophical sect.

It seems, moreover, that the success that Bogomilism enjoyed at that time in the educated society of Byzantium was also due to its increased contact with certain mystic trends of Massalian origin. Anna tells us of a certain Blachernites, a priest who had consorted with the Enthusiasts [i.e. the Massalians] and became infected with their mischievous doctrines, led many astray, undermined great houses in the capital, and promulgated his impious doctrines'. Unlike most of the Paulicians, Blachernites proved to be impervious to the exhortations of Alexius and was finally condemned to 'a perpetual anathema'. The fact that the Bogomils and the Massalians were working hand-in-glove among the upper classes in Constantinople would naturally have facilitated a more intimate contact between their teachings.

But Anna does not concern herself with the doctrines of the Bogomils, not wishing 'to defile her tongue', and refers us to the curious to the Panoplia Dogmatike of Zigabenus, where they are fully set out. She only mentions briefly some of the tenets professed by Basil: rejection of Orthodox theology, criticism of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, scorn of churches as the abode of demons and denial of the Real Presence in the Eucharist, all of which are familiar from the earlier sources on the Bogomils.

The major part of chapters 8, 9, and 10 of the fifteenth book of the Alexiad describes the trial of the Bogomils in Byzantium and the execution of Basil. The leader of the Bogomils was summoned to the Palace, where his confession of faith was extorted from him by the following trick: the Emperor Alexius and his brother Isaac, the Sebastocrator, feigned an interest in Basil's teaching and professed a desire to become his disciples. Basil was lured into giving a full exposition of his teaching, after which Alexius dramatically threw back the curtain separating the room from the adjoining one and revealed the presence of a secretary who had taken down the heresiarch's confession. Formally charged with heresy and threatened with torture and death, Basil, however, refused to abjure and 'remained the same, an inflexible and very brave Bogomil'. He clung to the demon with closed teeth and embraced his Satanael. The emperor had him imprisoned and pleaded with him again and again, but Basil refused to renounce his doctrines. Alexius, meanwhile, had ordered a general round-up of all the Bogomils. According to Anna, he had summoned Basil's disciples and fellow-mystics from all over the world (έπαινετο γύρω), especially the so-called twelve disciples, made trial of their opinions and found that they were openly Basil's followers. As some of them had recanted out of fear, Alexius resorted to another ruse to separate the sheep from the goats: he ordered all those suspected of Bogomilism to be burnt alive, but allowed them to choose between a pyre with a cross and a pyre without one. Those who chose the first pyre were released as having proved their orthodoxy; the rest were imprisoned and again subjected to daily exhortations by Alexius; those who persisted in their heresy were imprisoned for life, but, Anna adds unctuously, 'were amply supplied with food and clothing'.

---

1 Cfr. supra, p. 166.
2 In particular, there appears to have been some contact between Bogomilism and the teaching of the disciples of John Italus, especially of the monk Nilus. An examination of these connections would require a special study of the philosophical movements in eleventh-and twelfth-century Byzantium, which lies outside the scope of the present work. See Th. Upomaks, Богословите и философские движения, loc. cit. passim; Chalandron, op. cit. pp. 309 et seq.; Hussey, op. cit. pp. 89 et seq.
3 Alexiad, lib. x, cap. i, vol. ii, p. 4; Dawes's tr. p. 236.
4 Alexiad, lib. xv, cap. 9, p. 357.

1 Ibid. lib. xvi, cap. 8, p. 354.
2 The same trick had been used by Flavian, patriarch of Antioch, at the end of the fourth century to obtain the confession of the leader of the Syrian Massalians. See Georgius Cedrenus, Hist. Concavm, C.S.H.B. vol. i, pp. 514-16.
3 'The whole world' clearly means in the present context the Byzantine Empire and, no doubt, Bulgaria in particular.
4 Alexiad, lib. xiv, cap. 8-9, pp. 334-60.
By the unanimous decision of the Holy Synod, the Patriarch Nicholas and the chief monks, Basil was condemned to the stake. Anna’s account of his execution is uncommonly realistic:

‘The emperor... after conversing with him several times and recognizing that the man was mischievous and would not abandon his heresy... finally had an immense pyre built in the Hippodrome. A very large trench was dug and a quantity of wood, all tall trees piled up together, made the structure look like a mountain. When the pile was lighted, a great crowd slowly collected on the floor and steps of the circus in eager expectation of what was to happen. On the opposite side a cross was fixed and the impious man was given a choice, for if he dreaded the fire and changed his mind, and walked to the cross, then he should be delivered from burning. A number of heretics were there watching their leader Basil. He showed himself contemptuous of all punishment and threats, and while he was still at a distance from the fire he began to laugh and talk marvels, saying that angels would snatch him from the middle of the fire, and he proceeded to chant these words of David’s: ‘It shall not come nigh thee; only with thine eyes shalt thou behold.’ But when the crowd stood aside and allowed him to have a free view of that terrifying sight, the burning pyre (for even at a good distance he could feel the fire, and saw the flames rising high and as it were thundering and shooting out sparks of fire which rose to the top of the stone obelisk which stands in the centre of the Hippodrome), then the bold fellow seemed to flinch from the fire and be disturbed. For as if wholly desperate, he constantly turned away his eyes and clapped his hands and beat his thigh. And yet in spite of being thus affected by the mere sight he was adamant. For the fire did not soften his iron will, nor did the messages sent by the emperor subdue him. For either great madness had seized him under the present stress of misfortunes and he had lost his mind and had no power to decide about what was advantageous; or, as seems more likely, the devil that possessed his soul had steeped it in the deepest darkness. So there stood that abominable Basil, unmoved by any threat or fear, and gaped now at the fire and now at the bystanders. And all thought him quite mad, for he did not rush to the pyre nor did he draw back, but stood fixed and immovable on the spot he had first taken up. Now many tales were going round and his marvellous talk was bandied about on every tongue, so the executioners were afraid that the demons protecting Basil might perhaps, by God’s permission, work some wonderful new miracle, and the wretch be seen snatched unharmed from the middle of the mighty fire and transported to some very frequented place. In that case the second state would be worse than the first, so they decided to make an experiment. For, while he was talking marvels and boasting that he would be seen unharmed in the middle of the fire, they took his cloak and said, ‘Now let us see whether the fire will touch your garments’, and they threw it right into the middle of the pyre. But Basil was so uplifted by the demon that was deluding him that he said, ‘Look at my cloak floating up to the sky!’ Then they, recognizing the web from the edge, took him and pushed him, clothes, shoes and all, into the middle of the pyre. And the flames, as if deeply enraged against him, ate the impious man up, without any odour arising or even a fresh appearance of smoke, only one thin smoky line could be seen in the midst of the flames... Then the people looking on clamoured loudly and demanded that all the rest who belonged to Basil’s pernicious sect should be thrown into the fire as well, but the emperor did not allow it but ordered them to be confined in the porches and verandahs of the largest palace. After this the concourse was dismissed.’

Alexius’s treatment of the Bogomils was comparatively mild. Basil was the only one to be punished by death; those of his followers who refused to be converted were, it is true, sentenced to perpetual imprisonment, but their treatment in prison was not harsh. It is to Alexius’s everlasting credit that in his dealings with heretics he used the weapon of persuasion in preference to any other.

For an exposition of the doctrines of the Byzantine Bogomils we must turn to the Panoplia Dogmatika of Euthymius Zigabenus. The circumstances in which it was composed are described by Anna Comnena:

‘There was a monk called Zigabenus, known to my mistress, my maternal grandmother, and to all the members of the priestly roll, who had pursued his grammatical studies very far, was not unversed in rhetoric, and was the best authority on ecclesiastical dogma; the emperor sent for him and commissioned him to expound all the heresies, each separately, and to append to each the holy Fathers’ refutations of it; and amongst them too the heresy of the Bogomils, exactly as that impious Basil had interpreted it. The emperor named this book the Dogmatic Panoply, and that name the books have retained even to the present day.’

1 Alexiad, lib. xv, cap. 10, pp. 361-4; Dawes’s tr. pp. 417-18.
It is clear from this that Zigabenus had first-hand information on the Bogomil sect, which makes his *Panoplia* on the whole a very reliable document. Its primary importance lies in the fact that it is by far the fullest and most systematic account of the Bogomil doctrines that we possess. It also brings out a number of new features of Bogomilism and thus contributes to our knowledge of both the past and the subsequent development of the sect in Bulgaria.

Zigabenus's definition of Bogomilism, without being as explicit as that of the Patriarch Theophylact or of Anna Comnena, agrees with them as to the double derivation of this heresy from Massalianism and Paulicianism. In his words, 'the Bogomil heresy is not much older than our generation; it is part of the heresy of the Massalians (μάρτυς οὖν τῆς τοῦ Μασσαλίων) and agrees with its doctrines on most points; however, it added to some other

1 Before the discovery and publication of the Slavonic sources relating to the Bogomils, the trustworthiness of Zigabenus's evidence was frequently denied. G. Arnold viewed his account of Bogomilism with great suspicion (Kirchen- und Ketzer-Historien, Schaffhausen, 1740, Th. I, Bd xii, cap. 3, § 2, vol. I, p. 374).

J. L. Oeder devoted a treatise to an attempt to prove that the Bogomils were simultaneously slandered by the representatives of the Church, who were jealous of their influence over the people (Dissertatio ... probandum historiam Bogomilorum notae exhibens, Gottingae, 1745). In his opinion, the Byzantine Church at that time was entirely devoid and the very fact that Zigabenus was a monk invalidates his evidence: 'nulam ... paene auctoritatem Graeculi huius agnosco, dum monachum cogito, i.e. hominem superstitionis, orthodoxiam, crudemem, credulum' (p. 2).

But already in 1712 J. C. Wolf devoted an extensive and erudite treatise to the vindication of Zigabenus (Historia Bogomilorum). His main argument is that Zigabenus's evidence is confirmed by that of later Byzantine chroniclers, particularly of Nicetas Choniates and Constantine Manasses. The best modern work on the subject is that of Kiprianovich (Жизнь и учение богослов из Папанок Бармика Зигабена, P. O. 1875), vol. II, pp. 378-407, 533-72. He points out (pp. 386-8) that Zigabenus, according to Anna Comnena, described the Bogomil heresy 'exactly as that impious Basil had interpreted it' (καθώς δέ ενέπν. Μασσαλίων ου παρειχαί) (Alexius, lib. vii, cap. 9, p. 377). This probably means that Zigabenus consulted a copy of Basil's profession of faith, recorded in a sermo which was part of a Bogomil written commentary on the Gospels (cf. infra, p. 217, n. 5).

To-day the problem of the reliability of Zigabenus has lost most of its actuality owing to the publication of Bulgarian sources, especially of the *Sermon against the Heretics* and the *Synodicon of the Tsar Belii*, which on all main points confirm the evidence of the *Panoplia Dogmatica*.  

---

*Byzantine Bogomilism* 207 doctrines and this increased the evil'. Most of these 'other doctrines' were Paulician in origin, which is recognized by Zigabenus, particularly as regards the Bogomil doctrine of the Creation. Nevertheless, he does not identify or confuse the three heresies, but devotes a separate chapter of the *Panoplia* to the refutation of each.

Zigabenus gives great prominence to the basic doctrine of the Bogomils—the dualistic cosmology. According to him, the Byzantine Bogomils taught that the Devil, or Satan, is the first-born son of God the Father and the elder brother of the 'Son and Logos'. His original name was Satanael. Like the Bulgarian Bogomils of the tenth century, they held him to be the 'unjust steward' of the parable in St Luke. Second to the Father in dignity, Satanael was clad in the 'same form and garments' as He, and sat on a throne at His right hand. Stricken with pride, he decided to rebel against his Father and persuaded the 'ministering powers' (τῶν λεγουμένων δυνάμεων) to shake off their yoke and to follow him. The similarity of this doctrine with the Christian teaching on the fall of Satan is obvious. The difference, however, lies in the Bogomil belief that Satanael was not an angel, but the elder Son of God and the creator of the visible world.

The Bogomil teaching on Satanael is described in the *Panoplia in much greater detail than in any other source. Satanael, together with those 'ministering powers' who had followed him in his rebellion, was cast out of heaven. However, he retained

---

2 Ibid. cols. 1300-1.
4 For the origin of this name, see supra, p. 186, n. 1.  
5 Εἰς πίστιν... τῆς ἀρχής τούτης παρέγγυον τὴν ἐν τῇ κατὰ λοιπόν ἐσχατογιώτερον τοῦ ὠφέλει τῆς δικαιοσύνης τῶν διαφορικῶν χρῆς μείζονας. Τούτων γέρω τοῦ Σατανᾶ εἶναι, καὶ περὶ τούτων γεγράφθη τῷ τοιούτῳ παραβολήν. (Ibid. col. 1396.) Cf. supra, p. 123.
6 Ibid. cols. 1393-6.
7 It should be noted that the Bogomil view of Satanael, as described by Zigabenus, combines the notions of the fallen angel and the unjust steward, current among the Bulgarian Bogomils of the tenth century.
8 According to Zigabenus's *Narratio*, after the fall of Satanael his place in heaven and his seniority (τὰ πρωτεύοντα) passed over to his younger brother by birth, the 'Son and Logos'. (See Ficker, op. cit. p. 95.)
his creative power, the attribute of his divine origin, represented by 'el', the last syllable of his name. Assisted by his fallen companions, Satanael created the visible world, with its firmament, its earth and its products. This, according to the Bogomils, was the creation of the world, described in the first chapter of the Book of Genesis and falsely attributed by the Christians to God Himself. The motive of Satanael's creation of the world was to imitate his Father, and the world he created is in fact an imitation of the celestial world over which God reigns. Satanael next created Adam's body out of earth and water. But when he set the body upright, the water flowed out of the big toe of the right foot and assumed the shape of a serpent. Satanael then tried to animate the body by breathing into it, but his breath went out by the same channel as the water and entered into the body of the serpent, which thus became a minister of the Devil. Seeing his failure to give life to Adam's body, Satanael begged his Father to send down His Spirit on Adam and promised that man, a mixture of good and evil, should belong to both of them. To this God agreed, and Adam came to life, a compound of a divine soul and a body created by Satanael. Eve was then created and animated in the same manner. Satanael seduced Eve, who bore him a son Cain, and a daughter Calomena. Only after Eve's intercourse with Satanael did she bear Adam a son, Abel.

From this crudely anthropomorphic myth an important Bogomil view can be deduced. Satanael or the Devil is considered as the imitator of the Father, the apex of God. This conception, inherent in Christianity, appears clearly in Bogomil cosmology. Satanael's motives in rebelling against his Father are identical with those attributed to Lucifer in the Book of the Prophet Isaiah (xiv. 13, 14):

'I will exalt my throne above the stars of God...I will be like the most High.'

In the Liber Sancti Johannis, Satan is expressly called 'imitator Patris'; and the same idea can be found in several Bogomil books and legends. The Bogomil story of the creation is clearly based on the Book of Genesis, but the Biblical story is distorted by individualistic interpretation and enlarged by an admixture of unorthodox mythology. This free use of the Scriptures, typical of the Bogomils, is further illustrated by Zigabenus's account of their interpretation of the Old Testament. According to the Bogomils, the fallen angels, seeing that they were betrayed by Satanael, took the daughters of men as their wives and from this intercourse arose the race of giants who were to fight for mankind against Satanael. This incensed Satanael, who in his anger sent down the Flood upon mankind and thus destroyed almost all living flesh. Noah alone was saved, apparently for a purely accidental reason; he had no daughter, and therefore was ignorant of the struggle of mankind against Satanael, to whom he remained faithful. Satanael in reward permitted him to build the Ark and to save himself and its occupants. The Bogomils considered the greater part of the Old Testament to be the revelation of Satanael. Moses, according to them, was led astray by Satan and in his turn deceived the Jewish people through the power given him by the Demiurge. The Law given to Moses on Mount Sinai came from Satanael. Owing to

2 Particularly in the Sea of Tiberias (see Ivanov, op. cit. p. 304); a trace of this view can also be found in the Elenchiarium, where God is said to have created the Devil from His own shadow, reflected in the waters. (Ibid. pp. 260, 270.)
3 Cf. Gen. vi. 2, 4.
4 Pan. Dog., cap. 9, col. 1305.
6 Pan. Dog. cap. 10, col. 1305-8. The Bogomils based their rejection of the Mosaic Law on the Pauline antithesis between Law and Grace, which they isolated from the body of St Paul's theology. Zigabenus says that to support their view they adduced the words in Rom. vii. 7, 9. The same use of St Paul's antithesis was made by Marcion.
the power held by Satanael over the human race, only very few of the Old Testament Fathers escaped perdition and ascended to the angels. Those who were saved were the ancestors of Jesus Christ, enumerated in the genealogies in Matt. i. 1–16 and Luke iii. 23–38. At last the Father took pity on the human soul, imprisoned in the body, and, in the year 5500 from the creation of the world, He brought forth from His heart the Word, who is ‘the Son and God’.

The Logos, or Son of God, had, according to the Bogomils, three names: (1) He was the Archangel Michael, for the prophet Isaiah said of Him: καλέται τὸ ὄνομα σου, Μεγάλης βουλῆς άγγελος.1 (2) He was Jesus, because He cured every sickness and every disease. (3) He was Christ, because He was ‘anointed with the flesh’ (Χριστόν . . . ὃς χρισθήτω τῇ σοφίᾳ).2 Christ descended from heaven (ἀνέσκοψεν), passed through the right ear of the Virgin and assumed a body, but a non-material, ‘seeming’ one (ἐν φασιν). Clothed in His non-material body, Christ performed His mission on earth as described in the Gospels, was crucified, died and rose from the dead. During His descent into hell, He cast aside His mask and bound His enemy Satanael in Tartarus with heavy chains. Then Satanael was deprived of the last syllable of his name together with his divine attributes and became Satan.3 His mission accomplished, Christ returned to His Father, to sit on the throne formerly occupied by Satanael, and was resolved into the Father from whom He had proceeded.4

The evidence supplied by Zigabenus on Bogomil Christology is particularly valuable, as the other sources give only very brief indications on this point. First, it should be remarked that the Bogomils limited Christ’s separate existence from the Father to the period beginning in the year 5500 after the creation of the world, and ending with His resurrection, ascension to heaven and resolution back into the Father. Thus they completely denied the fundamental Christian dogma of the Logos, eternally subsisting in the Blessed Trinity. Closely connected with this heretical doctrine was their Docetism, whereby they claimed that the body of Christ was of a non-material nature and thus rejected the dogma of the Incarnation. Docetic Christology is one of the doctrines most frequently attributed to the Bogomils1 and is a logical consequence of their dualistic view of matter. The Logos was for them not the Second Person of the Blessed Trinity, the Eternal Word incarnate, but merely the spoken word of God, manifested in the oral teaching of Christ.2 Hence the Bogomils taught that Christ was not really born of the Blessed Virgin, but entered through her ear, just as the spoken word enters the ear of the one who hears it.3 It followed that Christ’s redemption of mankind consisted not in His death on the Cross and His resurrection, but solely in His teaching, aimed at the liberation of man’s soul from his body.

The significance of Christ in Bogomil theology is, furthermore, determined by His position within the Blessed Trinity. Zigabenus’s account of the Bogomil conception of the Trinity is confused and on some points contradictory.4 It would seem that the Bogomils recognized two distinct Trinities, or rather two separate aspects of the Trinity: on the one hand the Father, Satanael and Christ, on the other the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. The first is a familiar Bogomil notion and is most clearly described in the Dialogus de daemonum operatione of Michael Psellus.5 The second is mentioned by no other source except Zigabenus. According to

---

1 Cf. supra, pp. 112, 26, and infra, p. 238.
2 This view was also held by the Paulicians (see supra, p. 40). Zigabenus accuses the Bogomils of failing to understand the difference between ‘ἄνθρωπος ανατέθηκεν καὶ γόνος ηλπίει’ and ‘ἄνθρωπος λόγον προσφέρειται’. (Ibid. cap. 22, col. 1317.)
3 The belief that the Logos entered into the Blessed Virgin through her ear is not peculiar to the Bogomils. The Orthodox used it from the third century as a metaphor to illustrate the will of God spoken to Our Lady by the angel, and it can be found both in Eastern and Western liturgical and patristic texts. See the references in Cl. Schmidt, Histoire et dogme de la secte des Cathares ou Albigeois, vol. II, pp. 41–2.
5 Cf. supra, pp. 184–5.
him, the Bogomils taught that the Son and the Holy Spirit are not distinct hypostases, but different names of the Father; they are emanations of the Father, two rays proceeding from the two lobes of His brain. This emanation is an event in time, which took place between the years 5500 and 5533 from the creation of the world; before and after these dates, the Son and the Holy Spirit had no separate existence outside the Father. Zigabenus attributes this Bogomil doctrine to the influence of Sabellianism. The Father, according to the Bogomils, was incorporeal in essence, but capable of assuming human form (ἀνθρωπομορφήν). The attitude of the Byzantine Bogomils towards the canon of the Scripture should be mentioned, as it is somewhat different from that attributed to the Bulgarian sectarians. The latter, according to the evidence of Cosmas, rejected the Mosaic Law and the Old Testament Prophets. The Byzantine Bogomils on the other hand, while spurning, in common with their Bulgarian co-religionists, the Mosaic books, accepted the sixteen books of the Prophets. Their canon consisted of seven books corresponding to the seven pillars of the House of Wisdom (Prov. ix. 1): (1) The Psalter, (2) the sixteen Books of the Prophets, (3-6) the four Gospels, (7) the Acts of the Apostles, all the Epistles and the Apocalypse. There seems to have been a real difference on this point between the Bulgarian and Byzantine Bogomils, probably due to the greater proclivity of the latter towards an allegorical and rationalistic interpretation of the Scriptures in accordance with their own doctrines.

1 Sabellianism, or Modalist Monarchianism, a heresy current in the East and the West from the end of the second century to the end of the third and generally associated with the name of Sabellius, denied the distinction of the Three Persons within the Blessed Trinity. See H. Hagemann, Die Römische Kirche und ihr Einfluss auf Dogmata und Dogmen in den ersten drei Jahrhunderten (Freiburg, 1894), pp. 129 et seq. A. Harnack, 'Monarchianismus', R.E., vol. xii, pp. 393-398.


3 See supra, p. 127.

4 Ibid. cap. 1, col. 1292.

5 Kiprianovich asserts that the highly individualistic and allegorical manner in which the Bogomils interpreted the Old Testament caused them to be accused of rejecting it in its entirety (loc. cit. pp. 390-5). But this is incorrect: the Bogomils were not generally accused of rejecting the whole of the Old Testament canon, but only certain parts of it, especially the Mosaic books. Cf. supra, p. 179, n. 6. The greater eclecticism of the Byzantine Bogomils regarding the Books of the Prophets is probably due to Christian influence. Cf. Puch, op. cit. pp. 168-72.


One of the most interesting features of Bogomilism, described by Zigabenus in greater detail than by the other sources, is its demonology. It has already been pointed out that the important part played by the demons in the Bogomil doctrines and popular belief is partly due to Massalian influence. According to Zigabenus, 'the Bogomils say that the demons fly from them alone like an arrow from a bow; they inhabit all other men [i.e. non-Bogomils] and instruct them in vice, lead them to wickedness and after their death dwell in their corpses, remain in their tombs and await their resurrection in order to be punished together with them and not to desert them in their torments. The belief that each man is inhabited by a demon they hold from the Massalian heresy.' Satanael's demons live in waters, fountains, seas and subterranean places. The association of the agents of the Demiurge with the aquatic element is a common feature of Bogomil belief and can perhaps be explained by the fact that water is the image of universal passivity, the symbol of the plastic principle from which the world was created, and hence essentially the realm of Satanael and his servants. This was probably one of the reasons why the Bogomils rejected Baptism by water. But although they claimed that the demons fled from their approach, the Bogomils feared them, 'for they have great and invincible power to harm, which not even Christ and the Holy Spirit can withstand, because the Father still spares them and has not deprived them of their power, but has granted them sovereignty over the whole world until its consummation.' Zigabenus asserts that a precept

1 See supra, p. 186.


3 Ibid. cap. 7, col. 1300.

4 The significance of water as the plastic and passive principle in creation, distinct from and, in a sense, opposed to the Spirit, which is the active principle, can be seen in Gen. 1:2: 'And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.' The connection between Satanael and the element of water is a common Bogomil theme. Zigabenus says that, according to Bogomil belief, Satanael, after having rebelled against his Father, was cast out of heaven into a universe of water (Pan. Dog. col. 1295). The same notion can be found in the Liber Sancti Johannis: 'et transcendens, invent unum universam faciem terrae coepit aquis aqua.' See Benedict, op. cit. p. 264; Ivanov, op. cit. p. 74. According to the Bogomil legend of The Sea of Tiberias, the world was created by God from elements taken by Satanael from the sea; see Ivanov, ibid. pp. 290, 304-5.

taught by Basil was: ‘honour the demons, not in order to receive help from them, but lest they should harm you.’¹ This respect paid to the demons apparently went as far as actual worship (προσκυνήσεως).²

When Basil was asked why his followers honoured the relics of the Christian saints whom they rejected, he apparently answered that it was on account of their being inhabited by demons.³

The attitude of the Bogomils towards the tradition and sacraments of the Orthodox Church, as described by Zigabenus, entirely confirms the evidence of previous sources. The Byzantine Bogomils, as well as their Bulgarian co-religionists, rejected Baptism,⁴ the Eucharistic Sacrifice,⁵ the Cross,⁶ churches,⁷ saints,⁸ images⁹ and the Orthodox ecclesiastical hierarchy.¹⁰

Their ethical rules show the same dualistic condemnation of matter which we find among the tenth-century Bulgarian Bogomils, and even appear more rigorous: the Byzantine Bogomils not only rejected marriage and the eating of meat, but were also forbidden to eat cheese, eggs and ‘other things of this kind’.¹¹ Zigabenus does not tell us whether these rules were equally obligatory for all members of the sect or whether, on the contrary, extreme asceticism was only required of the minority of elect. The latter, however, appears probable, since, as it will be shown, the distinction between the ‘perfect’ or ‘chosen’ on the one hand and the ‘believers’ or ‘hearers’ on the other, prevalent among the early Manichaeans and the Cathars of western Europe, existed also among the Byzantine Bogomils.

The Bogomil elect were considered to be the bearers of the Holy Spirit and were consequently called θεοτόκοι, a name which the Christian Church reserves exclusively for the Mother of God. The Bogomils, who denied the reality of the Incarnation and replaced the Christian conception of the Logos by that of the spoken word of God, consequently called θεοτόκοι all those who ‘give birth to the word’ by their teaching. The θεοτόκοι claimed a mystic vision of the Trinity. The Father, they said, appeared to them as an old man with a flowing beard, the Son as a young man and the Holy Spirit as a beardless youth.¹² These θεοτόκοι were supposed to discard at death their earthly bodies, which dissolved into dust never to rise again; they put on the immortal garment of Christ, assumed the same body and form as He and entered the Kingdom of the Father.¹³

Zigabenus gives a brief description of the ceremony of initiation into the Bogomil sect, which is particularly valuable, being the only account we possess of initiatory rites among the Balkan sectarians. This ceremony they called the Baptism of Christ through the Spirit, and carefully distinguished it from Orthodox Baptism, which they rejected as being of St John and by water.

‘Therefore they rebaptize those who come to them. First they appoint him [i.e. the catechumen] a period for confession (ἐν ὕπομνήσει), purification (ἀφέσιν) and intensive prayer (συνεχόμενον προσευχήν). Then they lay the Gospel of St John on his head, invoke their (πατρί) Holy Spirit and sing the Lord’s Prayer. After this Baptism they again set him a time for a more rigorous training, a more continent life, purer prayer. Then they seek for proof as to whether he has observed all these things and performed them zealously. If both the men and the women testify in his favour, they lead him to their celebrated consecration (καταβαθμίσεως τῇ προσευχῇ τῆς ἡμῶν). They make the wretch

² Ibid. cap. 38, col. 1323. They claimed to base this teaching on the words of Our Lord: ‘agree with thine adversary quickly’ (Matt. v. 25).
³ Ibid. cap. 19, col. 1309.
⁴ Ibid. cap. 16, col. 1312.
⁵ Ibid. cap. 17, col. 1313: ‘They call the Holy Communion of the Lord’s Body and Blood a sacrifice of the demons who dwell in the temples.’
⁶ They claimed to base their rejection of churches on Matt. vi. 6: ibid. cap. 42, col. 1328. The churches were dwelling-places of the demons, who were supposed to draw lots for them according to their rank and power. Satan himself, according to the Bogomils, had first dwelt in the Temple of Jerusalem and, after its destruction, had made his abode in St Sophia of Constantinople. (Ibid. cap. 18, col. 1313.)
⁸ Ibid. cap. 11, col. 1307. They recognized, however, as saints the ancestors of Our Lord, mentioned in Matt. i. 1–16 and Luke iii. 25–38, the sixteen prophets of the Old Testament and the martyred Iconoclasts.
⁹ Their hatred of images led them to ‘call the Iconoclasts alone orthodox and faithful, and especially Copronymus’. (Ibid.) Cf. supra, p. 131, n. 2.
¹⁰ Ibid. cap. 28, col. 1321; cap. 49, col. 1329.
¹¹ Ibid. caps. 37, 39, col. 1325.
¹² Ibid. cap. 25, col. 1320.
¹³ Ibid. cap. 22, cols. 1317–20. The Bogomil teaching on the θεοτόκοι provides a good example of the esoteric character of Bogomilism, which forms a constant, though not always very apparent, background to its doctrines. See Puech, op. cit. pp. 161–3.
face the East and again lay the Gospel on his...head. The men and women of the congregation place their right hands on him and sing their unholiest rite (τὴν ἁγίαν ἐπιθύμησιν ταπεινί): this is a hymn of thanksgiving for his having preserved the impiety transmitted to him.¹

It can be inferred from this account that full initiation into the Bogomil sect consisted of two distinct ceremonies, called βάπτισμα and τέλεσις, separated by a period of severe asceticism and inner preparation. However, from the description of Zigenabenus they appear almost identical in nature and we are not told in what the difference between them consisted. The precise nature of this distinction can be understood by remarking that the French and Italian Cathars, whose ritual very probably developed under the direct influence of Bogomilism,² also possessed a double initiation: the first reception of the catechumen into the sect (the abstinentia) and the accession of the 'believer' to the rank of the 'elect' or 'perfect' (the consolamentum).³ Zigenabenus clearly refers to the same two ceremonies among the Byzantine Bogomiles; their very names are suggestive of their nature: βάπτισμα, like the Christian Baptism, is the primary act, by which the neophyte becomes a member of the community of the faithful, or 'believers'; τέλεσις, a somewhat more solemn ceremony, implying by its meaning the idea of perfection, is the raising of the 'believer' to the rank of the 'perfect', or, in the language of the Byzantine Bogomiles, of the θεόκοι.

Those who had received initiation, whether the βάπτισμα or the τέλεσις, were henceforth members of the true Church, outside which there was no salvation. The Byzantine Bogomiles called their community (σωτηριον) Bethlehem, the birthplace of Christ; the Orthodox Church, on the contrary, was Herod, who

² A study of the relation between the ritual of the Bogomils and that of the Cathars lies outside the scope of this book. Most of the works on the Cathars suffer from an insufficient acquaintance with Bogomilism on the part of their authors. Many of their decisions could be modified or revised in the light of the evidence adduced by Ivanov, showing the considerable influence exerted by Bogomilism on Catharism, particularly in the sphere of ritual (see in particular op. cit. pp. 113 et seq.).

had sought to slay the Word born among them.¹ The Bogomil community imposed a severe discipline on its members; according to Zigenabenus, they were obliged to pray seven times a day and five times a night; in this their rule was stricter than that of the tenth-century Bulgarian Bogomils, who prayed four times a day and four times a night.² Following the practice of all other Bogomils, the Byzantine sectarians recognized only the Lord's Prayer; every time they prayed, they recited it with genuflexions, some ten times, others fifteen, others more or less frequently.³ They fasted on the second, fourth and sixth day of every week, until the ninth hour.⁴ But here again Zigenabenus does not tell us whether these rules applied only to the θεόκοι or to every member of the sect.

The last part of the Panoplia Dogmatica contains a systematic account of the Bogomil interpretation of certain Scriptural texts, all taken from the Gospel of St Matthew.⁵ Its great interest lies in the fact that it shows how extremely developed was the practice among the Byzantine Bogomils of interpreting Scriptural texts in accordance with their heretical doctrines by means of allegory. This practice was already widespread among the Bulgarian Bogomils of the tenth century.⁶ But it is very doubtful whether the use of allegory had then reached the degree of intricacy and ingenuity which it acquired among the Bogomils in Byzantium. It seems that this art developed among the more educated and theologically minded heretics of Constantiopolis. However, it cannot be doubted that after the temporary suppression of Bogomilism in Byzantium at the beginning of the twelfth century, when Bulgaria once more became the stronghold of this sect in the Balkans, the Scriptural commentaries of Basil's disciples became current among the Bulgarian Bogomils, who thus profited by the theological and exegetical labours of their Byzantine co-religionists.

² Ibid. cap. 19, col. 1319-16.
³ Ibid. cap. 23, col. 1320.
⁴ Cf. supra, p. 127.
⁵ It is extremely probable, as Kiprianovich suggests (loc. cit. pp. 286-8), that Zigenabenus, when composing this section of the Panoplia, used a written Bogomil commentary on the Gospel of St Matthew. This can be inferred both from the numerous quotations he cites from this Gospel and from the systematic order in which they are arranged.
⁶ Cf. supra, p. 125.
Zigabenus cites twenty-five examples of allegorical or unorthodox interpretations of Scriptural texts. Some of them have already been mentioned. The following is a particularly characteristic example of Bogomil exegesis.

The text is taken from Matt. iii. 4: 'And the same John had his raiment of camel’s hair, and a leathern girdle about his loins; and his meat was locusts and wild honey.' The Bogomils interpreted the passage as follows. The camel’s hair are the commandments of the Mosaic Law: like the camel this law is impure, as it permits the eating of meat, marriage, oaths, sacrifices, murders and the like; the girdle of leather is the Holy Gospel, since it was originally written down on sheep-skin; the locusts are again the commandments of the Mosaic Law, which are incapable of distinguishing what is right and good; the wild honey is the Gospel which seems like honey to those who receive it (cf. Ps. cxix. 103) and wild to those who do not receive it. Thus the Forerunner is shown to be the intermediary between the Old Law and the New and to belong to both.

It can be concluded from the preceding analysis that the Panoplia Dogmatica, while confirming in the main the evidence on the Bogomils supplied by tenth- and eleventh-century sources, gives at the same time a deeper and wider account of Bogomilism. This cannot be explained solely by the inadequacy of earlier sources: Cosmas in particular was admirably qualified to paint as complete a picture of Bogomilism as was possible in his time. Many features of the sect described by Zigabenus can be rightly understood only by recognizing the gradual development of Bogomilism from the time of its appearance in the tenth century to the beginning of the twelfth century. This development can be regarded as a gradual unification of the doctrinal and ethical aspects of Bogomilism, the first mainly Paulician in origin, the second a combination of Massalian and Christian elements. A comparison between the Sermon against the Heretics and the Panoplia Dogmatica illustrates this.

The efforts of Alexius Comnenus in rooting out the Bogomil sect in Constantinople were only partly successful. Certainly after Basil’s execution we hear no more of any widespread or organized outbreak of Bogomilism in Byzantium. But the heresy was still rampant in the imperial provinces, particularly in Asia Minor, and, in spite of the drastic measures taken against it in the twelfth century, was still capable of sporadic outbursts; one of these led to a new outbreak of Bogomilism between the years 1140 and 1147.

In 1140, in the reign of John II Comnenus and in the Patriarchate of Leo Stypus, a Synod in Constantinople condemned as heretical the writings of a certain Constantine Chrysomalus. His doctrines were especially popular in monastic circles, particularly in the monastery of St Nicholas in Constantinople. The records of the Synod describe them as ‘more absurd than the teachings of the Enthusiasts [i.e. the Massalians] and the Bogomils’. Constantine was accused of teaching the following heresies: Baptism,
the confession of sins, the study of the Gospels, the singing of
psalms, attending church services are of no avail until the Christian
has received, through initiation, the gift of perceiving intellectually
(σκέψις) the Holy Spirit; those who have reached that stage are
no longer subject to the law, have escaped the power of Satan and
are incapable of sin; in every Christian there dwell two souls,
the one sinless, the other sinful: this last doctrine, according to
the records of the Synod, is held ‘in express terms’ by the Massa-
lians and the Bogomils. Constantine’s rejection of Christian
Baptism, which he replaced by his own initiatory rite, is branded
by the Synod as ‘an undeniable sign of the Bogomil heresy’.

It must be admitted, however, that the latter teaching is far from
being exclusively typical of Bogomilism; and the doctrine of
the two souls is not attributed to the Bogomils by any other source:
its seems to be, in fact, characteristically Massalian. It seems
rather doubtful whether any direct connection existed between
the teaching of Constantine Chrysomalous and that of the Bogomils.
Constantine’s heresy is much more suggestive of Massalianism,
which at that time was still distinct from Bogomilism.

It is tempting, however, to seek for Bogomil influence in
Constantine’s alleged repudiation of all authority (ἐν καθέναν)
and in his declaration that all who show honour and veneration
to any ruler (ἐπικυρίατος ἐπικύριος) worship Satan. It may be
that this social anarchism of Constantine is related to the practice
of civil disobedience ascribed by Cosmas to the Bulgarian Bogomils.
But in the absence of any close doctrinal similarities it seems in-
advisable to push the comparison too far.

On 20 August 1143, in the first year of the reign of Manuel
Comnenus, in the Patriarchate of Michael II Kurkuas, a Synod
in Constantinople deposed and excommunicated two bishops of
the diocese of Tyana in south-eastern Asia Minor—Clement of
Sosandra and Leonitus of Balbissa, convicted of Bogomilism. The

1 See L. Allatius, De Eclesiis occidentalis atque orientalis perpetua consensione
(Coloniae Agrippinae, 1648), cols. 543–53; G. Rhalles and M. Pottas, Κωνσταντι
τίς τῆς βυζαντίου... καθενον, vol. v, pp. 77–80; cf. P. Chalandon, Jean II Canno-
me et Manuel le Comnène (Paris, 1912), p. 23.

2 Puseh, while admitting the possible influence of Massalianism on the
doctrines of Constantine Chrysomalous, regards his teaching of civil disobedience
as Bogomil in character (op. cit. pp. 137, 273). The hypothesis is tempting, but
the evidence seems rather inconclusive.

records of this Synod show that Bogomilism was rife in Cappadocia
at that time. Some of the doctrines professed by these two
‘pseudo-bishops’ are unmistakably Bogomil: for instance, they
were convicted of teaching that the demons live in the bodies of
the dead and work the miracles ascribed by Christians to the
power of the Cross, and of spinning the Cross and the images.
Other features of their teaching, however, are specifically Massa-
lian, such as the belief that monks alone can be saved, and that
after an abstinence of three years from sexual intercourse, meat,
milk and wine, a man can indulge in all of them without sin; the
latter tenet is even in direct contradiction to the lifelong asceticism
practised by the Bogomil ‘elect’.

On 1 October 1143, a monk, Niphon, appeared before a Synod
in Constantinople, charged with preaching Bogomilism in Cappa-
docia. Pending a final judgement, he was placed in solitary
confinement in the monastery τῆς Περσίνας. On 22 February
1144, solemn judgement was passed on Niphon by the Synod.
He was condemned as a Bogomil, excommunicated and, after
his beard had been shaved off, was cast into prison. The only
heretical doctrine ascribed to Niphon by the sources is his ex-
clamation before the entire Synod: ‘anathema to the God of the
Jews’.

Niphon’s condemnation was destined to have grave repercus-
sions in Constantinople. Cosmas II, who ascended the patriarchal
throne in 1146, a man of charity and integrity, showed himself
very lenient to Niphon, allowed him complete freedom and even
treated him as a close friend. Cosmas’s enemies seized this pretext
to secure, on 26 February 1147, his condemnation and deposition

1 See Allatius, ibid. cols. 671–8; J. D. Mansi, Sacrorum conciliorum... collectio,
vol. xxi, cols. 585–90; D. Farlatius, Itinerarium sacrum (Vetebri, 1875), vol. vii,
p. 354: Acta et diplomata rerum Albaniarum... illustrantia, vol. i, n. 85, p. 29;
Chalandon, op. cit. p. 635. For the names of the sees of the two heretical
bishops, see A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, Βυζαντικό, V.V. (1895), vol. ii,
pp. 720–3.

2 See Allatius, op. cit. cols. 678–81; A. Banduri, Imperio Orientale (Vetebri,
1789), p. 615.

3 See Johannes Cinnamus, Historia, lib. ii, C.S.B.B. pp. 63–6; Nicetas
Choniates, De Manueli Comneni, lib. ii, C.S.B.B. p. 176; Nicholas of Methone,
Eustathius of Thessalonica, Manuelis Comneni laudatio funebris, cap. 36, P.G.
vol. cxxxix, col. 1000; Allatius, ibid. cols. 681–3.
as a Bogomil. The motives and circumstances of Cosmas’s condemnation are not at all clear. It seems more likely that the patriarch was a victim of a political intrigue than that he really favoured the Bogomil heresy.\(^2\)

Several deductions regarding twelfth-century Bogomilism can be drawn from these facts. In the first place, the sect continued to extend its influence in Asia Minor and particularly in Cappadocia. The heretical bishops Clement and Leontius, as well as Niphon, taught in this province. This prevalence of Bogomilism in Asia Minor in the twelfth century confirms the evidence of Euthymius of Acmonis with regard to the eleventh.\(^2\) Moreover, in Constantinople itself, after the sensational trial of Basil and his followers at the beginning of the century, Bogomilism inspired such a loathing and fear that any one suspected of the least sympathy towards it stood in immediate danger of punishment, not excluding the patriarch himself. Finally, a number of doctrines which passed at that time as Bogomil are not ascribed to the Bogomils in earlier sources and are really typical of the Massalians. This identification of Bogomil and Massaliam teachings is significant; as it will be shown, the distinction between Bogomilism and Massalianism, still recognized theoretically by Zigabenus and Anna Comnena, tends to disappear in practice by the middle of the twelfth century; in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the two names are used synonymously in Byzantine and Bulgarian sources.\(^4\)

The repercussions of the wave of Bogomilism which swept over the Byzantine Empire between 1140 and 1147 were immediately felt in Bulgaria. At that very time, the Bogomil sect raised its head in Macedonia. The connection between the sectarian movements in Constantinople and in Macedonia is illustrated by the fact that the repression of Bogomilism in the latter province was instigated by the Byzantine emperor himself. The activity of this

---


\(^3\) Cf. supra, pp. 177 et seq. Asia Minor remained a centre of Bogomilism in subsequent years. At the beginning of the thirteenth century, Germanus II, patriarch of Nicaea (1229–30), wrote against the Bogomils in Nicaea his polemical work: *In exaltationem venerandae crucis et contra Bogomilos.* (P.G. vol. cxvii, cols. 621–44.)

\(^4\) Cf. infra, pp. 241, 254.

---

sect in south-eastern Macedonia in the middle of the twelfth century is attested by the Bulgarian *Life of Saint Hilarion of Moglena* written by Euthymius, patriarch of Trynavo, which is one of the important sources for a study of Bogomilism.\(^2\) St Hilarion was a contemporary of Manuel Comnenus (1143–80) and was consecrated bishop of Moglena in the fourth decade of the twelfth century.\(^2\)

A short time after Hilarion was elevated to the episcopate, the *Life* tells us, the heretics made their appearance:

‘While the saint was zealously preaching and teaching, he discovered a considerable number of Manicheans, Armenians and also Bogomils, who were plotting against him and were trying to pierce the Orthodox in the dark, corrupting and attacking the Orthodox flock like beasts of prey. Seeing that they were daily increasing in number, he suffered great sorrow and prayed earnestly from his heart to Almighty God that their...mouths might be closed. He often preached to his people, teaching them and strengthening them in the Orthodox faith. Hearing these sermons often, the heretics were enraged in their hearts, gnashed their teeth like wild beasts and caused him vexations. They were fond of disputing and wrangling with him, but Hilarion, the good shepherd of the...sheep of Christ, having made the Lord his habitation, tore their intrigues and whisperings to pieces like a spider’s web, and at this the faithful rejoiced.’\(^3\)

The heretics who confronted St Hilarion belonged, as the text clearly shows, to three distinct groups: the ‘Manicheans’ were obviously Paulicians, both terms being used synonymously by the Byzantines.\(^4\) The ‘Armenian’ heresy was a common name for Monophysitism.\(^5\) As for Bogomilism, though mentioned as the

---


\(^3\) Kahužnički, op. cit. p. 33.

\(^4\) Cf. supra, pp. 31–2, 185.

\(^5\) Cf. supra, p. 189.
object of St Hilarion’s attacks at the end of the document, it does not occupy the central position frequently ascribed to it. The failure to recognize this threefold distinction has led some scholars to the erroneous conclusion that the Life of Saint Hilarion is an exclusively anti-Bogomil work. Others, like Rački, neglect the obvious reference to the Paulicians and identify the ‘Manichaeans’ with the Bogomils. Although Rački asserts that the Bogomils were often called Manichaeans, there is not a single example of this identification in any extant Bulgarian or Byzantine medieval source. Furthermore, most features of the ‘Manichaeans’ as described in the Life of Saint Hilarion are characteristic of the Paulicians and not of the Bogomils. We read, in particular, that ‘the champions of the filthy Manichaeans heresy, like wolves in sheep’s clothing, approached him meekly and tempted him as the Pharisees tempted Our Lord. They wanted to catch him in his words… They asked him: “When we teach that the good God made the heavens and that the earth and all that is on it was created by another, the evil creator, why do you not submit, and contradict the truth?”’ This insolent kind of proselytism is more consonant with the methods employed by the Paulicians, while the Bogomils, who were noted for their cautious and insidious behaviour, would scarcely have used such outspoken language to a bishop of the Orthodox Church. Moreover, the doctrines ascribed to the ‘Manichaeans’ by St Hilarion’s biographer are presented in a Paulician form. But the most compelling argument is the fact that the exposition and the refutation of their doctrines are suggested, often verbatim, from the Adversus Paulicianos of Eutymius Zigabenus.

According to his biographer, the saintly bishop succeeded in converting the Paulicians and the Monophysites to Orthodoxy. Only then do the Bogomils appear. We are told that St Hilarion took action against them by the express command of the Emperor Manuel Comnenus:

‘The pious emperor… wrote to him an edict, ordering him to purge the whole of the Bogomil heresy from his flock, to receive warmly those [Bogomils] who submit to the pious dogmas and to number them among the chosen flock, and to drive far away from the Orthodox fold those who do not submit and who remain in their impious and foul heresy.

On hearing this, they [i.e. the Bogomils] also entered the Universal Church and were found worthy of receiving Holy Baptism, spurning their heresy to the end.’

Manuel’s intervention against the Bogomils of Moglena is not at all improbable, as by the middle of the twelfth century Bogomilism was particularly widespread in the Byzantine Empire and had become for the authorities in Constantinople the heresy par excellence.

It may be doubted whether all these conversions were sincere, since the Bogomils were notorious for their outward simulation of Orthodoxy whenever they were faced with persecution or any other necessity. In this case at least they were more refractory to conversion than the other heretics: some of them remained obdurate to the end and were condemned to banishment or imprisonment.

The Life of Saint Hilarion of Moglena shows that in the middle of the twelfth century Bogomilism was a powerful force in southeastern Macedonia, that in this region the Church had also to fight against Paulicians and Monophysites, and that the Bogomil
hersy was probably the most dangerous of the three: for the Bogomils were apparently the only sectarians whom St Hilarion did not entirely succeed in converting, and, moreover, they attracted the special attention of the Byzantine central authorities who were at that very time grappling with Bogomilism in Constantinople and in other parts of the Empire.

The development of Bogomilism in Bulgaria in the eleventh and twelfth centuries is indirectly confirmed by another document of considerable importance, which also supplies us with some further information on the doctrines professed at that time by the Bulgarian Bogomils. This is the so-called Liber Sancti Johannis, or the Faus Evangile, extant only in two, somewhat different, Latin translations. Ivanov, who also edited them with a critical commentary, has shown that they are both translations of an unknown Slavonic original, composed by a Bulgarian Bogomil, probably in the Bulgarian language, not earlier than the eleventh or the twelfth century. In the middle of the twelfth century, the Liber Sancti Johannis was brought to the Patarenes of Lombardy from Bulgaria by a certain Nazarius, who occupied a high position in the Bogomil sect.

The Liber Sancti Johannis—referred to by Ivanov as the Secret Book—is essentially a doctrinal work, and its Bulgarian origin makes it a source of unique importance for our knowledge of the teaching of the Bulgarian Bogomils in the twelfth century. Moreover, the striking resemblances of some of the Bogomil doctrines expounded in the Secret Book to those set out in the Panoplia Dogmatica point to an early influence of Byzantine Bogomilism on the teachings of the Bulgarian sect.

---

1 Tradition soon associated St Hilarion exclusively with the fight against Bogomilism. In a Bulgarian document of the thirteenth or fourteenth century, quoted by Ivanov (op. cit. p. 35), he is called ‘the warrior against the Bogomils’ (вовин на богомили).  

2 The two MSS. are generally known as the ‘Carcasonne MS.’ and the ‘Vienna codex’. The first was edited by J. Benoist (Histoire des Albigeois et des Vaudois, Paris, 1691, vol. i, pp. 283–96); the second by L. von Dollinger (Beiträge zur Sektengeschichte des Mittelalters, München, 1890, vol. ii, pp. 85–94). The best modern edition of both versions is by R. Reitzenstein, Die Vorgeschichte der christlichen Taufe (Leipzig und Berlin, 1929), pp. 297–311, where the work is entitled: Interrogatio Johannis et apostoli et evangelistae in ceno secreto regni colorum de ordinatione mundi iuxta et de principi et de Adam.


4 Cf. infra, pp. 242–3.

---

The Secret Book is a dialogue between Jesus Christ and His favourite disciple, John the Evangelist. At the Last Supper St John leans on the breast of his Master and questions Him on the origin of the world, the spiritual life, and the end of all things. The detailed answers which Christ gives His disciple are dualistic and typically Bogomil. Satan, He says, was once surrounded with such glory that he ruled the celestial powers, while He, Jesus, sat at the side of His Father. Journeying through his domains, which extended from heaven down to the abyss, Satan, intoxicated by his own glory, was smitten with pride. Driven by envy, he decided to place his seat above the clouds of the heavens and to become like the most High. He gained the adherence of one-third of all the angels of God, by promising to reduce the taxes which they owed their Lord, in the very terms used by the ‘unjust steward’ in St Luke’s parable. The rebellious angels were cast out of heaven by God the Father, Satan was deprived of his stewardship over the heavenly powers, and his countenance, no longer luminous with glory, became as red-hot iron and like the face of man. Cast down into the firmament, where he could find no rest, Satan implored the Father to grant him a respite, and God, out of compassion, conceded him a delay of seven days. In this breathing space Satan created the visible world—the sun, the moon, the stars and the earth with its animals and plants. Then he made man in his own image with a body of clay, and commanded the angel of the third heaven to enter the body of Adam and the angel of the second heaven that of Eve. Satan next created Paradise, in which he planted a reed, which was the ‘tree of the knowledge of good and evil’ referred to in the Book of Genesis. In this reed

---

1 The term ‘Satan’ (Sathanas), which occurs throughout the Secret Book, is significant. It does not seem that the Bulgarian Bogomils of the tenth century used this term: the name ‘devil’, frequently mentioned by Cosmas, appears to have been the established one at that time. On the other hand, the epithet ‘Satan’ was used by the Byzantine Bogomils in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. It is not improbable that the widespread use of the name and notion of Satan, conceived as Sathanas deprived of the last syllable of his name as a result of his defeat by Christ, first appeared among the Bogomils in Byzantium, whence it passed to the Bulgarian Bogomils, among whom it replaced the older name of ‘devil’.

2 Cf. supra, p. 208.

3 The identification of Satan with the ‘unjust steward’ is typically Bogomil. Cf. supra, pp. 123, 207.
Satan hid himself, emerged in the form of the serpent and seduced Eve. Then he taught his angel who lived in Adam's body to commit sexual intercourse with her. A product of this intercourse, man, as a compound of a mortal body created by Satan and a soul originating from a fallen angel, was intended to perpetuate the rule of the Devil in the world until its consummation.

The interpretation of the Old Testament story in the Secret Book is on the usual Bogomil lines. To consolidate his power over mankind and to ensure that it worshipped him alone, Satan from time to time sent his servants into the world: of these the principal ones were Enoch and Moses.

To save perishing mankind from the domination of Satan, God decided to send Christ, His Son, into the world. An angel of God was first sent to earth to receive Him: this was Mary. Through her ear Christ entered and came out. To counter God's action, Satan sent into the world his own emissary, the prophet Elijah, who is John the Baptist; John's baptism by water is opposed to the Baptism by the Spirit taught by Christ and His true disciples, who lead an unmarried life.

The last part of the Secret Book contains an account of the Bogomil teaching on the end of the world and the Last Judgement, which is very reminiscent of the Christian eschatology. Its dualistic basis, however, is revealed in the final separation of the spirit of man from the prison of his material body, which replaces the Christian dogma of the Resurrection of the flesh. After the complete destruction of the universe by fire, Satan and his cohorts will be bound with indissoluble fetters and cast into a lake of fire. 'And then the just will shine like the sun in the Kingdom of their Father... And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes and the Son will reign with His Holy Father and His Kingdom shall have no end unto the ages of ages.'

1 Enoch, the father of Methuselah (Gen. v. 18-24; Heb. xi. 5) seems to have figured fairly prominently in Bogomil mythology. The Slavonic version of the apocryphal Book of the Secrets of Enoch (trans. W. R. Morrill, Oxford, 1896) influenced, as Ivanov has shown (op. cit. p. 72), the composition of the Secret Book.

2 Cf. 'Nararius... dixit, quod B. Virgo fuist Angelus' (infra, p. 242).

3 Cf. supra, p. 911.

4 Reitzenstein, op. cit. pp. 308-9. Apart from the brief references by Euthymius of Acmonia and the Synodicon of the Tsar Boris to the Bogomil rejection of the Resurrection of the Body (cf. supra, pp. 181-2, and infra, p. 241) and the

description by Euthymius Zigabenus of the entry of the foerwor into the Kingdom of God (cf. supra, p. 215), this is the only known account of Bogomil eschatology. Fueck is probably right in thinking that eschatology always remained a comparatively undeveloped branch of the Bogomil teaching (op. cit. pp. 211-17).

5 Theod. Balsamon, Phoiti Patriarche Constantinopolitani Nomocanon, tit. x, cap. 8, in G. Voelius and H. Justellus, Bibliotheca Juris Canonici Veteris (Lutetiae, 1661), vol. ii, p. 1042. Balsamon wrote his commentary on the Nomocanon in the last thirty years of the twelfth century; but his reference to the Bogomils must be dated before 1186, when the Byzantine domination of Bulgaria came to an end.

6 Cf. supra, pp. 136 et seq.

7 See Appendix IV.
CHAPTER VI

BOGOMILISM IN THE SECOND BULGARIAN EMPIRE

I. 

Bulgarian Bogomilism in the thirteenth century: The Paulicians in the first twenty years of Bulgarian independence. Their alliances with the Germans and the Bulgarians. The first anti-Bogomil council in Bulgaria (1211). The Synodikon of the Tsar Boris.

II. 


During the period of the Second Bulgarian Empire (1186-1393), the historical evolution of Bogomilism appears in two successive phases: the thirteenth century witnessed a great efflorescence of this sect in Bulgaria, the fourteenth century its decline and rapid disappearance. The causes of this twofold development must be sought in the basic features and in the history of Bogomilism.

It has already been pointed out that the influence exerted by the Bulgarian Bogomils on Byzantium in the tenth and eleventh centuries was reversed in the twelfth century, when the Byzantine sectarians transmitted in their turn many of their teachings and practices to their more primitive Bulgarian co-religionists. It is safe to assert that the new features displayed by Bulgarian Bogomilism in the thirteenth century, particularly in the spheres of doctrine, ritual and organization, are very largely due to the influence of the Byzantine heretics.

The recrudescence of Bogomilism at the beginning of the thirteenth century was largely due to internal conditions in Bulgaria during the twenty years following the revolt of 1186, which led to the shaking off of Byzantine domination and the establishment of the Second Bulgarian Empire in Trynovo. The times were reminiscent of the eleventh century: amid the general confusion arising out of the national revolt the dominant feeling in the people was the bitter hatred of the Greeks, in the fomenting of which the Paulicians played once again an active part. As in the eleventh century, the restlessness of the Bulgarian people was caused by the high-handed extortions of the Byzantine tax-collectors. The mutual hatred of Bulgarians and Greeks was further inflamed in the reign of the Tsar Kaloyan (1196-1207). This bitter enemy of the Greeks, in deliberate contrast to Basil II Bulgaroconon, liked to style himself ‘Romaioctonus’, whereas the Greeks called him ‘Skylojoannes’ (‘John the Whelp’). The political instability of Bulgaria in those years was increased by the frequent invasions of the Cumans who, as in the eleventh century, allied themselves with the Bulgarians against the Greeks. In 1186 they supported the revolt of the Asen brothers and overran the whole of Thrace up to Adrianople. In 1205 they gave Kaloyan their armed assistance against the Franks. Kaloyan himself was married to a Cuman, thus continuing the tradition of blood alliances with the Danubian nomads which existed among the Paulicians of the eleventh century. Kaloyan’s relations with the Cumans were a source of irritation to the Latin Crusaders in Constantinople: in 1205 they begged Pope Innocent III to declare a Crusade against the Bulgarian ruler, on the grounds that he had allied himself ‘cum Turcis et ceteris Crucis Christi inimicis’.

These ‘other enemies of the Cross of Christ’ no doubt included the Paulicians and possibly also the Bogomils. However, there is no ground for maintaining that the latter played any active part in the revolt of 1186 or in Kaloyan’s wars against the Greeks and the Latins. As in the eleventh century, they probably contented themselves with a more or less passive opposition to the Greeks and supported the Paulicians against their common enemy by every means except the resort to warfare.

1 Among the immediate causes of the Bulgarian revolt of 1186 was the taxation introduced by the Byzantine authorities in order to provide money for the nuptial celebrations of the Emperor Isaac II Angelus. See K. Jirčeck, Geschichte der Bulgaren, p. 225.

2 See Jirčeck, ibid. pp. 226, 239.

3 Ibid. p. 230.

4 See A. Theiner, Vetera monumenta Slavorum meridianorum... (Romae, 1869), vol. 1, p. 41.

5 Jirček’s opinion that the Bogomils played an ‘important part’ in the Asen revolt (op. cit. pp. 24-6) cannot be substantiated and is based on the same confusion between the Bogomils and the Paulicians as he makes with regard to the eleventh century (cf. supra, p. 192, n. 3.).
The Paulicians of Philippopolis, last mentioned in 1114–15, appear again at the time of the Third Crusade. Nicetas Choniates, who was then governor of the Theme of Philippopolis, tells us that the Crusaders of Frederick Barbarossa, on entering Philippopolis in 1189, discovered that all the inhabitants had fled save for a few miserable beggars and the local ‘Armenians’, who welcomed the German invaders as friends. It cannot be doubted that at least some of these Armenians were Paulicians, who were ever ready to welcome any enemy of their hated Byzantine oppressors. As they had been transferred seventy-four years previously from Philippopolis to Neocastrum by Alexius Comnenus, it is to be presumed either that a number of them later returned to Philippopolis, or that some Paulicians of this city were only temporarily converted to Orthodoxy and returned to the faith of their fathers at the first opportunity.

A similar role was again played by the Paulicians of Philippopolis in 1205. As a result of the Fourth Crusade, which led in 1204 to the establishment of the Latin Empire of Constantinople, the province of Thrace became subject to the French King Renier of Tré, newly appointed duke of Philippopolis. His power, however, weighed heavily on the local population, who appealed to Kaloyan to save them from the Latins. Kaloyan promptly invaded Thrace, was hailed as liberator by the Greeks themselves, and completely defeated the armies of the Emperor Baldwin I at Adrianople (14 April 1205). According to Villehardouin, the Paulicians of Philippopolis (‘une grant partie des genz, qui estoient popelican’) offered to surrender it to Kaloyan. Renier of Tré, who was then in Philippopolis, learnt of their scheme, had the Paulician quarter burnt to the ground and withdrew from the city. The Paulicians duly delivered the town to Kaloyan, who ordered the wholesale massacre or imprisonment of the Latin garrison and the destruction of the city. The Bogomils are not expressly mentioned in Philippopolis at that time; but their presence in this city is attested a century previously by Anna Comnenus and there is no reason to suppose that the Bogomil community of Philippopolis had disappeared in the course of the twelfth century. It is thus likely that the Bogomils as well as the Paulicians supported the cause of Kaloyan against the Franks, whose political and economic exploitation of Thrace was no less harmful to them than that of the Greeks. It was easy for Villehardouin to confuse the two sects in view of the close similarity between their doctrines.

Kaloyan’s popularity with the Bulgarian heretics bears some resemblance to the probable relations between Samuel and the Bogomils. Both these Bulgarian rulers were rebels against the Byzantine Church and State and consequently fostered a policy of religious nationalism. This policy could only succeed if the various religious and political parties rallied round the government and cemented their union by their common hostility to Byzantium. Thus both Samuel and Kaloyan must have sought the support of the Bulgarian Bogomils, who, as far as can be seen, responded to their call. Their motive in supporting the government was essentially opportunistic, for at other times, when no...
advantage could be gained by such a policy or when Bulgaria was governed according to Byzantine principles, they did not hesitate to teach civil disobedience.1

All these factors which favoured the spread of heresy during the first twenty years of the Second Bulgarian Empire—national hatred of the Greeks, the tension produced by continual wars, the religious tolerance of the Bulgarian authorities—explain the considerable growth of Bogomilism in the reign of Kaloyan's successor Boris (1207–18). Boris usurped the throne and forced Kaloyan's rightful successor, John Asen II, to seek refuge in Russia. The whole of his reign reflects his unlawful ascension: his position on the throne was never secure, and dissatisfied and separatist elements were continually working for his overthrow; one of his relatives wrested Macedonia from his realm; Boris was ultimately dethroned and blinded by the adherents of John Asen II.

The Bogomils were among the principal opponents of Boris. Their fresh appearance in Bulgarian history at the beginning of the thirteenth century coincides with the time when dualistic heresy was spread over all southern Europe, from the Black Sea to the Pyrenees.2 Boris's reign is noted for the earliest known and most important legislation promulgated by the Bulgarian Church against the Bogomil heretics. These laws, issued in 1211, are contemporaneous with the measures taken by the Papacy to suppress the Albigenian heresy in southern France.3 It seems natural to establish a connection between both these events, especially in view of the well-known intentions of Innocent III of extirpating all heresy in Europe. Some scholars have thought that Boris began the persecution of the Bogomils in his realm under direct pressure from the Pope.4 Their hypothesis receives some confirmation from the fact that in 1206 a cardinal was sent from Rome to Bulgaria on an unknown mission.5 However, as it will be shown, Boris's measures against the Bogomils were carried out according to the customs of the Eastern Church and differed essentially in character from the inquisitorial methods of the Papacy, which shows that the anti-Bogomil legislation in Bulgaria was not directly inspired by the Latin clergy.

On 11 February 1211, a council, convened in Trnovo, condemned the doctrines of the Bogomils and other kindred sects, anathematized their teachers and inflicted punishments on their adherents. The records of this council are preserved in a Bulgarian fourteenth-century manuscript, the Synodicon of the Tsar Boris.6 The introduction describes the trial of the Bogomils as follows:

'AFTER the accession to the throne... of the most pious Tsar Boris, there sprang up like evil thorns the thrice-accursed and hateful Bogomil heresy, whose leaders had been the most foul pop Bogomil and his disciples... Having learnt this, the most pious Tsar Boris was inflamed with divine zeal and sent men to gather the heretics from the whole of his realm like tares are gathered into sheaves. Then he convened a council. There assembled all the bishops (of the land), priests, monks, and also all the boyars and a very great number of other folk. When the tsar saw that they were all gathered together, he came out, clad in bright purple robes, and took his seat in one of the great churches [in Trnovo]. Presiding over the assembled tribunal, he commanded that the sowers of impiety be brought before the council. He did not charge them at once, but entrapped them with great cunning: he told them to cast away all fear and to profess boldly their blasphemous teaching; and they, hoping to entice the tsar and those around him, exposed their ill-famed heresy in detail. They supported their arguments with many quotations from the Holy Scriptures, but the tsar and those with him questioned them with wisdom until their ill-famed sophistries were laid bare. Then the heretics were seized

1 The MS of the Synodicon was edited three times by M. G. Popruzhenko:
(1) Синодик царя Бориса или Борила, И. Р. А. И. К. (Odessa, 1896), vol. ii, Supplement, pp. 1–82; (2) Синодик царя Михаила (Odessa, 1899);
This edition, based on the earlier copies of Palauzov and Drinov, is the most critical and complete and contains an account of the history of the MS. (pp. xiii–xxvii).

2 See the analysis of the Synodicon by Popruzhenko in I.R.A.I.K. (1900), vol. v, Supplement, pp. 1–175. The principal defects of this otherwise useful work are its failure to bring out clearly the distinction between the Bogomils and other sects anathematized in the Synodicon and its unjustifiable conclusions regarding Bogomil ethics. Some important aspects of the Synodicon are studied by T. Florinsky (Рассмотрение о богонах, s.l., St Petersburg, 1883, pp. 33–40).
punishment for heresy, the death penalty being resorted to only in very exceptional circumstances.¹

The Synodicon is the only source which gives us a direct knowledge of Bogomilism in the thirteenth century. It is, moreover, one of the most reliable guides for a study of the sect, since, as an official document of the Orthodox Church, it is based on a careful and objective study of the doctrines and past history of the Bogomils. The material it contains is of a complex nature. That part of it which concerns Bogomilism can be classed into three sections:

(1) The condemnation, in the form of anathemas, of specific doctrines which are certainly Bogomil. A number of these appear in the same form as in the Sermon against the Heretics; others, on the contrary, while being confirmed by the evidence of the tenth- and eleventh-century sources, are nevertheless presented in a more complex and developed form, often traceable to the influence of Byzantine Bogomilism.

(2) Other heretical doctrines not originally Bogomil, but belonging to sects which were in constant contact with the Bogomils. Several of them had probably been assimilated by Bogomilism by the thirteenth century, owing to the evolution and adaptability of the sect.

¹ Some scholars, including Jireček, have taken the unfavourable reference to Boril in the biography of Stephen Nemanja by his son, Stephen the First-Crowned, to imply a violent persecution of the Bogomils. Following Th. M. L. Visnovski: 'his soul found a sweet pleasure in shedding the blood of his race; he murdered countless other men, as though he wanted to destroy both land and sea.' (Sahafnik, Panévsky Dvorniči Filozofci, Zagreb, 1926, p. 23.) This view cannot be corroborated. Boril had many political enemies who were constantly seeking to destroy him, and he probably had to resort to several drastic political repressions. But there is no evidence of the 'blatant Bogomil persecution' ascribed to him by Jireček (op. cit. p. 246, n. 27). Equally unjustifiable is D. Misek's statement that after the Council of Trnovo 'a sort of inquisition was established' (The Bulgarians in the Past, London, 1852, p. 82), which Klivdarov even describes as 'bloody' (op. cit. pp. 141-2).

The opposite error is committed by Blagoev, who thinks that Bogomilism was an imaginary label attached by Boril to his political enemies. (Bogomilism in the Second Bulgarian Empire, vol. v, pp. 43-4.) Blagoev's view of Bogomilism is vitiated by his complete incomprehension of the nature of heresy and by his preconceived desire to seek for purely political motives behind every religious movement in the Balkans in the Middle Ages.
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(3) A number of features pertaining to the ritual, organization and general behaviour of the Bogomil communities, several of which again reveal the influence of Byzantine Bogomilism.

It should be noted that the Synodicon is the earliest Slavonic monument which refers to the heretics as Bogomils (бого́милы) as distinct from the 'adherents of the Bogomil heresy'.

The Synodicon gives the most explicit account we possess of the origins of the Bogomil sect in Bulgaria:

'Because our guileful foe spread the Manichaean heresy all over the land of Bulgaria, and mixed it with the Massalian heresy (маніхейскі ересь разовка смешана съ съ масалианското) let the leaders (началники) of this heresy be cursed. May the pope Bogomil, who in the reign of Peter, tsar of Bulgaria, adopted this Manichaean heresy (въпринима на манихейскі ересь) and spread it over the land of Bulgaria, and who added to them [i.e. these heresies] the belief that Christ Our Lord was seemingly (ъ притворством) born of the Holy Mother of God and ever Virgin Mary, was seemingly crucified and ascended in His... body which He left in the air (на воздующеством)... and all His past and present disciples who are also called apostles (учениции и апостоли паршени) be cursed (анатемиза).'

This resolution of Bogomilism into its two main component parts, 'Manichaeism' (which obviously means Paulicianism) and Massalianism, is identical with the definitions of the Patriarch Theophylact and Anna Comnena. The Synodicon is the only source which unequivocally shows that this compound of Paulicianism and Massalianism existed in fact in Bulgaria before the days of the pope Bogomil, for the heresiarch only 'adopted' these heresies. The docetic Christology attributed by this source to the pope Bogomil is indeed eminently characteristic of the teaching of his followers. But the statement in the Synodicon that the pope Bogomil was the first to adopt it cannot be true: docetism, being a Paulician doctrine, was no doubt known in Bulgaria long before the time of the heresiarch.

The doctrines ascribed to the Bogomils in the Synodicon which appear in an identical form in the Sermon against the Heretics are

1 Synodicon, p. 44. Cosmas simply calls them heretics (cf. supra, p. 119) and St Hilarian's biographer—бого́милы ересь полковникови. (Cf. supra, p. 225, n. 4.)
2 Ibid, p. 42.
3 Cf. supra, p. 189.
4 Cf. supra, pp. 112, 198.
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the rejection of the Mosaic Law, of the Old Testament Prophets, as well as of churches, traditional prayers (with the exception of the Lord's Prayer), Holy Orders, the Liturgy, the sacrament of the Eucharist, the Cross and the icons. Others are more interesting, as showing the influence of Byzantine Bogomilism. An article of the Synodicon curses those who call Satan (сатана) the creator of all visible things and say that he is the steward (виконова) of rain and hail and of everything that comes from the earth. Although this doctrine can be found in almost the same form in the Sermon against the Heretics, Cosmas merely refers to him as the Devil, while the epithet Satan was used by the Byzantine Bogomils. The influence of Byzantine Bogomilism is even more apparent in the article anathematizing 'those who say that Satan created Adam and Eve'. This specific doctrine of the origin of man is ascribed to the Bogomils by no other Bulgarian source, but was held, on the other hand, by the Byzantine sectarians in the early twelfth century. Likewise the Synodicon curses 'those who revile John the Baptist and say that he together with his baptism is from Satan; and who for this reason eschew Baptism by water and baptize without water, reciting only the Lord's Prayer'. The opposition between Baptism by water and Baptism through the Spirit, as well as the so-called 'βάπτισμα', or ceremony of initiation into the sect, which included the recitation of the Lord's Prayer, are ascribed to the Byzantine Bogomils by Ziganus. They are not, however, mentioned by Cosmas, who speaks only in a very general manner of the Bogomil rejection of Baptism. Hence it is likely that the Bulgarian Bogomils, who in the tenth century simply rejected Baptism by water as a consequence of their denial that matter can be a vehicle for Grace, developed a more complex view of Baptism during the twelfth century under the influence of their Byzantine co-religionists; moreover, as the latter evolved a form of ritual probably unknown to the Bulgarian Bogomils in the tenth century, it can be supposed that the heretical 'baptism' mentioned in the Synodicon is of Byzantine origin.
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The historical continuity between Byzantine Bogomilism and the teachings condemned at the Council of Triano is recognized by the Synodicon: one of its articles anathematizes the Byzantine heresiarch, Basil 'the physician'.

Moreover, the Synodicon mentions by name some of the leaders of the Bulgarian Bogomils: the pop Bogomil and his successors in the tenth and eleventh centuries—Michael (his immediate disciple), Theodore, Dobry, Stephen, Basil and Peter. An earlier article curses 'Alexander the smith, Avdin et Photin, Aphiqiy and Moses the Bogomil... Peter of Cappadocia, dyed of Sredets, Luke and Mandeley of Radobol'. Of the heretics enumerated in the latter article, only Moses and Peter of Cappadocia can be with certainty described as Bogomils. But as the whole of this paragraph in the Synodicon seems to refer to Bogomilism, it is probable that the others also belonged to the sect.

Among the doctrines of non-Bogomil sects condemned in the Synodicon, the most important are those of the Massilians. The doctrine of 'those who say that a woman becomes pregnant in her womb through the co-operation of Satan who remains there constantly even until the birth of the child and who cannot be driven away by Holy Baptism, but only through prayer and fasting' is characteristically Massalian; yet it is placed in the Synodicon among the Bogomil doctrines. Moreover, the direct participation of Satan in the act of procreation is already implied in the belief that Cain was born of the intercourse between Satan and Eve and in the demonology ascribed to the Byzantine Bogomils by Zigabenus. There can be no doubt that this Massalian doctrine condemned in the Synodicon was actually held by the Bulgarian Bogomils in the thirteenth century. The strong influence exerted by Massalianism on Bogomilism between the tenth and

twelfth centuries led to both sects being identified by the Orthodox in the thirteenth century: the Patriarch Germanus II (1220-40) wrote: Μασσαλιανοὶ ἤτοι τῶν Βογομιλῶν. A Slavonic Nomocanon of 1262 condemns 'the Massilians who are now called Bogomils'. By the fourteenth century all difference between them seems to have disappeared.

Another teaching condemned in the Synodicon and not explicitly attributed to the Bogomils is the denial of the Resurrection of the Body. In contemporary Christian circles this doctrine generally passed as Judaism, which was rampant in Macedonia owing to the proximity of Thessalonica, a great Jewish centre in the Middle Ages. It is probable that Bogomilism and Judaism had points of contact in the thirteenth century, particularly as both were to become the object of a common persecution in the following century. The denial of the Resurrection of the Body is consonant with the Bogomil condemnation of matter and is indeed attributed to these heretics by Euthymius of Acmonia.

Finally, the evidence of the Synodicon brings out several interesting features in the life of the Bogomil communities in the thirteenth century, which we do not find in earlier sources. Among these is the practice attributed to the Bogomils of reciting the Lord's Prayer 'wherever they happen to be' (на приключившем съ мест). The inference we can draw from this is that if a Bogomil happened to be travelling at a time appointed for prayer, he stopped to pray by the wayside. That the Bogomils had set hours in the day for prayer is attested by Cosmas and Zigabenus. For those Bogomils who stayed at home during these hours, indoor communal prayer was prescribed. These prayer-meetings, according to the Synodicon, were held by night and were accompanied by a definite form of ritual: one of the clauses directly referring to the Bogomils curses their customs, nocturnal meetings, mysteries.
and harmful teachings". No information is given on the precise character of these meetings; but, judging from the scanty evidence of the Byzantine sources, they probably consisted of invocations to the Trinity and recitations of the Lord's Prayer with appointed prostrations. In no other source are the Bogomils accused of meeting by night; in the thirteenth century, when the authorities were wide awake to the danger of the sect, surreptitious meetings were no doubt particularly necessary to escape detection, and the Bogomils were always past-masters in the art of concealment.

A particularly interesting passage of the Synodicon is the brief anathema against 'the dyed of Sredets'. Sredets was the medieval name for the town of Sofia. The significance of the title 'dyed' can best be understood by reference to the following Latin twelfth- and thirteenth-century sources:

A note in the Carcassonne manuscript of the Liber Sancti Johannis, one of the principal books of the Italian and French Cathars, says: 'hoc est secretum haereticorum de Concilio portatun de Bulgaria Nazario suo Episcopo, plenum erroribus.' This book has been conclusively shown by Ivanov to be of Bogomil origin and to have been translated into Latin from a Slavonic original, now lost. This Nazarius, clearly an important personage among the Bulgarian Bogomils, is also mentioned by Reinerius Sacconi, who knew him personally: 'Nazarius vero quondam corum episcopus et antiquissimus coram me et multis aliis dixit, quod B. Virgo fuit Angelus et quod Christus non assumpt animam humanam, sed angelicam, sive corpus coeleste. Et dixit quod habuit hunc errorem ab episcopo ut filio majore Ecclesiae Bulgareae jam fere elapsis annis.' Reinerius wrote c. 1250 and his

1 Synodicon, p. 42.
2 Flurlus's assertion that the Thracian Euchites in the eleventh century indulged in nocturnal orgies cannot, as we have seen, be applied to the Bogomils.


6 Ibid. col. 1775.
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association with Nazarius must hence be dated in the first half of the thirteenth century, at the time when he was himself a Patarene teacher in Lombardy. Nazarius's initiative into the Bulgarian Bogomil sect, which, according to Reinerius, occurred about sixty years previously, can therefore be dated in the second half of the twelfth century. The doctrine taught by Nazarius is the familiar Docetism, one of the main articles of the Bogomil faith.

Reinerius thus mentions three titles which, he claims, existed among the Bulgarian Bogomils in the later twelfth and in the thirteenth centuries: 'episcopus', 'antiquissimus' and 'filius major'. The first two are probably synonymous, as they are applied to the same person and both appear to designate the highest rank in a given hierarchy. The title of 'episcopus' was also given in 1167 to Nicetas of Constantinople.

This raises the following questions: did these titles belong in fact to the leaders of the Bulgarian Bogomils and, if so, what were their Slavonic equivalents? It has already been shown that there is no ground for maintaining that a regular hierarchy existed among the Bulgarian Bogomils in the tenth and eleventh centuries. The followers and immediate successors of the pop Bogomil appear to have organized the sect on democratic lines. Basil, the leader of the Byzantine Bogomils in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries, was surrounded by twelve 'apostles', and this same title is attested among the Bulgarian sectarians in the thirteenth century in the Synodicon. But the Latin sources of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries apply the term 'Ecclesia' to the Bogomil community in Bulgaria; at the same time, the notion of 'Ordo' appears, apparently synonymous with 'Ecclesia'.

It might seem that these terms, applied to the Bogomil communities, are fictitious, as the Latin writers had generally only an indirect acquaintance with the Bulgarian sectarians and tended to judge them from their knowledge of the western Cathars and Patarenes, whose communities possessed a highly developed organization, closely modelled on that of the Roman Church.
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Yet the existence of an organized hierarchy among the Bulgarian Bogomils from the middle of the twelfth century is prima facie a probable supposition. It is not likely that the Bogomil sect could have so successfully survived four centuries of the proselytism, repression and persecution instigated against it by the representatives of the Orthodox Church, had its organization remained weak or indefinite. Moreover, to resist the sectional interests and the danger of schisms, invariably present in all sectarian movements, the acceptance of a strong authority and a hierarchy was clearly necessary. It may be supposed that in order to fight the Orthodox Church the Bogomil sect was reduced to adopt its enemy’s own weapons: the most effective of these was the centralized ecclesiastical organization, the model of which was to be found in Byzantium. It is thus very likely that the Bulgarian Bogomils, who in the course of the twelfth century borrowed from Byzantium a number of new features in their doctrine and ritual, also derived from the same source a more rigid organization of their communities and a regular hierarchy, in the same manner as the Cathars and Patarenes borrowed many traits of their own organization from the Roman Church. It is not unreasonable to claim that the notions of ‘Ecclesia Bulgarie’ and ‘Ordin de Bulgarie’ appeared among the Bulgarian sectarians as the result of the penetration of Bogomilism into Constantinople.

This suggests that the titles of ‘episcopus’, ‘antiquissimus’ and ‘filius major’, given by Latin writers to several important Bogomils, are not fictitious. Moreover, among the Cathars and Patarenes the ‘episcopus’ was the holder of the supreme rank in the ecclesiastical hierarchy.¹ In the Bosnian Patarene Church, which in many respects was directly influenced by Bulgarian Bogomilism,² and which can consequently serve for the present purpose as a connecting link between the Bogomils and the Cathars, the same title existed, and to the Latin term ‘episcopus’ corresponded the Slavonic ‘dyed’³. It seems legitimate to conclude that the ‘episcopus Ecclesiae Bulgarie’ referred to by Reinerius, and also Nazarius himself held among the Bulgarian Bogomils the title of ‘dyed’, and that the ‘dyed of Sredets’ mentioned by the Synodicon was the head of the Bogomil community in Sredets;

¹ Schmidt, ibid. p. 142.
² See Rački, red., vii, pp. 163 et seq.
³ Ibid. p. 184.
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judging by the analogy with the Bosnian ‘dyed’, he may also have been the supreme leader of all the Bulgarian Bogomils, though this cannot be affirmed with any degree of certainty.¹

The ‘filius major’, on the other hand, occupied the second rank in the hierarchy of the Cathars and Patarenes. In Bosnia he was known as ‘gost’.² This Slavonic title is not confirmed by any Bulgarian source, but, by analogy with that of ‘dyed’, it can reasonably be inferred that the title equivalent among the Bulgarian Bogomils to ‘filius major’ was in fact ‘gost’. As for the title of ‘antiquissimus’, given to Nazarius by Reinerius, although it is tempting by reason of its etymology to relate it to the ‘ancianus’ of the Cathars and the ‘starats’ of the Bosnian Patarenes,³ it probably refers to the Bogomil ‘dyed’: Reinerius would scarcely have given Nazarius simultaneously two titles corresponding to two different ranks in the Bogomil hierarchy; moreover, ‘antiquissimus’ and ‘dyed’ both imply the notion of ‘elder’, and the former was probably used by Reinerius as a complement to ‘episcopus’, a Western title presumably unknown among the Bulgarian Bogomils.

The exact relation between the different Bogomil communities in Bulgaria is not very clear. The only information on the subject comes from a Latin source: in 1167, Nicetas, the heretical ‘bishop’ of Constantinople, presiding over the Council of the Cathars at Saint-Félix de Caraman near Toulouse, was questioned by his Western co-religionists on the organization of the Eastern dualistic ‘Churches’. He replied: ‘Ecclesiae Romanae et Drogometae et Melengiae et Bulgare et Dalmatiae sunt diaeae et terminae, et una ad alteram non facit aliquam rem ad suam contradictionem, et ita pacem habent inter se: similer vos facite.’⁴ These

¹ The Synodicon was first published by N. Painaov in 1835, (Vremnik Imperatorskogo Moskovskogo Obshchestva Istori i Drevnoy Russkikh, vol. xxii, Moscow), but in an incomplete form which did not contain the reference to the ‘dyed of Sredets’. Rački, who only knew the Synodicon in this edition, was unacquainted with this valuable piece of evidence, which was first revealed by Florinsky in 1893. (Cf. supra, p. 35, n. 1.) ² See Schmidt, ibid.; Rački, ibid. ³ See Schmidt, ibid., pp. 144-5; Rački, loc. cit. p. 185. ⁴ Notitia consilii, apud S. Felicum de Caraman, sub Pacho haereticorum Niquinta celebrati, in M. Bouquet, Recueil des historiens des Gaules, Paris, 1866, vol. xiv, pp. 449-50.
principles of decentralization and mutual collaboration, which apparently existed in the twelfth century among the various sectarian communities in the Balkans, are suggestive of some federalistic basis of organization; but precise evidence on this point is lacking.

A much-debated question, closely connected with the problem of the Bogomil hierarchy, is whether the Cathars, the Patarenes and the Bogomils owed obedience to one supreme heretical ‘Pope’. Schmidt has collected all the evidence of medieval Latin sources which appear to assert the existence of such a dignitary.\(^1\) This heretical ‘Pope’ was always said to reside in South-Eastern Europe—in Bulgaria, according to some sources—in Constantinople, according to others. The latter case is that of Nicetas of Constantinople, who in the records of the council of Saint-Félix de Caraman is called ‘Papa haereticorum’. The first view was upheld in a letter by Conrad of Marburg, Papal envoy and later inquisitor in Germany, written in 1223: ‘ìlle homo perditus est, qui extolitur super omne quod colitur, aut quod dictur Deus, jam habet perfidae suae praebulum haeresiarcha, quem haereticorum Papam senu vocant, habitantem in finibus Bulgariae.\(^2\) The existence of a supreme Bogomil ‘Pope’ has sometimes been upheld in recent days.\(^3\)

But this theory is rejected by authoritative scholars. Schmidt, after a careful study of all the relevant sources, concluded that the heretical ‘Pope’ is a purely fictitious character.\(^4\) Rački, who was of the same opinion, pointed out that according to Nicetas himself the Balkan dualistic communities were organized on a federalistic basis, which in itself precludes the possibility of a supreme central authority.\(^5\)

---

3. In particular by F. Legge (‘Western Manichaism and the Turfan Discoveries’, J.R.A.S. 1913, p. 73), who states that ‘all Southern Europe is said to have been parcelled out into Manichaean dioceses whose bishops paid allegiance to a Manichaean Pope seated in Bulgaria’.

---

The valuable indication concerning the hierarchy of the thirteenth-century Bogomils, provided by the Synodicon of the Tsar Boris, is the only information obtainable on this subject from Bulgarian sources. The considerable value of the Synodicon as a historical document lies in the fact that it does not limit itself, like most of the other sources on the Bogomils, to an exposition of their errors in matters of faith and morals, but gives an account of the organization and customs of the sect and of the social behaviour of its members.

Another article of the Synodicon which may perhaps be taken as descriptive of the Bogomil customs curses ‘those who on the 24th of June, the birth of John the Baptist, practise magic (výššenovía) and gather fruits and that night perform foul mysteries like the pagan rites (кврнава творитъ тимие і еллинства елуквб подобна).’\(^1\) The allusion is to the pagan festival of ‘Ивань-день’, still celebrated to-day by the southern Slavs.\(^2\) The place occupied by this clause in the Synodicon in the section dealing with the Bogomil doctrines suggests, unless it is interpolated,\(^3\) that the Fathers of Trovno recognized a definite connection between this pagan ceremony and the customs of the sect. This is not the only indication of the connection between paganism and heresy in Bulgaria.\(^4\) The Bogomils in particular, whose contact with the masses was always close, are frequently associated with the sources with everything that has come to be regarded as popular superstition or magic and with the remnants of pre-Christian paganism.\(^5\) One cannot be certain, however, whether the pagan rites were adopted by the Bogomils to their own doctrines or whether their connection with paganism was a tactical one, based on the necessity of fighting the common foe—the Orthodox Church. The latter alternative is perhaps the more probable.

The following articles of the Synodicon have sometimes been taken to refer to the Bogomils: ‘cursed be those who either by some magic or by herbs, spells, enchantment, devilish witchcraft

---

1. Synodicon, p. 44.
3. Cf. supra, p. 95.
4. See M. G. Poprzhenski, Синодъ царя Бориса (1900), vol. v, pp. 168-9; M. S. Drinov, Юные славяне и Византии, pp. 74-5; P. Kemp, Healing Ritual, pp. 159-78.
or poison try to injure the tsar, anointed by God... Cursed be those who assist thieves, murderers, robbers and other such people.1 Popruženko, relying on Cosmas's statement that the heretics urged the people to civil disobedience, concluded that these dissident elements anathematized in the Synodicon are Bogomils.2 However, this is extremely hypothetical: even apart from the fact that the last two clauses are not found in the section of the document which deals with Bogomilism, the evidence for Popruženko's claim is quite insufficient. Although the Bogomils were in opposition to the central government in Boril's reign, there were many other dissatisfied and rebellious sections of the community which were seeking to bring about the tsar's downfall.3

A notable feature of the Synodicon of the Tsar Boril is the absence in its articles against the Bogomils of any reference to their ethical teaching. In particular, the Bogomils are accused neither of rejecting marriage nor of condemning the eating of meat. From this fact Popruženko has drawn the unwarrantable conclusion that only the doctrines of the Bogomils were condemned at the Council of Tineovo, while their moral behaviour was not only considered innocuous, but even viewed with some favour by the Church.4 This arbitrary separation of ethics from doctrine shows a misunderstanding of the attitude of the Orthodox Church towards heresy. The asceticism of the Bogomils and that of all dualistic sects, which is based on a hatred of matter and a denial of its sanctification through Grace, was always considered by the Church to be essentially immoral, whatever its outward resemblances to Christian asceticism. The Church never ceased to condemn all dualistic heresies for this very reason. The absence of any condemnation of Bogomil ethics in the Synodicon can be explained by the nature of this document. It is not a polemical work against the Bogomils like the Sermon against the Heretics, but a doctrinal handbook for the use of the ecclesiastical authorities. In its form—that of concise anathemas suitable to be read on public occasions—it is in the tradition of the Byzantine Synodica which provided fixed formulae for the solemn anathematizing of the doctrines of past and contemporary heretics, carried out in Orthodox cathedral churches on the first Sunday in Lent. The prototype of all such manuals is the Synodicon for the Sunday of Orthodoxy, which contains a series of anathemas of the principal doctrines of the Bogomils, but also without any reference to their ethical teaching.1

The Synodicon of the Tsar Boril contains one of the most complete accounts we possess of the Bogomil sect. Its completeness is due to the fact that it combines the results of direct observation of the sect with those of the earlier investigations of Bulgarian and Byzantine Churchmen, particularly, as Popruženko has shown, of Cosmas and Euthymius Zigabenus. The Sermon against the Heretics, whose author had close contact with the life and customs of the Bogomils, could supply much first-hand information. It became popular very early among the southern Slavs, and the Bulgarian Churchmen at the beginning of the thirteenth century were certainly well acquainted with it.2 The Panoplia Dogmatica, as the most comprehensive account of the Bogomil doctrines and the source of all subsequent anti-Bogomil productions, inevitably influenced the Synodicon. Popruženko thinks that by 1211 there existed a Bulgarian translation of the Panoplia, or at least of its chapter against the Bogomils.3

---

1 The Synodicon for the Sunday of Orthodoxy (the first Sunday in Lent) was edited by Th. Usenets (Zaszczytni imperatorskiego narodowego Uniwersytetu, Odessa, 1893, vol. LXX, pp. 497-502). This version is based on an original document composed after the Seventh Ecumenical Council and directed against Iconoclasm, but amplified in the course of the eleventh century. The articles against the Bogomils were added by order of Alexius Comnenus. Further clauses were added to the Synodicon in the twelfth and fourteenth centuries. See A. Petrovsky's article, 'Anafémosa' in Pravoslavnaya Bogoslovskaya Entsiklopediya (ed. by A. F. Lapakhiin; St Petersburg, 1900), vol. iv, pp. 679-700.

Another Byzantine document similar in form to the Synodicon of the Tsar Boril is the collection of formulae of abjuration to be recited by those Bogomils who were received into the Church. This document, which probably dates from the reign of John Comnenus, was published by L. Thallóczy, 'Beiträge zur Kenntniss der Bogomilenlehre,' Wiss. Mitt. Behr. Herz. Vienna, 1895, vol. iv, pp. 390-71 under the title: Τῶν ἀπὸ τῆς μυκητιας αἰτημάτων τῶν Βογομιλίων τῇ διαδοχῇ τοῦ Θεοτόκου μετήρ τινος ἀκοής προσκυνήσων δέκα Μαυρίκιος καὶ αὐτός καταγγέλωμα καὶ χίλιαν τούτων ὄντων, χρὸνος προσόχειν ὁμοίως.

2 See Popruženko, loc. cit. p. 119.

4 Popruženko's hypothesis is based on a study of a Serbian MS. of the Panoplia in the monastery of Khilandar on Mount Athos, which contains, in his opinion, a number of bulgarians (ibid. pp. 113-15).
The edicts promulgated by the Council of Trnovo did not succeed, however, in destroying Bogomilism in Bulgaria; there is evidence that the heresy was rampant in the reign of Boril's successor, John Asen II (1218–41). During his reign Bulgaria became the strongest power in the Balkans. John Asen II sought to achieve what had been Symeon's idea—the unification of all southern Slavs under the Bulgarian sceptre and within the framework of the Orthodox Church. His crowning success was the establishment in 1235 of the autocephalous Bulgarian patriarchate at Trnovo after formal consent of the four eastern patriarchs. This naturally caused him to abandon the allegiance to the Roman See paid by his predecessors Kaloyan and Boril. Pope Gregory IX, incensed by this defection and by the fact that the Bulgarian tsar had concluded an alliance with the emperor of Nicaea to destroy the Latin Empire of Constantinople, instigated a crusade against Bulgaria. He urged the king of Hungary, Bela IV, to become its leader. As an additional motive for this crusade, Gregory IX, in his letters to Bela and to the Emperor Baldwin II of Constantinople (February 1238), complained that Bulgaria was ‘full of heretics’ who were apparently under the direct protection of John Asen II. The crusading army assembled in Hungary but never crossed the frontier, as the Bulgarian tsar successfully manoeuvred to keep his allies, the Cumans, as a perpetual threat to Hungary and Constantinople.

The final stage in the historical development of Bogomilism, its decline and disappearance in the fourteenth century, now remains to be studied. The decadence of Bogomilism, which followed so closely on its great efflorescence in Bulgaria during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, was due to several features inherent in this sect as well as to the general characteristics of the time. In spite of its internal coherence and of the external organization which it had borrowed from Byzantium, Bogomilism always remained a somewhat diffuse heresy, eminently changeable and adaptable to circumstances. This peculiarity, which rendered the task of fighting it extremely difficult, and hence increased the danger presented by Bogomilism to the Church, became in later times a source of weakness to the sect. Unlike the Paulicians, the Bogomils were unable to retain the purity of their teaching and with time absorbed from kindred sects and movements a number of features which were originally alien to them. Some of these could not fail to have a detrimental effect on the strength and stability of the Bogomil sect. This applies particularly to Massalian elements which, it seems, occupied progressively more and more place in Bogomil doctrine and ethics. The Massalian sect, as we have seen, penetrated into Bulgaria during the eighth and ninth centuries, exerted a strong influence on Bogomilism during the rise of this sect in the tenth and continued to exist alongside of it in the eleventh century. Probably at the end of the twelfth century, a fusion seems to have occurred between Bogomilism and Massalianism, which continued throughout the thirteenth and led to the complete identification of both sects in the fourteenth. Until the fourteenth century, however, an important difference remained between the two: whereas the Massalians were generally accused of the practice of sexual immorality for pseudo-religious motives, the Bogomils were always noted for their moral austerity. There can be no doubt that this trait was a source of great strength to the Bogomil sect, as it lent some justification to its claim to follow the true evangelical life and goes far to explain its great fascination for the masses and its steadfastness in persecution. By the fourteenth century, however, under the increased influence of Massalianism, the Bogomils had entirely lost their reputation of puritanism and had become associated with the most extreme forms of sexual indulgence. This was no doubt partly due to the general moral decline in the


2 See A. Theiner, Vetus monumenta historicum Hungariam sacrum illustrantia (Rome, 1859–60), vol. 1, p. 160: ‘Perfidus...Assanus...receptat in terra sua hereticos et defensat, quibus tota terra ipsa infecta dicitur et repleta.’

3 Cf., however, a different interpretation by Puech (op. cit. pp. 292–303), who explains the gradual substitution of Massalianism for Paulicianism as the fundamental source of Bogomilism partly by the subjective impressions and stereotyped notions of the medieval heresiologists, partly by the probable fact that they had no very precise knowledge of Massalianism and often tended to attribute to the Massalians doctrines which they encountered in Bogomilism. Puech's arguments are not without weight, but, it seems to me, do not really refute the cumulative evidence of the sources, which points very strongly to the increasing influence of certain Massalian doctrines on Bogomilism.
fourteenth century, which affected all classes of Bulgarian society and weakened the resistance of the Bogomils to the disruptive influence of Massalian practices. At the same time, by absorbing alien teachings, Bogomilism became more and more syncretic and gradually lost its inner coherence.

We possess no information on the Bogomil sect in the second half of the thirteenth century. But it can be safely assumed that the sect survived the legislation of 1211 and continued to thrive in Bulgaria. The condition of the country between the death of John Asen II (1241) and the accession of John Alexander (1331) was favourable to its growth: the social chaos which succeeded the death of John Asen II, the several dynastic upheavals, the invasions of Greeks, Tatars and Serbs, the impending menace of the Turks, must have encouraged Bogomil proselytism, always successful in troubled times. By a policy of strong centralization, John Alexander (1331–71) was able to restore to Bulgaria for a time some measure of stability, prosperity and prestige, but politically he was largely dependent on his brother-in-law, the Serbian Tsar Stephen Dušan, and in the intellectual, social and economic realms Byzantine influence was supreme.

The fourteenth century was a period of severe crisis for the Byzantine Church. The general political instability, the internal divisions in the Church and the intellectual and moral decline of some of the clergy produced confusion and dissatisfaction among the people. The higher clergy was often unable to command obedience and respect. Their flocks, unsettled in mind, vainly seeking for solutions to the pressing spiritual and material problems, were prone, in an atmosphere saturated with demonology and magic, to grasp at any new and strange teaching even of the most unorthodox kind. In this atmosphere of spiritual decadence, the best elements in the Church rallied round those monasteries where the purity of the Orthodox faith was preserved. The great monastic revival in the fourteenth century was expressed in the Hesychast movement, which played a central role in the history of the Byzantine and the Bulgarian Churches in the fourteenth century and is indirectly connected with the history of Bogomilism.

Hesychasm is a general term applied to the mystical trend of Eastern Orthodox monasticism, whose aim is the pursuit of pure contemplation and union with God by means of inner prayer. Inherent in Orthodox monasticism from the third and fourth centuries, Hesychasm was revived in the fourteenth century by St Gregory of Sinai (d. 1346) on Mount Athos and received a doctrinal justification in the theological works of St Gregory Palamas (d. 1359). 1

The teaching of the Hesychasts aroused violent opposition in certain Byzantine ecclesiastical circles, and led to a bitter controversy which raged for some twenty-five years and ended in 1368 in a solemn vindication of Hesychasm and the canonization of Gregory Palamas at a council in Constantinople. 2 The quarrel was largely a philosophical one, though the opponents of Hesychasm were really attacking the contemplative tradition of Orthodox monasticism. The leaders of this opposition, the Calabrian monk Barlaam and the historian Nicephorus Gregoras, sought to discredit the Hesychasts by accusing them of Massalianism, which was then held to be identical with Bogomilism. 3

1 An exposition of the teaching of the fourteenth-century Hesychasts naturally lies outside the scope of this work. Its historical connections with Bogomilism will be indicated in the following pages. There are very few satisfactory accounts of Hesychasm; Western writers, in particular, often repeat biased opinions on the subject. M. Jugić’s articles (‘Palamite’ and ‘Palamite (Controversy)’ in the D.T.C. vol. xi) paint the best historical background of Hesychasm, but are severely vitiated by the author’s prejudice against St Gregory Palamas. K. Radchenko’s Религиозное и литературное движение в Болгарии (loc. cit.) gives a useful historical introduction to Hesychasm, but is most inadequate from the theological point of view. The best accounts of the Hesychast doctrines are by Fr. V. Krivoshein (Археологическое и богословское учение св. Григория Паламы, Athon, 1925. Симпозиум Кондосбацианум, Prague, 1936, vol. viii; Eng. tr. Eastern Churches Quarterly, 1938, vol. iii, nos. 1–4) and by the Archimandrite C. Kern (‘Les éléments de la théologie de Grégoire Palamas,’ История, Chevotage, 1947, vol. xx, p. 1–4).

2 See M. Jugić, ‘Palamite (Controversy),’ D.T.C. vol. xi.

3 Barlaam enlisted his polemical work against the Hesychasts, e. 1337, Kern, Методологія (see Jugić, loc. cit. c. 1336, 1770). Gregoras writes of St Gregory Palamas and his followers: τινας ὅλοιν ἐκ τῆς κεκαταπεσενότου νοηματικής τελειότητος καὶ πολιορκήσεως τῆς Παλαμᾶτος καὶ μοναχικῆς ψυχής διά θεομορφών. (Historia Byzantina, I, xxxii, C.S.H.B., vol. iii, p. 396.) Elsewhere he identifies the Massalians with the Bogomils (cf. infra, p. 254).
The absurdity of this accusation is obvious from the slightest acquaintance with the teaching of St Gregory Palamas. Not only does he specifically condemn the ‘accursed Massalians [who] think that those among them who are worthy behold the essence of God,’ but his teaching rests on the principle, fundamentally opposed to any conception of dualism, that the human body in itself is not evil and can be transfigured even in this life by the Spirit. But the accusation is interesting as it illustrates the fear inspired by the Bogomils and the Massalians in the fourteenth century. Moreover, the wilful confusion between the Orthodox mystical movement and these heresies can be explained by certain apparent similarities between them. The great importance attributed to inner prayer by the Hesychasts could easily be taken by their enemies to correspond to the Massalian view of prayer as alone capable of driving out the demon living in man. The distinction made by St Gregory of Sinai between ἕωσθεν (or ἔωσθεν), the supreme aim of the contemplative life, and τρέφον, or preparation, whose value is only relative, could be falsely taken to imply a rejection of the discipline of the Church, and particularly of the sacraments, as cramping and unnecessary. The Hesychasts also taught that the most efficacious method of spiritual advancement was the constant repetition of the ‘Jesus Prayer’ (‘Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me, a sinner’); the Bogomils held that all prayers except the Lord’s Prayer were ‘babblings’. The essentially contemplative nature of Hesychasm could be compared by the anti-Hesychasts with the total rejection of manual labour preached by the Massalians and the Bogomils. Finally, these sects shared the monastic character of Hesychasm: both Massalianism and Bogomilism recruited many adherents in the monasteries, which were also the centres of Hesychasm, and in the fourteenth century, as it will be shown, the Bogomil heresy spread to Mount Athos, the stronghold of Hesychasm.

In these controversies the opponents of Hesychasm, and particularly Nicephorus Gregoras, identify Massalianism with Bogomilism. This identification, it will be seen, occurs in all fourteenth-century sources dealing with these sects. It seems undeniable that all distinction between them had disappeared by then.

2. See Krivoshein, op. cit.

BOGOMILISM IN THE SECOND BULGARIAN EMPIRE

In the first half of the fourteenth century, before the outbreak of the Hesychast controversy, the Massalian or Bogomil heresy penetrated to Mount Athos, the shrine of Orthodoxy. For this we have the evidence of Nicephorus Gregoras and of the author of the Bulgarian *Life of Saint Theodotus of Tryo*, both of whom identify Bogomilism with Massalianism. According to the latter source, the heresy came to the Holy Mountain from Thessalonica. The spread of Bogomilism from its stronghold in Macedonia to Thessalonica was undoubtedly facilitated by the natural route of the Vardar, the main artery connecting Macedonia with Byzantium. Thessalonica, on the other hand, was the principal link between the monasteries of Mount Athos and the outside world; periodically monks would visit the city to replenish their supplies or transact commercial business. It was probably in such circumstances that, according to the *Life of Saint Theodotus*, a number of monks from Athos, during their stay in Thessalonica, became corrupted by the teachings of a certain nun, Irene, outwardly pious, but a Massalian at heart. Having returned to their monasteries, they spread the heresy over the Holy Mountain, where it became rampant ‘for three years or more’. The behaviour of these heretical Athonite monks was somewhat scandalous: ‘they offended the local monasteries by begging, and when they lacked bread, drink or fuel, they cut down the olive trees outside the enclosures of the monasteries and did many other vexatious things’. However, apart from the practice of begging, which can be regarded as a Massalian trait, our source gives no information on the doctrines or customs of the heretics on Athos. Nor is Nicephorus Gregoras any more informative on this subject. It
seems likely that those Massalian doctrines which spread over Mount Athos were related to prayer and contemplation, features of the heresy which could offer potential points of contact with the views of the Hesychast monks.\footnote{1}

The heresy did not flourish long on the Holy Mountain: some three years after its appearance the monks convened a council which anathematized the heretics and expelled the ringleaders from Athos. Some of them went to Constantinople, Thessalonica and Berroea, others penetrated into Bulgaria.\footnote{2} But the scandal flared up with even greater intensity in Constantinople, where it became centred round the person of the Patriarch Callistus. During his second patriarchate (1355–63) Callistus received a letter from the monks of Athos, accusing the monk Niphon Scoprio of Massalianism. This Niphon, who had formerly lived on the Holy Mountain and was a close friend of Callistus, had already been accused of Bogomilism in 1350 but had succeeded in justifying himself.\footnote{3} The monks’ suspicions were confirmed by the confession of Niphon’s servant Bardarius, who on his deathbed, twelve years after the expulsion of the Massalians from Athos, revealed that his master had actually accepted the heretical doctrine.\footnote{4} Seeing that the patriarch protected Niphon, the anti-Hesychast party in Byzantium seized this opportunity to launch a violent campaign against Callistus, accusing him also of Massalianism. The patriarch, however, successfully confuted these attacks and had his opponents condemned.\footnote{5} It is not clear from this tendentious account of Nicephorus Gregorios whether Niphon was really a Massalian or whether he was simply a Hesychast like Callistus.

\footnote{1} On the sole evidence of Nicephorus Gregorios, one might be tempted to think that these heretical teachings were simply the Hesychast views of the Athosite monks and to ascribe their denunciation as Massalian by Gregorios to his anti-Hesychast bias. However, the evidence of the \textit{Life of Saint Theodosius} precludes such an interpretation: for there these doctrines are explicitly termed Massalian or Bogomil; its author, who was clearly a supporter of Hesychasm, would never have confused it with Massalianism.


\footnote{3} Miklosich and Müller, ibid.

\footnote{4} Nicephorus Gregorios, op. cit. vol. iii, pp. 260–1.

\footnote{5} Ibid. vol. iii, pp. 332–46.

\textbf{Bo\-gomi\-li\-sm in the Second Bulgarian Empire \textit{257}}

But the accusations leveled against the patriarch were obviously based on the deliberate confusion between Hesychasm and Massalianism: the only way by which the anti-Hesychast party could hope to discredit Callistus was to charge him with Massalianism or Bogomilism; a direct attack on Hesychasm was no longer possible, since the doctrines of St Gregory Palamas had been recognized as Orthodox by a council in Constantinople in 1351.\footnote{1}

In view of the extremely close relations between the Byzantine Empire and Bulgaria in the fourteenth century,\footnote{2} it is not surprising to find that Hesychasm penetrated into Bulgaria even before its final triumph in Byzantium. The chief protagonist of Bulgarian Hesychasm was St Theodosius of Trnovo. After wandering from monastery to monastery in search of the true ascetic life, Theodosius was initiated into the way of contemplation by St Gregory of Sinai, who was then living in Paraoria, to the north of Adrianopol, on the boundaries of the Byzantine Empire and Bulgaria. Theodosius became the favourite disciple of the great master of Hesychasm and, after St Gregory’s death (1346), succeeded to the position of teacher to the group of his disciples. He then visited the great centres of Hesychasm, Athos, Thessalonica and Mesembria, and finally settled in Bulgaria, where the Tsar John Alexander gave the group of his disciples, numbering some fifty, a tract of land on the hill of Kiliphar near Trnovo.\footnote{3}

St Theodosius occupies an important position in the history of the Bulgarian Church: he was an ardent supporter of the Oecumenical Patriarch Callistus against his own immediate superior, the Bulgarian Patriarch Theodosius,\footnote{4} and also the leader of Bulgarian Hesychasm and the chief opponent of heresy in the reign of John Alexander. The two latter aspects of his activity are

\footnote{1} See M. Jugie, ‘Palamite (Controversy)’, loc. cit. cols. 1790–2.

\footnote{2} See Radchenko, loc. cit. pp. 165 et seq. Although the Patriarch of Trnovo had been granted nominal autocephaly in 1355, he remained in practice under the domination of the Oecumenical See.

\footnote{3} \textit{Life of Saint Theodosius}, pp. 3–5.

\footnote{4} The Bulgarian patriarch was trying to assert his complete independence of the Patriarch Callistus. St Theodosius, on the other hand, was united to Callistus by their common devotion to the memory of their master St Gregory of Sinai and by their championship of Hesychasm. For the struggle between Callistus and the Bulgarian patriarch, see Radchenko, loc. cit. pp. 180–4; N. N. Zlatarski, \textit{Geschichte der Bulgaren}, pp. 171–2; Spinka, op. cit. pp. 117–18.
described in the *Life of Saint Theodosius*. This work was until recently generally ascribed to the Patriarch Callistus, who appears as the author in the title of the manuscript published by Bodiansky. V. S. Kisselkov, however, has shown fairly conclusively that the document in its present form is not the work of Callistus, but a compilation of a later date, probably of the fifteenth century, based on a shorter Greek version written by Callistus, but now lost.¹

Behind the outward splendour of John Alexander’s Byzantinized court and government, Bulgaria was in a sorry state; never had the economic oppression of the people been so heavy and the gulf between the privileged classes and the peasants so profound; the lack of inner unity in the country, the constant wars between Bulgaria and the Empire, the frequent and terrible devastations by the Ottoman Turks,² which were the determining causes of the collapse of the Second Bulgarian Empire at the close of the fourteenth century, could only favour the spread of heretical teachings. These could develop all the easier, as a marked decadence was observable among the Bulgarian clergy, not excluding the monastic order.³ Hesychasm alone, as in Byzantium, promoted a spiritual revival. The people, thus deprived in many cases of moral guidance, were living in an atmosphere of great mental and spiritual instability, where scepticism and rationalism were combined with excessive credulity and a readiness to accept any extravagant teaching, and where extreme asceticism coexisted with extreme immorality.⁴ In these circumstances, it is not surprising that Bogomilism again raised its head in the fourteenth century.

The first direct evidence of Bogomilism in Bulgaria since the Council of Trnovo in 1211 can be found at the beginning of the fourteenth century. A council held in June 1316 under the presidency of the metropolitan of Heraclea in Thrace, who held the title of ιεράρχης πάσης Θράκης καὶ Μακεδονίας, judged the priest Garianus, accused of having contracted heresy from his association with the Bogomils.¹ The Patriarch Philotheus also tells us that St Gregory Palamas held c. 1317 a victorious discussion with some ‘Marcionites or Massalians’ (Μαρκιανοί ή Μασσαλιανοί) at the monastery of Mount Papikion on the borders of Thrace and Macedonia.² There can be no doubt that these heretics were Bogomils.³ Macedonia, the home of Bogomilism, probably still remained its stronghold in the fourteenth century, when the confused political state of this region was undoubtedly favourable to the sect.⁴

The rest of our knowledge of fourteenth-century Bogomilism is derived from the *Life of Saint Theodosius*, which gives the saint the credit for personally conducting the struggle against a number of different heresies in Bulgaria. The exclusive role played by St Theodosius in fighting heresy, contrasted with the complete insignificance of the rest of the Bulgarian clergy, appears to have been considerably exaggerated by his biographer.⁵

The ‘heretics’ fought by St Theodosius were of two kinds: on the one hand isolated teachers of false doctrines and, on the other, members of well-known sects, Bogomils (or Massalians) and Jews. Disciplinary action or persuasion were sufficient to deal with the former; the latter were only defeated, it seems, after their condemnation by two specially convened councils.

The individual heretics dealt with by St Theodosius were two monks, Theodoret and Theodotus. The first is said to have come from Constantinople to Trnovo, to have been an accomplished physician and to have taught an incongruous mixture of anti-Hesychast doctrines, paganism and magic.⁶ He appears to have

¹ See F. Mikhalevich and J. Müller, *Acta Patriarchatii Constantinopolitanici*, vol. 1, p. 50; 6...ίππες τινες Ἐρυθραίων Μακεδονίας και Μακεδονικάτων Τανιστά, καὶ Ποδαρακατικομενάντων παντόκοιτω καὶ ἰθανόντων καὶ βαρυκοῦντως μεγαλοποιέων. Garianus was acquitted.

⁴ See Radchenko, loc. cit. p. 173.
⁵ The two main studies of the *Life of Saint Theodosius*, by Radchenko and Kisselkov, suffer from opposite defects: the former from an attempt to build up ingenious but unjustifiable hypotheses, the latter from excessive scepticism. Kisselkov’s view that the whole struggle of St Theodosius against heresy is apocryphal and based on a confusion between the saint and another—unidentified—monk Theodosius is substantiated by no conclusive argument.
⁶ *Life of Saint Theodosius*, p. 5. Apparently he taught the people ‘to worship a certain oak and to receive healing from it’. 172
been astonishingly successful in Trnovo, not only among the simple folk but also among many high-placed people (множе въ нарочитых и славных). The scandal ended by the timely intervention of St Theodosius, who confounded Theodoret and had him banished.\(^1\) Though not a Bogomil himself, Theodoret probably appealed to the Bogomils by his views on magic and paganism. In any case, his spectacular success testifies to the religious confusion in Bulgaria at that time and to the readiness of the people to follow any new teacher.

The monk Theodosius behaved even more extravagantly: he wandered from place to place, preaching the dissolution of marriage ties, gathered round him a group of men and women whom he persuaded to walk about naked and indulge in unbridled promiscuity. St Theodosius apparently succeeded in bringing him and his followers to their senses.\(^2\) The behaviour of this Theodosius closely resembles that ascribed to the fourteenth-century Bogomils, whose moral austerity had largely disappeared under the influence of Massalianism. The combination of asceticism with immorality, originally a Massalian feature, is now attributed to the Bogomils in the *Life of Saint Theodosius*.

This document next describes the arrival in Trnovo of Lazarus and Cyril Bosota, who belonged to the group of monks who had been expelled from Mount Athos for their adherence to the Massalian heresy.\(^3\) After a brief period of concealment, they began to preach in the open and corrupted a certain priest, Stephen, who became their leading disciple. The heresy which they taught in Bulgaria was Massalianism, which in two passages in the *Life of Saint Theodosius* is said to be synonymous with Bogomilism.\(^4\) Their behaviour caused a great sensation in Trnovo: Lazarus walked about naked and urged the necessity of castration, Cyril Bosota preached the dissolution of marriage.\(^5\) According to our source, the scandal was so grave that the Bulgarian patriarch himself, being a 'simple man', was baffled and appealed for help to St Theodosius, who urged the convocation of a council to pass judgement on the heretics. His advice was followed, and the council met under his presidency, probably c. 1350.\(^1\)

The description of St Theodosius's interrogation of the Bogomils is purely conventional. As in the *Synodicon of the Tsar Boris*, the heretics are described as dumbfounded by the theological skill and eloquence of the prosecutor. Lazarus repented of his errors, but Bosota and Stephen remained obdurate, and were branded on the face and banished from Bulgaria.\(^2\) But the enumeration of the Bogomil doctrines and practices is not stereotyped and sheds some light on the state of the Bogomil sect in the fourteenth century. Some of the doctrines taught by the followers of Lazarus, Cyril and Stephen were already held by the Bogomils in the tenth century and had thus remained unchanged for four hundred years: the dualism between the heavenly God and the evil creator of

---

\(^1\) St Theodosius's biographer is clearly biased against the Bulgarian patriarch. Kiseliov has shown (op. cit. pp. xli xlix et scil.) that the latter was anything but a simple-minded man, incapable of taking the most elementary measures to safeguard his flock from heresy. Doubtless St Theodosius's role in fighting heresy was not as exclusive as his biographer would like us to believe.

\(^2\) The Bulgarian patriarch, whose time the council against the Bogomils was convened, was a contemporary of Callistus who was twice patriarch of Constantinople, from 1350 to 1354 and from 1355 to 1358. The anti-Bogomil council must have met during his first patriarchate. (See Jireček, op. cit. p. 314.) Spinka maintains that this Bulgarian patriarch was called Symeon (op. cit. p. 117). Symeon was, in fact, still patriarch of Trnovo in 1436, as Kiseliov has shown (op. cit. p. xlix). But in 1438 the patriarchal throne of Bulgaria was occupied by Theodosius, which is proved by a note in a Bulgarian Gospel-Book written in that year (in the collection of Bulgarian MSS. belonging to Robert Curzon, 15th Baron Zouche, S.N.U. (1892), vol. viii, p. 197). Thus the anti-Bogomil council of c. 1350 must have taken place in the patriarchate of Theodosius.

\(^3\) Kiseliov has levelled against the authenticity of this council all the weight of his considerable critical talent. He attempts to prove (op. cit. pp. xxv xxix) that in reality there was no anti-Bogomil council c. 1350, that the author of the *Life of Saint Theodosius* was guilty of a chronological confusion and that his evidence applies to the Council of Trnovo of 1211. Kiseliov's most important arguments are: (1) The vagueness of the hagiographer about the date, place and minutes of the council, (2) the reference to the Bulgarian patriarch as 'simple', whereas our knowledge of that personage suggests just the opposite. But Kiseliov's arguments are not conclusive and his theory can scarcely be accepted. The scathing allusion to the Bulgarian patriarch is quite sufficiently explained by the antipathy of the hagiographer towards one who had been a consistent opponent of St Theodosius.
this world, the rejection of images and of the Cross, the denial of the Real Presence in the Eucharist. Others reveal a specifically Massalian origin: following their ideal of evangelical poverty and their insistence on continual prayer, the Bogomils told St Theodosius: 'we embrace poverty and pray unceasingly... for this reason we are “the poor in spirit” blessed by Our Lord.' They also rejected manual labour. Cyril Bosota claimed that dreams were in reality divine visions. When discovered and threatened with punishment, the Bogomils were wont to swear their innocence by the most solemn oaths and 'curse the Massalian heresy', only to return to it at the first opportunity.

The Life of Saint Theodosius is the first source to attribute the practice of sexual immorality to the Bogomils. St Theodosius accuses them of submitting to the 'natural passions' on the grounds that 'our nature is a slave to the demons'.

After the condemnation of the Bogomils, the Bulgarian Church was confronted with the aggressive behaviour of the Jews. The Tsar John Alexander had married a Jewess, after forcing his first wife to enter a nunnery. The new tsaritsa became a zealous Christian and generously endowed monasteries and churches. Nevertheless, the Bulgarian Jews apparently hoped to gain her support, but 'they were mistaken in their undertaking'.

---

1 Два началу суть, едино благо, другое не зло (ср. с т. п. 7). Однако, эта формулировка космологического дуализма в терминах двух независимых принципов является не Богомиловским, а Павлицианским. Эта мысль развивалась в трудах монаха Святого Теодосия, и ей в своих работах посвящены разделы о дуализме и о принципах Богомилов. Однако, наиболее подробное изложение данной темы можно найти в сочинениях Никона, а также в трудах Павлицианов.

2 Стравинский справедливо замечает, что совокупность смешенных элементов в Богомиловских текстах свидетельствует о том, что их авторы, возможно, были знакомы с Павлицианскими текстами, а также с другими источниками, содержащими аналогичные идеи.

3 Согласно свидетельствам, Богомилы, в частности, полагали, что основной принцип их веры - это отказ от изображений, а также от участия в обрядах, связанных с образами Бога. Они также верили, что Богомилы, как они сами себя называли, обладали особым священным присутствием и могли совершать чудеса.

4 К сожалению, точное время и место рождения неизвестны, а также и дата смерти. Однако, известно, что он был самаритянином, а позднее перешел в иудаизм. В его трудах содержатся определенные идеи, пропагандирующие идеи Богомилов.

5 Согласно свидетельствам, Богомилы верили в существование двух миров - духовного и материального, а также в существование двух начал - света и тьмы. Эти идеи были выражены в их литературе и учении.

6 Согласно свидетельствам, Никон, как и другие павлицианы, были сторонниками более традиционной веры, а также верили в существование двух миров - духовного и материального, а также в существование двух начал - света и тьмы. Эти идеи были выражены в их литературе и учении.

7 Согласно свидетельствам, в трудах Никона содержатся определенные идеи, пропагандирующие идеи Богомилов.

8 Согласно свидетельствам, Иоанн Богослов был сторонником более традиционной веры, а также верил в существование двух миров - духовного и материального, а также в существование двух начал - света и тьмы. Эти идеи были выражены в его трудах и учении.

---

According to the Life of Saint Theodosius, the Jews 'blasphemed the images of Our Lord Jesus Christ and of His Most Pure Mother... spurned the churches of God and the sacrifices offered therein' and inveighed against Orthodox priests and monks. Again St Theodosius intervened, and on his advice the tsar, in agreement with the tsaritsa and the patriarch, convened a council in 1360 which was attended by the tsar's son and the leading hierarchs of the Bulgarian Church. Together with Judaism, the council condemned Bogomilism and the anti-Hesychast teachings of Barlaam and Acyndinus. The Bogomils and the anti-Hesychasts were anathematized and banished from Bulgaria; the Jews convicted of blasphemy were sentenced to death, but were reprieved through the mercy of the tsar; one ring-leader recanted and was received into the Church; of the other two who remained steadfast in their faith the one was killed by an angry mob, the other was punished by having his tongue, lips and ears cut off.

The Judaizing movement in fourteenth-century Bulgaria appears to have been strong. Melitopolus connects the doctrines condemned at the Council of 1360 with the outbreak of Judaism in Macedonia, which came to the notice of the ecclesiastical authorities in Thessalonica between 1324 and 1336. But Judaism in itself could scarcely have called for the convocation of a special council, since the Byzantine Nomocanthon were not lacking in articles against the Jews which could easily have been applied in Bulgaria. The reason for this solemn condemnation in 1360 probably lies in the nature of the doctrines attributed to the Jews in the Life of Saint Theodosius. Not one of them is specifically Jewish: the rejection of icons, churches, the Eucharist and of Holy Orders are features at least as characteristic of Bogomilism. It is significant that although the Council of 1360 appears to have met primarily in order to deal with the Jews, their doctrines were anathematized together with those of the Bogomils, notwithstanding the fact that
the latter had been condemned at the Council of Trnovo only a few years previously. The contact between Bogomilism and Judaism in the fourteenth century is undeniable and evidence of it can already be seen in the thirteenth century. In 1360 it was probably not so much Judaism in itself which presented a danger to the Bulgarian Church as its association with the dreaded Bogomil heresy.

The *Life of Saint Theodosius of Trnovo* is the last Bulgarian source containing evidence of Bogomilism, and illustrates the final stage in the evolution of the sect at the end of its history of four hundred years in Bulgaria. Among the main reasons for the decadence of the sect in the fourteenth century were, as we have seen, the strong influence of Massalianism and the general moral decline of the age. What is remarkable in the history of Bogomilism is not that it was eventually undermined by these influences, but that it succeeded in resisting them for so long. The example of many other sects of a kindred nature shows that the boundary between extreme ascetism and unbridled immorality is a narrow one. The fact that the Bogomils were until the fourteenth century perhaps the greatest ascetics and puritans of the Middle Ages testifies to the considerable vigour and indepemmce of the sect.

Another characteristic feature of the sect, present throughout its history but expressed more clearly in the *Life of Saint Theodosius*, is its increasingly syncretic character, due to its versatility and opportunistic adaptability to circumstances. To carry out their proselytism or to elude persecution the Bogomils never scrupled to ally themselves with other religious and secular movements and even to affect conformity with their greatest enemy, the Orthodox Church. This eclectic tendency became more pronounced with time, and from the thirteenth century onwards Bogomilism is associated more and more frequently with paganism, magic, popular superstitions and with the teachings of other sects, such as the Massalians and the Jews. In one sense this diffuseness of Bogomilism greatly facilitated its spread and hampered the task of its persecutors. The Orthodox Churchmen recognized this only too well, as can be seen from their angry attacks on the ‘hypocrisy’ of the Bogomils. The Orthodox habit of classing many forms of religious nonconformity under the

1 Cf. supra, p. 241.

heading of Bogomilism is thus partly justifiable. Between the tenth and fourteenth centuries Bogomilism was undoubtedly the most dangerous of all the heresies confronting the Orthodox Church. It is significant that the last words of St Theodosius, that fighter of many heresies in the fourteenth century, spoken on his deathbed to his disciples, urged them to fly above all from the Bogomil, that is to say the Massalian heresy.1 But from another point of view the increasingly syncretic character of Bogomilism could not fail to further its disintegration, by obscuring among the heretics the consciousness of their own sectarian traditions. It is safe to assert that many of the ugly features which in the fourteenth century passed as Bogomilism would have been disowned by the pop Bogomil.

This increasing decadence of Bogomilism in the fourteenth century largely explains the fact that after the capture of Trnovo by the Sultan Bayazid (17 July 1393), when the Second Bulgarian Empire fell under the yoke of the Turks, the sect apparently disintegrated of itself and the Bogomils disappeared for ever from the scene of Bulgarian history. The exact behaviour of the Bulgarian Bogomils towards the Turkish invaders is unknown, but it may be inferred by analogy with that of the Bosnian Patarenes: these openly supported the Turks against their own Catholic rulers, and after the conquest of Bosnia (1463) many of them accepted Islam.2 It is probable that the Bulgarian Bogomils were also sympathetic to the Turks, who were generally more tolerant than the Christians in matters of religion and who, moreover, in all the Slavonic countries which they conquered, tried at first to win the sympathies of the peasants. It is generally thought that some Bulgarian Bogomils became Moslems,3 while others accepted

1 Върнато...яко же име есть богомилки, свирьи масалианови, ереси. (Life of Saint Theodosius, p. 11.)


3 See Rački, loc. cit. p. 187. Jirešek thinks that many Bogomils became Moslem even before the Turkish conquest of Bulgaria. (Hornach Bozorg, Odessa, 1878, p. 461.) Indirect evidence of the conversion of the Bogomils to Islam is perhaps provided by the name *turbash*, of Bogomil origin, applied to-day to the Moslem Bulgarians, or *pomaks*, of central Macedonia. (Cf. supra, pp. 166–7.)
Orthodox Christianity. The first must have hoped to obtain, in return for the outward recognition of Islam, a degree of freedom and toleration which was refused them by their Christian masters; the second were probably governed by expediency or fear, as Christianity was the only religion to enjoy recognized rights under Turkish rule. This behaviour of the Bogomils is not surprising, since outward conformity to the discipline of the Church was never incompatible with their principles and was indeed frequently practised by them.

The diffuse and syncretic character of Bogomilism in the final period of its history, which resulted in the rapid disintegration of the sect after the Turkish conquest, appears more clearly by contrast with Paulicianism. The Paulicians, from the very moment of their appearance in the Balkan peninsula in the eighth century, remained in self-contained communities, religiously and ethnically distinct from the Bulgarians, and never mixed with the people to the same extent as the Bogomils. Although this isolation rendered the Paulicians less dangerous to the Church, it also permitted them to survive the Turkish invasion. Though converted to Roman Catholicism in the seventeenth century, the descendants of the medieval Paulicians exist in Bulgaria, and particularly round Philippopolis, to the present day. 3

After the Turkish conquest, we hear no more of the Bogomils in Bulgaria, and it may be presumed that they soon became sub-

3 See Ivanov, op. cit. p. 36.

In 1717 Lady Mary Wortley Montagu discovered the descendants of the Paulicians at Philippopolis. She wrote of them: 'I found at Philippopolis a sect of Christians that called themselves Paulines. They show an old church where, they say, St Paul preached; and he is the favourite saint, after the same manner as St Peter is at Rome; neither do they forget to give him the same preference over the rest of the apostles.' The Letters and Works of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu (ed. Lord Wharncliffe; London, 1893), vol. 1, p. 290. (Letter dated Adrianople, 1 April 1717.)
APPENDIX I

THE CHRONOLOGY OF COSMAS

The determination of the precise date at which the Sermon against the Heretics was composed is of considerable importance for the question of the origins of Bogomilism. The problem is a complex one. Some chronological evidence can be deduced from the text of the document:

1 Cosmas refers to the reign of the Tsar Peter as past.
2 He urges his readers to imitate 'John the New Presbyter and Exarch' and states that many of them know him. This personage is generally thought to be the celebrated Bulgarian Churchman and writer John the Exarch who lived in the reign of the Tsar Symeon (893–927).
3 Cosmas alludes to widespread misery among the peasants, due to wars and foreign invasions. Although he may be referring to the invasions of Magyars and Pechenegs who, after 934, periodically swept over Bulgaria, it is perhaps more likely that the allusion is to the even greater devastations of 969–72, when the Russians of Svyatoslav and the Byzantine army of John Tzimisces fought a series of fierce battles on Bulgarian soil.

There appears to be some difficulty in reconciling the first two pieces of evidence: John the Exarch was a contemporary of Symeon, who died in 927, and although the date of his death is unknown, it is generally thought that he could not have outlived the Tsar Symeon, who died in 969. The different solutions proposed to the problem of Cosmas's chronology depend on the relative degree of importance attached by scholars to each of the three above-mentioned passages of the Sermon against the Heretics.

The general opinion is that Cosmas lived in the second half of the tenth century. Some scholars date his work between the

1 E. Golubinsky, Краткий очерк истории православных церквей, p. 103; M. Penov, Пресвитер Козма и неговата Весела против богомилството, B.I.B. (1929), vol. iv, p. 70.

3 Веселата на Пресвитер Козма против богомилството, Г. Д. У. (1923), vol. xxxv.
4 Веселата на Козма Пресвитера и нейнитъ автор, S.B.A.N. (1923), vol. xxxv.
5 Ibid. p. 74. See the criticism of Trifonov's theory in Puech, op. cit. p. 21.
Byzantines in 972. Vaillant supposes that John the Exarch, who must have been born c. 890, was still alive in 972, and, as an old man of more than eighty years of age, was living in retirement in some Bulgarian monastery. This quite plausible hypothesis permits him to come to the following conclusion: ‘Quand Cosmas écrit, la paix n’est pas encore rétablie, mais la ruine de la Bulgarie est consommée: son traité a paraîtu après 972, non pas dans les années, mais dans les mois qui ont suivi l’occupation de la Bulgarie par les Grecs.’ This solution seems quite acceptable.

APPENDIX II

THE POP JEREMIAH

The Bulgarian priest (pop) Jeremiah is frequently associated in historical sources with the pop Bogomil. He is mentioned for the first time in the tenth century by Sisinnius II, patriarch of Constantinople (995–8), as an author of heretical writings. The monk Athanasius of Jerusalem, who lived not later than the middle of the thirteenth century, denounced in a letter to a certain Pank the ‘lying fables’ of ‘Jeremiah the Presbyter’, particularly one concerning the Holy Cross. The oldest known version of the Slavonic Index of forbidden books, in the so-called ‘Pogodin’s Nomocanon’ which dates from the fourteenth century, quotes the titles of several legends and fables whose authorship is attributed to ‘Jeremiah, the Bulgarian pop’. On the evidence that Jeremiah held heretical views, that he lived in the tenth century (since he is mentioned by Sisinnius), and that a seventeenth-century document brands him with the very same epithet ‘not beloved of God’ (Bory no mill.), which Cosmas applied to the pop Bogomil, many scholars have thought that Bogomil and Jeremiah were one and the same person. Saffafi suggested that Bogomil received the name Jeremiah when he took the monastic vows or when he entered the Church. On the contrary, supposed that the original name of the heresiarch was Jeremiah, and that, following the example of the Paulician elders who were given to taking other names in their capacity of sectarian leaders, he assumed the leadership of the Bulgarian sect under the name of Thoephilus, of which the Slavonic equivalent is Bogomil. That Bogomil and Jeremiah

1 See V. Jagić, История сербско-хорватской литературы, р. 101.
2 A више то постави еси слово Јеремија превознера, вне ов дрво љубави, одно же нега не дава поживи, то баси лживи чељ еси. See M. Sokolov, Материалы и заметки по старинной славянской литературе (Moscow, 1882), vol. 1, pp. 108–9; cf. Пупин и Спассович, op. cit. p. 67.
4 Памятки халкооского письменства, p. lx. According to the rule of the Orthodox Church, a change of name is obligatory after the assumption of the cowl.
are identical was considered probable or certain by a number of scholars.¹

M. Sokolov was the first to examine the problem by a critical analysis of the sources. He convincingly showed that the arguments adduced in favour of this identification are not only inductive, but are proved to be false by reference to the historical documents.² The index of forbidden books, issued by the Russian metropolitan Zosima (1490–1494), mentions 'Jeremiah, son and disciple of Bogomil.'³ A passage in a seventeenth-century manuscript of the Russian Solovki monastery denounces the lies of 'Jeremiah the pope, disciple of Bogomil.'⁴ Finally, a sixteenth-century index of the Moscow Synodal Library states that 'the authors of heretical books in Bulgaria were the pope, Jeremiah, the pope, Bogomil and Sidor the Frank.'⁵ There can no longer be any doubt that Bogomil and Jeremiah were two different persons.

Was Jeremiah really a Bogomil, as the Russian sources suggest? The only information we possess about his views is that supplied by the letter of the monk Athanasius and, on the other hand, by the group of writings attributed to Jeremiah, particularly The Legend of the Cross and Falsehoods about Fever and Other Illnesses.

Athanasius's denunciation of the 'lying fables' of Jeremiah contains no allusions to any Bogomil teaching.⁶ Falsehoods about Fever and Other Illnesses (the story of St Symeon and the twelve daughters of Herod)⁷ is a mixture of Christian apocryphal legends and pagan magical lore and, likewise, shows nothing specifically Bogomil.⁸ It is in any case doubtful whether Jeremiah was the author of this work.⁹

³ Sokolov, ibid. p. 115. Cf. A. N. Pypin, История русской литературы, vol. 1, p. 451, n. 2. The term 'son' must be understood in a spiritual sense.
⁴ Sokolov, ibid. p. 146.
⁵ Твориць бяшь еретическіх інкілім въ болгарскомъ земли папа Ермогенъ, да папа Богумилъ и Сидоръ Фримонъ (ibid.); cf. Ivanov, op. cit. p. 50.
⁸ See Pypin and Spasovich, op. cit. vol. 1, pp. 86–8.
⁹ See Runciman, ibid.
from the south Slavonic versions, where one might have expected to find them. Probably those versions of the Legend which have come down to us in Russian manuscripts had, before their spread to Russia, been amplified by a Bulgarian Bogomil. But it is highly doubtful whether the Bogomil elements which they contain are due to the pen of Jeremiah.

There does not seem to be sufficiently strong evidence for maintaining that Jeremiah was in any real sense a Bogomil. He appears to have been above all a compiler of Christian apocryphal legends, and it is doubtful whether even in this field he displayed any creative originality. But the compilations associated with his name (above all The Legend of the Cross) and which, owing to their unauthoritative and apocryphal origin, were pronounced heretical by the Church, may have been used by the Bogomils who, as the Russian versions of the Legend show, were not averse to embroidering them with their dualistic cosmology.¹

Apart from the fact that Jeremiah probably lived in the second half of the tenth century, nothing is known about his life. It seems probable either that he was a contemporary of Cosmas, in which case the latter's silence concerning him may be due to the fact that Jeremiah's writings were pronounced heretical only later, or that he lived at the very end of the tenth century, when Cosmas was already dead.²

¹ I cannot, for reasons outlined above, agree with Rundiman's view that 'Jeremiah was, with Bogomil, co-founder of the Bogomils' (op. cit. p. 91). Surely what little we know of Jeremiah does not warrant this assertion. As for the 'Dragovitsan school', which, according to Rundiman, was founded by Jeremiah (ibid.), I have already stated my reasons for believing that it must be taken to refer not to the Bogomils, but to the Paulicians of Thrace (see supra, pp. 158-62).
² See D. Tsvetilov, История на българската църква, p. 676.

APPENDIX III

THE DATE OF THE BOGOMIL TRIAL
IN CONSTANTINOPLE

The precise date of the arrest, trial and condemnation of Basil the Bogomil and of his followers in Constantinople at the beginning of the twelfth century cannot be directly obtained from historical sources. Anna Comnena, our principal informant on the matter, left a blank space for the date in her manuscript of the Alexiad, doubtless with the intention of filling it in later after precise verification (μετὰ δὲ τοῦτο τοῦ ἔτους ὁ διαπερνούμενος τῆς βασιλείας αὐτοῦ);¹ such lacunae are not uncommon in the Alexiad.² However, her narrative clearly shows that the measures against the Bogomils were taken at the very end of the reign of Alexius Comnenus; moreover, she refers to these measures as στῆσαν ἐργὰ καὶ ἄσθαντον τῶν μορίων κειμένων τόνα καὶ καταφυλακήτων τοῦ αὐτοκράτορος.³ Some scholars have concluded from this that the event occurred in the last year of Alexius's reign, i.e. in 1118.⁴

But this view contradicts Anna's own statement that the trial of the Bogomils occurred in the patriarchate of Nicholas III the Grammarian, who held office from 1084 to 1111.⁵ Spinka explains away this difficulty by ascribing Anna's reference to Nicholas to 'one of her rather frequent slips of memory.'⁶

On the other hand, a number of scholars have accepted Anna's testimony that Nicholas the Grammarian took part in the prosecution of the Bogomils and consequently place this event in the last years of his patriarchate: the year 1110 is suggested by K. Paparigakopoulos⁷ and M. I. Gedeon,⁸ the year 1111 by Jireček,⁹ Ralki¹⁰ and Pogodin.¹¹

¹ Alexiad, lib. xv, cap. 8, p. 359.
² See G. Buckler, Anna Comnena, p. 251.
³ Alexiad, lib. xv, cap. 10, p. 364.
⁴ F. Coudert, Essai sur le règne d'Alexis Ier Comnène, p. 319; M. Spinka, A History of Christianity in the Balkans, p. 98; I. Klinchar, ΗΠολιτική Αποικία και πολιτικόν ομορφά, p. 74.
⁷ Ιστορία του Ελληνικού Ίδιους (Athens, 1871), vol. IV, p. 546.
⁸ Περιεχομένων Πανεκκ (Constantinople, 1851), pp. 338-47.
¹¹ Ιστορία Βολγαρίας, p. 54.
The truth of their opinion and the reliability of Anna's statement are borne out by circumstantial historical evidence. It is highly improbable that Alexius's prosecution of the Bogomils took place in 1118: the emperor's last illness, from which he never recovered, overcame him in January or February of that year, and it is obvious from his daughter's account that the trial of the heretics stretched over a period of at least several months. Moreover, the period between 1112 and 1118 was almost entirely occupied with wars against the Seljuq Turks and the Cumans—with the exception of part in 1114, when Alexius busied himself with the conversion of the Paulicians of Philippopolis—and during his brief stays in Constantinople the emperor was weary and sick and hence not likely to have shown the energy and persistence with which his daughter credits him in interrogating and arguing with the Bogomils. The most satisfactory period for dating the Bogomil trial is between 1109 and 1111. Alexius was then in Constantinople and actively applying himself to the internal affairs of the State.

There is thus no reason to doubt Anna's statement that the trial of the Bogomils in Byzantium occurred in the patriarchate of Nicholas the Grammian, i.e., not later than 1111. Her assurance that 'this was the last and crowning act of the emperor's long labours and successes' is, no doubt, somewhat incorrect, as his conversion of the Paulicians took place a few years later, in 1114, but this inaccuracy is easier to explain than her alleged confusion of the two patriarchs, Nicholas the Grammian and John IX (1111–34), both of whom she doubtless knew personally.

---

1 See Chalandon, op. cit. p. 273.
2 Ibid. pp. 255–76.
4 Cf. supra, pp. 193–5.

---

APPENDIX IV

BOGOMILISM IN RUSSIA, SERBIA, BOSNIA AND HUM

1. Russia

The question whether Bogomilism ever spread to Russia is very insufficiently known, as the extant sources are practically silent on this matter. However, a few scattered hints can be gleaned which suggest that individual Bogomils may have proselytized in Russia between the eleventh and the fifteenth centuries.

Nikon's Chronicle, composed in the sixteenth century, states that in 1004 the authorities of the Russian Church arrested a heretic by the name of Adrian for reviling 'the laws of the Church, the bishops, the priests and the monks'. In prison Adrian soon repented of his errors. Russian historians, with some plausibility, have generally taken him to be a Bogomil from Bulgaria. There is no evidence, however, that he had any appreciable following in Russia.

The Russian Primary Chronicle in the Laurentian redaction describes under the year 1071 the appearance in Belozero in northern Russia of 'two magicians' (два волхва), guilty of the murder of a number of women whom they accused of causing a famine in the region of Rostov. When brought before the civil authorities the magicians made an interesting confession of faith: to the question 'how was man created?' they replied: 'God washed Himself in the bath, and after perspiring, dried Himself with straw and threw it out of heaven upon the earth. Then Satan quarrelled with God over which of them should create man out of it. But the Devil made man, and God set a soul in him. As a result, whenever man dies, his body goes to the earth and his soul to heaven.'

---

1 Патриаршая или Никоновская летопись: Полное собрание русских летописей, изд. Археографической Комиссии (St. Petersburg, 1862), т. IX, p. 69.
3 The brief reference in Nikon's Chronicle under the year 1125 to the heretic Dmitri (Dimtri), who was imprisoned by the metropolitan of Kiev (ibid. p. 152), has also been regarded as an allusion to Bogomilism in Russia (Makary, op. cit. vol. 11, pp. 316–7). But the evidence here is really insufficient, as we are told nothing further about this heretic.
soul to God." Asked then 'in what God do you believe?', they answered: 'in Antichrist', who 'dwells in the abyss.' The first part of the magicians' confession refers to a popular legend which still existed among the Finnish moriva in the nineteenth century. But the contents and terminology of the second part are unmistakably Bogomil.

The Kie Paterik, the composition of which was begun in the early thirteenth century, contains a hint that some Orthodox circles in Kievan Russia were not entirely impervious to the influence of dualism. In the story of the temptation of St. Nikita, hermit of the Kiev monastery of the Caves and later bishop of Novgorod (1066–1107), it is related how Nikita, smitten with pride, decided against the advice of his abbot to exchange the community life for one of complete seclusion. In his dangerous solitude he was ensnared by the Devil, who appeared in the shape of an angel and persuaded him to abandon prayer for study and teaching. With the aid of the Devil, Nikita gained a reputation for great wisdom, owing particularly to his unequalled knowledge of the Old Testament. 'He knew all the Jewish books well', but refused to read the New Testament. Nikita was eventually saved by the prayers and exercism of his fellow-monks and, on coming to his senses, vigorously disclaimed any knowledge of the Old Testament. It is possible that we have here an echo of the Bogomil rejection of the Old Testament.

The heresies of the 'Strigolniki' and of the 'Judaizers' which flourished in western Russia in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries respectively have sometimes been at least indirectly related to Bogomilism by historians. The 'Strigolniki' appeared in Novgorod and Pskov in the last quarter of the fourteenth century. The temporary success enjoyed by this sect, of which we know but little, is usually explained by the ravages caused in Russia by the Black Death, by the penetration of rationalist ideas from western Europe and by the protest of the heretics against the laxity of the clergy. It is possible, though as yet far from certain, that in their rejection of the hierarchy of the Church, which they accused of simony, and of the sacraments, and in their emphasis on moral rigorism, the 'Strigolniki' were influenced by the dualist tradition. But we cannot speak of any direct influence of Balkan Bogomilism on this movement.

The 'Judaizers' are of greater interest. The precise nature of this movement is still somewhat mysterious and controversial. It was undoubtedly connected with the heresy of the 'Strigolniki', that arose in Novgorod c. 1470, spread in 1479–80 to Moscow, where it gained some popularity in high ecclesiastical and political circles, was condemned by a council of the Russian Church in 1490 and was finally extinguished by persecution at the beginning of the sixteenth century. The two foremost opponents of the 'Judaizers', Gennady, archbishop of Novgorod, and St. Joseph of Volokolamsk, seem to have considered them in the main as adherents of the Jewish faith. They were said to disbelieve in the Trinity and in the divinity of Christ, to prefer the Old Testament to the New, to have adopted some Jewish practices, to reject the cult of saints, icons and relics, to shun the use of churches, to revile the monks and the whole ecclesiastical hierarchy and to claim the right of free interpretation of the Holy Scripture. Some at least of these doctrines are certainly suggestive of Judaism, and as some Jews in Novgorod are known to have been active in spreading them, several Russian historians regarded the movement as essentially Jewish in character. Others, however, have challenged this view. I. Panov, in his searching study of the 'Judaizers', considered the movement to have been essentially a compromise between a form of Christian rationalism and a liberal and philosophical interpretation of Judaism, and thought that the Jewish elements were gradually relegated to a secondary role. More recently M. N. Speransky expressed the opinion that the main strings of the 'Judaizing' movement were the growing influence of western rationalist ideas in north-west Russia and the opposition of the clergy and people

2 See История русской литературы, publ. by the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., т. 1 (ed. by A. S. Orlov and others; Moscow, 1951), p. 84.
4 История русской литературы, ibid. p. 65.
of Novgorod to the centralizing autocracy of Moscow, which culminated in the conquest of Novgorod by Ivan III in 1475 and in the final extinction of the proud city's independence in 1480. The Novgorod Jews, in his view, tried to turn to their advantage the growing rationalism of the city, with the result that the teaching of the sect became infused with Jewish elements. The heretics regarded themselves not as Jews, but as authentic Christians; moreover, it is unlikely that a basically Jewish movement would have gained much success in Russia at that time.1

It is probable that the Russian 'Judaizing' heresy was not simply a revival of Judaism and that its origin and character are more complex. Western rationalism, which came to Russia through the close connections of Novgorod with northern and western Europe, and the separatist tendencies of the anti-Moscow party in the city undoubtedly played some part in the movement. But we may go further and ask whether any other influences were exerted on the Novgorod heretics at the end of the fifteenth century.

Both Gennady and St Joseph drop some significant hints. In a letter to Ioasaf, archbishop of Rostov and Yaroslavl, written on 25 February 1489, Gennady states that the doctrines of the Novgorod sect are 'Judaism, mixed with the Massalian heresy'.2 The 'Judaizers' are identified with or related to the Massalians five times in the same letter. Unfortunately Gennady does not give his reasons for relating the two sects to each other, beyond stating that the followers of each forswear themselves fearlessly and 'celebrate the Divine Liturgy unworthily'. St Joseph likewise says that the Novgorod heretics 'hold secretly to the Massalian heresy'.3 If these references to the ancient sect are not simply heresiological clichés,4 the 'Massalian' doctrines ascribed to the Russian 'Judaizers' may well be elements of Bogomilism;5 in the Balkans Bogomilism and Massalianism were considered to be identical after the thirteenth century.6 We cannot, however, be certain whether the 'Massalian' features of the Russian heresy included more than a rejection of the material objects of the Christian cult and of the hierarchy of the Church; and several doctrines attributed to the Novgorod heretics (especially the preference for the Old Testament) are scarcely compatible with the tenets of Bogomilism. Yet the suspicion that the Russian 'Judaizers' were not impervious to the influence of the Balkan sect is confirmed by Gennady's statement that the Novgorod heretics made use of Cosmas's treatise against the Bulgarian Bogomils.7

In the absence of further documentary evidence, we can only surmise that the indirect references to Bogomilism which we find in contemporary works concerning the heresy of the Russian 'Judaizers' may be due to a spread of Bogomil doctrines to Russia, presumably in the fourteenth century, when Russian culture once more became subject to a strong influence of the Balkan Slavonic countries. It is perhaps significant that the connection which might be traced between Judaism and Bogomilism in Novgorod in the late fifteenth century existed in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in Bulgaria.8

Some influence of Bogomilism is noticeable in the large apocryphal literature which circulated widely in Russia during the Middle Ages. Most of these works were Byzantine in origin and were brought to Russia in Bulgarian translations; in some of them the dualistic bent of a Bogomil intermediate is clearly discernible, and the very term 'Bulgarian fables' by which they were known in Russia is suggestive of their Balkan provenance.

The Palea, the famous and partly apocryphal Old Testament Bible which enjoyed great popularity in medieval Russia, shows evidence of having been remodelled on its way from Byzantium by the Bulgarian Bogomils. In its account of the creation and fall of the angels, the chief of the rebellious heavenly host is given the name of Satanel.9 The defeat of Satanel is attributed to the Archangel Michael, who inherits the divine particle el, while his opponent, deprived of his divinity, becomes the Devil.10 The same

1 Speransky, op. cit. vol. ii, pp. 53-59. Golubinsky attempted to answer this last argument by supposing that the Jews attracted the Russians by their clever proselytism and by exploiting the popular interest in astrology (loc. cit. pp. 595-6), but this does not seem very convincing.
2 In Chteniya v imperiat. obshch. istorii i drevnostey russkikh pri Moskov. Universit. (Moscow, 1847), vol. viii.
3 Прочитаны, или собрание речей идущих оставшихся (3 rd ed.; Kazan, 1896), p. 44.
4 St Joseph, at least, seems well acquainted with the doctrine of Massalianism (cf. ibid. p. 455) and is hence not likely to have used the term in a loose sense.
5 This is Panov's opinion (loc. cit. vol. cxx, pp. 12-13).

1 See supra, pp. 232, 254, 256.
3 See supra, pp. 241, 243-4.
5 I. Pozrjev, Апокрифические книжки в ветхозаветной линии и события, Sobornik otdel. rusk. yazika i slovenosti Imper. Akad. Nauk (1877), vol. xvii, no. 1, p. 86.
teaching is ascribed to the Byzantine Bogomils by Euthymius Zigabenus.  

A prominent part in Russian apocryphal literature is played by the Legend of the Cross, attributed to the heretical Bulgarian bishop Jeremiah, and probably popular among the Bogomils. In one Russian version it is stated that the tree which was later used for making the Cross was planted in Paradise by Satanael, who then existed alone with God. Another version of the Legend begins with these words, which are obviously Bogomil: ‘when God created the world, only He and Satanael were in existence.’

Passages showing a remarkable similarity to parts of the Bogomil Secret Book are to be found in the Slavonic version of the apocryphal Apocryphal Apocalypse of St John in a Russian medieval manuscript in the library of the Solovki monastery.

The legend of The Sea of Tiberias, which is regarded as Bogomil in origin, must have been popular in medieval Russia, for it has come down to us in several Russian manuscripts. It describes the collaboration of God and Satanael in the creation of the earth.

The apocryphal Gospel of Thomas (known in its Slavonic versions as The Childhood of Jesus, The Vision of Isaiah, The Book of Enoch, which were adapted and used by the Bulgarian Bogomils, were already known in Russia in the Kievan period.

Finally, unmistakable traces of Bogomil doctrines, myths and terminology (mixed with Christian apocryphal stories) can be found in later south Russian folklore, particularly in a number of Ukrainian cosmogonical legends, which describe the dual role of God and the Devil (sometimes called Satanael) over the universe, their collaboration in the creation of man and their rivalry in the present world.

---

2 Cf. supra, pp. 271–4.
4 Gaster, op. cit. p. 36.
5 V. Jogić, ’Opis i lavodi iz nekoliko južnoсловенскih rukopisa’, Storine (1873), vol. v, p. 77.
6 I. Pofiriev, Апокрифические сказания о новозаветных лицах, loc. cit. p. 86.
7 I. Ivanov, Богословские книги, pp. 287–311; История русской литературы, vol. 1, p. 84.
9 See the study of some of these Ukrainian legends by K. Radačenko, Отношение по богомилству, Известия отеч. русск. языка и словенств империал. акад. наук (St Petersburg, 1910), vol. xv, pt 4, pp. 73–131.

There is an apparent contradiction between the complete absence of any direct and explicit references to native Bogomilism in Russian sources and the comparative abundance of Bogomil elements in Russian apocryphal literature. There would seem to be two reasons for this. It is probable that Bogomilism, as a sectarian movement, never struck deep roots in medieval Russia, and that its success there was limited to the sporadic and intermittent proselytism of individuals who were either Russian heretics or, perhaps, missionaries from Bulgaria. Moreover, the cosmogonical legends and apocryphal Old and New Testament stories which contain Bogomil elements probably captured the fancy of the medieval Russian mostly for their narrative interest and literary merit, and their dualist background either passed largely unnoticed, or was not consciously associated with any formally heretical set of doctrines.
the eleventh and twelfth centuries the link between Macedonia and Serbia was strengthened through the influence of the archbishopric of Ochrida.\footnote{See Jireček, op. cit., pp. 219-22.}

The penetration of Bogomilism from Macedonia into Serbia was undoubtedly facilitated by these natural waterways. The Bogomils are first heard of in Serbia in the reign of Stephen Nemanja, Grand Župan of Raška (1168-96). His Life, written by his son, Stephen the First-Crowned, tells us that on becoming aware of the prevalence of the heretics in his realm, Nemanja summoned a general assembly of the land (sabor), which inflicted dire punishment on the Bogomils; their leader had his tongue cut out, his followers were either executed or banished, their property confiscated and their heretical books burnt.\footnote{Život sv. Symona od Krše Srbine: P. J. Šafrlč, Poveste Dvójne Pismaćnosti Jiholoslavij, pp. 6 et seq. \textit{H. W. V. Temperley}, describing Nemanja’s persecution of the Bogomils, suggests that their doctrines ‘have been greatly misrepresented by Orthodox opponents. Its main principle [i.e. that of Bogomilism] does not appear to have been the dualism or equality of good and evil, as is often asserted.’ \textit{(History of Serbia, London, 1917}, p. 43.) But apart from the fact that the terms ‘dualism’ and ‘equality of good and evil’ are by no means synonymous (which can be seen in the so-called ‘mitigated dualism’ of the Bogomils), Prof. Temperley’s statement flatly contradicts the evidence of all Bulgarian and Byzantine sources on the Bogomils, as well as that of the written monuments of the Bogomils themselves. The fact that the Bogomil doctrine was dualistic is to-day established beyond any doubt.}

Nemanja’s measures appear to have been most successful: for 150 years we hear no more of the Bogomils in Serbia. The main credit for this must be given to his younger son Rastko, who became the first archbishop and great organizer of the autocephalous Church of Serbia, and is known in history under the name of St Sava. By firmly establishing the Serbian Church on truly popular and national foundations St Sava dealt the greatest possible blow to Bogomilism, by depriving the heretics of one of their most potent weapons of proselytism, namely the reaction against an excessive Byzantine influence in Church and State. The medieval Church of Bulgaria was never able to achieve this, for, owing to historical, geographical and political reasons, Bulgaria, unlike Serbia, was incapable of resisting the stream of Byzantinism. It was undoubtedly largely due to St Sava’s great apostolic work that, while Bogomilism flourished for four centuries in Bulgaria, its influence in Serbia was arrested at the end of the twelfth century. Bogomilism is mentioned for the last time in Serbia in the famous code of laws of the Tsar Stephen Dušan, promulgated in 1349-54. The \textit{Zakonik} imposes fines, flogging, branding or exile, according to the social status or the

\footnote{Život sv. Dušana, cara Srpskog \textit{[ed. S. Novaković, Belgrade, 1898]}, pp. 14, 67 (articles nos. 10, 85).}

APPENDIX IV

3. Bosnia and Hum

The problem of the penetration of Bogomilism into Bosnia and Hum (present-day Herzegovina) is a vast and complex one and cannot be even briefly outlined here. In no other country did the heresy (known in Bosnia as the Patarene faith) have such widespread repercussions on the internal and external history of the people. The notable differences in doctrine between the Bogomils and the Bosnian Patarens make it impossible to treat the latter simply as part of the ‘Bogomil question’. The most comprehensive study of the history of the Patarene sect in Bosnia and Hum is Račić’s \textit{Bogomili i Patreni} (\textit{Rad, vol. vii, pp. 126-79; vol. viii, pp. 121-75}). The general histories of V. Klaić (\textit{Geschichte Bosniens von den ältesten Zeiten bis zum Verfalle des Königreiches, Leipzig, 1885}) and of Spinka (\textit{A History of Christianity in the Balkans, pp. 157-83}) reiterate in the main the results of Račić’s investigations. The principal sources used by Račić are: (1) \textit{Monumenta Serbica spectantia historiam Serbis, Bosnæ, Ragusiæ, ed. F. Miklosich, Vienna, 1868.} (2) ‘The State Documents of the Republic of Dubrovnik’, ed. M. Pučić (Spomenici Crkveni, Belgrade, 1893). (3) The MSS. of the Vatican archives published by A. Theiner \textit{Vetra monumenta historica Hungarum sacram illustrantia, 1859-60, and Vetra monumenta Slavorum meridianalium, 1863). Račić’s work on Patarenisim in Bosnia is still unsurpassed, though some of his opinions need revision in the light of more recent historical research, in particular that of Č. Truhelka (\textit{Testament gosta Radina}, Glosnik Zemaljskog Muzeja u Bosni i Herzegovini, Sarajevo, July-September, 1911, pp. 355-75).

A brief history of the Bosnian Patarens is given by Runciman \textit{The Medieval Manichees, pp. 305-54.}, who, however, scarcely mentions their doctrines.

Incomplete studies of the problem can also be found in the works of Petrovović (\textit{Prljek Bosanske i krstine}, J. Asbóth \textit{An Official Tour through Bosnia and Herzegovina, London, 1890)}, D. Prohaska (\textit{Das kroatisch-serbische Schriftum in Bosnien und der Herzegowina, Zagreb, 1911, pp. 18-25}), P. Rovinsky (\textit{Materiåli pre historii bogumilov v srbčtiv milkem}, \textit{Zh.M.N.P.} vol. 30, March, 1882, pp. 32-51).

A survey of the studies devoted to the Bosnian Patarene movement can be found in the article of J. Šidak, ‘Problem “bosanske crkve” u najc historiografiji od Petrovovića do Glušca (Prilog rješenju t.zv. bogumilskog pitanja)’, \textit{Rad} (1937), vol. cclix, pp. 37-182.
APPENDIX V

BOGOMILS, CATHARS AND PATARENES

The problem of the influence of Bogomilism on the development of dualistic heresy in western Europe still awaits a definitive study. Western medievalists for the most part have not investigated the Slavonic Bogomil sources, while Slavonic historians have generally taken the filiation of the Cathars and Patarenes from the Bogomils for granted but have not attempted a detailed study of Western dualism from the point of view of its connection with Bogomilism.¹

A full examination of this question does not fall within the scope of the present work, but the following notes indicate the position reached by modern scholarship on the subject and point certain aspects of the problem for future research.

The first modern scholar to have examined the links between Eastern and Western dualism in some detail was Schmidt. He acknowledged the strong influence exerted by the Bogomils on the Cathars, but denied that the latter derived their teaching from the former. His main arguments are as follows: (1) The view that the Bogomils and the Cathars are linked by their common Gnostic inheritance is refuted by the fact that the doctrines of the Cathars reveal no great influence of Gnosticism. (2) Catharism, at least in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, was a unified and harmonious system: whereas 's'il y a une doctrine incomplète, c'est bien plutôt celle des Bogomiles'. (3) Traces of Catharism can be found in France already at the end of the tenth century, while, in Schmidt's opinion, Bogomilism only appeared in the second half of the eleventh century. (4) He regards Catharism and Bogomilism as parallel branches of a 'dualisme cathare primitif'.² But these arguments of Schmidt, which have not so far been refuted, are not conclusive and are based on erroneous notions of Bogomilism. As we have seen, there is no evidence of any direct connection between Gnosticism and Bogomilism; Bogomilism, after its penetration into Byzantium at the end of the eleventh century, was very far from being 'une doctrine incomplète'; moreover, it arose in Bulgaria a century earlier than Schmidt imagined; finally, the existence of a 'dualisme cathare primitif' can be substantiated by no reliable evidence.

On the other hand, eminent Slavists like Rački and Ivanov regard the Patarenes and the Cathars as offshoots of the Bulgarian Bogomils.³ An interesting attempt to disprove their view was made by the Russian scholar E. Anichkov. In his opinion Catharism developed not as the result of the penetration of Slavonic Bogomilism into Italy and France, but from the remnants of ancient Manichaean traditions, preserved for many centuries in western Europe.

Such is the position of the problem to-day. The view commonly held by Slavonic scholars that the development of dualism in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries throughout all southern Europe, from the Black Sea to the Atlantic, was simply due to a gradual spread of Bogomilism from Bulgaria to Serbia, Bosnia, northern Italy and southern France, is over-simplified and should be reconsidered after a careful study of the origins of Catharism. It is significant in this respect that positive evidence of the influence exerted by Bogomilism on the Patarenes and the Cathars only exists from the second half of the twelfth century, when dualism was already widespread in western Europe.

The principal arguments adduced in support of the theory that Bogomilism exerted a direct influence on the development of Catharism can be summarized as follows:

I. INTERNAL EVIDENCE

(1) A name frequently given to Catharism by its Catholic opponents in France in the thirteenth century was Bulgarorum haeresis; the Cathars themselves were often called Bulgars, Bulgari, Bogri, Bugres.² It is a well-known fact that the French word 'bourgeois', which since then has been synonymous with 'sodomite', and was originally applied by the Catholics to the Cathars, is derived from 'Bulgars'.³

(2) The name 'Cathars' (καθαροί) is of Greek origin.

(3) From the eleventh century place-names and family names in northern Italy, such as Bulgaro, Bulgar, Bulgarello, Bulgarini indicate that relations existed from early times between Italy and Bulgaria.⁴

³ See Ivanov, op. cit. p. 41, n. 1.

² The Medieval Manichæans, especially pp. 169-70.
(4) Certain Cathars, condemned to the stake in 1146 in Cologne, admitted: 'hanc haresin usque ad hace tempora occultatam fluisse a temporibus martyrum et fomonis in Graecia et quibusdam aliis terribiis'. These 'other lands' may refer to Bulgaria.1

(5) The version of the New Testament used by the French Cathars and the Italian Patarines was not the Vulgate but another translation from the Greek. Schmidt suggests that this was a translation into Latin of the Slavonic version of St Cyril and St Methodius.2

(6) The ritual of the Cathars, connected with initiatory prayer-meetings, was undoubtedly influenced by that of the Bogomils.3

(7) Finally, a number of doctrines held by the Cathars are to be found in Bogomilism: the Docetic Christology, the opposition to the instituted Church, the repudiation of marriage, the emphasis on asceticism, the exclusive preference for the Lord's Prayer, and, above all, the belief that the Devil was the son of God, and also the unjust steward and the lord of this world.4

II. HISTORICAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE BOGMILS AND THE WESTERN DUALISTS

Evidence of Latin sources of the twelfth century suggests that at that time the dualists of western Europe regarded the Balkans as the fount of their teaching.

It has been shown that the 'Ecclesia Bulgariae' and the 'Ecclesia Dugunthiae', situated respectively in Macedonia and in Thrace, were considered by the Cathars as the origin of all the dualistic communities in Italy and France.5 Towards the middle of the twelfth century Marcus, the leader of the Italian Patarines, belonged to the 'Ecclesia Bulgariae'.6 In 1167 Nicetas, the chief of the heretics of Constantinople, journeyed to Lombardy with the aim of converting Marcus to the 'absolute dualism' professed by the 'Ecclesia Dugunthiae'. He was successful in his task.7 In the same year Nicetas travelled from Lombardy to France, where he presided over the council of the Cathars at Saint-Félix de Caraman. Largely owing to his personal authority Nicetas succeeded in imposing the doctrines of the 'Ecclesia Dugunthiae' on the French and Italian dualists. So great were Nicetas's prestige and reputation that his Catholic opponents, in the face of this union of all

---

1 See M. Bouquet, Recueil des historiens des Gaules, vol. xiv, pp. 446–9; this title has been proved to be fictitious (cf. supra, p. 246).
2 See N. Vignier, Recueil de l'histoire de l'Église, p. 268.
3 Schmidt, ibid. p. 61; Rački, ibid. p. 192.
4 Cf. supra, pp. 226–8, 242.
5 Cf. supra, pp. 157 et seq.
6 See Runciman, op. cit. p. 169.
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